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Introduction and Overview
The last several decades have witnessed a growing skepticism in America about the capacity of social programs—especially publicly funded social programs—to address the problems and prospects of American youth. This skepticism is especially strong once youth reach the pre-teen years and beyond. Thus interest in early childhood programs continues and grows—while support for teenage employment programs declines and dwindles. The body politic seems to be in the process of deciding that a young person’s life course is set in concrete after the onset of puberty.

This trend is disturbing in itself, and is exacerbated by other trends:

First, in the opening decade of the new millennium the sheer number of adolescents in America will increase enormously—more teenagers than we have had since the early 1970s.

Second, the past few years there has been a growing number of high-profile events involving young people and deadly violence. The young people involved were not poor; not minority; not from central cities.

Third, the demands of the new “global economy” are more rigorous, and less forgiving of individual shortcomings and early mistakes, than was the American economy from the postwar period to the present. In short, there will soon be more young people making the transition to adulthood in America than ever before—and the requirements for their success economically will be stricter and greater.

These trends together pose difficult challenges for our society—and especially for our young people. They make it an odd time for American society to be drifting into a “What will be, will be...” policy stance toward its adolescents. Increased interest in early childhood programs is sensible and important, and will no doubt help increase the capacity of some young people to meet life’s later challenges—but to see a child’s life as if its later, ongoing challenges can be neutralized by an early inoculation is to ignore what common sense and science tell us about human development, especially in an age of such rapid and basic social and economic change. It is also to ignore the evidence from the last two decades of social programming: that short-term interventions bring only short-term improvements.

There are counter-trends. The recent incidents of youth violence in noncentral city schools have acted as a wake-up call to many Americans, and, although some see the solution in metal detectors and security guards, for others these incidents have stimulated increased interest in what is going on in the minds and lives of young people—and in what adult society can do to promote the healthy development of those minds and lives. The increase in support for after-school programming is a prominent example of this renewed interest.
There is also a growing body of evidence about the positive relationship between the number of supports and opportunities children experience while growing up—their “assets” or “social capital”—and the increased successes and decreased problems they have during adolescence. This data confirms what many think is self-evident common sense; to others it is revealing evidence that environment does have a powerful effect, one which can be broken down into practical bits. Many communities have expressed a commitment to learning how they can organize to implement a “positive youth development” approach for their young people.

In addition, evidence is accumulating that individual social programs can produce the assets that increase a youth’s successes and decrease his or her problems. The most publicized example is the impact study of Big Brothers Big Sisters, which shows that mentoring significantly reduces initial drug use and school violence, and increases school performance. In short, the evidence is clear that we do not have to “give up” on youth if they experience serious problems and do not have adequate support, guidance or opportunities in their immediate environment.

Lastly, there arose in the early 1990s a movement to augment the typical “problem-reduction” orientation of youth policy with a new (at least new to public policy) orientation toward “positive youth development.” The new orientation is more attuned to the basic needs and stages of a youth’s development, rather than on simply “fixing” whatever “problem” may have arisen. It focuses on youth’s need for positive, ongoing relationships with both adults and other youth; for active involvement in community life; and for a variety of positive choices in how they spend nonschool time. It aims to build strengths as well as reduce weaknesses.

The movement’s fundamental assumption—one receiving increased corroboration both from the study of human behavior and program evaluations—is that enduring, positive results in a youth’s life are most effectively achieved by tending to basic needs for guidance, support and involvement, and not by surgical interventions aimed at removing problems.

These counter-trends have gained in force, credibility and support throughout the 1990s, especially in the nonprofit and philanthropic sectors. They have not, however, supplanted skepticism about public social programs generally, and specifically about public support for programs for adolescents. Rather they have co-existed with that skepticism.

These counter-trends have helped many youth organizations gain greater (and deserved) recognition and resources—both larger, nationally known groups like Boys & Girls Clubs, and smaller, local efforts like Brooklyn’s El Puente. They have also stimulated greater political and media attention to other sources of support, opportunity and guidance for young people, most notably from their families, schools, churches
and volunteers. In the spring of 1997 a host of American notables—including three Presidents—gathered in Philadelphia for the President’s Summit to declare their support for “positive youth development”—and to push for more private contributions and volunteers to that end.

All the above are favorable and promising.

Yet, in the many highly publicized statements over what to do with the projected multitrillion dollar budget surplus that America may experience over the next decade, there are almost none that make the positive development of young people a high priority. The most publicized discussions about young people are about the age at which they should be prosecuted as adults.

As a society, we are at a crossroads. Awareness that our youth need more and better support is growing—as is the willingness to use private time and resources for that support. However, our willingness to use the only source of funds able to meet the size and scope of the need—public funds—has hardly budged, even in the face of unprecedented surplus.

A large (and growing) number of neighborhoods, cities and states have or are holding “summits” to address youth issues, and involve parents, neighborhood leaders, corporate leaders, elected officials and youth themselves. These “summits,” as well as the philanthropic and public officials increasingly engaged in youth issues, all quickly face several key issues: What exactly do we do? What is most effective—for which youth? How do we address the youth with the most difficult issues? What does it cost—and who will pay? How do we know if we are succeeding?

This seems, then, a good time to take stock of the emerging “positive youth development” field, and to begin charting the issues it must address if it is to play a significant role in the future of American youth.

The Youth Development Directions Project was established in the spring of 1998 as a vehicle for taking stock and charting the issues. This volume summarizes the project’s work. The aim of the project was not to cover all youth, but rather to focus on adolescents—the hardest age group for which to generate positive public interest and support, and thus the group (unsurprisingly) for which the public and nonprofit sectors provide the least amount of support, opportunities and guidance. The project’s aim was not to cover every issue relevant to adolescent development but rather to produce a group of essays that would stimulate the thinking of leaders in the public, private, philanthropic and nonprofit sectors about the actions needed to support the healthy development of America’s youth.

The project’s approach was to pull together a group of national intermediary organizations that work with service providers, funders and policymakers, and that regularly and publicly communicate the find-
ings of their work—and to take their collective pulse on the issues laid out above. Other kinds of organizations will have different perspectives on the issues the essays address, and we hope that this volume stimulates their involvement in the dialogue.

The project’s structure was simple: the group met for a day and a half in late May 1998 to discuss the major issues facing the “youth development” field, and to determine the topics and writers for this volume. The writers wrote drafts over the remainder of 1998 and early 1999, and also met again for a day and a half in late 1998 to continue the May discussion and to critique the draft papers. Editing and further discussions took place during the remainder of 1999. The discussions, and the papers in this volume, center on three themes:

- The American historical, political and social context for “positive youth development” as a guiding idea in youth policy;
- The state of the science and evidence underlying “positive youth development”; and
- The institutional challenges that require intensive attention if “positive youth development” is to affect large numbers of youth.

The essays in this volume are organized by these theme issues. Below are brief summaries of the discussions on these theme issues that took place at the May and October meetings, and of the essays themselves.

1. The Context for Moving Forward

The group’s discussions on this issue, like the three papers related to this topic, 1 revolved around two views: on the one hand, appreciation and some surprise at the progress of the youth development approach over the last decade; on the other hand, great respect for the challenges ahead. There was pride over what has been accomplished, and concern that progress may have now stalled.

Some of the concern over stalling has to do with America’s historical reluctance to dedicate significant portions of public budgets to developmental activities for youth. The recent attempt to get federal legislation and funding for a Youth Development block grant did not succeed. Even Head Start, after decades of support across the political spectrum, has only enough funds for less than half of the eligible children—and Head Start, being for young children, is a much easier sell than almost anything for adolescents, who have a far less attractive image.

There was also concern that “positive youth development” is not a compelling enough phrase under which to mount a public campaign to maintain the newly emerging field’s momentum. It is not a single program, and does not bring to mind any particular substantive action or content. In fact, it may be that no single phrase could be both a compelling banner and a concrete program, since individual
adolescents vary considerably in the level, number and priority of their needs. Effective youth work is creative and responsive, and can only be structured and packaged to a certain extent.

Nonetheless there was strong feeling among many participants, especially foundation representatives, that there needs to be an agreed-upon set of principles or phrases that can be effectively used for public communication—something between the vagueness of “positive youth development” and the concreteness of “mentoring” and “after-school programs.”

There was consensus that key challenges for the coming decade are to create information and messages that can generate public and political support for positive youth development, and to secure leadership to publicize these messages and information. Several thought that General Colin Powell and the five element agenda of his America’s Promise campaign were the right vehicle; others were skeptical. Some felt that aiming at local and state leadership was more critical, given the devolution of public funds and decision-making on most social policy issues. A few wondered if an overall message or banner was necessary at all, noting that “positive youth development’s” greatest successes to date have been mentoring and after-school programming, and that both those successes were based on targeted advocacy, the common sense appeal of those interventions and people’s belief that they reduced problems. Nevertheless, all agreed that the “messages and information” issue was a key strategic challenge that needed more focused attention, since promoting a broad public consensus around investing in young people is of critical importance.

Three essays in this volume elaborate on different aspects of the context for moving forward. Pittman, Irby and Ferber provide an overview of the accomplishments of the past decade, the key challenges remaining and the priorities for achieving them; Newman, Smith and Murphy analyze what the costs would be of providing “youth development” to America’s youth; and Walker discusses the opportunities and limits that American social and political culture provide in advancing youth development as a public agenda priority.

2. What We Know—and Don’t

The state of knowledge about positive youth development depends on your perspective; the group’s discussions reflected these various perspectives. On the one hand, from the perspective of common sense, it is clear that active attention to a youth’s developmental needs has a high probability of paying off in terms of increasing a youth’s successes in life and decreasing his or her serious problems. Many surveys provide important backup data for this proposition. There would seem to be little need to have more basic evidence on this point.
On the other hand, there is only a modest body of evidence about effective interventions. It is possible for someone to support “positive youth development” and yet not be convinced that social programs can do much to accomplish it. There are many small studies, but few are large and methodologically stringent enough to persuade a skeptic. Mentoring has the most substantial and scientifically sound evidence about its effectiveness; after-school programming is also generating evidence. But the scientific evidence is less compelling beyond that.

The group did not feel that simply calling for more evaluations of individual youth development programs was the best way to address this issue. Several factors make the youth development field’s evidentiary needs more complex than simply increasing the number of program evaluations.

- As Benson and Saito’s essay states, there is little institutional support in academia for work in “positive youth development.” That may not trouble some youth advocates, but it means that youth development and its social interventions are not being taught to students, making it more difficult to recruit the talent needed for youth programs, and more difficult to convince adults of their value. It means that when the media does in-depth stories on youth issues, its primary sources for “objective information”—academics—are not always providing a youth development perspective, or at least are not aware of the many initiatives and studies under way in the youth development field.

- As MacDonald and Valdivieso’s article recounts, our country’s basic data collection systems about youth are not focused on development, but on problems. Since Pittman’s bumper-sticker phrase, “Problem free is not fully prepared,” seems increasingly true of the “new world economy” and its fast-moving societies, capturing developmental data becomes more important than ever. Such data would be especially important to portray the difficult challenges for youth in poor communities. With welfare, crime and teen pregnancy rates (the “problems”) down, complacency about these youth and their life chances is likely to rise without a credible portrayal of the supports and opportunities for their development. Chapin Hall’s landmark study of those supports and developments in two Chicago communities—one rich, one poor—is now over a decade old, and largely unreplicated.

- A proliferation of modest-cost program evaluations will not sum up to the overall value of several well-funded evaluations of programs which typify important youth development strategies that the public—and thus decision-makers—care about. The Big Brothers Big Sisters impact evaluation was viewed as an exemplar.
The discussants agreed that it would be useful for the philanthropies and public agencies most involved in youth development to agree on a common agenda of priority issues for youth development research and evaluation. Such an agenda would hopefully spark some collaborative projects, but even when it did not, would help guide the design and funding of research projects by individual funders. Without such an agenda, the concern was that the uncoordinated expenditure of evaluation funds might not address, efficiently or effectively, the various issues noted above.

3. Institutional Challenges

It is a major challenge to take any social policy idea to scale in the United States. Ours is not a political culture inclined favorably toward social interventions, and the last two decades have underscored that disinclination. Thus, by any measure “positive youth development” has its work cut out. The recommendations above regarding creating a research agenda and a message agenda address this political culture challenge.

There are also distinct institutional challenges. The vast majority of America’s adolescents are involved with an institution or organization: they are either in school, incarcerated or working. Many are involved with nonprofits. Those that are not involved in any of those institutions will, odds are, soon be—and too many will end up incarcerated. Those that have not succeeded at the first—school—will find economic self-sufficiency an increasingly difficult goal to achieve.

Youth development has made the greatest inroads with youth-oriented nonprofits. It has made the least progress in influencing schools, employers and employment intermediaries, and justice institutions.

Why has there been such limited progress with those institutions? The four essays in this section attempt to articulate the obstacles to positive youth development in these major institutions, and to present the opportunities for addressing those obstacles.

Costello, Toles, Spielberger and Wynn’s essay describes the fundamental incongruency of adolescent developmental needs with the dominant organizational structures of most public youth-serving institutions. These incongruencies are formidable—but there is a growing movement of more appropriate organizational structures.

Schwartz recounts the history of juvenile justice institutions, and notes that while the history and culture of juvenile justice systems across the country present major obstacles to youth development, there are several promising initiatives.

Zuckerman recounts the history of youth employment initiatives, and how the lack of a youth development approach may have been a vital part of the decline of public support for youth employment programs.
Connell, Gambone and Smith address an even larger “institution”—entire communities and neighborhoods—and provide a framework and recommendations for organizing their resources to make youth development a more integral part of the everyday process of growing up.

Although it was (and still is) easy to dwell on the enormous challenges each institution poses to change, the discussion also emphasized a broader pattern: that each of these institutions is under external pressure to change and improve, and each has within it advocates for new approaches that are consistent with positive youth development. Thus, though the challenges are formidable, the opportunities are present. The direction that change takes in each institution is, to put it most simply, up for grabs. Thus the group’s recommendations in this area focused around three priorities:

• First, that it is vital that each institution be addressed with a distinct “youth development” initiative, one that is preceded by involvement of key institutional representatives, and careful planning, to ensure that the right language and the most productive entry points are defined. Broad youth development rhetoric is unlikely to penetrate far or with much speed into the policies and practices of these institutions.

• Second, that each initiative define and measure how it will help the institution meet its basic outcome goals. There is little chance that a new approach will be adopted if it cannot prove it will improve an institution’s ability to meet its key goals.

• Third, that an intensive effort be made to understand the many community- and neighborhood-wide youth development initiatives currently under way—their approaches, successes and failures. Substantial effort and resources are going into such initiatives around the country, and it is important that we understand both their potential and their limits.

One cross-cutting theme recurred throughout the discussions and the papers that merits special attention: a concern about front-line practice—what teachers, youth workers, juvenile facility staff and others who work with youth actually do, and how they are trained and supported in doing it. The oft-quoted notion that some people are “just born” to work with adolescents—and, by implication, that everyone else just can’t—is a tremendous barrier to the codification and spread of effective practice, and an easy justification for regarding these front-line jobs as less than “professional.” There was consensus that promoting the wider application of youth development is not just a matter of public will and policy, but is also a matter of building and transmitting an accepted body of knowledge about practice and performance. This will require a substantial focus of resources and effort. Considerable work has been done in mentoring regarding effective practice and operational benchmarks, and similar work is under way regarding after-school programming. Such work needs to be carried out regarding the institutions and issues discussed throughout this volume.
The social and economic reality of our times is that adolescents need more support, guidance and active involvement than ever to successfully navigate their lives—and they are instead, in too many cases, getting less.

We hope these essays help promote the actions and dialogue that are necessary to meet this critical challenge.
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The central themes of youth development were articulated 10 years ago. The main accomplishment of the past decade has been giving them a name. The youth development language and philosophy have caught on. Progress is still needed: the policy uptake has been uneven at best. But the call for a “paradigm shift” from deterrence to development has generated a surprising amount of energy and enthusiasm in Washington, D.C. and across the country. If used strategically, this positive, normalizing language could foster a national conscience that propels us to do better by all our young people, especially those most likely to be forgotten.

The Call for a Cohesive Strategy for Preparing Young People for Adulthood

Within a year of each other, two commissions, The Grant Foundation Commission on Work, Family and Citizenship, and the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, issued reports that framed challenges for the next decades.

The Carnegie Commission’s Turning Points (Task Force on Education of Young Adolescents, 1989) asked:

What qualities do we envision in the 15-year-old who has been well served in the middle years of schooling? What do we want every young adolescent to know, to feel, to be able to do upon emerging from that educational and school-related experience?

Our answer is embodied in the five characteristics associated with being an effective human being. Our 15-year-old will be an intellectually reflective person, a person en route to a lifetime of meaningful work, a good citizen, a caring and ethical individual, and a healthy person.

...The challenge of the 1990s is to define and create the structures of teaching and learning for young adolescents 10 to 15 years old that will yield mature young people of competence, compassion and promise. (p.15)

The Grant Commission’s The Forgotten Half (1988) stated:
Young people’s experiences at home, at school, in the community, and at work are strongly interconnected, and our response to problems that arise in any of these domains must be equally well integrated...All young people need:

- More constructive contact with adults who can help them guide their talents into useful and satisfying paths;
- Opportunities to participate in community activities that they and adults value, especially giving service to others;
- Special help with particularly difficult problems ranging from learning disabilities to substance addiction; and
- Initial jobs, no matter how modest, that offer a path to accomplishment and to career opportunity. (p.3)

These commissions focused on different age groups and to some extent on different systems. The Forgotten Half helped focus the country’s attention on a vulnerable population—noncollege-bound youth—simultaneously pushing age boundaries for support and challenging the adequacy of social, economic and vocational supports for those not in trouble but not in college. The Carnegie report focused on a younger age group and the systems that serve them—schools, healthcare institutions and community-based organizations. Both commissions offered lists of desired youth outcomes and critical community resources that spanned systems and levels. Both offered broad agendas calling for systemic and social reforms. And, most important, both focused on the preparation of young people rather than solely on the prevention or amelioration of their problems. Important reports preceded these volumes, and other reports have followed. But these reports captured public attention and set the stage for a decade of work focused on building on youth potential.

There have been significant wins since those two reports went to press. With the assistance of funding from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), YouthBuild—a training and leadership program employing out-of-school young adults in housing rehabilitation—has become replicated nationally, and Boys & Girls Clubs have developed a foothold in low-income housing projects. Dedicated youth development taxes or authorities have been established in a number of cities from San Francisco to Savannah. The Youth Development Community Block Grant—a bill reallocating existing federal prevention funding into a dedicated funding stream—was introduced in Congress. Most recently, $454 million in federal funding has been earmarked for after-school programming through the 21st Century Learning Centers. And at the state and local levels, the programs, policies and initiatives addressing the challenges that have been proposed, started or expanded since the publication of those two reports are too numerous to count.
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But there have also been significant losses. Although the Youth Development Block Grant was introduced in Congress, it did not pass. Federal support for post-secondary education declined, reopening the gap that had been closed between minority and white college enrollment in the 1980s. Young people’s rights to access reproductive health services continue to be challenged. And the last half of the decade has seen the enactment of get-tough juvenile justice legislation that is counter to theories of youth development or young offender rehabilitation.

The phrase “youth development” is now fairly well ingrained in the U.S. policy lexicon, undergirded by the bumper-sticker phrase “problem-free is not fully prepared.” But the overall impact of this language shift is uneven—the importance of it challenged by such stories as youth corrections programs that have been renamed “youth development programs” with no concomitant changes in philosophy, programming or staff practices. So, when all is tallied, what has really been accomplished in the last decade? What has not? What is needed in the next decade to make youth development not just a buzzword but a powerful public idea?

Making no claims of definitive historical accuracy (hence the word reflections in our title), we use the concept of creating a public idea as a lens through which to examine the successes and failures of efforts to promote youth development as an approach, a policy agenda, a field. We do seven things in this paper: summarize the major themes of the paradigm shift associated with the phrase youth development; introduce the concept of a public idea—what one is, why one may be important, and the ways in which one can lead to real, tangible change; offer reflections on where efforts went astray and how the drifts have been, or could be, corrected; reflect on the range of emerging and recurring issues that need to be addressed by the field; offer an agenda for forging a strong public idea about the value of investing in and involving young people; offer a concrete example of where this work has been done successfully; and conclude with an agenda for the next decade(s).

The Paradigm Shift

“Paradigm shift” has become one of the many overused phrases of the 1990s. In this case, however, it is the appropriate term. The decade spawned the development of a number of frameworks put forth as either descriptive or predictive youth development models. Behind them all are an unflinching commitment to broaden the goals to promote not only problem reduction but preparation for adulthood; increase the options for instruction and involvement by improving the quality and availability of supports, services and opportunities offered; and redefine the strategies in order to ensure a broad scale of supports and opportunities for young people that reach far beyond the existing status quo.

Broadening the Goals

What should young people accomplish? Since the Carnegie and Grant reports were issued, there have been numerous efforts to further specify a research-based list of desired youth outcomes that go beyond problem prevention to describe the types of attitudes, skills, knowledge and behaviors society...
should expect of young people and young people should want for themselves. Indeed, the number and diversity of lists have prompted funders and end users to call for either a consensus list or a translation guide. Confusion notwithstanding, the outcomes lists share a few underlying themes: 2

Problem-free is not fully prepared. There is something fundamentally limiting about having everything defined in terms of a problem. In the final analysis, we do not assess people in terms of problems (or lack thereof) but potential. “Problem-free” does not represent the full range of goals most parents have for their children. And it does not reflect what young people want for themselves.

Academic competence, while critical, is not enough. A range of skills is needed for success in adolescence and adulthood. It includes intellectual competence, but it does not stop there. Numerous commissions, organizations and reports, including the SCANS report (Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills, 1991) on employability skills, have defined a generic set of competencies that go beyond academic or cognitive competence to include vocational, physical, emotional, civic, social and cultural competencies.

Competence alone, while critical, is not enough. Skills either can go unused or be used in unproductive, antisocial ways if not anchored by confidence, character and connections. Gang members, for example, are often extraordinarily competent, confident and well-connected. Their character, however, is seriously questioned by adults and youth with a strong sense of social responsibility.

These three assertions are not meant in any way to trivialize the importance of problem prevention or academic preparation. Equally important, they are not presented as stiffer selection criteria, suggesting that, because society needs young adults who are more than problem free and literate, investments should be made only in those young people who have the most potential. On the contrary, the power of the paradigm shift, to the extent that it is fully understood, is that it reaffirms the need to help all youth achieve the goals parents set for their children and young people set for themselves.

We have collapsed a complex list of behavioral and psychosocial outcomes into the 4Cs rubric used for close to a decade by the International Youth Foundation to define the broad tasks of adolescence: developing competence, confidence, character and connections (Pittman and Irby, 1996). We have recently added a fifth C, contributions, to underscore the fact that fully prepared is not enough—young people need to find ways to become fully engaged.

Connell, Gambone and Smith, in “Youth Development in Community Settings: Challenges to Our Field and Our Approach,” later in this volume, have updated the literature reviews done at the beginning of the decade (e.g., Pittman and Wright, 1991), and they propose that the short-term outcomes expected of adolescents can be summed up as three broad tasks: learning to be productive, learning to connect and learning to navigate. They emphasize the importance of prioritizing “outcomes shown to predict success in adulthood,” while avoiding “personality characteristics and other internal traits.”
These two summary lists reflect the variations being circulated by youth development “experts.” They are different but not dissimilar. For example, developing competence and learning how to contribute can translate into learning to be productive; developing connections translates into learning to connect; developing confidence and character translates into learning to navigate. Both reflect a desire to limit and concretize the lists and to link them to outcomes that can be observed and measured. The utility is in the definition of clear behaviors and indicators.

Some of the most concrete work to date has been done not by researchers but by practitioners brought together by the Youth Development Institute of the Fund for the City of New York. Starting with the assorted research-based lists, practitioners engaged in a structured process to develop observable indicators for short-term outcomes that can be linked to longer-term goals. For example, under the category of civic competency, they identified potential indicators, including:

- voter registration;
- knowledge of civil and human rights embodied in the Bill of Rights and elsewhere;
- knowledge of how to interface with and access government systems (police, fire, emergency medical services);
- contributing to the community and believing you can make a difference;
- bringing a group of people together; and
- understanding specific codes of conduct within organizations and consequences for failure to abide by them (Networks for Youth Development, 1998, p.6).

In the end, it is this kind of work that has pushed the paradigm shift into practical use. And these are the kinds of outcomes that parents and policymakers could look for as evidence of effective programming.

**Increasing the Options**

What do young people need? What must communities provide in order to expect fully prepared youth? The lists of recommended resources, inputs and supports for youth are as numerous and varied as the lists of outcomes. America’s Promise broke through the public awareness barrier with its pronouncement of five “fundamental resources” for youth: safe places, caring adults, healthy starts, education for marketable skills and opportunities to serve. These are similar to those offered by the Center for Youth Development, the International Youth Foundation, and others (e.g., safe, stable places; caring, competent adults; basic health, human, and infrastructure services; role models; high-quality instruction and training; opportunities to participate and contribute; navigating resources and networks; high expectations and standards). While there are many lists, the translations here are obvious.
Again, the Youth Development Institute demonstrates the importance of moving beyond abstract concepts to name concrete indicators of quality youth development organizations. For example, the following are some potential indicators listed under “create safe environment”:5

- Client rules, including the prohibition of violence, drug and alcohol use, and carrying weapons, are developed and established with input from the young people;
- Rules are published, distributed and periodically reviewed by staff and participants of the organization on a regular basis;
- Rules are enforced in a manner consistent with the philosophy of the organization;
- There is a security plan;
- Conflict resolution and mediation training is available to young people and staff. New staff must attend training; and
- Staff are trained in emergency procedures.

In the end, these lists of inputs needed to promote overall development are surprisingly similar to the lists of inputs found effective in preventing problems.6 The conceptual work advanced throughout the last decade on key inputs, desired outcomes, and basic functional areas that underlie youth development are summarized in Figure 1.

Redefining the Strategies
What should communities and policymakers do? Much of the power of the youth development argument lies in the simple statement “how we define goals determines how we design strategies.” The impetus for promoting development was, in large part, a desire to redefine the way services were conceived, funded and implemented. Many strategies were proposed over the decade. Stepping back, however, our collective answer seemed to be to do things differently. The shift from thinking in terms of deficit reduction to thinking in terms of full preparation forced acknowledgment of the reality that “programs”—the intentional interventions designed to change youth behavior—had to be recast...
as intentional interventions to change youth's environments. Building upon the basic things we know about youth development, a series of challenges were laid out over the past decade—challenges that were, for the most part, presented as lists of things that must be done to move beyond the status quo. Succinctly stated, they were challenges to push:

- **Beyond prevention.** Again, problem-free is not fully prepared. Addressing youth problems is critical, but defining goals exclusively in terms of problem prevention is limiting. We should be as articulate about the attitudes, skills, behaviors and values we want young people to have as we are about those we hope they avoid. Academic competence is important but not sufficient. Social, health (emotional and physical), vocational and civic competence are all needed to be fully prepared. Competence in and of itself is not sufficient. Young people need skills, but they also need confidence, character and connection to family, peers and community, and they must contribute to those around them.

- **Beyond quick fixes.** Development does not occur in a vacuum, and it does not stop because program funds run out. Targeted, time-limited interventions may be needed. But, at a minimum, they should be offered with full knowledge that young people are attached to programs or environments that are not time limited and not targeted solely on a specific population of young people with problems. There is a general need to foster investment in long-term, sustained growth services, opportunities and supports. Having these as a base decreases the chances that short-term, targeted strategies will be needed and increases the chances that, when delivered, they will be effective.

- **Beyond basic services.** Young people need affordable, accessible care and services (e.g., health and transportation), safe and stable places, and high-quality instruction and training. But they also need supports—relationships and networks that provide nurturing, standards and guidance—and opportunities to try new roles, master challenges and contribute to family and community.

- **Beyond schools and school buildings.** Schools are pivotal institutions in most young people's lives. But they are just one of many that affect youth development. Young people grow up in families, in neighborhoods, and with community-based organizations, service agencies, businesses and employers as well as schools. All of these are settings for interactions and consequently settings that can contribute to or undermine development. Equally important, all of these are real or potential coordinators of interactions.

- **Beyond the school day.** Adolescence is a time of significantly expanded interests and mobility. Young people want to (and have the mobility and skills to) seek relationships and experiences beyond the family and school. Thenon-school hours (evenings, weekends, summers) can be times of opportunity, risk or stagnation. Young people can be offered a range of attractive opportunities. They can venture out on their own and encounter significant risks, or, faced with the latter but not the former, they can stagnate at home because of parental concerns for their children's safety.

- **Beyond youth professionals.** Adolescence is a time of relationship building. Professionals are important but not sufficient. Their numbers are not sufficient. And the relationships they offer, while critically important, are often not suf-
ficient unless they can demonstrate that they are there and involved, not just because they are being paid, but because they truly care (i.e., going beyond the job description). Parents, neighbors, relatives, business owners, non-youth-focused professionals and older youth in the community who know local youth by name have to be seen and cultivated as resources. Non-school, and ultimately non-youth-work professionals must be encouraged to view the preparation and involvement of young people as a part of their responsibility.

- Beyond recipients. Young people need services, supports and training. But they also need opportunities to contribute. The best preparation for tomorrow is participation today. Further, young people’s participation should not be seen only as contributing to their development. They can and do play critical roles as change agents in their families, peer groups and communities.

- Beyond labeling. All young people are engaged in development. Most need additional support in navigating choices and assessing options. A growing number need significant expansion in their supports, choices and options. All may be at risk, but the risks are not equal, and risks do not define potential. Targeting is fine; labeling is not. There have to be ways to ensure that those who need extra resources receive them without being labeled “resource poor.”

- Beyond pilots. All young people need the services, opportunities and supports described. No one program or organization can or should be expected to deliver all supports to all youth in a neighborhood or even in a school or housing complex. Yet, to have a significant impact, these supports must be available to a critical mass of young people in a school or neighborhood. Too many programs remain at the pilot level, offering services and supports to a small fraction of those who need it. And too few neighborhoods weave these small efforts together to make a web of supports that are available to 70 or 80 percent of the youth population.

The “beyonds” language was effective in focusing attention on the fact that new ways of framing the goals, presenting the options, and defining the strategies were needed. But they were sometimes interpreted as a call for abandonment or vilification of the existing responses rather than a challenge to build on them. When taken not as “instead of” but as “and also,” it is clear that the underlying themes of the calls for change were solid, combining to define what loosely could be considered the “above and beyond” principles for youth preparation and development. Restated, “beyond prevention” is really a call for problem reduction and full preparation for adult roles and responsibilities. This is a laudable and logical goal. Similarly, “beyond quick fixes” is a call for a balanced focus on deficit remediation, crisis response, problem prevention and ongoing attention to development. To summarize, each of the “beyonds” has been redrafted accordingly in Figure 2.

The paradigm shift took hold in programs and organizations, as practitioners and planners worked to address the “beyonds.” But the most important implication of the paradigm shift was that the desired goals of overall youth development are difficult, if not impossible, to achieve within the bounds of a single intervention unless that intervention is, in reality, not a single program—even a comprehensive one—but a reasonably complex strategy to change young people’s environments and opportunity structures.
### Figure 2. Above and Beyond: Nine Principles of Full Investment and Full Involvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Goal</th>
<th>Problem reduction and full preparation for adult roles and responsibilities.</th>
<th>Beyond Prevention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Focus</td>
<td>Deficit remediation, crisis response, problem prevention and long-term attention to development.</td>
<td>Beyond Quick Fixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Inputs</td>
<td>Basic services (human, health, housing, economic) and a full range of ongoing supports and opportunities.</td>
<td>Beyond Basic Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Settings</td>
<td>Schools and homes and a full range of community settings, including community centers, youth organizations, libraries, parks, malls, faith organizations and businesses.</td>
<td>Beyond the School Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Times</td>
<td>24 hours a day, 7 days a week. During the school day and before and after school, including nights, holidays, weekends and summers.</td>
<td>Beyond the School Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Actors</td>
<td>Teachers, youth workers and families, community members, volunteers, young people and nonyouth-focused professionals.</td>
<td>Beyond Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Roles</td>
<td>Young people as recipients and as active agents in their own development and that of their communities and society.</td>
<td>Beyond Recipients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Target</td>
<td>Nonstigmatizing efforts for all youth—those living in asset-rich situations and those living in high-risk areas or with specific challenges and problems (e.g., dropouts, young parents, court-involved youth).</td>
<td>Beyond Labeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Numbers</td>
<td>Pilot programs and an array of steady services, supports and opportunities that are affordable, accessible and attractive enough that at least 80 percent of youth ages 10 to 22 are connected to something for at least 80 percent of their second decade of life and beyond.</td>
<td>Beyond Pilots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Challenge of Creating a Public Idea

The preceding section, as did the Grant and Carnegie Commission reports, dealt at length with how our approaches to (and with) youth are framed—focusing again and again on the call to think in terms of the preparation of young people rather than solely on the prevention or amelioration of their problems. Is this distinction merely academic, or does it have real implications for policymaking and practice? Does it really matter how these reports and others frame our approaches to and with youth? Is changing the way an issue is framed a goal worthy of long-term, strategic effort?

In The Power of Public Ideas, Robert Reich (1988) writes:

The core responsibility of those who deal in public policy—elected officials, administrators, policy analysts—is not simply to discover as objectively as possible what people want for themselves and then to determine and implement the best means of satisfying these wants. It is also to provide the public with alternative visions of what is desirable and possible, to stimulate deliberation about them, provoke a reexamination of premises and values, and thus to broaden the range of potential responses and deepen society’s understanding of itself. (emphasis added) (pp.3-4)

By reframing the goals in terms of development and by articulating a vision of what it takes to support youth, the Grant and Carnegie reports were, in essence, calling for a new public idea. At the time, many youth advocates were becoming acutely aware of the disconnect between policy approaches to youth and the opinions of the people who actually spent their days directly interacting with youth—youth workers and parents. While policymakers maintained a “problem fixation” mentality, focusing on defining and attempting to change deficits, those on the ground focused on young people’s current strengths and future potential. Policymakers focused on isolated problems to be “solved” by programs staffed by professionals, while any parent could tell you that children are complex beings raised in families and communities—by parents, relatives and neighbors. Policymakers spoke of services, while those on the ground began to shift to conversations about opportunities and supports. And the only public institution devoted to development (schools) did so within a narrow frame that limited them to promoting academic competence—yet those on the ground (including employers) knew intuitively that academic competence in and of itself is not enough.

This discontent coincided with several research syntheses and policy analyses that in many ways confirmed what parents and youth workers already knew. Indeed, much of the early work of advocates of the youth development approach could be characterized as “footnoting common sense.” Research documented that problems co-vary (youth at risk of teen pregnancy are also at risk of substance abuse, dropping out, etc.), reinforcing a call for more comprehensive programs that address root causes. Evidence that targeted educational and service interventions had at best a weak impact which further underscored this call.
Most important, documentation that problem behaviors are associated not only with each other but also with lousy skills, lousy motivation, lousy connections, and lousy options (or perceived options) (Berlin and Sum, 1988) gave credence to calls for a focus on improving options as a prevention strategy (such as Marian Wright Edelman’s famous quote: “Hope is the best contraceptive”).

These analyses, coupled with the discontent, made it clear that the time was ripe for a new public idea that would, as Reich suggests:

1. Provide an alternative vision of what is desirable and possible—a positive and affirming vision that seems to more closely reflect young people’s aspirations for themselves, and parents’ aspirations for their children;
2. Stimulate deliberation about the visions—the outcomes we hope our children will achieve, and what it will take to help them get there;
3. Provoke a reexamination of premises and values—for example, whether our core value is problem-free youth or fully prepared youth; whether it is appropriate to “fix” youth and to “deter” them from specific behaviors, but not to help them develop; and
4. Broaden the responses—the range of options that policymakers, practitioners, communities, families and youth consider.

Reich argues that providing new public ideas such as this one can have powerful effects on our world, producing real, tangible change. We agree. Without a doubt, there are more programs—federally funded, nationally affiliated and locally grown—that have adopted the language and principles of youth development now than there were a decade ago. But numbers are not really the issue. There were plenty of high-quality youth programs in 1988. In our opinion, the most significant change over the past decade has not been in the quality or quantity of programs or policies that promote youth development, although there have been improvements in both. Rather, the most significant change has been in the increased acceptance of youth preparation and development, not just problem prevention and deterrence, as broad goals requiring intentional monitoring and strategic action.

As youth advocates, we could lower our sights as we look toward the next decade and focus only on the expansion of promising programs. However, we embarked a decade ago on a journey to create not just more and better programs but also an alternative vision. Progress has been made, but there have been wrong turns and missed opportunities. We need a plan. Creating that plan requires looking back objectively at what we have done—at both successes and failures. Systematic analysis is difficult. There is no central repository. But without attempting to be definitive or comprehensive, it is possible to offer some broad reflections on the advancement of youth development as a public idea, and on the shifts, drifts and gaps in action that may have affected the uptake.

**The Priorities Drift**

Also in The Power of Public Ideas, Mark Moore (1998) delineates the range of ways public ideas can have an impact:
When ideas become dominant in public policy debates, when an organization develops a strong sense of mission, or when a social norm mobilizes private actions on behalf of public purposes and suppresses other possible approaches, ideas demonstrate their power to provide a context for public debate and action. (emphasis added) (p.75)

This “context for debate and action” is most robust when ideas have permeated the consciousness of policymakers, public and private actors and institutions, and the general populace. With youth development, a great deal of thought has gone into packaging and marketing the key concepts and basic approach within the sphere of philanthropy and among the nonprofit organizations that serve youth in the after-school hours. Many nonprofits, especially the large national organizations, have a renewed sense of mission. Comparatively few resources, however, have been used to nurture this idea within the broader public. (Case in point: although the authors often refer to “problem-free is not fully prepared” as a “bumper-sticker phrase,” it has yet to have actually been put on a bumper sticker.) Further, because efforts to affect public policy have not been built on broad consensus, they have been neither strong nor strategic. And, although some attempts have been made to infuse a youth development approach into such public systems as schools and juvenile justice, the results and responses have been mixed. While there have been successes, it is clear that the overarching vision of the youth development approach—the public idea—has not been sufficiently honed and moved forward.

Moore indirectly offers some insight into how our efforts could be strengthened. The passage quoted above was preceded by the following statement:

…ideas simultaneously establish the assumptions, justifications, purposes, and means of public action. In doing so, they simultaneously authorize and instruct different sectors of the society to take actions on behalf of public purposes…In this way ideas both motivate and direct action. (emphasis added) (p.75)

In all likelihood, Moore did not intend the four points on this list to be taken as non-negotiables. But they are useful. If the above summary of the major drifts is roughly accurate, then to some extent our messages missed the mark on all four of Moore’s criteria:

1. Our assumptions were too vague. We argued for too long that everything could be done for every young person. Having gained credence for a universal list of youth outcomes and needs, we were reluctant to argue for targeted efforts. Youth development experts offered insufficient guidance to communities, program planners and policymakers who agreed with the vision but wanted assistance in prioritizing the work. Some were left feeling guilty that they could not deliver “the works,” while others felt that they had made a significant impact by haphazardly picking only one or two things off the list.
2. Our justifications were weak. We confused logic with evidence. In part because the early youth development arguments were so well received, there was insufficient attention paid to fortifying the evidence base. Many individual programs and organizations declared themselves too complex to evaluate and balked (as did funders) at the cost and difficulty of good evaluation. Community-planning efforts were often not built on good data about demand or supply and were started without baseline data on reasonable youth indicators. And the early work that began to “footnote common sense”—to develop the research arguments for the connections being made between proposed outputs and desired outcomes—declined rather than accelerated.

3. The stated purposes were not compelling. We eschewed problem-reduction goals, losing public interest and drifting away from the youth who needed the paradigm shift the most. Again, we allowed the “beyond” arguments to be cast too heavily as “instead of” rather than “in addition to.” Without solid anchors to the things we want our children to avoid, youth development messages often fell flat with the public and policymakers. To sell, investments in such areas as after-school programming have to be tied to goals people are prepared to invest in—academic achievement, safety, substance abuse and pregnancy prevention. Equally important, they have to be seen as credible responses to the challenges faced and posed by young people who already have several strikes against them. As marketed, youth development programming was seen as either irrelevant or too insignificant to benefit the youth, families and neighborhoods most in need. This is ironic since much of the impetus for the youth development push stemmed from a specific concern about the options-limiting strategies being used with these populations.

4. The chosen means were viewed as insufficient. We allowed the focus to drift from developing youth to developing youth-serving organizations, thereby overemphasizing one delivery system. Strengthening the capacity of the national and local nonprofits that have the preparation and development of young people as their primary if not sole mission is a critical part of the equation. But it is by no means the only part. To succeed, the youth development movement must be linked to the dollars, facilities, and professional and administrative services associated with public institutions. Subtly but steadily, the youth development movement became less about promoting broad, critical use of the paradigm as a way to align the efforts of the wide range of public and private actors engaged in improving the lives of young people. Instead, it became more about promoting nonprofit youth-serving organizations and their issues and strategies.

These drifts are not surprising, and they are far from fatal. As noted, many good things have happened over the past decade. But the failure to fully correct these drifts slowed progress and, frankly, left room for others with somewhat different ideas to fill the void. Over the decade, not-yet-converted policymakers, planners, practitioners, advocates and funders challenged our claims. We began to lose
ground. But the good news is that each of these drifts has increasingly been addressed by planners, intermediaries, funders, and advocates within our ranks. We turn to their reflections and recommendations in the following section.

**Emerging and Recurring Issues**

As the 1990s came to a close, the authors spent several months asking those most deeply involved in promoting youth development what they felt were some of the key obstacles to overcome as we approach the next decade. Those interviewed suggested a range of things that need to be done to strengthen the overall case for increased investments in youth. We have clustered these into 10 larger categories that range from the message to monitoring, from evidence to infrastructure. Combined, their recommendations reaffirm our conclusion that we might have avoided at least some of these shortfalls if we had kept our focus on the primary goal: to secure youth development as a powerful public idea.
1. Clarify the Message

In the conversations we have held (or been a part of) over the past six months, there was unanimous agreement that the messages used to articulate the youth development approach have been fuzzy. One funder commented that promoting youth development is like “shoveling fog.” Failure to clarify what is needed sparked a range of unproductive reactions. Responses to the argument that all young people need the full menu of services, supports and opportunities consistently fell into one of several categories: “They don’t need everything,” “We can’t afford to provide everything,” and “Providing everything wouldn’t make a difference.” Each of these responses and equally important, their implications need to be addressed. Doing so requires that advocates get much better at specifying what should be offered, why it should be offered, how it should be offered, and to whom it should be offered.

What. In their chapter in this volume, Connell, Gambone and Smith note, “We have allowed youth development as an approach to remain far too broad…The inclusionary impulse has produced a mind-boggling melange of principles, outcomes, assets, inputs, supports, opportunities, risks and competencies…only loosely tied to what actually happens in the daily lives of youth.” We agree. The public hunger for specificity can be seen in its enthusiastic responses to sound but modest attempts to push beyond concepts to specify concrete deliverables, such as the previously mentioned five fundamental resources proposed at the President’s Summit for America’s Future and promoted now by America’s Promise.

Why. The if-then purpose statements needed to fuel public action are largely missing from arguments to invest in youth development. Many youth development enthusiasts decided early on not to yoke the calls for investment in primary supports for youth to promised reductions in crime, pregnancy, and substance abuse, or increases in academic performance, supervision, and safety. While this decision was intentional and strategic, it left us without a clear, publicly understandable purpose for our proposals. The “your children have these” arguments helped people understand what we were talking about. But it did not convince them that it was necessary for all children.

How. Even when the proposed deliverables are clear, youth development advocates have tended to leave vague the hard questions of cost and funding and be too specific on the important questions of implementation and settings. In their chapter in this volume, Newman, Smith and Murphy note that we discuss the need for infrastructure and outcomes at length but “do not spend equal time on the dollars needed to help achieve the desired outcomes.” We simply have not done a good job of demonstrating that we have adequate funding to deliver a partial but useful subset of the supports that affluent youth have. Nor have we built confidence that we have adequate systems. And as Connell, Gambone and Smith note in their chapter: “as applied in practice, youth development is defined so narrowly that it excludes key settings in which youth develop.” Many nonprofit youth organizations have stellar track records in helping individual young people beat the odds. But most do not have the wherewithal—financial, political and human resources—to help the majority of youth consistently. Engaging the public systems is critical.
For whom. As noted, the youth development arguments were in many ways developed as a response to growing concerns that large segments of young people were being locked out of long-term options because they were being funnelled into short-term solutions supported by an implicit double standard: fix those in trouble, develop those who are not. But the lessons of the past decade suggest that youth populations at the high ends of the age and risk continua—older youth (especially those 18 to early 20s, but even the 14- to 17-year-olds) and “high-risk” youth (those young people already out of school, engaged in high-risk behaviors, or involved with the courts) — were not as well served by the paradigm shift. By advancing normalizing language (“all youth are at risk; all youth need supports”) to gain broader appeal, we may have had the least impact on those we were trying to help the most. Recent data, for example, confirm the risks associated with disconnected youth. Long-term disconnection (during three or more of the transitional young adult years) can lead to high poverty rates for both men and women, and higher incarceration rates for men. Data like this help us make the case for interventions in high school with marginal youth. But this will not happen unless we intentionally prioritize this population. It is critically important that we find ways to target without trapping, but we also must reach beyond “creaming.”

2. Counter Negative Public Perceptions of Youth and of the Core Youth Development Messages

Running parallel to the belief that the messages were fuzzy was the conviction that the response to them was poor. That people did not receive the messages or did not receive them clearly was not the only issue; they did not like what they heard. It did not coincide with their perceptions. This paved the way for the “prevention is pork” arguments that were flung freely during key congressional debates. Clarifying the message and boosting their power may help those who were unreached or reached but confused. The tougher task, however, is reaching those who are skeptics. Those interviewed suggested three immediate options:

Understand and accommodate public opinion. Too many youth investment campaigns are based on the reality of the organizers. They define the issues and determine the strategies. But the broader public also has opinions that are based on a reality. The Public Agenda polling done in 1997 (Farkas et al., 1997), for example, found that adults of all backgrounds agree that youth today are “undisciplined, disrespectful and unfriendly.” “Two-thirds of Americans (67%) immediately reach for negative adjectives, such as “rude,” “irresponsible,” and “wild,” while only 12 percent used positive terms, such as “smart” or “helpful.” They believe this about teens and about younger children. They recognize that it is tougher today raising or being a teen, but they blame parents for abdicating responsibility. They think that the issues are more about discipline, morals and community organizations than about government programs that address health or poverty. And they believe that young people can be turned around but are not sure how they as individuals can help. This information does not change our bottom-line beliefs, but each nugget of understanding clearly should influence how and by whom our messages are delivered.
Correct public misconceptions. As disheartening as the Public Agenda findings are, there is a fundamental truth to them that cannot be ignored. Many of the things that youth development advocates would argue young people need to have (e.g., relationships and guidance) and to build (e.g., character and connections) are supported by the general public. But there are long-standing misconceptions about what young people and their families want, need, and can do that must be addressed. Some of these misconceptions are tied directly to race, ethnicity, and gender. Others reflect long-standing biases in media reporting on youth and their families that highlight the negative and underreport the positive—painting young people as problems or recipients more than as resources and stakeholders, and painting parents as incompetent or insignificant. Focused efforts must be undertaken to counter these myths, misconceptions, and misrepresentations.

Engage the communication professionals. Probably the loudest message was that communication is serious business and that youth development advocates have simply gone too long without strategic advice on message, positioning, and polling. The sophistication and success of such initiatives as the Benton Foundation’s Campaign for Kids (recently renamed Connect for Kids) is evidence of the benefits of intentional development of messages, messengers, and mechanisms.

3. Build Vocal Constituencies

Public opinion is the sibling of public will. Vocal constituencies can change public opinion, increase public will (especially when organized at all levels), and, ultimately, change public and private policies. Ongoing efforts to build four key constituent bases must be strengthened:

Support youth organizing, governance, and leadership. Young people have to have vehicles for organizing and speaking on their own behalf about issues that affect them directly and issues that affect the larger community and society. Many organizations, governments, and initiatives have focused on the goal of getting young people into decision-making positions. But these positions are often only as powerful as the constituencies behind them.

Create grassroots citizen constituencies. Organize, as Richard Murphy, director of the Center for Youth Development often states, “a Sierra Club for Youth.” Make young people as valuable a resource to protect and promote as is the environment. Such a broad-based constituency could include those who are actively involved in youth work, as well as those who are simply interested in the well-being of youth. Just as the Sierra Club includes many members who are not actively working to protect the environment in their day-to-day lives, a “Sierra Club for Youth” could involve everyone from a concerned grandmother to a local business owner. Organizations like Baltimore’s Safe and Sound Campaign, the Center for Youth Development, the Search Institute, the Benton Foundation, and the National Network for Youth are already making progress in this area. Much more, however, needs to be done.
Expand professional associations and unions. There are issues that professional associations cannot address without being self-serving, and there are issues that many will not address because they are controversial. But many issues will remain untouched or unchallenged unless the people and organizations that work with youth organize within and across professional boundaries. The National Collaboration for Youth, for example, has demonstrated strategic successes. It still has a long way to go, however, to establish the level of clout claimed by other well-known collaborations and associations.

Nurture unlikely supporters. Sometimes the message is most powerful when it comes from an unexpected but respected source. Fight Crime: Invest in Kids—a national anticrime organization led by police chiefs, police officer organizations, sheriffs, prosecutors and crime survivors—has a focused and positive mission: to encourage those in the justice system (and victims of injustice) to speak out on behalf of early and sustained investments in development and prevention. As their brochure states: “No weapons in the war on crime are more important than the investments that keep kids from becoming criminals in the first place—investments which help all children get the right start they need to become responsible adults.” Such messages may go further to convince nonbelievers than our own advocacy work could do. These types of “unlikely” constituencies must be intentionally developed and strengthened.

4. Connect to Popular Issues, Institutions and Strategies
The youth development movement is in some ways like a tractor trailer full of furniture with no truck. We keep waiting for the driver to show up to pull the whole trailer across country, all the while missing opportunities to get pieces shipped for free on other folks’ runs. In articulating the challenge as all things for all kids, we unnecessarily distanced ourselves from the systems, programs, professionals, policymakers and even funders who controlled most of the traffic. We also failed to link with established development efforts, hot issues and ongoing reform efforts.

Link with established “development” efforts. As we focus on the approach, we need to look aggressively for ways to learn from and link with efforts to strengthen and engage families, residents, citizens and communities. To advance, the youth development movement has to find its way into a broader set of movements and efforts to support families and rebuild communities. Four such efforts come to mind:

- Community development. Experts in community-building strategies—community development, community organizing, neighborhood revitalization, family support—are steadily increasing their interest in and commitment to providing youth services and engaging youth leaders. Community organizers, especially in immigrant neighborhoods, are increasingly engaging young people as valuable partners.

- Economic development. Many experts are wooing young people as the next wave of entrepreneurs. And there are a growing number of efforts to rekindle civic pride and community ownership by engaging the younger generations.
• Family support and development. Family support efforts have grown stronger over the years, but have kept their primary emphasis on families with young children. There were conversations at the beginning of the decade on how these efforts could be linked with youth development efforts. Many are now saying once again that it is time to connect efforts to support youth with efforts to support the families that raise them.

• Early childhood care and development. Ten years older, with a focus on young people ten years younger, the early childhood movement stands as an important model of what needs to happen in the youth development movement. As the early childhood field pushes its age boundaries up from five to eight, there is an opportunity to link and join forces.

Link with hot issues. The same advice given for linking with other development efforts applies to youth development advocates’ connection to popular issues and strategies prominent on federal, state and local agendas. Advocates need to be prepared to “hitch their trailers” to issues that address positively stated needs and opportunities (e.g., mentoring, after-school programming and community service) as well as issues that address risk behaviors (e.g., teen pregnancy, smoking and violence prevention). Linking with hot issues has obvious risks. Advocates can contribute to rather than reduce the drift if they are not absolutely clear about the goals and the strategies being proposed. Links with hot issues must be forged both opportunistically and responsibly. In his chapter in this volume, Gary Walker says:

Tight as the restrictions are, they do not deny any opportunity for action at the national level: they simply define a narrow avenue for successful strategy. That avenue requires that we view public interest in activities like “mentoring” and “after-school programming” not as narrow, modest items that are too limited and oriented to negative behavior to warrant an all-out effort, but as-good-as-they-come opportunities to gain public support for the very basic developmental supports that all youth need.

Link with emerging change and reform efforts. Perhaps the place in which the lack of linkages is most apparent is in reform efforts in which adults are engaged in the process of changing the status quo. Young people grow up in communities and spend enormous amounts of time in school. Clearly, these are two settings that have a profound effect on their development. Yet neither basic youth development tenets nor young people themselves are often represented “at the table” as decision-makers in school or community reform efforts. More damning is the fact that their presence is seldom missed. Young people are seen at best as service recipients, sometimes as the problem, and occasionally as valued customers, but rarely as key informants. And the tenets of youth development (e.g., the importance of relationships and safe and stimulating places) are often left outside the boardroom, even by those who have been through the trainings.

Close the loop between prevention and development. The statement that prevention and preparation are two sides of the same coin seems almost too obvious to make, especially in light of a host of programmatic examples that illus-
trate the power of this combined approach. But more than 10 years after the arguments for investments in youth development, not just problem prevention, were made, there are still tensions between the researchers, policy advocates and practitioners who promote youth development and those who promote problem prevention. These tensions persist in part for three reasons:

- **Unmet needs.** The youth-serving organizations and efforts that have capitalized most on the “youth development paradigm shift” have not consistently addressed the needs of young people who are dealing with or are most at risk for poverty, school failure, family crises and problem behaviors.

- **Weak links.** The organizations and efforts that were strongest in attending to the overlooked components of developmentally sound youth programming—relationship building, personal and social skills development, program and community participation, arts and recreation—were in fact often weak in the areas most closely associated with problem prevention and poverty reduction. They often failed to make strong links to health services, education and employment.

- **The community tightrope.** The tensions were often exacerbated at the community level. Community-wide initiatives found it difficult to strike a balance between the “all youth” and “the high-risk youth” targets as well as between the “youth development” efforts (which tend to be focused on the softer components of a sound youth development package) and the prevention and remediation efforts.

These tensions are ironic because, as noted, the “all youth are at risk” arguments were crafted specifically to combat the compartmentalizing and “dumbing down” of programs offered to youth deemed “high risk.” Nonetheless, the tensions still exist. Closing the loop between prevention and development—in policy, program, practice, and basic premises and philosophy—needs to be a priority. The public still resonates to preventing problems.

### 5. Strengthen and Interpret the Evidence Base

The evidence base to counter misconceptions and to advocate for the youth development approach remains weak. We had neither solid program evaluations nor compelling scientific models to support the matching of interventions like Midnight Basketball with populations like gang-involved youth. Many suggestions have been made for how best to address this void. We note three themes:

**Conduct strategic evaluations.** A decade of investment in youth development programming has yielded an unusually small number of evaluations. The marketing value of good, objective evaluations with robust results is clear. While every program cannot and probably should not be evaluated, a critical mass of strategically funded program evaluations could bring enormous credibility to broader efforts. Unfortunately, good evaluations are few and far between. A recently completed meta-analysis of over 400 highly recommended programs, commissioned by the Department of Health and Human Services, yielded only a handful of programs that had used rigorous evaluation methods and that demonstrated significant results (Catalano et al., 1999)
The situation is only slightly better for demonstration projects and initiatives. Evaluation percentages are higher, but the outcomes and the lessons are long in coming and often are not as instructive as we would like.

Foster university-based research and teaching. Research on youth problems, academic achievement, and recognized youth institutions such as schools is thriving in academia. But as Benson and Saito note in their chapter, “A disproportionate ratio of the scientific work related to youth development (research and evaluation) is conducted by intermediary nonprofits (e.g., Search Institute, P/PV, AED) or university-affiliated centers of applied research (e.g., Chapin Hall).” They correctly conclude that there is “little evidence of the kind of systematic inquiry necessary to guide, shape, refine and fuel the [youth development] approach. The potential power of the youth development paradigm is not matched by a like commitment to and investment in research.”

Engage the established research disciplines. As Costello, Toles, Spielberger and Wynn note in their chapter, it is important to get those working in existing fields (e.g., education, social work, public health, psychology) to engage in understanding and applying the youth development approach. These professionals have to be able to explain where their work fits into our overall picture of what it means to be an adolescent, and what services, opportunities and supports young people need to become fully prepared adults. This kind of uptake is often propelled by research that links currently accepted definitions of goals and practices to new ones. There is irony in the fact that some of the strongest evidentiary arguments for investing in the types of high-quality supports and opportunities that have come to be associated with youth development have been made by researchers tracking problems. On this front, it would be wise to mend fences with the preventionists. They are a ready bridge into academic research, professional training and public funding because, as Benson and Saito note in their chapter, “this work claims (arguably) a deeper research base than does youth development” and consequently “takes the scientific and moral high road in policy discussions of ‘what works.’”

Create an interdisciplinary cadre of “translation” professionals. Creating a new academic discipline called “youth development” may not be necessary. In fact, it might well be disastrous to try to do so. The basic concepts that anchor both the goals and the approaches associated with youth development (prevention and preparation, academic and broader social education, formal classroom instruction and supportive guidance and opportunities, classrooms and neighborhoods) have been and still are tenets of education, social work, public health, juvenile justice, and urban planning. But it is absolutely critical that we nurture an interdisciplinary cadre of action researchers, practitioners and policy advocates who cannot only speak across topics (e.g., education, housing) but who can also influence the full range of strands that define a mature field (e.g., direct service, planning, research, advocacy and monitoring, policy development and administration). These “ambassadors” need to learn the language and logic of the youth development approach so that they can naturally take it into the broadest range of conversations.
6. Encourage Monitoring and Assessment

Throughout the decade, advocates have lamented that the lack of data on positive indicators has made their jobs especially difficult. They have had difficulty both defining the goals and specifying the unmet need. In their chapter of this volume, MacDonald and Valdivieso concluded that our current data on young people “are at best inadequate and often misleading; that, in fact, our dominant approach to data collection—learning what is wrong with young people—is fundamentally flawed because it fails to investigate the factors in a young person’s life that we know lead to healthy development.” Their assessment combines with others to suggest two parallel tracks for action:

Improve national indicators. Whatever the quality of indicators, the youth development cause would be served if the public could catch on to the idea that, in every basic category (e.g., education, health, economic well-being), resources (e.g., available college scholarships, clinics, dentists) connect to status conditions (e.g., enrollment, poverty, immunization) that connect to behaviors (e.g., test scores, pregnancies). In the long run, new indicators will be needed. In the short run, better use of existing national survey data could, for example, make it more obvious that there is a relationship between poor children, lousy schools, and poor academic achievement. Creative use of data could begin to suggest similar relationships between poor children; insufficient spaces and places for physical, creative and vocational activity; and poor overall preparation for adult responsibilities, including but not limited to involvement in dangerous and damaging activities.16

Strengthen and diversify local monitoring and assessment tools. The Annie E. Casey Foundation’s 10-year investment in the Kids Count databooks has given states, counties and large cities a powerful tool to track and compare progress against common goals. But its reliance on nationally collected, publicly available data limits its utility for tracking progress in positive youth outcomes (beyond academic attainment) and primary community supports. In the long run, we need to advocate for the development of common indicators or at least common categories that can be used across neighborhoods, communities and jurisdictions. In the short run, however, there is a need to encourage jurisdictions to use as many forms as possible to amass the information needed to paint a local picture of resources, status conditions, environments, interventions and behaviors.17

7. Define the Full Range of Roles and Actors

There are persistent questions about which individuals, which professionals, and which organizations are engaged in youth development or are included in the term. Families? Schools? Only nonprofits? Only those working to improve youth’s personal, social or civic outcomes? Only those directly involved with youth? These do not have to be either-or options. There is a growing need to refine and translate what is known about youth development into the basic philosophy and practices of the full range of people, programs and organizations that touch the lives of young people—ranging from those who have only occasional interactions with them to those who have formal, public responsibility for their well-being. There should be ways to promote the youth development
approach among the full complement of individuals, professionals, programs and organizations that interact with youth and their families while continuing to strengthen the nonschool, voluntary programs and organizations that have traditionally addressed young people’s nonacademic, nonhealth needs. We suggest two:

Define the actors. One way to break the log jam is to group players not only by their attributes (hours of operation, public or private status) or their focus (academics vs. recreation vs. health) but also by the intensity and intentionality of their efforts:

• “Steady hand” actors: organizations, programs and individuals that have the mission, mandate and (ideally) resources to have an impact on some aspect of young people’s development in an intentional, intensive and ongoing fashion (e.g., families, schools, nonprofit youth-serving organizations, faith-based organizations);

• “Light touch” actors: organizations, programs and individuals that have intentional contact with or responsibility for youth, but whose relationships are relatively infrequent, low intensity or short-term (e.g., distant relatives and soccer coaches); and

• “Peripheral” actors: organizations, programs and individuals that have unstructured or infrequent interactions with, or responsibilities for, young people (e.g., businesses).

Specify their responsibilities. Expectations for action and results could then be defined accordingly. Collectively, our challenges could be defined as:

• Influencing public and private “steady hand” institutions and organizations—those with enough presence to have a significant impact—to broaden their goals and strengthen their practices so that they are doing maximum good;

• Supporting and training “light touch” professionals, organizations and programs in the basics of youth development so that they can do more good; and

• Convincing “peripheral actors,” including planners, policymakers and the general public, of the importance and relative ease of working with youth in ways that do no harm and do some good.

8. Strengthen and Link Public and Private Support Systems for Youth

The proposed $454 million in federal funding for after-school programming has turned the spotlight once again on the tension between public and private (in this case, school and community-based organizations) supports for youth. Nonprofit youth organizations insist that at least some of these new dollars should flow directly to them, not through the schools. Their administrative infrastructure is arguably much weaker, but their track record in delivering high-quality after-school activities far outstrips that of the schools. This debate is important, but it needs to be conducted in broader discussions about who
is responsible for improving youth outcomes, who is involved (regardless of whether they assume responsibility) and, equally important, how these actors can work together.

Strengthen the nonprofit youth development sector. At present, the youth development field is generally defined as those organizations, programs and professionals that operate primarily in nonschool settings, in the nonschool hours, and with a focus on building nonacademic competencies and connections. While not true of every individual organization or network (e.g., the Scouts, the Ys), as a group, these organizations are in desperate need of funding, accountability, visibility and marketing. The same is true of the professionals and volunteers who work within them. The distinction between “light touch” and “steady hand” programs, organizations and individuals is critical within the self-named youth development field, which includes the full range of “touch” within its ranks and often within an individual organization. This broad range of programs and organizations faces two challenges. First, they have to begin to self-regulate—to find ways to ensure that those in the field do no harm, to define (specify) the type of “good” they are trying to do, and to declare for what (if anything) they want to be held accountable. Second, they have to continue efforts to build organizational and professional capacity.

Engage the “remedial” public systems in promoting youth development. There are strong elements of the youth development message in many of the juvenile justice, child welfare and youth employment initiatives and policies developed over the past decade. But as both Zuckerman and Schwartz note in their chapters in this volume, these highlights are often on the periphery. Costello, Toles, Spielberger and Wynn note in their chapter that “few child welfare or juvenile justice organizations involve young people in program development, planning or implementation. Young people in these sectors are much more likely to be viewed as individuals whose behavior needs to be controlled than individuals whose input could be valuable in developing intervention strategies.” Everyone, including those on the inside, acknowledges that these systems are slow to change. But they are where the young people and the resources are. We need to rekindle early efforts to tailor the presentation and language of the youth development framework to these institutions and work with them as they engage in their own reform efforts. Youth development advocates should bear the costs and responsibility of translation. Otherwise, we run the risk that, when these systems and professionals pick up the youth development gauntlet, they do it in ways that do not fully reflect the basic tenets.

Link to schools, museums, libraries, primary health care and recreation. The youth development tenets are admittedly hard to sell to the systems that are offering second and third chances to young people who are not in school, not employed, on drugs, or involved with the law. But it should not be such a stretch to imagine a well-stitched, if not seamless, web across the public and private institutions that offer primary supports to youth in education, health and recreation. Creating such a web requires building a sense of shared (if not equal) accountability for improving youth outcomes and youth environments and of shared risk for trying new strategies.
9. Build Sustainable Local and Regional Infrastructures for Funding, Planning, Training, Advocacy, and Network Development

While there is a long-term need for a vibrant infrastructure at all levels, in the end, much of the paradigm shift has to be orchestrated locally and regionally. The local and regional levels are where the bulk of the energy and the need is. Successfully implementing the paradigm shift requires strengthening local and regional capacity to repeatedly unbundle and rebundle seemingly endless set of tasks—from advocating for school buildings to remain open to educating the public about the comparative costs of early and sustained investments to building a network of local nonprofits that have the capacity to meet the increased demand for more supports, during more hours, offered in more places and in more neighborhoods.

Build the capability of local capacity-building intermediaries. Local intermediaries for youth development often juggle a number of roles as catalysts and facilitators of positive change on behalf of (and often with) local youth. They often focus efforts on a number of levels, seeking to support youth workers, programs, organizations and communities. They take on a number of tasks, including creating networks for professional development, providing training and technical assistance, conducting policy advocacy, and providing analysis and research. One of the key strengths of these organizations has been in translating theory into practice, or as Community Networks for Youth Development (San Francisco) writes: “bridging between people talking about theory and agencies working in practice with youth” (Needle, 1994, p.3). In several places they have played an important role in community change initiatives. There is a great need to understand this layer of functioning better (e.g., which roles are compatible within a single organization, which require separation, what type of supports intermediaries need) and to support its growth within cities and counties. Measured growth will come primarily when public and private funders help organizations and communities define and evaluate the roles that intermediaries play, create stable funding mechanisms, and help intermediaries determine effective geographic and functional divisions of labor.

Support regional advocacy and coalition building. Networks and coalitions that support service providers (public or private) play a key role in strengthening the base of community supports and opportunities for youth. But there is also a need to have organizations or coalitions that focus primarily on issues, not on providers. These could (and probably should) be independent advocacy groups and self-advocating groups like coalitions that come together to define and advocate for changes within their ranks and beyond. Intermediary networks can have difficulty being tough advocates for change when they are, or are perceived to be, part of the problem or, even worse, part of the pool of organizations that might benefit from change.

Create and strengthen institutions that do cross-system planning and funding. Nonprofit or public-private intermediaries can build networks, address training and capacity-building needs, improve public education and in some cases disperse funds. But in the end, they are not the institutions that have the clout or the positioning to do the type of cross-system monitoring, planning, policy development and financing needed. New York continues to be the only state with an established but chronically underfunded system of youth bureaus designed to play this role at the county level.
10. Saturate Neighborhoods with Solid Supports
Perhaps the most important concern raised was that of institutionalization. Without good monitoring tools; clear definitions of what, why, how and for whom; stable infrastructures for funding, planning and capacity building; and healthy doses of evidence, opinion and advocacy, there was more attention paid to effectiveness, innovation and activity than to systematic planning to saturate places. Little was done to ensure that in the end more young people in more neighborhoods have more and better supports and opportunities more of the time. We eschew the disease analogies, but there is a concept in public health that youth development advocates and researchers might want to take to heart. It is the concept of thresholds. Contagious diseases are not contained until at least 80 percent of the population is inoculated. And they are not controlled unless the inoculations are sustained at the same level of implementation quality. Three critical goals have to be balanced:

Effectiveness—Ensuring that those youth reached are provided with relevant, high-quality services, supports and opportunities. Effectiveness is obviously important, but too many programs and initiatives are held hostage to this challenge. Their sustainability and reach capacity become so tied to annual measures of effectiveness that they cannot plan for growth or improvement.

Scale and Saturation—Ensuring that the opportunities, services and supports offered are available for a critical mass of those young people who want or need them (building on the public health idea of thresholds). There is nothing about the saturation goal that suggests that individual programs have to get larger. In fact, setting this goal for a neighborhood forces recognition that meeting that goal will require far more than expanding selected “brand name” organizations, of which there are far too few to come close to the goal of serving 80 percent of youth.

Sustainability—Ensuring that the opportunities created are sustained from year to year and sibling to sibling. Sustainability is by far the most pressing problem in expanding programming and opportunities that support young people’s nonacademic development, whether the funding or implementation is public or private.

Framing the Issues
Clearly, there is work to be done, and work being done, by a full range of factors at all levels to define and address the issues that bar the progress of increasing youth investments and youth involvement. The emerging list summarized above lays out a daunting agenda. But the more we reviewed and discussed the list, the more it was clear that the issues raised were not random. As presented above, the specific concerns cluster into 10 larger issues. But there is a pattern in these larger issues as well. They are symptomatic of our failure to think strategically to (1) saturate neighborhoods with effective and sustainable services, supports and opportunities for youth; (2) strengthen infrastructures
for coordinating, managing, delivering, monitoring and sustaining efforts; and (3) address the underlying perceptions, messages, interests, evidence and commitments that combine to create climates conducive for action (see Figure 3).
Unfinished Business: Further Reflections on a Decade of Promoting Youth Development

Figure 3. Emerging and Recurring Issues

Agendas for Action—Monitoring, Intentionality and Strategic Action

Shaping and Moving the Youth Development Approach as a Public Idea

If the youth development approach is going to take hold as a powerful public idea, it has to land in a full range of places, as Mark Moore discussed, from the general public to organizations to public policy. Cementing the paradigm shift begun in the late 1980s will require attention to far more than training nonprofit professionals and building nonprofits’ organizational capacities. As we looked back at the list of “nagging” issues in the field, we came to believe that a major reason we are now struggling with these issues is that we let our efforts become too narrowly focused. We targeted most of our energy and resources on strengthening one delivery system instead of strengthening all the areas where the youth development approach needs to land. While there is not a clear one-to-one match, it is a relatively simple exercise to surround each of the nagging issues with the institutions or organizations best suited to address it (see Figure 4).

Not surprisingly, this list of institutions and organizations closely matches a list of actors that funders, advocates, researchers and practitioners have increasingly been saying require more focused attention: youth and families; professionals and volunteers; public and private delivery systems and organizations; partnerships and collaboratives; capacity builders; advocacy organizations; movers, shapers and monitors of public opinion; philanthropic organizations; public policymakers; and researchers and evaluators. We suggest that if we had been intentional and strategic about the full range of organizations and institutions needed to shape and move a public idea, many of the issues we are now struggling with would already have been solved (or at least far greater progress would have been made). We must monitor progress on each of these fronts, choosing where to focus our efforts strategically and intentionally based on a sound framework.
Further, we must recognize and link to expertise in each of these domains. There is a tendency to recognize a problem and attempt to address it oneself. But it is important for us to realize that, as a small group of organizations and individuals committed to the youth development approach, there are areas of expertise we do not possess. For example, rather than attempting to address public opinion solely by ourselves, we must build links to the pollsters and communications experts who have been specifically trained to do this.

The specific challenges plus the key actors, organizations and institutions combine to create an agenda for action. They give us specific tasks to accomplish and suggest that the agenda has to be built by and with a full range of players from pollsters and funders, to advocates and practitioners, to youth and families. Such a wide-scale effort must be undertaken intentionally and strategically, with progress being consistently monitored in the full range of areas fundamental to success. In other words, we cannot build toward a large-scale effort haphazardly. This lesson—that we must be intentional and strategic, with consistent monitoring of all key aspects—parallels the message that we must continue to deliver to communities and society regarding their commitment to youth. It is a lesson that can inform the prioritization of community agendas, be focused by a common vision of broad and accessible pathways to success, and be informed by the ongoing, common sense assessments of parents. We turn now to these points.

**Shaping and Moving Community Agendas For and With Youth**

“Youth development is not a happenstance matter.” This simple statement, made more than a decade ago by the Youth Committee of the Lilly Endowment, sums up the progress that has been made in the last decade in focusing attention on the need to promote healthy youth development. There is now, much more than there was a decade ago, a strong public sense that youth development is not a happenstance matter. There is a general awareness that society will not reap the youth outcomes desired without a greater and more intentional investment, not only in deterrence but also in develop-
ment. Without a doubt, there are those who believe that youth violence and teen childbearing are happenstance matters, subject only to swift and harsh deterrence strategies. But most of the public believes that growing up is much harder than it was a generation ago. And while many adults fault parents for not attending to the moral development of their children, most have a nagging sense that deterrence is not enough—that we leave youth development to chance at our own peril.

As discussed in the preceding sections, youth development proponents (ourselves included) made several strategic choices over the decade that, in hindsight, may have diffused energy and resources. One of the most damaging may have been our failure to offer sufficient guidance to communities, program planners and policymakers who agreed with the vision but wanted assistance in prioritizing the work. Unfortunately, once we realized that everything really could not be done at once, we allowed the task lists to be presented as options. Our failure to develop a clear message of what, why, how and for whom allowed these lists to be used as the basis for selections that reflected personal preferences more than strategic analysis.

On the surface, the questions “What do youth need?” and “What should communities do?” seem much more difficult to answer when the goal is overall preparation and development than when the goal is, say, prevention of violence or substance abuse. This is, in large part, because when the charge is specific (for example, substance abuse prevention), the solution is expected to be specific (a targeted, time-limited substance abuse prevention program). The program may (and should) contain elements that address basic needs, but it is the program as a whole, not the elements, that are sold as a package. The opposite needs to be true. Planners need to read the ingredients, not just the product name. To use a nutrition analogy, for many prevention programs the marketing was equivalent to that of a healthy snack. Planners were not encouraged to read the ingredients list on the packaging, much less to compare labels and think about total calories or daily requirements. Our approach was often analogous to searching for the perfect “snack” to solve a weight problem instead of focusing on developing an overall diet and exercise plan.

If adhered to, the simple statement made by the Lilly Endowment offers an alternative prescription for action. It suggests the importance of intentional monitoring of all the crucial areas in which development occurs, and the intentional and strategic selection of areas to invest key resources.

**Monitoring: Outcomes, Inputs, Settings and Systems, and Resources.** Funders have driven the outcome-accountability message home to direct-service providers. But the results have often been counterproductive, especially when there have been no or limited investments in monitoring above the individual program level. Young people do not grow up in programs; they grow up in families, neighborhoods and communities that are served or disserved by systems and sectors. The real question is not what a program is providing for youth, but what a neighborhood, community, system or sector (public education, public health, nonprofit community) is providing for youth and their families.
Intentionality and Strategic Selection and Action: Planning, Prioritizing and Adjusting. Youth development advocates upped the ante and exponentially increased the options for action by offering a new calculus for youth investment and involvement that broadened the goals; broadened the strategies; and increased the lists of factors, hours and settings deemed relevant for involvement, if not accountability. Many individuals and organizations took this call to action to heart and brought new levels of intentionality to their youth-focused activities. But, as with monitoring, the challenge is to push the intentionality up several levels. The new mantra: monitoring for action.

Infrastructure: Funding, Coordinating, and Infusing Knowledge and Purpose. Effectively and consistently undertaking the tasks above will require strengthening the infrastructure. The infrastructure for generating and coordinating nonacademic and nonschool supports for youth is perhaps as fragile and Byzantine as the array of direct service providers themselves. Much of the coordinating and grant-making is done via committees that represent functionally overlapping initiatives. Progress will not be made until there are permanent institutions in place that have been given the budget and authority to act on behalf of young people and families, not initiatives or systems. These are needed at every level, local to national. The frustration is building fastest at the local levels, however, suggesting this as the place for concentrated experimentation.

Just as we need an infrastructure to monitor and make strategic decisions to promote the youth development movement as a whole, we need community infrastructures to monitor and make strategic selections for and with local youth. So what is needed? Here are specific recommendations for action:

- Baseline and annual data that track at the individual level and allow us to have a picture of what young people need, what they get, how they are doing and what they are providing to family and community;

- Baseline and annual data at aggregate levels that tell us what families, neighborhoods and systems need, what they get, how they are doing and what they are providing to young people, families and communities;

- Baseline and annual data that estimate, if not monitor, dollars spent as well as activities delivered by the full array of systems and actors that have youth services as a mandate or interest;

- Mechanisms for collecting, disseminating and discussing the data at the neighborhood and system levels and for involving young people, families, residents, and frontline workers in the processes;

- Intermediaries charged with training, technical assistance, network development and issue advocacy to use data in ways that strengthen formal and informal support systems;

- Infrastructure at the neighborhood and municipal levels for using the data to inform planning, prioritizing and reallocating resources, accountability, and attention across neighborhoods, organizations and systems; and

- Strong and varied local leadership to keep public and private attention focused on youth, youth outcomes and community accountability.
Pathways to Success

Perhaps our greatest success of the last decade was in pushing the definitional work needed to undergird a youth development approach: defining functional areas that went above and beyond the academic-vocational domain to span the social, physical, emotional, personal and civic domains; defining desired youth outcomes (above and beyond problem prevention and academic test results); and defining key community inputs. The results of such work were often presented as a list (e.g., Figure 2). While this helped push people's thinking, it lacked a clear focus, which may have caused some efforts to be diffused instead of strategic.

This agenda for the next decade reinforces the collective need for strategy over sheer volume of activity. One way to provide the focus necessary to monitor and make selections intentionally and strategically is to advance the vision of pathways toward success as our ultimate bottom line—accordingly, we place this concept at the focal point of the inverted triangle shown in Figure 5.

To be effective, strategies to engage youth should not be hit or miss or isolated opportunities offered in a vacuum. There is a big difference, for example, between an isolated community service opportunity and one that attempts to draw youth into related studies and careers. Consider as well how the “stepping stones” toward increasing skills and responsibilities are clearly and intentionally laid out in Boy and Girl Scout programs and in some faith-based institutions. In the end, if created intentionally and strategically, more supports for more youth in more neighborhoods constitute more pathways to success—pathways diverse, wide and accessible enough for all youth to see, try and ultimately select from. These pathways offer the basic things young people need: people to talk to, places to go, opportunities to explore. Pathways that build the attitudes, skills, values and knowledge that young people need in a full range of areas from cognitive and vocational to personal and civic. The challenge, as we approach the next decade and the next millennium, is to create a robust public idea that inspires sustained public, private and policy action that focuses on creating more pathways rather than just more programs. This, after all, is what parents do for their children.

The Practicality of Parents

“Youth development is what you’d do for your own kid on a good day. We don’t need a fancy definition to know what to do.” This statement, made by Hugh Price, president and CEO of the National Urban League, sums up what we all intuitively know. Parents never provide all the services, supports and opportunities that youth need. On a good day, however, they do monitor the full range of areas of development and—intentionally and strategically—attempt to connect their children to the things they need.

Interestingly, a good portion of what we know about early childhood care and development was learned by observing parents—good parents and troubled parents. The centrality and intuition of parents in the early development of their children is not debatable. But how often are the parents of adolescents
consulted or observed? There is relatively little appreciation of the wisdom and centrality of parents, even though year after year polls show that a majority of young people either do, or want to, talk with their parents as key advisers and look to their parents as role models. While true that early childhood is developmentally the time for bonding and adolescence is (in some ways) the time for separation, we should not let the superficial differences in parent-child relationships (early adoration vs. adolescent antagonism) lead us to the conclusion that the parents of adolescents and young adults are clueless. We could learn much from observing and reflecting on the parents’ balancing act—the ways in which they attempt to monitor the development of their children and the environments in which they spend time, and the ways they make intentional and strategic choices with limited resources.

Raising fully prepared youth is not as simple as A + B = C, but it is not rocket science either. Probably only one in 20 parents could label the steps they take, and only two in 1,000 would label them the same way. But it is quite likely that parents would quickly develop a common list if interviewed. There are six steps most parents or guardians take to support their children and, in fact, that most young people take to protect, prepare and promote themselves:

✔ Reality check. Where are they developmentally—cognitively, emotionally, socially physically, spiritually?

✔ Goals check. Where are they aiming? What knowledge, attitudes, skills, behaviors do parents and children want to achieve? Avoid?

✔ Progress check. Where are they now? What progress has been made? Are the goals still realistic targets?

✔ Inputs check. Are they getting what they need? Is the fuel supply adequate? Is the fuel mix correct?

✔ Settings check. What are the possible sources of needed fuels? Are they adequate? Marginal? Dangerous?

✔ Overall community check. Is the overall settings mix right? Is it easy to piece together a steady diet of needed inputs, or is it necessary to bypass or compensate for major settings (like schools, neighborhood blocks) that are not functioning well?

These six “checks” that parents do are not interchangeable. They are interlinked. While policymakers and programmers may arbitrarily select among them, parents work them together more organically in an ongoing assessment of their child’s needs. But even when parents have a strong sense of what is needed, they often cannot find (or afford) the supports they seek. Community supports need to be developed so that they help parents to help their kids. This is an area in which youth development advocates have misjudged public opinion. As Gary Walker discusses in his chapter and as Public Agenda research confirms, there is a strong, long-standing belief in this country that youth development starts with families, not programs or initiatives. Consistently (especially, but not exclusively, around issues of reproductive health), the public pulls back when programs seem to be less interested in helping families help their children than in helping young people help themselves.
There is an algebra for youth development that parents and young people intuitively use—one that we have yet to translate into powerful, policy-adaptable equations. If young people are to get the services, opportunities and supports they need, policy planners, organizers and researchers will have to find ways to assess the fuel mix as it is supplied by all of the fuel sources in a community (families, schools, community-based organizations, peer groups, faith organizations, gangs, etc.). Parents do this every day. Poor fuel mixes are one of the primary reasons parents move when they can afford to.

Why push for formulas? Because youth development requires multiple inputs from multiple sources over a sustained period of time. Formulas are the way to show concrete interrelationships among multiple variables. Lists of desired outcomes, essential inputs, etc. inform, but they do not instruct. More important, they give funders, practitioners and policymakers a false sense that they can choose to support their favorite outputs, inputs or settings at whatever levels they feel comfortable.

The first lesson learned by youth development advocates was that it was unproductive to insist that everything be done simultaneously. The more recent lesson is that it is equally unproductive to insinuate that anything can be done in any order or at any level of scale and consistency. There is a logic to the list of “beyonds” (see Figure 2). And there is an internal logic to how the outcomes, inputs and settings fit together. We may never get to formulas (and probably should only try in rhetorical ways), but we should be able to craft rough lenses that help communities assess their strengths and weaknesses (or force them to confront them), and push them to prioritize responsibly.

**The Beacons Success Story**

Taken together, the recommendations in this paper may appear to present a rather daunting challenge. First we say that the full list of “beyonds” must be addressed, embodied by an approach marked by intentionality and monitoring. Next we present a list of difficult issues that must be addressed—from building a solid base of sound programming in neighborhoods to building a vocal constituency of youth and adults. Then we say that attention must be paid to more than a single delivery system—that youth and families, professionals and volunteers, public and private service delivery systems and organizations, partnerships and collaboratives, capacity builders, advocacy organizations, public opinion and public education, research and evaluation, private philanthropy and public policy must all be attended to with the same degree of intentionality and monitoring that we advocate for youth. Finally, we say that all this action must be focused on, and result in, more and better pathways to success.

Should this picture of what youth need, the range of tasks that need to be tackled, and the range of actors that need to be involved be cause for disillusionment? Is it simply more than we are able to accomplish?

We readily acknowledge the challenges before us. But we also reflect upon the challenges we have already overcome and the amount we have achieved, and conclude that the vision we have laid out is achievable. Further, our hope, and
indeed a good measure of our optimism, comes from looking upon one of the successes that emerged in the past decade of promoting youth development: the New York City Beacons.

Initiated in 1991, the Beacons created a web of school-community-family partnerships, coordinated through community centers located in public school buildings. Funded by the New York City Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD), the Beacons offer a range of activities and services to participants of all ages before and after school, in the evenings and on weekends. With a current funding level of $36 million, the Beacons make up the largest municipally funded youth initiative in the United States (Warren, Brown and Freudenberg, 1999).

The Beacons, as much as any effort, have embodied and implemented the full range of recommendations presented in this paper. As such, they give us cause to believe that what we have called for is an achievable reality. Accordingly, we present the Beacons story as an example of what the vision outlined in this paper can look like and achieve when actualized.

**Beacons and the “Beyonds”**
The Beacons were premised upon a sound understanding of the youth development approach, as articulated by the “beyonds.”

Beyond prevention—problem reduction and full preparation for adult roles and responsibilities. The focus was on positives—people, places, possibilities—but with crime prevention as the hook. Funding was secured as part of a comprehensive antidrug and crime strategy for New York City. Nine centers were proposed instead of an additional prison barge. Notably, a substance abuse prevention curriculum was not proposed, and funding did not hinge on promised reductions in youth crime and drug use. The publicly stated focus was instead on improving community inputs—increasing the number of safe and stimulating places for young people to go, things to do, and people to talk to in neighborhoods where the streets were the only after-school alternatives. Achieving a full range of positive youth and community outcomes, while not touted for accountability purposes, remains the underlying and ultimate goal.

Beyond quick fixes—deficit remediation, crisis response, problem prevention and long-term attention to development. Within the Beacons you may find any number of short-term, targeted activities—summer service programs and six-week prevention courses, for example—but programming for specific issues and age groups is embedded within an ongoing institution committed to building relationships and engaging young people with ample opportunities to contribute and benefit.
Beyond basic services—human, health, housing and economic services and a full range of supports and opportunities. Beacons were designed to provide a full array of services, supports and opportunities, not just for young people but for the full age range. Institutions committed to broad-based development—families, schools and community-based organizations—were made the key players. Social services, child welfare, law enforcement and health were brought in later, once the tone had been set. While activities are most often what bring people through the doors, Beacons staff are prepared to do assessments of the full range of needs and to coordinate services. Overtime, as Beacons have been able to demonstrate that they can attract large numbers of youth and families that need critical services, they have been able to bring services or the service dollars on-site.

Beyond schools—24 hours a day, seven days a week: during the school day and before and after school including nights, weekends and summers. The driving idea behind the Beacons was to expand the hours, activities and actors involved in young people’s lives beyond what they find in school, and to do this in permanent, accessible places. School buildings were quickly identified as universal, yet underutilized, settings. While community-based organizations are critical for ensuring community ownership and flexible operation, the partnership with schools and government is essential for securing and sustaining resources.

Beyond professionals and beyond recipients—teachers and youth workers and families, community members, volunteers, young people, and nonyouth-focused professionals; young people as recipients and as active agents in their own development and that of their communities and society. Community engagement and ownership have been instrumental from the beginning. The broad blueprints were filled in by the community as young people, parents, residents and community associations and councils were engaged in planning their Beacon. Young people and their families were brought in at the beginning to shape the programming and were critical to ensuring that there was a mix of engaging activities and opportunities for participation and leadership both within the Beacon and throughout the community. Parents and young people both teach and take classes (in everything from aerobics to English as a second language) and are key planners of and actors in community initiatives. Young people are engaged as significant, if not primary, change agents in their communities, doing everything from physical revitalization of housing and parks to voter registration and political advocacy.

Beyond labeling—nonstigmatizing efforts for all youth, including those living in high-risk areas and those with specific challenges and problems (e.g., dropouts, young parents, court-involved youth). Initially targeting neighborhoods most in need, the Beacons opened the doors to all members of the community. The neighborhood, not the school, was the focal point. Centers serve, support and challenge the children, youth and families of the neighborhood, not the just the student body.

Beyond pilots—pilot programs and an array of steady services, supports and opportunities that are affordable, accessible and attractive enough that at least 80 percent of youth aged 10 to 22 are connected to something for at least 80
percent of their second decade of life. Beginning with $5 million in municipal “Safe Streets, Safe Cities” funding that supported 10 community-based organizations to create community centers inside schools, the initiative continues to stand out in terms of its sustainability and scale. By 1998, the initiative had expanded to 40 Beacons; in 1999 there are 76 Beacons operating (and four more on their way)—each with a base grant of $450,000 (Warren, Brown and Freudenberg, 1999).

Through implementation of these “beyonds,” Beacons laid the groundwork for an effective youth development approach. But they did not stop there. What makes the Beacons story especially noteworthy is their simultaneous achievements in terms of sustainability and scale. The Beacons are one of our best examples of beginning with a clear blueprint based on the youth development framework—the full set of “beyonds”—and then strategically selecting elements to highlight, not only to ensure effectiveness but also to ensure scale and sustainability. By the end of 1999, 80 Beacons were in operation. The number alone is impressive—suggesting a level of scale in publicly funded youth programs rarely reached in American cities. But the story is not in the number; it is in the strategy that led to it, a strategy that at every turn opted to promote the goals and principles of youth development while intentionally working to ensure the quality, reach and longevity of the effort. By using the lenses of effectiveness, scale and sustainability, we are able to see how they homed in on a highly visible, politically savvy strategy for achieving scale and sustainability while keeping the overall approach of youth development intact.

Any attempt to expand the reach of the youth development philosophy and approach must be balanced with attention to ensuring the quality of the efforts as well as strategic decision-making about how to sustain them over time. Effectiveness, scale and sustainability—a troika of goals called for by the International Youth Foundation and others—are useful lenses for strategic decision-making about the youth development framework. All of the pieces of the framework are integrally related and important.

This troika was achieved by the combined efforts of the range of actors we discussed as critical to shaping and moving the youth development approach as a public idea. Collectively, they addressed many of the “nagging” issues we presented earlier.

**Beacons and the Agenda for Shaping and Moving the Youth Development Approach as a Public Idea**

From the beginning, the Beacons effort focused on far more than a single delivery system. Joint accountability was essential. As discussed above, youth and families, professionals and volunteers, and public and private delivery systems all worked together to build a solid base of sound programming in neighborhoods. Schools, along with established community-based organizations and the Department of Youth Services (DYS), were key members of an unusually well-balanced partnership. No single partner wielded excessive power. Schools (selected on the basis of location, not interest) provided space.
Community-based organizations (competitively selected based on capacity and established neighborhood ties) provided the staffing and basic programming. DYS provided management and funding.

The Youth Development Institute at the Fund for the City of New York—a then-young intermediary organization—acted as the convener of collaboratives (e.g., monthly meetings of the Beacons directors), capacity builders (e.g., technical assistance and professional development activities for Beacons directors and staff, linking to such resources as funding and staff training opportunities, and convening Networks for Youth Development—a peer network of youth organizations promoting youth development as a field of practice and mastery and committed to accountability and authentic assessment), and as an advocacy organization (advocating that public agencies foster collaborative relationships with the Beacons) (Warren, Brown and Freudenberg, 1999). As such, they assisted actors in the public and private delivery systems to develop sustainable infrastructures, strengthen delivery systems, and monitor resources, outputs and outcomes.

Philanthropic organizations were engaged strategically, with foundations coming in as quiet partners supporting training, technical assistance, and evaluation. Researchers and evaluators assisted in building an evidence base (an evaluation is being conducted by the Academy for Educational Development, the Chapin Hall Center for Children and the Hunter College Center for AIDS, Drugs and Community Health) (Warren, Brown and Freudenberg, 1999).

Public opinion and public policymakers were attended to equally strategically. Beginning with the hot topics of drug and crime prevention, politics were never ignored. Positioning and additional public systems funding and integration were always goals. The strategies were not all successful, but the diligence never let up—in city hall, in the school buildings, in the communities. Parents, the public, and the press (movers of public opinion) were key stakeholders, creating a vocal constituency that kept the political pressure on. A clear message was articulated, with a simple name (Beacons), a simple goal (people, places, possibilities) and a simple plan (one per district), which allowed the media to monitor resources and outputs, parents to label what they knew they wanted for their children and themselves, and vocal public constituencies to rally when the going got hard. Had DYS simply given 40 contracts for substance and delinquency prevention to 40 separate community-based organizations with different names, not just the expansion but the existence of Beacons schools would be in question. The vocal constituencies in the public and the press saved them from the chopping block after the change in administration.

Selecting schools as the actual settings for this work did more than open up unused facilities in the before-and-after-school hours. From the outset, it laid the foundation for a savvy scale and sustainability strategy. Starting with 10 Beacons in 1991, there was clear realization that going to scale meant starting big enough to capture attention across school districts. The initial placement of these 10 Beacons was also strategic. Putting positively pitched programming in the worst neighborhoods allowed the political process to work for expansion.
Parents in less distressed neighborhoods clamored for their own Beacons. The publicly stated goal of at least one in every school district was quickly met—there were 40 Beacons by 1996, doubling again by the end of the decade.

Effectiveness, scale and sustainability. Beacons schools rate high on all three. On effectiveness, they have not only done a good job of adopting the youth development philosophy; they have done a good job of training to it and evaluating against it as well. But they might not have achieved the Triple Crown had they taken the traditional route—prove effectiveness, slowly increase scale, then (and only then) begin to plan for long-term sustainability. Beacons’ master crafters took the best of what is known, pitched it straight, did not overpromise on outcomes, and planned for rapid but sustainable growth from the beginning, building on what already existed. This is the lesson. There is no doubt that the quality of Beacons varies from center to center. But the number of Beacons schools would not be passing 80 if these centers had had to be established, funded, and evaluated one at a time. We did not build a public school system or a public health system or a public corrections system that way. And we certainly will not link and blend these systems with the existing community-based infrastructure (for youth and community development) that way.

In an increasingly complex society—one where families are becoming more fragmented, working hours of working parents are on the upswing, gun and drug availability is rampant—affluent as well as distressed families are less able to coordinate, much less personally deliver, the supports that they used to provide. Success stories like the Beacons suggest that there are ways to build on and link to services and professionals that exist in neighborhoods while actively engaging parents and young people in securing the supports and opportunities they need. Growing individually and in number, each Beacon school is a dynamic part of the community, responsive to young people, families and service providers. Much more effective than opening up dozens of cookie-cutter service centers that all provide the same menu of supports, the network of community-based Beacon sites was primed to promote the full youth development framework and engage the full range of actors—families, school and human service officials, community members, teachers, service providers, law enforcement officers and, most important, young people themselves—in shaping the life and direction of the community. And so, as a result of careful, intentional monitoring and strategic action, the youth development approach flourished in systems and settings beyond its usual purview. This is the kind of innovative transplanting of the youth development approach that will have to be done if we are to see changes at the scale and level needed to change the landscape for young people, especially older adolescents and young adults who are not in college environments.
Conclusion—An Agenda for the Next Decade(s)

In the end, reflecting on the success of the Beacons, we see clearly the value of using a sound youth development framework to broaden the goals and increase the options (the list of beyonds), engaging the full range of actors necessary to build and sustain a public idea, and addressing critical issues.

This analysis comes full circle to embody all of the key points presented in this paper and, when properly aligned, presents a cohesive picture of an agenda for the next decade(s) (see Figure 5). The top triangle in Figure 5 depicts the youth development idea in terms of broadening the goals and increasing the options. The bottom triangle depicts what is needed for a public idea to take hold and have impact. They come together at a critical fulcrum: youth and families in communities and neighborhoods saturated with effective and sustainable services, supports and opportunities that form clear and wide pathways for preparation and participation. This is the ultimate vision we must pursue. But while we increasingly refine the vision, we must never lose sight of the critical infrastructures required. Pathways are the focal point for a full range of necessary community inputs and a means to a full range of desired outcomes for youth, connected to basic functional areas. All of these areas, outcomes and inputs must be addressed with intentional monitoring and strategic action. Then and only then will they come together logically to form clear, coherent, attractive and wide pathways.

Further, if we are to successfully instill the concept of pathways as a powerful public idea, we must not lose sight of the full range of relevant actors. Public ideas do not become powerful through one sector, actor or institution. The full power of a public idea is realized only when it takes hold in a number of places, influencing public policy, organizational missions and private action. Neighborhoods will only become saturated with effective and sustainable pathways when there are strong infrastructures for coordinating, managing, delivering, monitoring and sustaining efforts, and when there is a climate conducive to action. To ensure that this happens, we must once again stress the importance of intentional monitoring and strategic action—this time referring to the range of actors necessary to shape and sustain a public idea. Then and only then can we hope to achieve effective and sustainable pathways, clear and wide enough for all of our children to traverse.
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Figure 5. An Agenda for the Next Decade(s)

**Broadening the Goals:** Outcomes that go "Above and Beyond" problem prevention and academic competence to embody full preparation for adulthood.

**Increasing the Options:** Moving "Above and Beyond" by attending to the full range of approaches, actors, settings and times that affect development.

**Shaping and Moving Community Agendas for and with Youth:** Intentional monitoring and strategic action focused on creating, sustaining, diversifying and multiplying pathways to preparation and participation.

**Shaping and Moving the Youth Development Approach as a Public Idea:** Intentional monitoring and strategic action of and by all key actors. Together, these actors must address the "emerging and recurring issues" inside the triangles.
Youth Development: Issues, Challenges and Directions

communities track young people out of high school into careers and college). And it has not explicitly articulated goals for working with marginalized or disconnected youth—those out of school, out of work, involved with the courts or just uninvolved.

11 Compelling data have recently been released in an edited volume, America’s Disconnected Youth: Toward a Preventive Strategy (Besharov, D. (ed.), Washington D.C.: CWLA Press). These data strongly suggest that most young people are at least marginally connected to school and the labor force, or both, until the age of 16 or 17, but that disconnection after 17 quickly becomes more common—jumping from 4 to 8 percent among whites, 5 to 13 percent among blacks, and 9 to 15 percent among Hispanics. By age 19, almost 17 percent of both males and females have been disconnected for at least one 26-week period. Disconnection appears to be relatively benign in small quantities, but toxic in multiple doses. Youth disconnected during three or more of the transitional young adult years experienced significant hardship: at ages 25 to 28, their median family income was only about $18,000 for men and $15,000 for women; about 44 percent of the long-term disconnected men and 56 percent of the women were in poverty—34 percent of the women received Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), and 48 percent received food stamps; and men were six times more likely to have spent time in jail or a youth correctional facility.

12 Notable local examples include Philadelphia’s Urban Retrievers, a four-pronged leadership training program created by and for youth; Coleman Advocates for Youth’s Youth Making a Change (San Francisco); and LISTEN, Inc. (Washington, D.C.).

13 The Safe and Sound Community Promises campaign asks adults to promise to bring positive energy to the lives of children and youth in their neighborhood; learn something about the needs of children and the resources available to them; and make their voice heard on public issues that affect the well-being of children and youth. Youth are asked to promise to respect others’ differences; establish integrity through discipline, honesty, responsibility, and morality; be prepared to learn at all times; and maintain a positive attitude, self-confidence, and enthusiasm.

14 Five years ago, the National Network for Youth coined the term “community youth development” to reflect a challenge to its members—calling for them to go beyond their commitments to high-quality programs and services, to make commitments to link themselves and the young people they serve more firmly into the communities in which they live. The Network’s formal language reflects a growing recognition that young people, especially adolescents and young adults, cannot and will not (unless forced) grow up in programs. Community supports are critical to their development, as is community involvement.

15 Steven Shinke and colleague’s (1992) evaluation of Boys & Girls Clubs programming in housing projects led to a major BGCA expansion, fueled in part by a significant HUD investment. Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America has been able to parlay the Public/Private Ventures evaluation of its mentoring programs into a major organizational expansion that has had spillover effects for mentoring in general (Tierney and Grossman, 1995). The Teen Outreach Program, subject of an ongoing control-group evaluation spearheaded by Philliber and Associates, did not attract government funding, but it did keep the school-based pregnancy- and dropout-prevention program from dying and allowed it to go slowly to scale (Joseph et al., 1997).

16 The federal government recently released the second annual indicators report on children and youth, America’s Children: Key National Indicators of Well-Being. While there are dozens of factbooks and compendiums of national and state data, this report is the product of an interagency working group that came together to select official indicators for the country. Marketed correctly, there is no substitute for official numbers, but the current release of leading economic indicators does. Youth development advocates may write off the exercise because it does not capture enough positives. But it has other equally important weaknesses that limit its utility as a powerful tool for social marketers. First, many indicators beg for comparisons—at the country or the county level. International comparisons lit a fire under Americans in the 1980s when the international teenage pregnancy and childbearing data were reported by the Alan Guttmacher Institute, and they continue to generate sparks in education (e.g., the TIMMS study). Second, most of the categories (e.g., education, health, family security) beg for a consistent mix of indicators. The current mix of resource indicators, status and behavior indicators is not even across the categories.
Many communities have supplemented the Kids Count data with local survey data. The Search Institute’s Healthy Community Initiative has provided over 400 communities with local data on the self-reported assets, behaviors, and needs of their middle and high school students. The Center for Youth Development has convened representatives from over 20 different youth-mapping projects and has helped eight communities implement their YouthMapping process; further, the Center is encouraging the use of a common set of indicators in its mobilization cities. And an ever-growing number of communities, often with the backing of local foundations, are investing in customized surveys to map youth needs and community resources by neighborhood. Increasingly, these need and asset assessments are linked to real change initiatives. For example, extensive, issue-specific surveys of youth, parents, and service providers in Detroit (sports and recreation) and Philadelphia (after-school opportunities) fed directly into large planning and service improvement efforts.

Obviously, families are the “steadiest” of the steady hand actors. It is critical that efforts reinforce the centrality of families as the key actors in young people’s lives. Families must provide critical supports and opportunities to their children, and they must play a critical brokering function, monitoring their children and their communities and acting as a conduit for connecting youth to critical services, opportunities, and supports.

For example, the members of the National Youth Employment Coalition have completely embraced youth development, making adherence to sound youth development principles one of three areas in which programs self-assess. (The other two are organizational effectiveness and youth employment and training practices.) Prevention curricula coordinators in state and local public school systems used the paradigm shift to argue for consolidation of the separate prevention curricula and better integration with the core academic curricula. Communities That Care (CTC), a community risk-focused prevention training system developed by Dr. David Hawkins and Dr. Richard Catalano of the University of Washington, has received major funding and promotion from the Justice Department.

In New York City, the Youth Development Institute at the Fund for the City of New York has emerged as an exemplar of a local intermediary. Similarly, the Indiana Youth Institute, Chicago Youth Agency Partnership, Hampton Coalition for Youth, YouthNet of Greater Kansas City, Community Networks for Youth Development (San Francisco) and the Urban Strategies Council (Oakland, California) all have played key roles in helping develop effective, sustainable and large-scale local efforts for and with youth.

As the Community Networks for Youth Development writes: “TA intermediaries provide the valued services of (1) helping agencies to self-assess their needs, and (2) identifying and obtaining resources to meet those needs, which includes doing the legwork to find resources and sorting through the vast array of what is available to surface useful items and people. Youth workers and program managers want these things to be done but rarely have the time themselves” (Needle, 1994, p.3).

For a more in-depth discussion of pathways, please see Youth as Effective Citizens on Developing and Deploying Young Leaders (forthcoming), IYF-US, International Youth Foundation.

A key finding of the report is that “Americans believe that parents are fundamentally responsible for the disappointing state of today’s youth” (Farkas, et al., 1997, p.13).

Youth development advocates are understandably biased toward encouraging young people as independent actors and, more important, protecting young people from hazardous or punitive home situations. These elements should not be lost, but rather should be balanced with a recognition of the wisdom of parents and the central role they play in the lives of young people. As with early childhood, major support for parents could be the teaching of good parenting skills for adolescents based upon lessons learned from parents and backed up by research and practice in youth development.
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Endnotes

1 This paper builds directly on the paper “Reflections on a Decade of Promoting Youth Development” commissioned by the American Youth Policy Forum for its edited volume The Forgotten Half Revisited. Our further reflections were prompted by two subsequent events: reading and discussion of The Power of Public Ideas, edited by Robert Reich (1988), and discussions with key leaders of the emerging and persistent issues that stand as barriers to investment in the adequate preparation of all young people.

2 Each of the themes obviously needs to be specified within its context, whether in countries around the world or in counties in the United States. But our work suggests that each of these themes has sufficient currency to spark discussion.

3 Competency areas included are originality (creative competency), understanding (personal competency), thinking (cognitive competency), civic competency, our bodies (physical health competency), mental health competency, employability competency, and social competency.


5 Areas considered include organizational structure that is supportive of youth development; environment factors to which special attention has been focused; a holistic approach to young people; opportunities for contribution; caring and trusting relationships; high expectations; engaging activities; and factors that promote continuity for youth in the program. (“Create safe environment” is one of the subheadings under “environmental factors to which special attention has been focused.”)

6 Delbert Elliott (1998), probably one of the best-known and most prolific researchers on youth violence, offers a list of what works and what does not work to prevent or reduce youth violence. The parallels to the youth development arguments on both sides are striking. What works, for example, are individual competency building, multifaceted family-strengthening efforts, and changes in school norms and climate. What does not work includes boot camps and free-standing prevention curricula.

7 In Adolescents at Risk, Joy Dryfoos (1990) reports that, beyond the problem-specific information offered, most effective prevention programs focus on the development of social skills, problem-solving skills and communication skills; engagement or re-engagement of youth through participation, leadership and the building of membership within the group; the establishment of new norms and expectations for behavior sanctioned by the group; and the development of different and deeper relationships with adults (different structures for interaction were established and adults were trained to work differently with youth).

8 Public/Private Ventures selected a different but overlapping list of concrete deliverables to spark community-level capacity building in its Community Change for Youth Development (CCYD) demonstration project. Many initiatives are successful in conveying the importance of the individual interventions selected (e.g., reducing gun violence, ensuring reading skills). But America’s Promise and CCYD are two examples of initiatives that have successfully conveyed the importance and feasibility of providing the interventions as a package. Both convey the idea of thresholds and cumulative impact. The assumption: young people who get these five things are significantly better off than those who only get two or three.

9 Term coined by the Chapin Hall Center for Children at the University of Chicago.

10 By their own admission, both America’s Promise and CCYD have fared less well in reaching all youth than they have in addressing the package of needs. CCYD selected specific high-need neighborhoods, targeting 12- to 20-year-olds within them. Their sites have had much more success attracting the younger youth into programming than the older ones, primarily because they run into the tough issue that older youth want and need jobs. The question: how much to push communities to find strategies for engaging older youth, or, short of this, how much to communicate the implications of failing to adequately address the needs of this population? America’s Promise has an even broader mandate—to reach disadvantaged youth from birth on. The organization is pushing hard to get communities to accept all five resources, not to pick and choose. But it is vague to silent on the five age groups (0-4, 5-9, 10-14, 15-19 and 20-24 if...
The Policy Climate for Early Adolescent Initiatives

Gary Walker
Public/Private Ventures
While considering what I would write for this essay on the “policy climate” for improving the lives and prospects of young teens, I asked random contacts—cab drivers, people sitting next to me on trains and planes, bored conference colleagues, a woman on a particularly slow and long elevator ride—what struck them when they thought about young teens in today’s world. Their responses without exception expressed worry and concern; so I asked what they thought should be done and who should do it.

Over six months I talked in some depth to 26 different people from all walks of life. An unscientific survey, I admit, but the conversations were always fascinating, always went on longer than I expected (elevator interview excepted), and were remarkably consistent on five themes.

**First**, once they had gotten past some early griping and statements of “not understanding them,” it was not hard for most to sympathize with the dilemmas of being a young teen. No matter their age, they could remember their own lives during those years as full of confusion and uncertainty. Some shook their heads in disbelief and appreciation that they had made it through adolescence at all.

**Second**, most thought that today’s youth had it harder than they had. *None wanted to be young now.* They cited the availability of weapons and drugs, the media’s demoralizing impact, the need for more education to “make it,” the fast pace of change in today’s world and how difficult that made it to maintain “traditional values” (no matter the age, race, ethnicity, apparent income or social class, they all felt the erosion of values). One woman cab driver said it succinctly: “Oh, we were poorer, but these are the days of mental hardship for kids.”

**Third**, they mostly blamed parents, the public schools and the media for those teens who could not meet current challenges. No matter how difficult the challenge, they felt these basic institutions had the responsibility to support and guide youth.

**Fourth**, they had few specific positive ideas on what to do. They were stumped by how to make parents do better; mostly stumped by how to improve the schools (with a few saying the schools needed more competition); and mostly stumped by how to control the media (with a few advocating strong censorship). But, when pressed, they usually turned back to parents—and beyond that, to fatalism. As one said, “You’re talking about teens. This is the period they make the right choices or don’t, and there’s no way to guarantee they’ll make the right ones.” A few said maybe more Boys & Girls Clubs would help. Several thought churches should get more involved.

**Fifth**, they had very little to no confidence that public policy had any solutions. Most just shook their heads and said they could not imagine what the public sector might do, except improve the schools—and their confidence in that was not high. A few said the law needed to be clearer about the consequences of wrong decisions.
You might think that this uncertainty over what to do arises because the people I talked to do not specialize in the issue of what to do; they are not “youth experts.” And, no doubt, most issues benefit from reflection and evidence. On the other hand, this is not an arcane problem. Most of these people are parents; all had been youth. Many had lived through, or had close acquaintance with, difficult young teen lives.

The lengthy discussions I had with several people in my random sample led me to conclude that the reason for the confusion is deeper and more diverse than a lack of specialization. It has to do, I think, with the complex, transitional and inconclusive nature of the early teen years themselves; with a conviction that the basic institutions that are responsible for or influence youth are failing; with a belief that there are no good alternatives; and with an American political and social culture that is instinctively distrustful of public solutions to problems of individual and family behavior.

In short, the underlying reasons for the lack of solutions are grounded in some hard realities that even the most specialized knowledge does not resolve and at best can only confront.

Since the “policy climate” for an issue as fundamental as improving the lives and prospects of young teens is, in a democracy, rooted largely in the opinions and common sense of ordinary citizens, I take the concerns and opinions expressed by this random group of strangers seriously. They were without exception a thoughtful group of people, none of whom expressed hostility to or seemed uncaring about teens. If this sample was skewed, it was toward tolerance to young teens. But other than that, they left an impression similar to the one I get when looking at polls and newspaper articles: concerned and baffled about what to do.

This essay examines and builds on the gleanings from my informal survey and tries to sketch out the opportunities and limits—the “policy climate”—that seem to characterize America in the late 1990s. Though the common concern of citizens for young teens can be seen as suggesting a receptive climate for improved policies, their sense of frustration at the performance of such basic institutions as families and schools, their frustration at not being able to intuit or articulate what might be done to counter that frustration, and their lack of confidence in public policy as being capable of finding solutions do not make for a truly receptive climate. And even the most perfect solution, if there were such a creature, needs to be recognized and believed in, in order to be adopted as durable policy.

**America’s View of Public Social Policy**
No one would claim that American political culture embraces public social policy as a tool of first resort for improving social conditions or solving social problems. Quite the contrary: we generally view it as a tool of last resort, when private solutions clearly do not work and when
the condition or problem is serious and highly visible. The major public social policy initiatives of the 1930s required a national depression to gain support; those of the 1960s and 1970s required riots.

This reluctance to use social policy is our historical political culture, and rarely has it been more evident than in the 1990s. In that broad sense, it is incontrovertible that the “policy climate” is not favorable to wide-scale public efforts to improve the lives and conditions of adolescents.

Further, even when we do resort to public social policy, we are not patient with it: we want to see progress; we want to see problems solved quickly. If we suspect social policy is not solving problems—or is perhaps creating other problems—we ultimately abandon our public initiatives. The major initiatives of the War on Poverty, and the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) welfare entitlement, are recent examples.

The general reluctance to use public policy to confront social concerns has hardened over the past 20 years. The most vocal advocates for public social policy claim this abandonment is a national moral failure, rooted in our country’s extreme individualism and social Darwinism. There is an undeniable but only partial truth to that claim. For many people, including most of those I spoke with, the bigger and more practical reason for this hardening is the perception that social policies are ineffective—that they fail. This perception is not confined to one party or political stripe. An enthusiastic supporter of public social policy, Democrat and former Secretary of Labor Robert Reich did not advocate for continuation of the relatively large several billion dollars youth title of the Job Training Partnership Act because, he said, the evidence was clear: employment training programs for youth do not work.

Secretary Reich’s view is perfectly reflected in an “ordinary citizen’s” letter to the editor in the Sunday Philadelphia Inquirer of May 3, 1999:

Personally I don't think that the average taxpaying, law-abiding citizen is numbed to the atrocities that occur daily. I just think we don’t know what to do about them. What’s the answer? I have no idea.

Changing that perception is not solely a matter of improved communication and more ethical politics, difficult as those are to achieve. A substantial body of evidence supports that discouraging conclusion. It is not entirely the work of morality and communication that two major social programs with strong survival records—Head Start and Job Corps—both have evidence that they work and a positive image among political leaders and the public alike.

Critics maintain that the evidence is selective because better programs were not evaluated; the evaluation methods were too rigid; the implementation periods were not long enough; and that there are more promising approaches to try. I think each of those arguments has merit,
but they are too fine-tuned to overcome the widespread perception that is now in place. It will take counter-evidence, and a significant body of it, to dent the evidentiary crust that has formed over our country’s general reluctance to use public social policy in matters of social behavior.

The “outcomes movement” that has developed among many policy-influential individuals and institutions is a major effort to confront the perception of failure. Most public social legislation now requires strong evaluation components; many philanthropic initiatives do as well. This is, of course, an opportunity to create counter-evidence, but it is also a risk: unless these new initiatives are a substantive improvement over those previously evaluated, these future evaluations are likely to produce more skepticism (Walker and Grossman, 1999).

The strong performance of the American economy these past nine years, the relative decline of the Pacific Rim economies and the collapse of Soviet communism all strengthen the notion that the public sector is not the way to solve problems: let the private sector do it. The privatization of many social functions and the heightened emphasis on “civil society” to address critical issues a la 1997’s President’s Summit on youth issues are the outgrowths of all these converging forces. They simply reflect the public’s low opinion, shown in poll after poll, of the public sector as a solution to problems of social behavior.

I have painted a negative picture of the overall view of public social policy, historically and currently, not because I think it is always fair or always works out well, but because it just is—a deep current in American life, part of its character, with strengths and weaknesses, not necessarily or always mean-spirited and, more important, not simply a short-term trend. It is an independent force to be reckoned with as we consider the prospects for improved public social policy with regard to early adolescents, one deeply intertwined with America’s great successes as well as its shortcomings.

**The Nature of the Issue**

The general social policy climate in the United States is, thus, difficult and resistant. But the climate for a particular social policy initiative can be less resistant depending on a number of factors.

My reading of the past 30 years is that three factors are especially important:

- The immediate moral power of the issue, i.e., its capacity to strike the “fairness” button in American leaders and the broader electorate, based on recent events;
- The resolve, resources and political-communications strategies of its key advocates; and
- The clarity and urgency of the solution.
I do not mean by this to reduce American politics to a rational and predictable framework of rules and conditions; that would ignore both the ambiguities and downright contradictions inherent in any complex array of human relationships and behavior and would underrate what a powerful individual on a mission can accomplish. Nonetheless, our political behavior does have its general characteristics and patterns—a framework you can most often count on to hold. I think the above three factors are generally useful and reliable components of a strategy to put a major piece of social policy in place.

The first two factors have to do with getting an audience for the issue, to have it considered as an exception to the country’s general resistance to social policy. The various civil rights campaigns of the 1950s and 1960s are the most obvious examples.

The third factor has to do with the formulation and implementation of the solution: is it comprehensible, compelling and intuitively doable? It is difficult to get sustained and widespread support for a policy initiative that does not have those features. The solution does not have to be easy to do—desegregating the schools and enforcing fairness in public accommodations and in employment have been anything but easy. It just needs to be understandable.

The group of people I talked with are all concerned about young teens—they all had sympathy for the challenges teens face in growing up. Compared with the respondents to surveys like that done in 1997 by Public Agenda, my interviewees are more sympathetic to teens than is the voting public at large. But along with their sympathy, I did not sense either moral outrage or the sense that the public at large has to do something. Nor did they convey much sense that unfairness is at the root of the problem. Rather they see the problems of young teens as being in part intrinsic to being a young teen and in part caused by social forces well beyond the reach of social policies and programs. They are sorry that the world has become so challenging and sorry that early adolescence is such a difficult time in human life. They do not see a way to change either.

Part of the reason for their attitude has to do with the fact that there is no long-standing, sustained and powerful national advocacy movement for young teens; the voters are not roused, but rather sorry and puzzled. And certainly there have been, over the past few years, an increasing number of articles and editorials saying that Americans have lost their capacity to be morally outraged. To whatever degree that is true, it would combine with the lack of a powerful advocacy movement to produce a potent lassitude.

But part of the reason that there is no powerful and sustained advocacy movement is the very nature of the early teen years as perceived by most adults and as reflected in my interviews. Adults see adolescence as a confusing and trying time, full of new thinking, experimentation and
hormonal change, ups and downs in mood—hard to characterize easily, hard to predict, hard to explain in terms of cause and effect. The people I talked to were not hostile to the state of adolescence; they just did not think that much could be done about it, unless it is by parents or schools. In the end, to them, adolescence is something to “get through”—so internally driven as to be impervious to outside influence.

Another reason it is difficult to mount and sustain a campaign for adolescents is that the information available about early teens supports divergent views. On the one hand, we hear that young teens are very dangerous to themselves and others, are having babies irresponsibly, are using drugs, and are performing poorly in school—are, in short, a disaster. The media coverage of prom abortions and the recent string of school shootings by so-called “ordinary kids” adds to the impression that all teens are at risk of such behavior. And, indeed, some very respected youth advocates and experts say precisely that: that all youth are at risk. This would seem to be the basis for a movement to increase the public’s receptiveness to policy aimed at adolescents (though what its content would be is a separate issue).

But there is an opposing point of view, which stresses that in fact most teens are not so different now than they were decades ago and that things are better in some respects. The New York Times recently carried two major stories in a three-day period about teenagers, one headlined “Birth Rates for Teenagers Declined Sharply in the 90s,” which reported that from 1991 to 1996, for the first time “in decades and decades,” birth rates dropped, as did sexual activity, while contraception increased. Both liberals and conservatives took credit.

The other story outlined a number of adult myths about teenagers:

- Myth No. 1: Y[outh] are becoming more violent and criminally dangerous.
  “Wrong,” says the article, and presents compelling evidence that adults are the real threat and that youth violence is neither on the rise nor happens very often.

- Myth No. 4: [D]rugs remain a threat to young people.
  “Wrong,” says the article…the evidence is that adults are the problem. Youth drug use dropped in the 1970s and has remained low ever since.

- Myth No. 5: Teenagers are naturally rebellious and impulsive risk-takers.
  Wrong again. The article says they largely reflect their parents.

These differing views do not coalesce into a powerful image on which to build public policy. You can take a middle course and say that we should not be reassured by recently encouraging trends, that the early teens are fragile years, that these are indeed times of “mental hardship”
for teenagers, and demand a public response. But that brings us to the third factor: clarity of solution. What is it we are proposing to do and to what end? And that is hard to say without some rough consensus on what the problem is.

The more problem oriented the goal is, the easier it is to be clear about what to do. And that is in fact what we have been doing for the past 25 years: defining a problem (teen pregnancy, drug abuse, poor school performance) and then proposing a concrete program to solve it. That approach can meet the three conditions laid out above and often has.

But it is precisely that approach that continues to produce such weak results. Evaluation after evaluation has concluded that the program it examined did not have much enduring effect on teen’s lives. In the summer of 1997, a conference was held in Chicago solely to discuss three recent evaluations of major public programs designed to address one or more of the above-mentioned adolescent problems—and the fact that none showed any significant effectiveness.

This has led to the widely held view among youth professionals and experts that deficiency-oriented programming is the culprit and that a more positive, youth development approach must be devised. This approach promotes a broader view of youth than the problem-oriented approach might imply and focuses on youth’s assets and potentials. It is about successful development as opposed to problem solution.

The difficulty with youth development vis-à-vis the three conditions laid out above is that it is not clear what it means in policy or in operation—it is hard to visualize—and is thus hard to rally around. It also does not strike a “fairness” chord, especially when it is accompanied by the claim (as it often is) that all youth are at risk. That claim strikes many people, and influential ones at that (remember the New York Times articles above), as excessive. It also brings disagreement: large numbers of people think youth need more and firmer discipline, which is not what the phrase “positive youth development” brings to mind.

However, there is some evidence that recognizable pieces of the youth development approach work. For example, everyone would agree that a caring adult is a critical element of youth development, and P/PV’s 1995 impact evaluation of Big Brothers Big Sisters offers clear evidence that a caring adult can be provided in a social intervention and can have substantial impacts on first drug use and school performance and behavior—not by focusing on problems, but by promoting friendship and trust between an adult and youth who were previously strangers.

Evaluations of Boys & Girls Clubs have also produced compelling evidence about their effects on negative behaviors, and Girls Incorporated and YMCAs have generated operational evidence about their usefulness to youth development. This evidence has been fairly widely dissemi-
nated and has helped sustain interest in two particular aspects of youth development that have been the focus of strong national advocacy and media attention: mentoring and after-school programming.

Mentoring has in fact been a subject of favorable attention for almost a decade now. The 1997 President’s Summit made it the first of its five-part agenda and is being promoted by Retired General Colin Powell and his America’s Promise organization. It has the support of a number of foundations; of the brand-name Big Brothers Big Sisters; and of an increasing number of influential leaders in politics, business and public agencies.

The after-school issue (what do children do with that time?) has begun to receive more and more attention. It is also one of Powell’s agenda items and has been well-promoted as a social policy topic by both the Carnegie Corporation and the strong advocacy of Hugh Price, president of the National Urban League. In mid-April of 1998, Newsweek carried the issue on its cover and detailed it in a strong article.

So there are two specific initiatives for younger teens that are alive and well in the policy world. They both have the potential to meet all three of the conditions for policy advance that I noted above. The Clinton administration has already set out a proposal for a major after-school initiative in which the Mott Foundation is participating. Two other influential foundations—DeWitt Wallace-Reader’s Digest Fund and George Soros’ Open Society Institute—are investing millions in after-school programming. Congress just gave $20 million to Boys & Girls Clubs of America. The Department of Justice has a multimillion dollar mentoring initiative. A number of cities and a number of philanthropies are mounting large initiatives to provide these and other supports and opportunities for young teens.

This is good news for policy advocates for adolescents, particularly those who espouse a youth development approach. It means that in spite of the generally cautious climate for social policy in America, and in spite of the ambiguous nature of adolescence and the evidence about its current condition, there are some policy actions with enough clarity and urgency to have made it to the arena of real policy discussion. So there is a receptive climate...but how receptive? Our judgment on that is important, for it will shape our future actions and strategies.

**Opportunities and Limits**

To better understand the specific opportunities and limits likely to make up the social policy climate for early adolescent initiatives, it is helpful to examine mentoring and after-school programming in more depth. Besides meeting the three conditions laid out earlier, they have several other instructive commonalities.
The Commonalities of Mentoring and After-School Programming

First, the two concepts are very basic. There is nothing more basic than a young person’s need for a caring adult, and that, I think, is the most powerful reason for mentoring’s continued popularity. After-school activities are also basic; like mentoring, they are easy to visualize and are doable. Most adults remember doing them in their youth—much as they remember having caring adults—and it does strike their sense of fairness that today’s youth do not have these basic supports.

Second, they are identified with “brand names” in which people have confidence: Big Brothers Big Sisters is mentoring in the public’s eye, and Boys & Girls Clubs and Little Leagues are well known and highly regarded for their after-school activities.

Does this mean that brand names are the only way social policy can accomplish mentoring and after-school activities? Not necessarily. The brand name simply casts a favorable light on the effectiveness of a generic activity. But it does seem obvious that the closer the identification the proposed policies have with these brand names, the stronger their chances of being adopted. The problem with the claim “we know what to do for youth, it’s only lack of political will that prevents us from doing it” is that clearly we too often do not know how to do it. It is one thing to say that it is obvious youth need caring adults; it is quite another to say we know how to create deliberately through policy those caring adults. Brand names are the Good Housekeeping Seal of Doability.

Third, neither model is primarily or dominantly associated with national public policy or with public institutions. Mentoring has almost no association with public policy, and though many after-school activities are indeed school-operated, many are not. The very words “after school” free the phrase from institutional capture; most of us think as much of volunteer adults coaching athletic leagues, or of Boys and Girls Clubs, YMCAs, or 4-H. In an age of particularly low confidence in public policy, this private association is particularly useful.

Fourth, the strength of mentoring and after-school programming is associated to a considerable degree with their capacity to reduce negative behavior. That is, as much as mentoring and positive after-school activities are seen as elementary and basic to growing up, their power to shape public policy is still tied not to their potential for promoting positive youth development but to their potential for reducing negative behavior. The largest amounts of public funds at the federal level going specifically to mentoring are located in the Department of Justice’s Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention. The interest in after-school programming for early adolescents as a public policy initiative is firmly tied to the widespread perception, based on strong advocacy and communication efforts, that those are the hours when a high proportion of teenage sex and crime occurs.
The Implications for Policy

So what do these four commonalities mean for the policy climate when added to the three conditions (fairness button, strong advocacy and clear solution) noted earlier? The most obvious overall implication is one of tight limits. Barring the sort of unusual occurrence and extraordinary leadership that can upset all ordinary rules, I think that the opportunities in the foreseeable future for new and major public policy initiatives aimed at early adolescents are very limited, especially at the national level.

I also suspect that at the national level such unusual occurrences as the string of shootings in early 1998 and 1999 are less likely to lead to major “developmental” initiatives than to a mix of measures that are mostly punitive (harsher sentences, treatment as adults) and restrictive (restricted access to guns, driving licenses and adult media). The latter will be harder to implement, since adult financial interests are involved.

Tight as the restrictions are, they do not deny any opportunity for action at the national level: they simply define a narrow avenue for successful strategy. That avenue requires that we view public interest in activities like mentoring and after-school programming not as narrow, modest items that are too limited and oriented to negative behavior to warrant an all-out effort, but as good-as-they-come opportunities to gain public support for the very basic developmental supports that all youth need. The nonprofit and philanthropic organizations that believe American society is shortchanging its youth could have great impact if they organized around these opportunities to ensure that they develop roots in policy and implementation, and that they in fact, backed by credible evidence, reduce the negative behaviors Americans want their social policy to affect.

There are alternatives to getting behind these modest and narrow opportunities and pushing them. One is to put efforts and resources behind leaders and strategies aimed at changing our country’s attitudes toward adolescents and toward the use of public policy.

My read, much as I dislike it, is that either one of those changes is a long shot, and both together come close to impossibility. There may be small victories in both regards accomplished by exceptional individuals, but I do not believe they will form the basis for large-scale changes in attitudes toward teens and public policy, mostly because American attitudes toward those two topics have as much truth and merit as they do misperception and dysfunction. They are neither mostly wrong nor mostly immoral.

Another alternative is to forget national policy and concentrate on states, localities and the private sector. This is the age of devolution—exploit it.

This alternative is persuasive not only because of devolution but because the local level is where many of the adults, resources and decisions that
influence youth are located—and where all these influences manifest themselves concretely. In addition, given the previous difficulty in convincing the public that social interventions for early adolescents are effective, issues of local design, implementation and evaluation require increased attention. The voting public will most likely need some form of concrete proof that an approach works before it will even consider it nationally.

The local-state option has so much merit that its greatest downside is that it will win too much of the available energy and resources. Pride in idiosyncrasy, accompanied by the fact-insensitive local boosterism that so marks American history, might make for bursts of local activity and communication, some of which might be very successful. But if they do not satisfy the three conditions noted earlier, they are probably not good candidates for national policy embrace.

“So what?” you might ask. Let us focus on spreading things that work through state and local channels, avoiding the national level to the maximum extent possible. This strategy is appealing in two ways: first, there is a substantive need for greater work in the area of local-to-local and state-to-state policy communication and adaptation; and second, it is a wonderfully resourceful reaction to constrictive national opportunities.

However, we would be shortsighted to ignore the national level. That level is, in the end, where significant and equity-producing resources reside. It is important to remember that devolution itself requires the distribution of federal resources and that their continued distribution as well as their growth will ultimately depend on a national sense that these resources are used effectively. The history of devolution funding over the past three decades does not offer any confidence that such funding will persist solely on the grounds of its philosophy; it will be examined, and if found lacking, it will be reduced or discontinued. It may not be replaced by a significant national initiative without convincing evidence that some local initiatives are effective.

The federal government is also the only possible guarantor of any real equity in the application of effective policies. A solely local-state strategy, no matter how successful, will finally meet the wall of unequal resource capacity.

So what does all this amount to? Is there any optimal strategy that would be most likely to take advantage of the “policy climate” I have described—a climate that is narrow at the national level, more wide open at the state and local levels, and yet connected by the need for federal resources?

The Elements of a Strategy
It would be foolhardy to assert any one optimal strategy that can promise the greatest policy benefit to young adolescents. But as I think back on the people I interviewed, the outlines of a broad strategy do emerge. It contains five basic elements:
1. **Ensure that new local and state initiatives promote national opportunities.**

At first blush, this might sound unnecessarily limiting; what is the point of local experimentation if it must conform to national constraints? The point here is that local experimentation should aggressively tie itself to national opportunities—for it is the perceived success or failure of those opportunities that will have a great deal to do with national attitudes about the usefulness of public social policy. It will do little good over the long run to act as if the public will is a blank slate that can be created anew “when the time is right.”

In fact, the public will is constantly being created; the time is always now. The current openness to mentoring and after-school programming may be limited opportunities, but they are opportunities nonetheless. Their success or failure in the new round of state and local initiatives will play a significant role in our country’s willingness to consider other policies that may be useful to early adolescents.

This is easier said than done. The desire for innovation in local and state government, and in the world of philanthropy, almost amounts to a cult. That desire, combined with the call by many youth advocates for policies that are more “comprehensive, integrated, holistic and sequential,” conspire to discount or ignore these apparently limited opportunities.

I think this is a serious mistake. These opportunities are not only politically important; they are substantively capable of creative adaptation to more complex ideas. They are the building blocks for improved policies, and an improved policy climate.

2. **Use simple and clear language to explain initiatives.** This seems obvious as a matter of all communication, and especially so in a policy climate that is narrow and distrustful. I think of the editorial quoted earlier, where the writer said she did not believe most people were numb to the problems of the world—they just did not know what to do about them. She will need to be convinced that there are things that can be done, in language she can understand.

The youth field has on the whole taken a different tack. It emphasizes the complexity of the problems youth face and how correspondingly complex the solutions must be. The language of “comprehensive, integrated, holistic and sequential” may serve as broad guideposts for those designing initiatives, but it will never serve to improve the policy climate. Unlike science and medicine, youth policy is not an area of human activity where jargon creates respect and trust. The jargon barrier only creates distance from the possibility of durable policy and substantial resources.

We have to be able to say in ordinary language what it is we are proposing to do. This will conflict with the youth field’s desire for professionalism, but clarity must take precedence over that desire if the goal is an improved policy climate.

I think it will also improve local implementation, which bears on the next point.
3. **Produce evidence that initiatives make a difference in relation to priority issues.** The distinctions between *preventive* and *reclamation*, between *deficiency* and *developmental*, are not without meaning, but they are mostly debates internal to the small world of aficionados who spend their lives thinking about youth policy and programs. They are largely irrelevant to the forces and considerations that make up the public policy climate, which are primarily concerned with the solution to priority issues.

Those priority issues are not hard to name; they have to do with adolescent crime, drugs, pregnancy, school performance and preparation for employment. I think it is very unlikely that we can create a durable and improved policy climate for early adolescent initiatives unless we can show that our initiatives effectively address those issues.

From that perspective, the debates noted above are in a sense diverting us from larger truths: we need more and improved preventive policies *and* reclamation policies, for there will always be youth who need each. And we need to address deficiencies in ways that are effective—that are developmentally appropriate and yet sensitive to considerations of community safety and order—which means that punishment and discipline, as well as supports and opportunities, must be possible in our policy initiatives. All these options are necessary for a policy climate that is responsive to the variety of actual human needs; each one must have evidence that it makes a difference relative to these priority issues if it is to generate and maintain significant public support.

That evidence does not, especially for younger adolescents, need to show that the issue is totally resolved. Our social quest is for resolution; our immediate policy climate quest is for progress. Thus, P/PV’s impact evaluation of Big Brothers Big Sisters does not show that a mentor in the early adolescent years forecloses future problems in the youth’s life. It does show that it, at a minimum, forestalls them for 18 months. This sort of “forestalling evidence” is not only important for policy purposes; it will also assist us in our implementation of “comprehensive, holistic, integrated and sequential” programming. The latter, of course, will still be composed of discontinuous and discrete parts. That is the nature of external interventions in any human life. Credible knowledge of their distinct contribution to achieving progress on the priority issues is critical to policy and practice.

4. **Use and develop brand-name institutions.** The marketability of policies and ideas is greatly enhanced if known and respected organizations are living examples of those policies and ideas. There are a number of such institutions in the early adolescent area: Boys & Girls Clubs and Big Brothers Big Sisters are obvious examples. We should ensure their soundness, their spread in fact and in influence, and their use as standards for all like activities.
This is a hard message to disseminate in a social policy world with a general culture of innovation, funding sources that pursue innovation separately, the natural forces of local idiosyncrasy and a historical moment that rhetorically favors the particular over the national. Nonetheless, I think its value to creating a more open social policy climate is critical: they are the only trusted brand names we have to work with. They need not be the owners of all policy initiatives or their operation; they should be involved, used and strengthened to the maximum extent possible.

5. Articulate roles for each sector (public, private and nonprofit) and for each primary institution that most people judge should be responsible for a youth’s development (family, school and church). Collaboration is a popular word, and thus the involvement of multiple sectors would appear to need little emphasis. So I will not repeat the substantive arguments that support it. But there are several aspects to the word “collaboration”; in my judgment the one that is most talked about is overemphasized, while the most critical aspects receive much less attention than they deserve.

The aspect that receives the most attention is the process and goal of working together. That aspect of collaboration sounds (and is) both high-minded and difficult. It implies ongoing process and consensus. Issues of class, belief, culture, negotiating, style, and so on, all are important.

To focus on the “working together” aspect of collaboration, however, overemphasizes its most difficult aspect, and sometimes exacerbates it. As a rallying cry, it is substantively empty, and it tends to draw skepticism from those with practical operational experience in any sector.

The aspect of collaboration that counters “working together’s” orientation toward complexity and process is “role definition.” The concreteness of defining sectoral roles and responsibilities not only helps ensure that the initiative has beef; it also helps ensure that the comparative advantages of each sector are used and not ignored or blurred by the goal or process of working together. Working collaboratively can thus mean mostly working apart, each sector doing what it does best. That is generally the best way for people from different sectors to accomplish common goals.

The second aspect of collaboration that deserves more attention is political—the sense most people have (including my interviewees) that family, school and religion are primarily responsible for the behavior of youth. Other forces influence youth, but those three institutions are responsible.

The accuracy of this judgment can be debated endlessly. The important point is that to develop policy initiatives without addressing the role of those primary institutions is to invite criticism from any number of seemingly incompatible political forces. It is also to ignore what are in fact elements critical to substantive effectiveness.
Addressing the role of these primary institutions does not always mean defining a role; sometimes an actual role for each primary institution will just not be viable or sensible. But it is important to communicate that their importance has been acknowledged and considered, and if no role is envisioned, the reasoning behind that decision. This will not satisfy all critics, but it will convince some who otherwise would have a knee-jerk reaction to any less-than-dominant role for primary institutions.

**Closing Thoughts**

There is no question that our political culture does not tend toward excess when it comes to devising social policies and spending taxpayer money on adolescents—especially on adolescents in poor communities. A more generous attitude, one that tolerates the errors of excess, would no doubt provide stability, direction and opportunity to many more young people than currently have them.

Some will argue that changing that political culture is the first order of business and that it must be done directly, through advocacy and communication. I too believe that advocacy and communication are vital, but I am skeptical that moral argument alone will change our culture. The lack of confidence in public social policy as an effective means to solve critical issues is too powerful for moral arguments to overcome, except for occasional small victories. Guilt over inaction is significantly blunted by a reasonable disbelief in the effectiveness of action.

The critical complements to advocacy and communication are seizing the modest and concrete opportunities that do exist at the national level and building on them at all levels. To do so requires an understanding and acceptance of limits on the social policy climate that are not always uplifting but that do form the pathway to building a more positive social policy climate. Clarity, evidence, brand names, sectoral roles, primary institutions—using these factors to exploit national opportunities is in my judgment the most effective way to transcend the rather chilly climate that exists for early adolescent initiatives.
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Slowly, (General Colin) Powell is coming around to the view that government, too, must do more, not in—God forbid—running programs but in helping to fund the nonprofits we already know work. While avoiding the usual Washington scramble for money, he admits that the pending $200 billion-plus transportation bill got him thinking. Youth development programs are “as good a place to invest as highways in Kansas,” he says. So why not more public investment?*

“Long after the Trumpets”

Newsweek Magazine

May 11, 1998

*P.L. 105-178, Passed June 9, 1998

During the final days of putting together “A Matter of Money,” two images kept running through our minds at the Center for Youth Development and Policy Research (the Center). The first was of a meeting two years ago with a group of foundations in one city interested in after-school programming and, in particular, the Center staff’s role in the development of Beacon Schools. As the meeting progressed, it became clear that these funders were primarily interested in expanding funding support to after-school programs. They were very interested in tying their additional funding support to demonstrable youth and program outcomes. This discussion was positive and productive until the funders announced the amount of money they envisioned granting to each program...$25,000—$25,000 to expand the number of young people served by each program, to expand program hours to all current and newly enrolled youth, and to show such outcomes as improved school attendance and reading scores. That meeting was the first time the Center used the three following questions to add a dose of reality to situations in which serious groups of people state their interest in doing “something” for children and youth after school.

1. At what age would you leave a young person home alone after school from 3pm to 7pm?

2. How much would you spend to take care of one young person for one day for four hours from 3pm to 7pm?

3. How many hours of structured activities would you want for a young person for one week during the school year (not counting time in school)?

People inevitably ask a follow-up question when they hear question 2: “Do you mean what I’d spend for my kid or...?” Their voice trails off realizing that they have already developed their own personal cost system and standard level. For example, the group of funders described above eventually realized that their $25,000 add-on grants would barely pay for a dozen youth to participate in year-round, quality programs. It would also be next to impossible to prove that (per youth, per program, per activity) their dollars had an appreciable impact on the outcomes they wanted to measure.
The second image is a more haunting one; it was on the front page of *The New York Times* on October 14, 1998. In the picture, Wendy Williams, age 13, leans against a tree in front of her trailer park home in Dixon, Illinois. The reporter describes what it means to be Wendy among the working poor in a time of raging prosperity, receiving taunts about her clothes, her living space and even what lunch she brings to school. The article goes on to say:

Unlike young people a generation ago, those today must typically pay fees to play for the school sports teams or band. It costs $45 to play in the youth summer soccer league. It takes money to go skating on weekends at the White Pines roller rink, to play laser tag or rock-climb at the Plum Hollow Recreation Center, to mount a steed at the Horseback Riding Club, to gaze at Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet at the Plaza Cinemas, to go shopping for clothes at Cherryvale Mall. To be without money, in so many ways is to be left out (Johnson, 1998, p.1).

In many discussions on youth development, the need for infrastructure and outcomes is discussed at length, but we do not spend equal time on the dollars needed to help achieve the desired outcomes. The Center hopes “A Matter of Money” will advance the dialogue concerning the real dollars required to get the desired outcomes for all of America’s youth.

**Introduction**

The accelerated trend over the past decade toward empowering our nation’s young people to succeed has fostered a new awareness and commitment to this most valuable resource. Unfortunately, the money required to support this commitment and realize change has not kept up the pace. Our youth cannot truly be a priority until we back up our good intentions with the funding needed to demonstrate this priority.

Securing the financial resources necessary to provide the supports and opportunities our youth need to become healthy, productive members of society requires answers to some fundamental questions:

- How much do we currently spend?
- How much should we spend?
- What are the best mechanisms to harness and equitably distribute the necessary funds?

The Center is by no means the first to venture these questions. In preparing its 1992 landmark youth development document, *A Matter of Time: Risk and Opportunity in the Non School Hours*, the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development (Carnegie Council) undertook an exploratory study into the funding patterns of nonprofit organizations that provide youth development services. The Council examined the
finances of several national youth-serving organizations and looked at both foundation and government spending on youth development programs. Since 1994, the Finance Project has produced a large number of studies examining issues and methods central to improving “the effectiveness, efficiency, and equity of public financing for education and other children’s services.” In her 1998 *Safe Passage: Making It through Adolescence in a Risky Society*, Joy Dryfoos, an independent researcher, provided an overview of existing government financial commitment to youth development.

Some progress has been made through new initiatives in education finance reform and services integration, providing more effective delivery of social, health and education services for children and youth from the school up to the government level. However, the issue of increasing financial commitment to youth development continues to be addressed in targeted and fragmented ways. Many would contend that this is the “nature of the beast” and that the meager available resources should support the development of those youth in most desperate and immediate need. This understandable in light of current limited funds, we must not lose sight of the ideal:

**Adequate and secure funding for the developmental supports and opportunities that all youth need on the road to a productive, healthy and economically viable adulthood.**

This chapter is an initial attempt to establish a framework and formula for assessing the financial resources and mechanisms necessary to move American society closer to this ideal. The Center, like all of the others who have investigated issues around these questions, has come to understand just how daunting a task it is. We do not pretend to have all of the answers. Rather, we hope the information and ideas presented here will lead to increased efforts at all levels to determine the resources we must be prepared to invest in our youth.

**What Is Youth Development?**

One can define *youth development* as the ongoing growth process in which all youth are engaged in attempting to (1) meet their basic personal and social needs to be safe, feel cared for, be valued, be useful, and be spiritually grounded, and (2) to build skills and competencies that allow them to function and contribute in their daily lives. (Pittman, 1993, p.8.)

This definition accurately describes youth development as a process that all young people go through on the way to adulthood. As the definition implies, it is a process or journey that automatically involves all of the people around a youth—family and community. Young people will not be able to build essential skills and competencies and feel safe, cared for, valued, useful and spiritually grounded unless their families and communities provide them with the supports and opportunities they
need along the way. Thus, youth development is also a process in which family and community must actively participate. As Hugh Price, president of the National Urban League, put it so succinctly in 1998, youth development is “what parents do for their children…on a good day.”

Youth development then is a combination of all of the people, places, supports, opportunities and services that most of us inherently understand that young people need to be happy, healthy and successful. Youth development currently exists in a variety of different places and forms, and under all sorts of different names.

People, programs and institutions involved in youth development are working toward positive results in the lives of youth. Some have clearly defined these desired positive results—or outcomes—in an attempt to more effectively work toward them. There are many efforts to define the outcomes of youth development, and while language may differ from place to place, most express the results that most people want for their own children. These outcomes include but move above and beyond the academic skills and competencies that are the focus of most schools. The Center has identified these outcomes as the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects of Identity</th>
<th>Areas of Ability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A sense of safety and structure</td>
<td>Physical health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High self-worth and self-esteem</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling of mastery and future</td>
<td>Intellectual health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belonging and membership</td>
<td>Employability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception of responsibility and autonomy</td>
<td>Civic and social involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A sense of self-awareness and spirituality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are a number of well-known factors in youth’s lives that contribute to reaching these positive developmental outcomes. The Search Institute has identified 40 assets, internal and external, that form a foundation for healthy development of young people. The 40-asset framework covers eight categories (support, empowerment, boundaries and expectations, constructive use of time, commitment to learning, positive values, social competencies and positive identity) and provides communities a tool with which to measure these assets in their youth’s lives.

People, programs and institutions that work with youth are engaged in youth development if there is strong evidence of the following practices:

**Supports:** motivational, emotional and strategic supports to succeed in life. The supports can take many different forms, but they must be affirming, respectful and ongoing. The supports are most powerful
when they are offered by a variety of people, such as parents and close relatives, community social networks, teachers, youth workers, employers, health providers and peers who are involved in the lives of young people.

**Opportunities:** chances for young people to learn how to act in the world around them, to explore, express, earn, belong and influence. Opportunities give young people the chance to test ideas and behaviors and to experiment with different roles. It is important to stress that young people, just like adults, learn best through active participation and that learning occurs in all types of settings and situations.

**Quality services:** services in such areas as education, health, employment and juvenile justice that exhibit (1) relevant instruction and information; (2) challenging opportunities to express oneself, to contribute, to take on new roles and be part of a group; and (3) supportive adults and peers who provide respect, high standards and expectations, guidance and affirmation to young people.

Youth development is not a highly sophisticated and complicated prescription for “fixing those troubled kids.” Youth development is about people, programs, institutions and systems that provide all youth—“troubled” or not—with the supports and opportunities they need to empower themselves. For a nation with such a rich diversity of youth, this requires youth development in all shapes and sizes:

- An adult who volunteers time to mentor or tutor a young person;
- A school that partners with community-based organizations to keep its doors open until 10 pm and provide all youth a safe, supervised place to be with homework support, activities and physical and mental health services;
- A leadership development program that offers rival gang members neutral territory where they can relate to one another as individuals and build skills;
- A city government that engages youth in the policymaking process through youth councils and youth positions in government departments;
- A religious institution that provides youth access to computers and the necessary training; and
- A local business that employs youth in meaningful and relevant work.

These, in addition to the important national youth-serving organizations like Boys & Girls Clubs, 4-H and Boy and Girl Scouts, are a sampling of the myriad types of youth development supports and opportunities that all too few youth are able to take advantage of. The challenge is to make such supports and opportunities the rule rather than the exception for all youth.
The Ideal: Youth Development for All Youth
The ideal, as we stated before, is adequate and secure funding to provide youth development supports, opportunities and services for all youth. Many youth, but by no means all of them, will reach adulthood whether or not they enjoy those supports, opportunities and services along the way. Yet merely reaching adulthood is not a successful outcome of the youth development process. We need adults who are mentally and physically healthy, socially and civically engaged, and economically viable. In order to become this type of adult, youth need the active involvement of their families and communities.

Families, Communities and Schools
Families are the primary venue for youth development. However, the ability of families to support the positive development of their youth varies greatly, based on a host of factors, including financial resources, available time, number of parents and youth in a family, physical and health circumstances, and special needs of a youth. The list goes on and on. Families contribute to youth development in ways that may never be calculated but are easily recognizable, extremely valuable and vital to support.

Likewise, the number and quality of supports and opportunities that communities offer their youth vary greatly based on the level of resources and structured collaboration that community members (governments, schools, community-based organizations, businesses and individuals) bring together.

At this point, some might argue defensively that most communities already spend a large portion of their resources to support their youth. After all, according to the National Center on Educational Statistics, in 1996-1997 this country spent $274.1 billion on public school education for 51.4 million students.¹ And public education often receives the largest portion of most state budgets. Does this money support youth development? It does for the youth who are lucky enough to attend schools that provide the developmental supports, opportunities and services described earlier. All of the principles, practices and outcomes of youth development must be integrally and intentionally incorporated into the classroom and throughout the school. However, in too many schools, a focus on youth development does not begin until after-school programming begins. Of course, this assumes after-school programming exists—either in the school building or in the community.

We know then that we are far from the ideal: not all families can provide the necessary youth development supports, and communities are failing to do so even with the large amounts of money they spend on education and noneducation youth services. What could the ideal look like?
1. Children and youth are safe and have loving and supportive families, a sense of community and belonging, a spiritual connection, meaningful and developmentally appropriate activities, involvement and partnerships, and they receive an education that prepares them to lead healthy, self-supporting, meaningful, productive and responsible lives;

2. Youth development is considered a public responsibility;

3. Youth development infrastructures are in place from the community to the federal government level;

4. Adequate and protected government funding is available for youth development systems and providers;

5. Standards of performance are established for youth development activities provided outside of the family; and

6. Information about youth development is collected in ways that will enable us to make informed and responsible decisions.

Our picture of the ideal, as you can see, is not just a picture of more money and more programs. It is a picture of a system of publicly and privately funded supports and opportunities to which all youth have access. It is a picture of an ideal that involves making a financial commitment to provide youth with the tools we know they need to build a successful life. It is an ideal that is within our grasp, but it will not come cheaply.

The Cost of Youth Development

How much will it cost us? This is a question that gets asked when planning any integral component of public infrastructure: roads and highways, sewage systems, housing developments, filtration systems, health facilities, shopping districts, police departments, and even schools. Answering this question helps to determine what investments the public is willing to make. Youth development, as General Colin Powell has argued, must be considered one of these public investments.

Since the continued health of the entire nation and its economy relies on the successful outcomes of youth, the cost of youth development, which involves billions of dollars just like other major public investments, should not be borne by only one segment of the population. Families, neighborhoods, businesses, community-based organizations, health care, schools, government, foundations and individuals are all responsible for providing youth development opportunities and supports. If youth development is to become a support system for youth rather than just a fragmented collection of targeted programs, we must all consider ourselves responsible for its cost.
**Time Is Money**

In attempting to quantify the cost of youth development, we have chosen to focus on the period in which a vacuum exists in the support system for youth: the hours of a typical youth’s day, week and year when families and schools, in particular, are often unable to address youth needs. The significance of these vacuum hours was brought to public attention in 1992 by the Carnegie Council in their seminal document *A Matter of Time*. It examined how young people spend their time and emphasized the link between unstructured time and youth engagement in risky behaviors. Moreover, *A Matter of Time* showed us how, given youth development supports and opportunities like the ones we have discussed above, youth will often make positive decisions about how to fill this vacant time.

This chapter tries to complete what *A Matter of Time* began. We have developed one possible framework and formula for assigning a cost to the supports and opportunities we all know youth need.

**How Much Time?**

Two graphs help us answer this question by breaking down a year in the life of a youth into hours. Figure 1 is from the *A Matter of Time* report; Figure 2 is from the New York City Department of Youth Services (DYS). Two categories are shown in Figure 1: *sleeping*, *productive* (school, studying and jobs), *maintenance* (household chores, work and errands, personal care, and eating), *discretionary* (reading, visiting, church, television, playing, hobbies, art and activities, and sports and outdoor activities) and *miscellaneous*. Although Figure 2 uses different categories, the two charts yield similar results.

The hours in the *sleeping* and *productive* categories of Figure 1 are similar to those in the categories *asleep* and *in school* shown in Figure 2. For the sake of comparison, let us try to balance the remaining categories. If we assume that youth in Figure 1 spend 50 percent of their *maintenance*, *discretionary* and *miscellaneous* time with family, that equals 1,922 hours per year, making it comparable to the 1,920 hours *not accounted for* in Figure 2.

These efforts by the DYS and Carnegie indicate that outside of time spent with family, in school and asleep, there are about 1,920 hours per year currently not accounted for, hours in which youth are looking for something to do. These hours are the focus of these calculations. How much would it cost to provide 1,920 hours of youth development opportunities and supports to the 47 million school-age youth (youth ages 6 to 17 years old) in this country? We do not have the definitive answers, but we hope to provide a logical model to get some answers.
Since there is no “system” like education for youth during the time that is unaccounted for, we cannot easily calculate the associated costs. Instead, we will look at the costs of some programs that can fill the unaccounted-for hours with positive supports and opportunities. These programs are either based on youth development principles in purpose and design, or are preventive but operate with youth development principles and practices. These programs include Big Brothers Big Sisters, Teen Outreach Program, The After-School Corporation in New York, Boys & Girls Clubs of America, and Girl Scouts of America. Programs like these and others, both national and local in nature, can and do help to fill the time not accounted for (see Table 1).
Table 1. Cost of Youth Development Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Annual Cost/Youth</th>
<th>Hours/Youth (Cost/Hour)</th>
<th>Unit Cost Per Youth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Brothers/Big Sisters® (mentoring)</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>$3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen Outreach Program® (prevention)</td>
<td>$572</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$9.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The After-School Corporation® (after-school)</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys &amp; Girls Clubs® (recreation)</td>
<td>$139</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl Scouts of America® (recreation and service)</td>
<td>$135</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assumption—1,200 hours

It is not likely that every hour of a youth’s life can be or should be accounted for with programs. Therefore, we assume that on average 14 hours per week (728 hours per year) may always be not accounted for, especially with older youth. Based on this assumption, there are 1,194 hours per year (1,922 minus 728) that youth need developmental supports and opportunities. For the sake of simplicity, however, our calculations are based on the rounded figure of 1,200 hours.

How Much Money?

Table 1 provides some insight into the costs of some recognizable programs and can help to estimate the cost of youth development during times that are unaccounted for. As incredible as this figure may seem, there are at least three important reasons why it is so low:

Table 2. Cost of Youth Development per Youth for 1,200 Unsupervised/Unstructured Hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allocation of Time</th>
<th>Hours per Year</th>
<th>Cost per Hour</th>
<th>Cost per Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After-school (3pm-7pm)</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td>$1,332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>$3.85</td>
<td>$1,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$9.53</td>
<td>$572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation, Scouts, service, etc.</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>$155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>$2.55 avg.</td>
<td>$3,060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using this information, we are able to calculate in Table 2 and Table 3 that the estimated cost of ensuring that developmental opportunities and supports are available to all school-age youth in the United States for 1,200 hours per year would be $2.55 per hour, per youth ($3,060 per youth annually): $144 billion per year.

1. We take a very optimistic look at the hours spent by a youth with family during a year. For example, Figure 2 suggests that, of their waking hours, youth spend three hours per day Monday through Friday with family and 30 hours on the weekends. In many cases, however, this is an unrealistically large amount of time to spend with family. Consider that just a 5 percent increase in the need for opportunities and supports (based on 1,200 hours per year) would result in an additional 60 hours annually or just over one hour per week per youth. Such a small increase could result in an increase of $7.2 billion per year.

2. Each of the programs listed would state that the reported costs do not represent the actual costs of providing their services and opportunities. They do not include staff payments for a variety of miscellaneous expenses that do not or cannot be reimbursed. They do not calculate the time spent beyond 40 hours, by many staff members, to put together proposals for funding or to attend evening events or visit schools and families on behalf of one of their participants.

3. Most providers of youth development will admit that to ensure consistent, high-quality services, supports and opportunities would cost more than what is currently funded. Many of these programs cannot train and develop their staff like other sectors of the economy. They cannot offer benefit and retirement plans, they cannot afford to hire highly trained staff and meet ideal staff-to-youth ratios, nor can they provide all the resources and equipment that would make their program ideal.

### Making a Public Investment

**Who pays?** Even if there was support to fund youth development fully with a dedicated or protected funding stream, where would the $144 billion necessary come from? Youth development is an investment that must be made by each sector of the wider community—public and private. Until we more accurately assess the current nature and level of youth development funding, it will be difficult to tell what part of this $144 billion...
billion will require new revenues from the various sectors. It is nonetheless necessary to contemplate the role of each sector of society that has a responsibility and stake in making this crucial public investment.

**Families and Neighborhoods**

As has been acknowledged, families and neighborhoods are the primary venue for youth development, yet the financial capacity of families and neighborhoods to support such development varies greatly. While the goal is for society as a whole to ensure that all youth have equal access to the necessary supports and opportunities, some families are able to make a greater contribution than others. Citizens and policymakers need to engage in a dialogue that examines the responsibility that all families and neighborhoods have to their children.

**Federal, State and Local Governments**

Given the greater capacity of government funds to address the developmental needs of all youth, the roles at each level of government must be critically examined. To facilitate this, the Center has applied the same formula used to calculate the potential national cost of youth development to each state and to the 50 most populous cities. This yielded an estimated cost of youth development for each state and locality (see Appendix A).

When considering federal government influence on state policy, the case of the minimum drinking age is instructive. All states now have the same minimum drinking age of 21 because the federal government made it a prerequisite to obtain certain funding from the Department of Transportation. Some states balked at first, but they all needed the funding.

A similar scenario can be developed for youth development. Using some of the aforementioned revenue, the federal government can allocate funds to the states with the stipulation that there is a 100 percent match. Such matching efforts, however, are often difficult for smaller or poorer states. The reality is that some states do not have the economic base to raise enough revenue to meet the matching stipulation and would have to rely on multiple funding efforts.

At the local level there is a need for examining and supporting the effectiveness of models using dedicated taxes and other secure revenues for youth development, such as those in Pinellas County, Florida; San Francisco; and Oakland. These will likely become valuable models for emerging initiatives in other cities and counties across the country, such as the Priority One: Put Kids First initiative now under way in Bartholomew County, Indiana. Priority One’s coalition of concerned community citizens from business, education, and social services arenas have recognized the need for a county-wide structure for “providing children and youth (ages 0 to 20) with the resources necessary
to develop into healthy, contributing adults” and so have formed the Bartholomew County Youth Development Commission in collaboration with United Way.

Dedicated taxes, however, are no panacea. The fixed nature of dedicated funding can act as a safety measure for ensuring a minimum level of adequate funding, but it might also eventually act as a barrier to increased or new funding. Dedicated taxes are a start, a bridge to getting protected and secure funding for youth development. Communities must give youth development the same funding priority as other such essentials as police and sanitation departments.

Governments can also require these communities to provide new types of information about how resources are allocated to serve young people in a community. We discuss this new type of information in a section titled, “YouthBudget.”

**Business and Philanthropic Sectors**

Recent economic prosperity indicates a greater potential capacity for the business and philanthropic sectors to contribute significantly to the public investment in youth development. *Enabling them to do so will entail clarifying their level of responsibility to youth and devising effective mechanisms for their investments in youth.* Analogous to the federal/state match, government at all levels can provide incentives to the business and philanthropic communities to provide funding and support for youth development programs. Similar to tax abatement and tax credits given for commercial development, the government can offer financial incentives to these communities when they provide developmental supports and opportunities to youth. In fact, in Fall 1998, Maryland Advocates for Children and Youth made just such a recommendation to their state legislature.

**Calculating the Return on Investment**

*But is it worth it?* Is it worth $144 billion to ensure all youth have access to developmental supports and opportunities in their vacant hours?

Return on investment is a key indicator of the worthiness of any public investment. Prompted by a 1996 report by The Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy that compares the costs of incarceration to the savings in the social costs of crime, the Center has attempted a similar calculation for the return on investment for every dollar spent on youth development.
In constructing a framework for our calculation, we must make some assumptions.

Assumption #1: The best we can expect from a young person receiving youth development in principle and practice is a high school diploma, and for this person to live a healthy, productive, responsible and civically engaged life (a very conservative expectation). According to the US Census Bureau, the high school graduate can expect to make an annual salary of $22,895 (versus the $40,478 with a Bachelor’s degree or $63,229 with an advanced degree).

Assumption #2: Assuming that this person receives an annual 3% cost of living increase for the next 40 years of employed life, he or she will have earned a salary of $1,726,312 over their employed lifetime. (This figure does not account for demotions or job changes at lower salaries, but shall serve as a working number for this example.) Based on our current tax structure this individual will pay approximately $293,473 in taxes (17% of total income).

Assumption #3: Let’s assume that this person spends $1,035,787 (60%) and manages to save $397,052 (23%). That would result in a total of $1,329,260 going back to society before retirement either through taxation or consumer spending.

Our current estimates for the cost of youth development suggest that for twelve years a young person should be the beneficiary of a $36,720 total investment in developmental opportunities and supports ($3,060/year x 12 years). This would be in addition to the $78,768 average cost of a public education ($6,564 x 12 years). This is not to suggest that there is or should be a difference between youth development and schools. In fact, at “better” schools, youth development is a seamlessly integrated part of the educational experience.

A Positive Return

Based on this rudimentary (and conservative) example, Table 4 indicates that the return on investment (with no consideration of future value) for providing youth development opportunities and supports to a youth would be $1,213,772 ($1,329,260 - $115,488). An investment of $2.55/hour for 1,200 hours per year to develop youth into economically and socially viable adults plus a developmental education can result in a gain of $10.51 for every dollar invested.

One final and important note on this rudimentary example is that it calculates only the tangible benefits of an economically and socially viable adult. It is more difficult to calculate other benefits society gains from adults who contribute time and service to nurturing healthy families and communities.
How Do We Measure Up to the Ideal?

Ideally, we as a society will see the value of making the sounder public investment: adequate and secure funds to help all youth achieve positive outcomes. Yet before committing $144 billion to youth development, the public should demand to know how the current funding situation for youth development measures up to the ideal. This entails investigating the other two questions fundamental to providing our youth the supports and opportunities they need to become healthy, productive members of society:

How much do we currently spend?

What are the best mechanisms to harness and equitably distribute the necessary funds?

Table 4: Potential Return on Public Investment in a Youth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Minimum Expectation</th>
<th>Return on Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3,060/yr for 12 years of 1,200 hours of supports and opportunities (6-17 yrs. old)</td>
<td>Average annual salary (with just a high school diploma)</td>
<td>Return on investment (Contributions to society - investment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$36,720</td>
<td>$22,895</td>
<td>$1,213,772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6,564/yr for 12 years of public education (grades 1-12)</td>
<td>Annual cost of living allowance</td>
<td>For every dollar invested, society gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$78,768</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>$10.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total basic investment (12 years)</td>
<td>Years of continuous employment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$115,488</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total income (lifetime)</td>
<td>Total income (lifetime)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,726,312</td>
<td>$1,726,312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes (17% of total income)</td>
<td>Taxes (17% of total income)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$293,473</td>
<td>$293,473</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption (60%)</td>
<td>Consumption (60%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,035,787</td>
<td>$1,035,787</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal savings w/o accrued interest (23%)</td>
<td>Personal savings w/o accrued interest (23%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$397,052</td>
<td>$397,052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total contributions to society (taxes + consumption)</td>
<td>Total contributions to society (taxes + consumption)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,329,260</td>
<td>$1,329,260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on investment (Contributions to society - investment)</td>
<td>Return on investment (Contributions to society - investment)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,213,772</td>
<td>$1,213,772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For every dollar invested, society gains</td>
<td>For every dollar invested, society gains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10.51</td>
<td>$10.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Answering these questions requires examining the sources as well as financing and distribution mechanisms of youth development funds and the organizational structure around these—no small task. While the barriers we encountered in this undertaking were lessened by an increasing number of such investigations, our efforts verified the findings of the Carnegie Council (Stern, 1992, p.100) that “the difficulty in obtaining consistent and reliable data frustrates efforts to determine clearly the amount of funds from different sources available for youth development purposes.” Dryfoos (1998, p.222) reiterated similar sentiments in her chapter “Tracking Resources through the State and Federal Maze,” in which she emphasized the “complexity of the U.S. system (or nonsystem) for supporting youth programs.”

Money for youth development work comes from four general sources: private (families and individuals); philanthropy; local, state, and federal governments; and the business community. Having examined private philanthropic funds for youth development, the Carnegie Council found that while national youth-serving organizations get most foundation dollars targeted to adolescents, foundation grants for youth are less than the average size of grants for all other purposes. Moreover, the Council did not find corporate support to be a significant source of revenue for youth development (Stern, 1992, p.106).

Still, because of the greater capacity of government funds to address the developmental needs of all youth, the Center’s primary concern tends toward public financial commitment to youth development. Federal funding, in particular, plays a central role: excluding education, the federal government apparently spends more for children’s programs than state and local governments (Gold and Ellwood, 1994, p.7). Moreover, the Carnegie Council (Stern, 1992, p.124) observed that “without appropriate federal financial support, it is likely that community-based youth development programs will not be adequately funded.” Yet the federal government does not live up to its potential in this regard: major national youth development organizations receive a smaller percentage of their funding from government than do other charitable organizations (Stern, 1992, p.95); important youth development programs such as school-to-work, summer jobs for youth and after-school centers often come up for cuts and do not have enough consistent funding.

**Federal Spending**

Unfortunately, there is no one definitive source to consult in measuring U.S. federal government expenditures for youth. There is still no such thing as a federal youth or children’s budget. Researchers on this topic have made use of different combinations of documents as well as direct information from federal agencies to compile their own lists of federal programs and spending for children and youth. Findings in terms of specific numbers and programs vary among the lists, depending on the definition of youth and children and programs that serve them. Variable
inclusion of Medicaid and education programs seems to account for some of the greatest discrepancies in the lists we examined. Notably, appearing on only two of the lists is 4-H (a program of the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Extension Service), which the Carnegie Council (Stern, 1992, p.95) identified as probably “one of the largest youth development programs operating in voluntary settings under the direct supervision of the federal government.” Also of importance, 4-H appears to be one of the few federal programs outside the Department of Education that targets all youth.

In 1992 the Carnegie Council identified, for fiscal years 1989-1991, 13 “federal programs targeted at adolescents” and 23 “federal programs which may include services for adolescents” for a total of $6.7 billion (Stern, 1992, pp.92-94).

In 1994 the Finance Project compared two sources (the 1995 Green Book and Jule M. Sugarman's Expenditures for Children: Existing Data and Perspectives on Budgeting) that estimate “federal spending on children’s programs,” with the Green Book total estimate at $119.6 billion for 27 programs and the Sugarman estimate at $177.1 billion for about 40 programs (Gold and Ellwood, 1994, pp.18-19).

Dryfoos compiled a list of “selected federal funds for youth-related programs, FY 1997,” which identified 60 federal programs spending a total of about $245.3 billion. For the same fiscal year, the Pacific Research Institute identified more than 150 federal programs “targeted specifically at children” for a total of $54.4 billion (Dryfoos, 1998, pp.245-247).

For fiscal year 1998, the Children’s Defense Fund identified 57 “key children’s programs” for a total of just under $40 billion. For fiscal year 1998, the Children & Youth Funding Report identified 82 programs within the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, for a total of just over $144 billion.

The Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy identified more than 150 federal programs in five categories (nutrition; social and juvenile services; education, training and compensatory; education; health programs) targeted specifically at children, with a total of $54.4 billion in 1997 (Lopez, 1998, p.13).

The wide variation among the above figures certainly supports the Pacific Research Institute’s claim that “the current magnitude of government efforts is not readily apparent” (Lopez, 1998, p.1). Even putting aside the differences in numbers and programs, the various lists bear out several observations regarding federal spending on youth and youth development.

One estimate puts the number of federal entities with responsibility for federal programs serving children and families at 82, including 19 congressional committees, 26 subcommittees, 12 departments and 25 agencies within departments (Dryfoos, 1998, p.10). Monies in many of these federal entities support similar yet isolated programs for youth, and often such programs are merely small segments of much larger initiatives with a different focus.

Federal monies for youth often support crisis intervention-oriented programs and categorical problems (Stern, 1992, pp.97 and 125).

Most federal dollars for youth go to after-the-fact intervention programs and strategies designed to respond to and change specific problem behaviors rather than to developmental programs that foster healthy behavior.

Most federal monies for youth do not support programs that make positive development of all youth a priority.

In 1992 the Carnegie Council observed that “relatively few federal dollars are targeted specifically at adolescents, fewer yet could be seen as youth development programs” (Stern, 1992, p.95). Add to this the fact that among programs for youth of any age almost all federal dollars outside of education seem to go to programs targeted for youth designated as at risk.

While the question of measuring how much the federal government is spending on youth development seems to continue without a satisfactory answer, we still must agree on how best to go about determining this answer. To do this, a consensus must be reached on which of the myriad federal “programs for children and youth” can actually be counted as youth development and, within this, which of these programs address the positive development of all youth versus targeted populations. Youth-serving organizations as well as funding and intermediary organizations (especially those that have helped to develop the research on this question) will need to be involved in achieving this important consensus.

Federal Funding Mechanisms

Once we have answered “how much,” we must then move on to “how.” That is, how are the monies for youth development organized and distributed and what works best? At the federal government level, we have already observed how monies for youth are widely dispersed among a fragmented array of departments, agencies and committees. No centralized agency is responsible for youth or even for overseeing or coordinating money for all federal government youth-related initiatives. There remains no federal government entity to oversee programs and
funding, which would help to ensure the ideals set forth in the Young Americans Act as called for by the Carnegie Council in 1992 and again by Dryfoos in 1998.

The Family and Youth Services Bureau of the Administration for Children and Families within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) would be the federal government entity one might naturally look to for such coordination and leadership, especially given its important role in educating others about the principles and practices of youth development. Yet its funding level at over $3 billion (1997) also seems restricted to a crisis intervention-oriented focus. In late 1998, HHS awarded grants totaling just over $1 million to nine states ($120,000 each) to “help the states identify, develop, and strengthen effective youth development strategies.” While such a small sum could never hope to adequately address the positive developmental needs of all youth, these funds have been targeted for efforts that “focus on at-risk youth, such as homeless, runaway, abused and neglected, those served in the child welfare and juvenile justice systems.”

At the federal level, there appear to be no financing mechanisms that protect or dedicate funds for youth—any youth—outside of the normal appropriation system. Even the “Youth Development Block Grant” remains elusive, though attempts to initiate such a measure in some form occurred in 1992 and 1995. With the federal government devolving more and more power over funds and decisions for youth, this course does not seem to be changing.

**State Spending and Funding Mechanisms**

It is just this process of devolution of power to states that makes examination of youth development structures and funding at the state level so crucial. This was observed by the Carnegie Council in 1992, when it called for more investigation of this matter. The Carnegie Council, the Finance Project, the National Association of Child Advocates (NACA), and Joy Dryfoos have all provided important pieces of this picture: overviews and perspectives on state outlays for children and youth, as well as analysis of innovative programs and practices such as comprehensive community schools, and integration and collaboration at the governmental level for youth education, health and welfare services. “Children’s budgets,” produced both by state governments and state child advocacy organizations, have also contributed greatly to the knowledge base on this issue.

Nonetheless, the most readily available information at the state level tends to be on education and entitlement service funds. Determining what youth development structures and programs, never mind funds, exist at the state level is usually difficult. The Carnegie Council in 1992 observed that “it is not possible to obtain nationwide data on funds spent on youth issues by state and local governments” (Stern, p.101).
More recently, the director of NACA’s Multi-State Budget Watch Project remarked that attempts to assess youth development expenditures and services at the state level were mostly unsuccessful.\(^1\)

The importance of the task, however, remains. Once again recognizing the greater capacity of government funds to address the developmental needs of all youth, the Center believes the states’ increasingly central and still-evolving role in this process must be given serious consideration and analysis. The Center has attempted some of the basic groundwork, which could lead to the necessary analysis at the state level. In an informal telephone survey that canvassed state governments, we tried to gauge awareness of youth development as well as the possibility of determining states’ financial and programmatic commitment to it. In doing so, three broad questions were posed:

1. What state monies go to youth development strategies and programs? Inherent in this question is another: what, if anything, does youth development mean to a particular state government?

2. Do those youth development dollars, strategies and programs target all youth or a specific group?

3. Under what sort of organizational structure and by what means and mechanisms are those youth development dollars acquired and distributed? Specifically, are the youth development funds in fragmented areas of state government or is there an identifiable structure around them? In what sort of funding streams do those monies have their source? Are any of those funding streams protected outside the normal appropriation systems?

Calls to 10 states resulted in substantive findings for only six: Kansas, Ohio, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota and New York. For the most part we did not, nor did we expect to, get complete answers to any of the questions in any one state. We were curious to see what kind of information this sort of inquiry would produce. Not surprisingly, the information we were given largely mirrors the three main findings at the federal level: fragmentation; a crisis-intervention orientation; and lack of support for all youth in funding, programs and structures for youth. The extent to which this is true for each state varies greatly. In fact, findings from states in our limited canvassing represent a veritable spectrum of the different levels of financial and programmatic commitment to youth development. They fall anywhere from nonexistent and highly fragmented youth development structures and funding to well-defined and dedicated structures and funding streams.

The following are four important general observations from the canvassing:

1. There are very different awareness levels and definitions of youth development in each state.
Figures for state spending on youth development are really only comparable if the operating definitions, goals, and target groups for youth development are similar. There might be some worth, for example, in comparing levels of expenditure for the Special Delinquency Prevention Program in New York and the Youth Development/Youth Service in Minnesota.

2. In most states, it is very difficult to find youth development initiatives that target all youth.

In some states our investigation led to the Extension Service (4-H). In others it led to initiatives with titles and missions that give the impression of being “for all youth,” yet in which the funding usually targets at-risk youth and problem behaviors. There is a need for examining and determining the effectiveness of more all-youth approaches of the type found in Minnesota and New York (see Appendix B).

3. There is a need for examining and determining the effectiveness of the different organizational structures around youth development funds.

This, of course, is difficult when in many cases there is either no defined structure or the structure is frequently changing, as we observed in our canvassing. Nonetheless, the different types of structures found in such states as Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota and New York offer good chances for such evaluation.

4. Finally, the understanding of “dedicated” and “protected” funds varies from state to state, as do the methods for achieving this.

When examining the amount of spending for youth development in a state, it is also very crucial to examine closely the financing mechanisms and the extent to which funds are dedicated and protected. The New York and Minnesota youth development legislation and the Iowa increased allowable growth legislation are just some of the mechanisms that merit examination. Also notable is the expanded role of the Children’s Trust Fund in Ohio. Most states have such a trust fund with similar revenues dedicated to child abuse and neglect prevention, yet it is unclear to what extent they currently do, and potentially could, support more development-oriented initiatives.

Local Spending

Answering the fundamental questions on youth development spending and mechanisms for counties, cities and towns is a task not yet undertaken by many. As an intermediary working with localities to build comprehensive youth development infrastructures, these are questions the Center frequently confronts. In an attempt to adequately address the question of spending in our work with localities, the Center developed a “YouthBudget” analysis to examine and document how resources are allocated to serve young people in a community.
YouthBudget analysis is a critical step toward identifying a community’s priorities and equity of investments for young people. Through this process, sometimes referred to as children’s budgets, communities can begin to assess their current levels and areas of investment and devise plans for future spending. YouthBudget entails a three-step process for gathering and analyzing data on a community’s spending for youth:

1. Identify the target population served by a funding stream or budget allocation.

2. Identify the type of funded programs and services: development, prevention, treatment, rehabilitation, or incarceration.

3. Integrate the above information to provide a picture of which youth are getting which services, and of financial investments in a community at large.

In reality, communities undertake and employ YouthBudget in different ways suited to their immediate needs. In collaboration with the Center, the United Way of Central Indiana and D. Bonnet Associates carried out a YouthBudget analysis for public and philanthropic spending on children and youth in central Indiana. In this analysis, spending for youth was examined according to type of funding source, purpose and age group (see Appendix C). Findings reflected some of the same trends we have already observed in federal and state spending for youth:

- Philanthropic and government spending on children and youth in the nine-county area totaled $1.68 billion per year; an average of $4,416 per person ages 0 to 18.

- Education accounts for three-quarters of the total.

- Public money—federal, state and local—goes mainly toward health, education, and welfare, in that order.

- Foundation and United Way funds go mainly toward child and youth development ($11.4 million) and education ($5.94 million).

The data produced by such a YouthBudget analysis can be invaluable in planning comprehensive infrastructures of services and programs for youth development for all youth. Imagine if we had access to such data in all localities and at all levels of government!

Local Funding Mechanisms

At the local level, there have been notable innovations in both the organizational structures and financing mechanisms around youth development. The Children and Families Program of the National League of Cities (NLC), in particular, has paid close attention to these issues, with substantial research in youth master planning, child care systems, city and school partnerships, and financing of municipal policies and programs for children and youth.
The following are three important findings from research conducted by the NLC:

1. Cities are spending more on services for children and families.

2. City officials expect funds for services for children and families to decrease while the demand for services increases as the result of changes in federal policy.

3. Cities seem to rely most on general revenues and fees for service in financing children’s services. Far fewer rely on dedicated taxes, bond issues and impact fees (National League of Cities, pp.1-4).

In 1997, the NLC identified 20 cities of different sizes that used some sort of dedicated tax for services to children and youth. Taxes ranging from income, sales, and property to food and beverage, cigarette, and bedroom may support one specific service, such as libraries, recreation facilities and child care centers, or they may be used to fund city-wide comprehensive youth development strategies and initiatives (see Appendix D).

Dedicated taxes and other protected funds that fall into this latter category have the most potential for ensuring the supports and opportunities all youth need to become healthy and productive members of society. The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County, Florida, is perhaps the longest-existing such entity at the local level. The Florida legislature in 1949 created an independent special taxing district in the county that was dedicated to children’s services. This taxing authority led to the creation of the Juvenile Welfare Board, which, over the years, has moved away from “smaller, categorical efforts and toward more comprehensive approaches” (Carnegie Corporation, 1992, p.106).

Recent examples of dedicated structures and funding mechanisms at the local level include:

1. San Francisco’s “Proposition J” established in 1991—The 10-year San Francisco Children’s Fund amended the city charter to mandate that 2.5 percent of the property tax be set aside each year to expand services to children and youth under 18. As a result, San Francisco will spend $160,000,000 between 1991 and 2003 on the following types of programs: child care, job readiness, training, placement programs, health and social services (including prenatal services), educational programs, recreation programs, delinquency prevention programs and library services. The funds may not be used for law enforcement services, purchase of property and services benefitting children only incidentally or as members of a larger population that includes adults. The fund is administered through the Mayor’s Office of Children, Youth and Their Families, which, in 1997-1998, oversaw the approximately $13 million raised through Proposition J.
2. Oakland’s “Measure K” established in 1996—The 12-year Oakland Children’s Fund designated 2.5 percent of the city’s budget to direct services to children and youth. In fiscal year 1997-1998, the amount available for grants was $5,264,709, with up to 80 percent allocated for grants to qualified organizations and up to 20 percent allocated for youth-initiated projects.

**Why Do We Fall Short of the Ideal?**
Through examination of the current public investment in youth development, we, and others, have consistently identified the shortcomings that impede our ability to provide positive developmental supports and opportunities to all youth.

**Devaluation of Adolescents**
Raising healthy youth from ages 0 to 21 requires a comprehensive and balanced approach to supporting healthy development at each stage. Unfortunately, adolescents are often the forgotten and undervalued segment of America’s youth population. Policymakers and society as a whole focus a great deal less positive attention—and as a result fewer supports and opportunities—on adolescents than on younger children. Adolescents who are from poor and disenfranchised backgrounds face even greater obstacles to healthy development. Providing the supports our adolescents need will require a critical examination of and change in society’s attitude toward them. Consider the following editorial from *Life Magazine* in July 1998:

Teenager. The word itself is uttered as an insult. Friends commiserate, as though having teenage children were an affliction. Or they warn, “just wait until she or he is a teenager.” It turns other innocuous words into pejorative terms like teenage mother, teenage driver. We treat this group, these citizens, as we would dare treat no other: what if the malls imposed curfews on, say, people over 60? Or refused to let people in their fortieth shop without chaperones? You would think, if all people did was read the paper and watch the evening news, that children upon turning 13 automatically enter a state of psychosis that lasts for seven years, and sometimes longer. But look at the teens around you. In my community, teenagers attend church, raise funds for charity, read to the elderly, clean up the rivers, baby-sit, wash cars, shovel snow, stack books in the library. They also get pregnant, drop out of school, play lousy music and hang out in the park drinking beer. But mostly, the good outweighs the bad, just as it does in every other age group. Yet bad teenagers are the only portion of an age group that becomes the norm for the entire group (*Life Magazine*, July 1998, p.10).
Lack of Consensus on Youth Development

Now, more than 10 years into the youth development movement, there still seems to be a lack of consensus about both the meaning and concept of youth development—inside and outside of the field. A random Internet search for “youth development” will bring up sites as distinct as the “Minnesota Youth Development Page,” which highlights that state’s comprehensive positive youth development initiatives for all of its youth, and the “York County Youth Development Center” page, which outlines specific services for adjudicated delinquent juveniles at this Pennsylvania county detention center. In Georgia, our telephone query was immediately referred to the Youth Service Department, which oversees a number of youth development centers that again are detention centers for adjudicated youth.

While it is very possible that important youth development work is going on in such detention centers, this once again points to the issue of identifying youth development as either services and opportunities that aim to change negative behaviors for a targeted group of youth or as supports and opportunities that promote healthy development in all youth. This distinction becomes very important when the term and concept travel outside the field. Do the public officials, the policymakers and budget makers, and the public at large identify youth development as work with troubled kids or with their own kids? These perceptions matter very much, as they will ultimately guide the direction of public dollars and support.

Lack of Integrated Structure Around Services and Funds for Youth

The fragmentation of monies and services for youth has now been identified frequently at both the federal and state government levels. As previously mentioned, several innovative reforms to change this are under way in some states and localities, yet integrated strategies and structures are still lacking on the whole. Moreover, these innovative strategies and structures, such as comprehensive community schools and other integrated health-social services-education delivery systems, need to be designed from a perspective of positive youth development for all youth.

Lack of Adequate and Protected Funding

We have seen some large numbers next to youth services, some (but not many) of them related to youth development. The reality, however, is that even the meager youth development-related funds are not protected and dedicated in a way that will sustain the long-term, comprehensive process that is youth development. Increased funds for youth development will be most effective only if they are adequate and secure. Innovative legislation at the state level and such financing mechanisms as dedicated taxes at the local level, need to be further examined for their effectiveness and potential to be brought to scale. Until there is
protected and dedicated funding for all youth, we will never be able to provide all of our youth with the supports and opportunities necessary to become healthy, productive members of society.

Moving Toward the Ideal
We have so far looked at what the ideal situation is for creating an environment of positive youth development for all youth and how our current situation falls short of that ideal. Others who have gone through this process have then moved ahead to try to gain support for plans and measures reflecting the ideal:

1. In *A Matter of Time*, the Carnegie Council (1992) called on local, state and federal governments to take several steps to increase their commitment to adolescents. In particular, at the federal level, the Council called for funding and infrastructure to back up the 1989 Young Americans Act and create a comprehensive national youth policy.

2. In 1991, the Association of New York State Youth Bureaus sought support for legislation authorizing $100 per year per youth in federal aid (total $7 billion) for local government to contract with community organizations for services addressing developmental needs of the general youth population and youth with special needs.

3. Numerous failed legislative attempts in the last decade include the 1992 Comprehensive Services for Youth Act, which authorized $250 million for youth development services to be provided at the local level with coordination at the state and federal levels, and the 1995 Youth Development Community Block Grant, which reallocated existing federal funding for preventive youth programs into a more cohesive approach.

4. More recently, Joy Dryfoos (1998) has called for a “Safe Passages Movement” of integrated school and community services, which would establish infrastructure at the federal, state and local levels and require $710 million in the first two years for start-up and grants to states and communities.

While none of these “ideals” have yet to become a reality, the Center is working alongside others in the youth development field to continue to support initiatives that move the public sector toward shouldering its responsibility for youth by creating both an integrated government infrastructure and dedicated funding for all youth. This is the ideal we must all continue to support. Given the comprehensive nature and long-term goals of the youth development movement, we believe the ideal will most likely be achieved through a series of key incremental steps that must include the following:
New Types of Information
There is a saying in the human services field that “you collect information about what you fund and you fund what you know.” The most readily accessible information on youth is about what is wrong with them or what they have done wrong. Is it any wonder why we fund so many crisis-intervention programs and strategies designed to respond to and change specific problem behaviors rather than developmental programs that foster healthy behavior?

It is very easy to find out how many teenagers are parents, how many do drugs, how many dropped out of school, and how many committed a crime. On the other hand, how would you find out how many youth are abstaining from sex or practicing safe sex, how many youth have positive and caring relationships, how many youth are doing community service and are leaders in their community? How would you find out how many and where the youth development-oriented after-school and out-of-school time programs are in a community, city, county or state? How much of your tax dollars or charity donations go toward the positive development of young people? We must seek new types of information that enable us to support ongoing healthy development of all youth and do not restrict us to fixing specific problem behaviors.

Developmental Indicators
Along with identifying the positive outcomes we want our youth to achieve, it is important to identify ways to determine whether youth are successfully achieving those outcomes. What evidence indicates that a young person is mentally healthy? What indicates their potential to be successfully employed in today’s economy? Over the past several years, work has been done to identify positive developmental indicators on the program level. The Center is currently in the process of working with localities to define, collect and analyze an initial set of youth development and community indicators. These well-defined indicators and outcomes can be used to inform us about supporting the wellness of our youth. For this work to go to scale and have national implications, the federal and state governments need to embrace the collection of positive and developmental indicators about youth. This data, complemented by The Annie E. Casey Foundation’s Kids Count data, would begin to give us a true picture of the status of all our youth.

Cost Projections
The public needs to know how much it should be investing in the future—their youth. The federal, state and local governments have a responsibility to determine exactly how much youth development costs for the population they serve. Precedents for this type of calculation are abundant, albeit for prevention and intervention programs. In fact, most of our entitlement programs are based on such calculations. The Center’s formula for devising a youth development cost projection at
the national, state and local levels is one example of how this could be done (see pp.27-30 and Appendix A). Policymakers, funders and advocates at all levels must join the effort to determine the cost of youth development so that funding for positive developmental supports and opportunities can become a priority rather than an “extra.”

**Data on Existing Funding and Supports**

There are many programs that provide opportunities and supports to young people, but who knows what they are, where they are, and how many there are? In order to improve the provision of services, supports and opportunities to all youth, communities need to know what currently exists. The Center has introduced YouthMapping in over 30 communities where youth have used their eyes and their feet to answer these questions by identifying community resources useful to their families, friends or themselves. This process provides communities with baseline information about supports and opportunities for youth in a community. This identification process needs to continue at the local level, but with intentional and committed support from the federal and state levels. Such information should also be updated regularly and used in community decisions about resources for youth.

Likewise, in order for the public to make a wise investment of its youth development dollars, a community needs information on the nature and level of current funding. YouthBudget analyses examine and document how resources are allocated to serve young people in a community. This includes the type of program or service funded and the specific youth population targeted. It can also go a level deeper, generating information about who provides the funding and how many young people are served. Such inquiries into expenditures related to young people are a critical step in identifying a community’s priorities and its equity of investments. Through this process, communities can begin to assess their current levels and areas of investment and devise plans for future spending. Such analysis ought to be done from the city and county to the state and federal levels.

**Building on the After-School Momentum**

Increased public attention to and investment in quality after-school opportunities for school-age youth are encouraging signs that the public is recognizing the value of youth development. There has recently been an outpouring of support and funds for after-school programs at all levels: federal, state, local and philanthropic. This positive momentum could provide the necessary vehicle for increasing public understanding of and commitment to youth development on a national scale. Beyond the traditional “after-school” hours, youth need developmental supports and opportunities during evenings, weekends, summers and other school vacations. Some of the recent after-school initiatives that could have positive implications for a wide-scale youth development movement include the following:
**Federal**

In January 1998, the U.S. Department of Education and the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation announced the development of a public-private partnership to ensure that young people have opportunities for growth and learning during nonschool hours. The Mott Foundation has pledged a minimum of $55 million over five years to support the federal proposal to expand before- and after-school programs for youth through the 21st Century Community Learning Centers program.

The purpose of the centers is to provide quality extended learning opportunities for children in safe and disciplined school-based programs through building collaborations with schools, community-based organizations, universities and employers. The federal budget for fiscal year 2000 doubled the previous year’s allocation to $453 million for the 21st Century Schools, with Congress members of both parties considering increasing after-school funding as a “win-win” deal.

**State**

In 1998, the California Legislature passed the After-School Learning and Safe Neighborhoods Partnership Programs. This initiative provides elementary and middle schools and their community partners expanded opportunities to promote the educational and social development of children and youth. Fifty million dollars in grant funds will be available to provide learning supports and safe and stimulating environments in the hours immediately following school.

The $50 million will be available annually for three-year grants. A 50 percent local match (cash or in-kind) from the school districts, government agencies, community organizations or the private sector is required. The grants will be based on an allocation of $5 per day per student, with the maximum grant for one school year totaling $75,000 for elementary schools and $100,000 for middle schools.

These funded programs must operate on school sites a minimum of three hours per day and until at least 6pm on every regular school day. These programs will maintain a student-to-staff ratio of 20 to 1.

Finally, this bill would also require that up to $550,000 of the funding be allocated to local education agencies for technical assistance and training. In addition, the bill would appropriate $500,000 from the General Fund to the State Department of Education for state operations for implementation.
Local
According to Evaluation of the New York City Beacons—Summary of Phase I Findings (Warren et al, 1999):

The New York City Beacons provide an excellent example of the “scaling up” of a targeted after-school/out-of-school initiative to a comprehensive neighborhood improvement program. Crucial to this scaling up was the ongoing leadership and support, financial and otherwise provided by New York City government under two administrations (of differing political parties). This support not only provided funds to allow the initiative to quadruple in size; it also sent an important message to local-level practitioners about the importance of the initiative and the city’s substantial commitment to developing the capacity of community-based organizations to provide opportunities for youth development and to address local community needs. What began as an ambitious and comprehensive initiative in 10 sites became institutionalized in city policy, with its own assistant commissioner, as one of the major ways that the city helps youth, families, and neighborhoods thrive (p.9).

In Baltimore, the Safe and Sound Campaign has proposed an initial investment of $57.1 million for three years to make possible permanent systemic change to ensure that all of Baltimore’s children and youth have access to cultural, recreational and intellectual after- and out-of-school experiences. Further, in developing its plan for use of the initial investment, Baltimore has also proposed a budget for its after-school program called YouthPlaces. Using information from experts in the field of youth development, Safe and Sound has determined that a quality YouthPlace in Baltimore will cost approximately $854,000 to serve 500 youth for 740 hours per year.11

Philanthropy
The sole purpose of The After-School Corporation (TASC) in New York City, established and entirely funded by the Open Society Institute, is to advance the quality and availability of in-school and after-school programs. This intermediary serves as a resource and infrastructure to help disparate after-school initiatives evolve into viable, sustainable programs. TASC will encourage the creation of after-school environments that meet basic needs of youth and stimulate their social and academic development in lively and productive settings. TASC planned to help fund 20 or more programs starting in the 1998-1999 academic year, establishing new programs and augmenting existing ones.

In order for the after-school momentum to successfully contribute to a large-scale youth development movement, several criteria must be met:
1. The efforts need to focus on all youth.

2. After-school programs should intentionally contribute to positive youth development outcomes.

3. The funding for after-school programming must be done realistically so as not only to provide services for youth but also to allow for staff and organizational development, adequate salaries, appropriate and quality equipment and supplies, technical assistance and evaluation of best practices.

4. Community-based organizations should be equal players in the provision of after-school programming.

5. Finally, the funding ought to be protected by whatever means necessary. If the political winds change, youth should not be the victims.

**Sustainability**

Youth development is an investment that must be made by each sector of the wider community—public and private. In determining each sector’s level of responsibility, we must give precedence to mechanisms that account for interrelated roles as well as the need for sustainability, which requires long-term secure and adequate funding. We need to institute mechanisms that will provide adequate funds for youth development for at least 15 to 20 years before we can expect to see widespread positive results. Leaders in each of the sectors—families and neighborhoods; federal, state and local governments; business and philanthropy—must be prepared to make a commitment to sustainability.

One possible scenario for both starting up and sustaining a youth development funding stream could have involved making use of the fiscal year 1998 federal budget surplus and continued deficit reduction. If the federal government had allocated the surplus of $80 billion to the states with a dollar-for-dollar match, it could have resulted in a start-up amount of $160 billion for a youth development funding stream. As for sustainability, consider that in 1997 the federal government paid $241 billion in interest on the deficit, practically equal to what it paid for national defense ($266 billion). As the deficit is reduced, can funds that are no longer paying interest pay for youth development?

**Leadership**

Good things are happening for youth due in large measure to the work of many people who have spent their entire careers attempting to create a developmental infrastructure for youth. We will not attempt to list them all, but suffice it to say they are in federal, state and local governments; in communities; in national and local nonprofits; and in foundations and businesses.
In preparing this paper, many of the documents reviewed, conversations conducted, and experiences gained suggested that there has not been enough of the “right” type of leadership supporting youth development for all youth. If there is to be a national youth development infrastructure with adequate and secure funds, the federal government must provide leadership: an individual with power and the will to provide a vision and set an example for the country. This individual could be the president, the vice president, a cabinet member, the speaker of the House or the Senate majority leader.

This leadership can manifest itself at the federal level through policy and legislation by ensuring that revenue is generated and allocated for youth development; that the philanthropic and corporate communities have incentives to fund youth development; and that information is collected and gathered about youth development spending, utilization and outcomes. Beyond these duties, the federal government can also take the lead in ensuring “real” coordination at all levels of government.

This leadership is needed to complement the leadership efforts in local communities like Baltimore; Milwaukee; Indianapolis; Albuquerque; and Hampton, Virginia, where foundations, elected leaders, academics, community organizations and families are making strides in creating the ideal for their youth. Federal leadership could support state-level efforts in Hawaii, California, Maryland and New York, where they are looking at new ways of collecting positive information about youth and finding creative mechanisms for funding youth development opportunities and supports for youth. And finally, federal leadership is needed to complement the efforts of a retired general who has come to realize that in order to give all youth a first chance we must build an infrastructure of supports and opportunities. Strong and effective public infrastructure requires significant public investment.

**Conclusion**

As the Center has investigated these issues on the cost and financing of youth development, we may have produced more questions than answers about how to increase public investment in our nation’s youth. Nonetheless, we believe that these questions must be asked in order to provide developmental supports and opportunities for all youth.

To better educate youth advocates in both the public and private sectors as to the financial resources required to help all youth achieve positive outcomes, we explored the dollars and financing mechanisms which do and should exist for youth. Keeping our ideal of *youth development for all youth* in mind, the Center set out to investigate how current efforts measure up to the ideal and how we could move more confidently in the direction of that ideal.
Findings
Of the limited data and general information available on youth development services and spending, we were able to reaffirm the following observations:

• Spending is fragmented among a vast array of disparate government entities and is undertaken in the absence of a comprehensive strategy for youth.

• Spending is primarily for programs providing crisis intervention rather than development.

• Spending primarily targets at-risk youth as opposed to all youth.

Moreover, we found the following to be potential root causes of these trends in spending:

Devaluation of adolescents. A comprehensive strategy for all youth eludes us in part because policymakers and society as a whole focus a great deal less positive attention—and as a result fewer supports and opportunities—on adolescents than on younger children. Adolescents who are from poor and disenfranchised backgrounds face even greater obstacles to healthy development. Providing the supports our adolescents need will require a critical examination of and change in society’s attitude toward them.

Lack of consensus on youth development. Both the terminology and concept of youth development have yet to take widespread root in the policy and funding arenas. The use of the term itself is often inconsistent or unclear, which, among the other problems this causes, makes it difficult to translate the concept into more dollars for all youth.

Lack of integrated structure around services and funds for youth. Fragmented programs and funding for youth must become more responsive to and accountable for all youth. This will only come about with a comprehensive and integrated strategy and structure grounded in developmental principles and practices.

Lack of adequate and protected funding. Funds are not protected and dedicated in the manner necessary to sustain the long-term, comprehensive process that is youth development. Increased funds for youth development will be most effective only if they are adequate and secure.

In moving away from these circumstances and toward the ideal of adequate and secure funding for developmental supports and opportunities for all youth, we must seek ways to apply tangible and “fund-able” numbers to our ideal. Through examination of the time and costs associated with youth in nonfamily, out-of-school circumstances, our estimate points to a cost of $3,060 per youth per year (1,200 hours) for providing youth development supports and opportunities to all school-age
children and youth in the United States. This calculation provides a baseline sum of $144 billion. This figure may best be understood when it is broken into categories of time:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Category of Time (Annually)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-school (3pm-7pm for 180 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer (6 hours per weekday for 8 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other out-of-school time (school breaks, holidays and weekends)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recommendations**

The Center’s method for devising such a baseline number is just one way this could be done. There needs to be further investigation and collaboration on applying more concrete costs and financing mechanisms to youth development.

At the same time, we must move toward the ideal by:

**Seeking new types of information.** Information we need to move ahead includes data on youth development services and opportunities now in existence at local, state and federal levels, and the costs associated with them; developmental indicators; and formulas and methods for calculating youth development costs.

**Building on the after-school momentum.** Public attention to, and investment in, quality after-school opportunities for school-age youth could provide the necessary vehicle for increasing public understanding of, and commitment to, youth development on a larger scale.

**Making a sustainable public investment.** Youth development is an investment that must be made by each sector of the wider community—public and private. Examination of federal-state matching, local dedicated taxes, and incentives for business and philanthropy could lead to models for providing adequate and sustainable funding for youth development.

Finally, we will be unable to reach our ideal of adequate and secure funding for developmental supports and opportunities for all youth without strong leadership. National intermediaries must work to cultivate this leadership at all levels of government, and at the grassroots, by creating constituencies. Ultimately, these leaders and constituents are the only ones who can bring about increased public investment and commitment to youth development.
Endnotes


2. A more current time analysis was recently presented in Public/Private Ventures’ Support for Youth. Though a bit different from these two graphs, it is consistent with the figures presented.

3. It could be argued that 50 percent is questionable. Surely some families spend more time with their youth than do others, but for the sake of these calculations, we will use this figure.

4. Though Big Brothers Big Sisters uses volunteers, PPV determined that it cost approximately $1,000 to train, develop a match and supervise a volunteer, disproving the myth that volunteers are free. Cited from Tierney et al., p.52.


10. Personal communication with Nancy Sconyers, director of NACA’s Multi-State Budget Watch Project.

11. These Baltimore figures are lower than those used earlier. The earlier figures are based on the costs of the programs highlighted. In reality, all levels of government will have to make their own determination of the real costs of youth development.
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## Appendix A

### The Cost of Youth Development in the Fifty States

(1,200 hours per year at $2.55 per hour = $3,060 per year per youth)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>School Age Population (6-17 yrs. old)</th>
<th>Annual Cost of Youth Development (,000,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>796,211</td>
<td>$2,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>123,947</td>
<td>$379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>826,085</td>
<td>$2,528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>471,143</td>
<td>$1,442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>5,594,626</td>
<td>$17,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>700,477</td>
<td>$2,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>496,985</td>
<td>$1,521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>121,176</td>
<td>$371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>66,842</td>
<td>$205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>2,206,101</td>
<td>$6,751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>1,383,379</td>
<td>$4,233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>203,243</td>
<td>$622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>264,079</td>
<td>$808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>2,106,369</td>
<td>$6,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>1,084,840</td>
<td>$3,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>518,548</td>
<td>$1,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>474,251</td>
<td>$1,451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>724,997</td>
<td>$2,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>888,304</td>
<td>$2,718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>215,897</td>
<td>$661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>822,447</td>
<td>$2,517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>913,843</td>
<td>$2,796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>1,784,539</td>
<td>$5,461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>863,972</td>
<td>$2,644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>564,514</td>
<td>$1,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>961,782</td>
<td>$2,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>174,664</td>
<td>$534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>313,876</td>
<td>$960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>278,130</td>
<td>$851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>198,306</td>
<td>$607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>1,267,781</td>
<td>$3,879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>353,295</td>
<td>$1,081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2,911,622</td>
<td>$8,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>1,248,673</td>
<td>$3,821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>123,711</td>
<td>$379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>2,008,464</td>
<td>$6,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>621,966</td>
<td>$1,903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>578,590</td>
<td>$1,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>1,951,549</td>
<td>$5,972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>149,760</td>
<td>$458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>690,247</td>
<td>$2,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>146,075</td>
<td>$447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>946,741</td>
<td>$2,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>3,836,373</td>
<td>$11,739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>531,475</td>
<td>$1,626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>102,222</td>
<td>$313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>1,121,226</td>
<td>$3,431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>995,430</td>
<td>$3,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>329,498</td>
<td>$1,008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>947,285</td>
<td>$2,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>101,546</td>
<td>$311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source for Population and Households: The Right Site—Easy Analytic Software, Inc. (EASI)
### The Cost of Youth Development in the Fifty Most Populous Cities

(1,200 hours per year at $2.55 per hour = $3,060 per year per youth)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>School Age Population (6-17 yrs. old)</th>
<th>Annual Cost of Youth Development ($000,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque, NM</td>
<td>79,765</td>
<td>$244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>65,535</td>
<td>$201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td>93,826</td>
<td>$287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>105,915</td>
<td>$324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston, MA</td>
<td>67,670</td>
<td>$207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, NY</td>
<td>47,630</td>
<td>$146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte, NC</td>
<td>75,249</td>
<td>$230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>461,572</td>
<td>$1,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati, OH</td>
<td>61,292</td>
<td>$188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland, OH</td>
<td>80,315</td>
<td>$246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus, OH</td>
<td>111,808</td>
<td>$342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas, TX</td>
<td>181,462</td>
<td>$555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>79,132</td>
<td>$242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit, MI</td>
<td>194,457</td>
<td>$595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso, TX</td>
<td>139,413</td>
<td>$427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth, TX</td>
<td>87,667</td>
<td>$268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresno, CA</td>
<td>80,882</td>
<td>$247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honolulu, HI</td>
<td>52,085</td>
<td>$159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
<td>345,841</td>
<td>$1,058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis, IN</td>
<td>129,754</td>
<td>$397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville, FL</td>
<td>120,420</td>
<td>$368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, MO</td>
<td>74,066</td>
<td>$227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach, CA</td>
<td>72,508</td>
<td>$222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>582,414</td>
<td>$1,782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis, TN</td>
<td>117,335</td>
<td>$359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami, FL</td>
<td>62,771</td>
<td>$192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee, WI</td>
<td>100,887</td>
<td>$309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis, MN</td>
<td>47,206</td>
<td>$144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville-Davidson, TN</td>
<td>85,066</td>
<td>$260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>87,682</td>
<td>$268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>1,149,524</td>
<td>$3,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland, CA</td>
<td>57,291</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma City, OK</td>
<td>85,290</td>
<td>$261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha, NE</td>
<td>64,485</td>
<td>$197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>237,157</td>
<td>$726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix, AZ</td>
<td>212,937</td>
<td>$652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh, PA</td>
<td>47,323</td>
<td>$145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland, OR</td>
<td>75,967</td>
<td>$232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>67,893</td>
<td>$208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
<td>213,113</td>
<td>$652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>192,854</td>
<td>$590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>80,884</td>
<td>$248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose, CA</td>
<td>138,717</td>
<td>$424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle, WA</td>
<td>66,248</td>
<td>$203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, MO</td>
<td>58,813</td>
<td>$180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toledo, OH</td>
<td>57,306</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucson, AZ</td>
<td>80,871</td>
<td>$247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, OK</td>
<td>64,865</td>
<td>$198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Beach, VA</td>
<td>79,363</td>
<td>$243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>66,842</td>
<td>$205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source for Population and Households: The Right Site—Easy Analytic Software, Inc. (EASI)
## Appendix B

### Minnesota: Participation and Ages in Youth Development and Service

This table summarizes youth development and service by offering group and participating ages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Offered By</th>
<th>Participant Ages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groups</td>
<td>9-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schools</td>
<td>12-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>13-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>13-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Service and Service Learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Tutoring</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Helpers</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work w/Children</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work w/Elderly</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunger Relief</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Mediations</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Involvement and Leadership</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic Groups</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serv/Ldrsp Prog</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ldrsp Dev For Gr</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Clubs</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Enrichment Activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellness/Fitness</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Arts</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performing Arts</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Clubs</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Community Career Connections</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Awareness</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Counseling</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internships</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Mentors</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voc Ed Clubs</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Experience</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apprenticeships</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Support Network or Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent Involvement</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Mentors</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chem Abuse Prev</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout Prev</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen Preg Support</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Crisis Couns</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiv Crisis Couns</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cited from: Community Education Youth Development/Youth Service 1997 Report
Minnesota Department of Children, Families and Learning
Community Education and Minnesota Commission on National and Community Service
### Appendix C

**YouthBudget: Spending on Youth in Central Indiana**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>0-4</th>
<th>5-9</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>16-18</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol &amp; Other Drug Abuse</td>
<td>187,775</td>
<td></td>
<td>150,999</td>
<td>92,971</td>
<td>705,157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Skills &amp; Workforce Development</td>
<td>37,412</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,386,999</td>
<td>2,265,682</td>
<td>4,812,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Care</td>
<td>16,261,621</td>
<td>16,396,696</td>
<td>1,604,556</td>
<td>112,052</td>
<td>34,374,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child &amp; Youth Development</td>
<td>923,926</td>
<td>4,395,683</td>
<td>5,694,569</td>
<td>3,290,032</td>
<td>14,304,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>8,124,251</td>
<td>476,011,035</td>
<td>529,973,236</td>
<td>256,575,680</td>
<td>1,270,684,202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Abuse &amp; Violence</td>
<td>1,122,811</td>
<td>1,083,057</td>
<td>1,227,228</td>
<td>601,888</td>
<td>4,034,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Well-Being</td>
<td>45,662,305</td>
<td>63,912,148</td>
<td>39,059,772</td>
<td>19,375,183</td>
<td>168,009,439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual &amp; Family Support</td>
<td>24,735,032</td>
<td>24,049,559</td>
<td>24,410,188</td>
<td>12,286,312</td>
<td>85,481,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for People with Disabilities</td>
<td>16,413,078</td>
<td>2,855,549</td>
<td>2,408,971</td>
<td>1,160,553</td>
<td>22,338,151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen Parenting</td>
<td>27,644</td>
<td></td>
<td>142,645</td>
<td>296,866</td>
<td>467,154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>129,620,192</td>
<td>605,795,065</td>
<td>633,520,243</td>
<td>311,590,573</td>
<td>1,680,526,073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Federal</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>Foundation and UW</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol &amp; Other Drug Abuse</td>
<td>313,993</td>
<td>362,474</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28,690</td>
<td>705,157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Skills &amp; Workforce Development</td>
<td>4,582,130</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>230,025</td>
<td>4,812,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Care</td>
<td>32,685,155</td>
<td>593,169</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,116,801</td>
<td>34,374,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child &amp; Youth Development</td>
<td>581,574</td>
<td>179,154</td>
<td>2,403,149</td>
<td>11,140,333</td>
<td>14,304,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>35,188,211</td>
<td>1,229,560,197</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,935,794</td>
<td>1,270,684,202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Abuse &amp; Violence</td>
<td>1,728,627</td>
<td>218,236</td>
<td>1,416,878</td>
<td>671,043</td>
<td>4,034,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Well-Being</td>
<td>167,192,311</td>
<td>149,832</td>
<td>429,590</td>
<td>237,706</td>
<td>168,009,439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual &amp; Family Support</td>
<td>83,621,556</td>
<td>106,019</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,553,516</td>
<td>85,481,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Justice &amp; Child Welfare</td>
<td>56,271,262</td>
<td>8,196,414</td>
<td>9,717,354</td>
<td>629,775</td>
<td>74,814,805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for People with Disabilities</td>
<td>16,258,030</td>
<td>5,719,639</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>860,482</td>
<td>22,838,151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen Parenting</td>
<td>44,603</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>422,551</td>
<td>467,154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>398,847,452</td>
<td>1,245,085,197</td>
<td>13,966,971</td>
<td>22,826,516</td>
<td>1,680,526,073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cited from *Public and Philanthropic Spending on Children and Youth in Central Indiana*, November 1997, D. Bonnet Associates
## Appendix D

### Examples of Cities that Use a Dedicated Tax for Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Type of Dedicated Tax</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albany, California</td>
<td>A library tax is levied as a special property tax to extend library hours and services to offset cuts in library services by the County. (Library Services Act of 1994 Ordinance No. 94-06.) Fund generates about $250,000.</td>
<td>Assistant to the City Administrator, 510/528-5710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque, New Mexico</td>
<td>A portion of a dedicated municipal Quality of Life Tax was used to fund Child Development Centers. The tax has been sunsetted, but there has been an increase in the amount allocated by the city since then.</td>
<td>Director, Dept. of Family and Community Services, 505/768-3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ames, Iowa</td>
<td>A Local Option Tax supports a subsidy to child care centers for low- and middle-income families.</td>
<td>Mayor, 515/239-5106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandler, Arizona</td>
<td>By 1993 Executive Order, $400,000 per year from the city’s sales tax (.5%) is used to fund the Youth Enhancement Program. The money is derived from increased funds projected to be received as a result of a city sales tax increase. The Fund is administered by the United Way.</td>
<td>Recreation Superintendent, 602/786-2485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeport, Illinois</td>
<td>A portion of the food and beverage tax established in 1993 is used for children and family programs (Chapter 882-Food and Beverage Privilege Tax). Taxes are levied on alcoholic beverages at retail stores and on beverages or prepared food in any retail food facility. $.02 of every $1 taxed is used to fund a food pantry, a community clinic, early childhood centers, a drug and alcohol commission, and a coalition for a safe community.</td>
<td>Mayor, 815/235-8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greensboro, North Carolina</td>
<td>A dedicated municipal tax for the Greensboro Housing Partnership Fund passed in 1988. One cent of every $100 levied in property tax is allocated for the exclusive use of housing. It generates about $1.3 million per fiscal year.</td>
<td>Director of Housing and Community Development, 910/373-2349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent, Washington</td>
<td>In 1989, a mandatory funding base for human services was established. The City Council adopted Resolution No. 1205 which mandates that 1% of the city’s General Fund be designated as a Human Services Fund through which dollars are distributed to nonprofit agencies who serve families and children.</td>
<td>Human Services Planner, 206/850-4789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison, Alabama</td>
<td>A .5 mill property tax for a library fund for construction of the Madison Public Library was created in 1989 by referendum. It generates between $65-70,000 per year. (Resolution No. 89-23-R).</td>
<td>Finance Department, 205/772-5600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Manhattan, Kansas  Use of 1.5 mill of property tax for social services was begun in 1988. This year’s funding is about $130,000. A Social Service Advisory Board oversees the use of the funds and the development of programs to meet social service needs of the community.  Assistant City Manager, 913/537-0056

Modesto, California  A Park and Recreation Facilities Fund is generated from a bedroom tax on each dwelling unit constructed. Started in 1965 to improve and expand parks, playground and recreation facilities, each unit is taxed $15 for the first bedroom and $5 for each additional bedroom not to exceed $30. It generates $20,000 per year.  Recreation Superintendent, 209/491-5902

Muskegon, Michigan  A city income tax was created in 1993. The City Commission promised that part of the levied tax would be put toward the services the citizens wanted, one of which was a city recreation program.  Director of Leisure Services, 616/724-6704

Oakland, California  Recently passed Measure “K,” which amends the city charter to establish the Oakland Children’s Fund. It designates 2.5% of the city’s budget to children and families’ programs, and establishes a 19-member Planning and Oversight Committee for planning, oversight, and evaluation of the use of the funds.  Mayor, 510/238-3611

Pasadena, California  Residents have approved a property tax to support library services beginning in 1993. It first passed with 79% support. More recently it garnered 86.5% of the vote.  Library Director, 818/405-3867

Portland, Texas  A half cent sales tax for a community center was passed by ballot in 1993. Revenues aid in paying the debt service on the bond issue the city granted.  Park and Recreation Director, 512/777-3301

Roanoke, Virginia  A dedicated municipal tax on cigarettes was used to finance construction and renovation of a juvenile justice system facility.  Director of Human Development, 540/981-2302

Roswell, New Mexico  The city levies a cigarette tax specifically for youth programming. It usually generates $45-50,000 a year.  Recreation Director, 505/624-6720

Scottsboro, Alabama  A one cent sales tax dedicated to building and renovating high schools was created by an ordinance of the City Council in 1995 (Ordinance No. 394). It raised $2 million in its first year.  Mayor, 205/574-4510
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Type of Dedicated Tax</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seattle, Washington</td>
<td>The city voters passed a Families and Education Levy, raising $8.5 million a year for seven years for children and family support services.</td>
<td>Family and Youth Director, 206/386-1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Holland, Illinois</td>
<td>In addition to all other village taxes, special taxes from property millage are dedicated to an array of funds that include a recreation fund, a library fund, and a drug education fund.</td>
<td>Assistant to the Mayor, 708/210-2900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield, Missouri</td>
<td>A one mill property tax earmarks $.11 of every $100 for public health centers that provide child health and immunization clinics. This year it has brought in $1.2 million.</td>
<td>Director of Public Health and Welfare, 417/864-1657</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paper examines the status of youth development research and proposes the kind of scientific work needed to responsibly advance the field. At the most general level, the term youth development connotes a focus on supporting or promoting, during the second decade of life, the positive developmental processes that are known or assumed to advance health and well-being. These processes include such multidimensional domains as competence, mastery, positive identity, resilience, caring, connection and belonging.

Youth development is sometimes characterized as “the other side of the coin,” that is, complementary to a risk-reduction or deficit-reduction paradigm that accents naming and reducing obstacles to positive human development (e.g., poverty, family violence, victimization, abuse, neglect, negative peer or adult influence). Youth development as an approach moves in the direction of naming and promoting core positive developmental processes, opportunities and experiences.

The opportunities and resources that promote positive youth development have been categorized in many different ways: primary and secondary supports and services (Wynn et al., 1994); formal, informal and nonformal programs, places and opportunities (Saito et al., 1995); structured and unstructured time use (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, 1992); and asset-building communities (Benson et al., 1998), to name but a few. Each of these frameworks has played a role in building the theoretical foundations for understanding the many ways to promote the healthy development of children and youth.

Youth development occurs in a wide range of settings. This review suggests that there are four primary settings in which youth development principles are applied and in which youth development can and does occur. These four move from the specific to the general and are not necessarily discrete categories. They are:

- **Programs.** These are semi-structured processes, most often led by adults and designed to address specific goals and youth outcomes. A program can be considered a youth development program when it *intentionally* incorporates experiences and learnings to address and advance the positive development of children and youth. This category incorporates a range of programs from those that are highly structured, often in the form of curriculum with step-by-step guidelines, to those that may have a looser structure but incorporate a clear focus on one or more youth development activities (e.g., service learning). Schools, national voluntary youth organizations, and community-based organizations are primary, but not exclusive, delivery systems.

- **Organizations.** This category includes “place-based” youth development opportunities, i.e., settings in which a wide variety of activities and relationships occur which are designed to improve the well-being of children and youth. Using the definition offered by Costello et al., these are “structures in which people and resources are coordi-
nated for a definite purpose” (1998, p.2). Examples include school-based after-school recreation and co-curricular activities, Parks and Recreation centers and leagues, Community Centers, amateur sports leagues, faith based youth development opportunities, and the myriad places and opportunities developed by community-based and national youth organizations (e.g., YMCA, YWCA, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts). These kinds of settings can mobilize a wide range of formal and informal youth development inputs.

- **Socializing systems.** Youth are embedded in an important array of complex and omnipresent systems intended to enhance processes and outcomes consonant with youth development principles. These include schools, families, neighborhoods, religious institutions, museums and libraries.

- **Community.** This is the most general of the four categories, the most difficult to define, and perhaps the most potentially powerful source of youth development. For now, we use the concept of community to include not only the geographic place within which programs, organizations and systems intersect, but also the social norms, resources, relationships and informal settings that can dramatically inform human development, both directly and indirectly.

In defining a science of youth development, we need to know which of these four settings we are addressing. Though there are some scientific issues that inform all of them (e.g., the conceptualization of developmental targets, the conceptualization and measurement of outcomes), each setting presents unique theoretical and evaluation demands.

**Overview of Current Research**

This section presents an overview of illustrative research, seeking less to catalog all current research and more to set the stage for enumerating the scientific issues each raises.

**Programs**

Most scientific work on youth development programs has concerned the evaluation of impact; indeed, it is the youth development setting that is most amenable to evaluations using a classic experimental design.

Recently, the Social Development Research Group at the University of Washington completed an important meta-analysis of 25 program evaluations that met specific criteria related to program content and standards (Catalano et al., 1998). The program criteria include a focus on promoting competencies and social, emotional or cognitive development; the target population is youth aged 6 to 20. Program evaluations were required to show significant effects using a strong research design with comparison groups and to measure behavioral outcomes.
Some of the outcomes these programs improved were self-control, assertiveness, problem solving, interpersonal skills, social acceptance, school achievement, completion of school work, graduation rates, parental trust, self-efficacy and self-esteem. At the same time, in some studies, data showed a decrease in such negative outcomes as alcohol, tobacco and other drug use; hitting, carrying weapons and vehicle theft; school failure, skipping classes and school suspensions; negative family events; and teen pregnancy.

Among the early researchers who studied the impact of positive youth development were Conrad and Hedin (1981), who studied youth participants in a variety of experiential education programs. Their sample consisted of 4,000 adolescents in 30 programs, surveyed pre- and post-program. Six programs had comparison groups composed of students in nonexperiential programs. Students in the treatment group demonstrated improvement in personal and social development, moral reasoning, self-esteem, and attitudes toward community service and involvement.

A few other quasiexperimental studies of service-learning programs, which include treatment and comparison groups with pre- and post-tests, show improvement in ego and moral development (Cognetta and Sprinthall, 1978), and sense of social responsibility and competence (Newman and Rutter, 1983).

**Organizations**
Research on organizations with a youth development accent tend to address both the evaluation of impact and the question of access. Wynn et al., (1987) describe 22 studies on the impact of community supports on adolescents, including a summary of the sample, the measures used, whether control or comparison groups were used, analytic methods and significant findings. The Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development (1992) issued a report titled *A Matter of Time* in which four evaluations of community youth organizations are reviewed. Quinn (1995) reviewed several studies in which participation in extracurricular community service and national voluntary organizations appear to promote prosocial behavior and reduce high-risk behaviors. Leffert et al., (1996) review studies related to seven organization types (sports and recreation, camps, service, mentoring, drop-in centers, school-to-work, and support for teen parents).

In one of the more comprehensive syntheses of the scientific literature on adolescent development, Scales and Leffert (1999) include a section on studies related to constructive use of time, including participation in youth organizations. Some of the outcomes they describe are associated with involvement in youth development settings. They include:

- Increased self-esteem, increased popularity, increased sense of personal control and enhanced identity development;
Better development of such life skills as leadership and speaking in public, decision-making, and increased dependability and job responsibility;

Greater communication in the family;

Fewer psychosocial problems, such as loneliness, shyness and hopelessness;

Decreased involvement in risky behaviors, such as drug use, and decreased juvenile delinquency;

Increased academic achievement; and

Increased safety.

Most of the studies and evaluations conducted to date and cited in these reviews do not use experimental or quasiexperimental research designs, but instead marshal an important array of correlational and anecdotal evidence.

Many of the evaluations of youth development organizations focus on a particular program of curriculum, such as the evaluation of Boys & Girls Clubs of America’s alcohol and other drug abuse prevention program called SMART Moves (Boys & Girls Clubs of America, 1991). This evaluation included five public housing sites, each with two control groups: one public housing site without a Boys & Girls Club and one public housing site with a Boys & Girls Club that did not use SMART Moves. Of particular interest to us as we explore the evidence of impact by youth development organizations, this study found that Boys & Girls Clubs appeared to have a positive impact on youth (and adults) in public housing sites, regardless of whether they used the SMART Moves initiative. These outcomes include a reduction in alcohol and drug use, drug-related crimes and drug trafficking.

Ladewig and Thomas (1987) conducted telephone interviews with a stratified random sample of U.S. adults who were grouped into three categories: former 4-H members (N=709), former members of other voluntary youth organizations (N=743), and nonparticipants (N=309). Adults who had participated in voluntary youth organizations, including 4-H, attained higher education levels and were more likely to be involved in civic and community service, be employed and report higher incomes than were nonparticipants.

An important line of inquiry seeks to document how much access American youth have to organizations and programs that—at least theoretically—have a youth development intent or legacy.

Estimates of participation in formal youth development organizations range from about half to nearly three-quarters of youth. Quinn (1995) reviews data from the 1988 National Education Longitudinal Study in which 71 percent of the 25,000 eighth graders in their national sample
participated in some form of structured youth program outside of school. Participation in national voluntary youth organizations (e.g., Boys & Girls Clubs, 4-H, Scouts, “Ys” or other youth groups) makes up the largest category (50%), followed by nonschool team sports (37%), religious youth groups (34%), summer programs (19%) and hobby clubs (15%). Data from a sample of 99,462 youth in grades 6 through 12 in 213 U.S. cities and towns indicate participation in structured youth organizations by 59 percent of youth (Benson et al., 1998). Participation appears to peak at about eighth grade, and remains relatively high until eleventh grade, when participation decreases.

Youth in urban areas, particularly those whose families have lower incomes, have less access to (National Commission on Children, 1991) and lower participation in (National Center for Education Statistics, 1990) formal youth development organizations. Youth of color also have lower participation rates than do their Caucasian cohorts (National Center for Education Statistics, 1990; Saito et al., 1995).

In Minneapolis, in an effort to strategically advance access to youth development organizations, youth ages 7 to 14 were asked through surveys and focus groups to identify activities and dynamics they would most like to access (Saito et al., 1995). The following are among the key findings:

- Seventy-seven percent voiced interest in increasing access to gyms and recreation centers where the environment provides a safe place to gather with friends, with an accent on informal rather than formal dynamics. The theme, as stated by one interviewee:

  I want a place where you feel comfortable, a place that's familiar, a place where you know the people there, a place where you can come and go, and not have to stay the whole time and do only what the staff tells you to do.

- Sixty-five percent of youth said they would like more contact with an adult they can trust and who respects them;

- Fifty-nine percent said they would like to spend more time with their parents or guardians; and

- Forty-seven percent said they would like to have an older teenage or adult mentor.

There has been little documentation or evaluation of these kinds of more informal youth opportunities. These settings, which fall somewhere in the program-to-organization continuum, are often called “safe places” in the research and policy literature. These are semi-structured and loosely supervised places (e.g., open gyms, drop-in centers, parks) where young people can go and spontaneously choose from a variety of activities. Halpern (1992) underscores the importance of safe places for young people to gather, where some modicum of supervision and structure are available, particularly for inner-city youth.
These places, opportunities and relationships hold great but untapped potential as sources of positive youth development. They are most likely to occur in neighborhoods or smaller communities of place or association. Relatively little is known about levels or impact of participation in these informal resources because systems of monitoring and evaluating their impact do not exist.

**Socializing Systems**

It can be argued that most of the scientific work on youth development occurs around the program and organizational dimensions. Most of the policy work, too, is devoted to strengthening and expanding youth development through program and organizational vehicles.

When we expand to socializing systems and community, we move from specific settings and places constructed to deliver on youth development targets to complex entities where youth development becomes an approach or philosophy designed to inform, reform or transform existing systems. Included here are schools, religious congregations, public safety and courts, neighborhoods, employers and families. There are, we will argue, a growing number of social scientists and practitioners who seek to draw youth development perspectives into these important spheres of developmental influence. For example, a number of middle school reform initiatives are premised wholly or in part on mobilizing the climate, norms and relationships of schools to better meet developmental needs (Connell, 1996; Scales, 1996). Uniting Congregations for Youth Development, a multiyear, multisite project supported by the DeWitt Wallace-Reader’s Digest Fund, is designed to equip congregational leaders to both transform congregational environments around core youth development principles (e.g., empowerment, intergenerational relationships, skill and competence building) and unite congregations of all faith traditions within a city to trigger and support community-wide youth development initiatives (Roehlkepartain, 1998). Other efforts are emerging to draw youth development principles and strategies into a wide range of other systems, including neighborhoods, park and recreation departments, city and county government, and employers.

Our intent here is not to synthesize what is being learned from these system transformation efforts but to enumerate how such work informs the scientific agenda for youth development. More will be said about this after a brief discussion of community-based youth development initiatives. For now, however, let us note that system-changing approaches to youth development demand scientific attention to conceptualizing inputs (e.g., norms, climate, relationships, informal and formal curricula, symbols, ritual), defining change indicators and expanding evaluation methods.
Community Initiatives

Youth development as an approach or philosophy now informs a rapidly increasing number of community initiatives as well as state-based and regional mobilizations designed to orchestrate multiple local efforts. These initiatives are literally everywhere.

Applications of the varied concepts of community are now common in a number of applied areas, including alcohol and other drug use prevention (Hawkins and Catalano, 1992), student learning and achievement (Comer, 1997; Epstein, 1996), and health promotion (Walberg et al., 1997). The theme running through these community-based theoretical and action formulations is the assumption that both child and adolescent well-being require the engagement and participation of multiple community forces and sectors. Recent studies have helped to define several of the dimensions of this engagement. The initial publication of the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Resnick et al., 1997) concludes that youth’s connectedness to such multiple support networks as family, school and community serves as an important protective factor across multiple domains, including emotional health, violence, substance use and sexuality.

In an analysis of the variability of violent crime in 343 Chicago neighborhoods, Sampson et al. (1997) suggest that the level of social cohesion within neighborhoods, combined with the level of shared commitment to take action when what is understood as the common good is threatened, is strongly linked to rates of violence, beyond what is accounted for by demographic factors like income and residential stability. What is particularly germane is that the definition of the common good—the glue that unites neighbors in shared purpose and action—has to do with the welfare of neighborhood children.

Community as an analytical and applied construct holds high promise. However, efforts to mobilize and sustain the engagement of multiple community systems and energy face considerable obstacles (Center for the Study of Social Policy, 1995). Community is, of course, a complex construct that occasionally is touted as a panacea for most social and human problems. Some of this potential extension of the concept may be caused by relatively recent efforts to conceptualize the dimensions and dynamics of community that inform human development. Some of the current interest in community may reflect a growing despair about the efficacy of more historical approaches to changing problematic trends in child and adolescent health outcomes, which typically viewed the individual child or adolescent as the appropriate target of change (Dryfoos, 1990). For a variety of reasons, then, there appears to be a kind of cultural readiness to explore community-based approaches to human development and a demand to deepen the inquiry into how knowledge of the influence of the community can be translated into effective community change efforts.
One of the driving forces behind community-based youth development initiatives is the relatively new thinking about the cumulative effect of exposure to multiple youth development resources and inputs. Consonant with the well-demonstrated “pile-up” effect of risk factors related to negative health indicators is an emerging body of work on the “pile-up” of protective factors. Benson and his colleagues (1998) show that as the number of developmental assets increase, risk behavior patterns decrease and thriving behaviors (e.g., school success, affirmation of diversity, prosocial behavior) increase. Similarly, Jessor et al. (1995) document that increases in the number of protective factors cause several problem behaviors to decrease. This evidence of the predictive power of redundancy (i.e., engagement in multiple systems and places attentive to developmental inputs and resources) encourages the pursuit of initiatives designed to mobilize multiple settings and actors. More often than not, “community” becomes the conceptual tool for such multisector mobilization.

**Setting the Stage**

In proposing the key scientific issues for advancing the practice and effectiveness of youth development, we recognize that the terrain includes, at an elementary level, all four of the settings we have just described (i.e., programs, organizations, systems, community). Each is an important sphere of youth development influence. This expansive view of youth development has important scientific and practical implications. The following chart shows a set of dimensions defined by which sphere of influence is under discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical complexity</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of implementation strategies</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time needed to implement change</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation complexity</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of time needed to observe real change</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Practical and scientific complexity increase as we move along the continuum of spheres from program to community. This presents a major problem for youth development and the evolution of its scientific foundations. There is considerable political, policy and funding pressure in the United States when it comes to initiatives focused on children and adolescents to (a) demonstrate effect, and (b) do so in a short time frame. Such pressure tends, as a practical matter, to favor action at the less complex program and organizational levels and the utilization of classic experimental methods that can show experimental and control group differences. These two pressures feed each other: programs are amenable to the scientific method; the scientific method is best applied to programs and much less so to the system or community spheres.

As we move to an exploration of what a science of youth development should look like, we firmly stand on the expansive side. We advocate that the pursuit of knowledge about the more complex arenas of system and community change are as important, if not more so, than is knowledge about programs. Efforts that work to broaden the purpose of youth programs and organizations to include community change and development certainly move us in the right direction. Some now argue that in the long run understanding and effecting system and community change will do more developmental good for more youth than will a focus on the proliferation of programs. Underneath this assumption lies the ultimate scientific question: If we are to move the developmental needle forward for American youth, where should we focus our resources and energy?

**Rationale for Building the Scientific Foundations of Youth Development**

Youth development as an approach to action and practice has high-face validity among practitioners working in such settings as schools, agencies and youth-serving organizations. Practice, we would argue, is considerably ahead of the scientific foundations of this work. As we review the research literature, we find kernels of encouragement for establishing youth development as a viable approach. But we see little evidence of the kind of systematic inquiry necessary to guide, shape, refine and fuel the approach.

One could argue that youth development is now at the crossroads faced earlier by the prevention field. In about 1960, prevention became an approach that generated programs, professions and professionals. Issues of accountability emerged, and now that field is undergirding its work with what is becoming known as prevention science (Morrissey et al., 1997). The fact that prevention science exists as a unifying area of inquiry, and because this work claims a deeper research base than
does youth development, prevention—and the allied concepts of deficit and risk reduction—takes the scientific and moral high road in policy discussions of what works. And that translates into funding.

Hence, it is in youth development’s best interest to advance a science of youth development. Science matters in American policy circles, and although this may be a cultural bias, it is the way it is. But there are other compelling reasons to advance scientific foundations. Among these are the importance of learning how to increase the effectiveness of what we often call the “people, places and opportunities” of youth development; of discerning how to take effective practice to scale; of advancing the sustainability of good and effective work; and in informing the training of youth development practitioners.

One issue we want to highlight here is the relative lack of people and places doing research on issues germane to youth development. The potential power of the youth development paradigm is not matched by a like commitment to and investment in research. What we seem to have here is an example of the classic split between theory and application. If the field is about practice, it is too soft, too “second class” to warrant academic attention, just as sociology divorces itself from social work and “pure” psychology pushes clinical psychology to the other side of the campus. We do not know how to fix this. But academic fields like child and adolescent development tend not to help us much in understanding the people, places and opportunities that shape lives. What, after all, do we really know about the impact or possibility of Little Leagues, parks and recreation, bands, orchestras, dance, drama, ceremony, family rituals, middle school athletic teams, libraries, museums, natural intergenerational community, congregational programs, working at a Burger King, shopping malls, people on the street, conversations across the backyard fence, service learning, national and community-based youth organizations, or summer camps? What do we know about these individually—and perhaps more importantly—in combination?

The answer, of course, is “not enough.” University-based departments and scholars underplay the real world settings we seek to mobilize. This translates into a missed opportunity, an underutilized resource for strengthening the underpinnings of the youth development field. In any review of where we are as a field, with few exceptions, the following two facts dominate:

1. Most academics will not “play” in the field of youth development; and

2. A disproportionate ratio of the scientific work (research and evaluation) is conducted by intermediary nonprofits (e.g., Search Institute, P/PV, Academy for Educational Development (AED)) or university-affiliated centers of applied research (e.g., Chapin Hall Center for Children).
It would be advantageous to the future of youth development to alter this profile so that our work becomes more respectable within the academy. By so doing, we increase the intellectual capital for our work and at the same time legitimate ourselves among key gatekeepers instrumental to the shaping of policy and the allocation of public resources.

The key point is this: if we are to close the gap between theory and application, we need first to articulate models to guide the science of youth development and then buttress these arenas of scholarship with the necessary professional resources (e.g., refereed, multidisciplinary youth development journals, research conferences, funding).

**Conceptualizing the Scientific Issues**

If one commissioned 10 writers to compose reviews of what we know about youth development, 10 very different papers would emerge. Perhaps a few studies and a few names would be constant. Ultimately, the overlap in references cited would be minimal. (The exercise of commissioning 10 reviews may be an intriguing method for unleashing needed debate and dialogue about what is inside the youth development box and what is outside.)

Our point is that the conceptual terrain for youth development is murky. There is no readily known and accessible literature. The work by definition is multidisciplinary, multilanguage and multisector. We therefore suggest the following conceptual framework for the field of youth development and a scientific agenda needed to guide and inform its evolution.

In mapping out the scientific terrain, we begin with this working definition: youth development mobilizes programs, organizations, systems and communities to build developmental strengths in order to promote health and well-being. In this definition, each of the elements brings conceptual challenge. Table 1 presents a conceptual framework for defining each of the elements.

In this model (Table 1), the elements within the inputs (I) cell are not intended to be exhaustive. The inputs are organized into programs, organizations, systems and community, each of which holds myriad formal and informal possibilities for building developmental strengths. Similarly, the cell that names the developmental strengths (S) represents a rather quick way to name the territory of developmental processes. This list, from mastery to competence, should be seen as illustrative.

We use Table 1 as a kind of visual map for articulating what we see to be eight theoretical, definitional and research issues germane to a science of youth development.
Core Issue #1.

Conceptualize the arena of inputs (I). Currently, lists of inputs dominate the field. But little deep work has been done to name dimensions and categories of inputs (though an attempt is made earlier in this paper to begin differentiating elements of a typology); establish the developmental resources within each input (e.g., relationships, norms, climate, opportunity for active engagement); integrate and evaluate current models; or establish criteria by which to evaluate the efficacy and accessibility of inputs. Work on conceptualizing the service infrastructure of cities is a helpful beginning (Whalen and Wynn, 1995).

Scientific literatures not often incorporated into input deliberations add value to this conceptual task. Among these are the areas of socialization theory, school climate, school reform, social movements, chaos theory, and the anthropological literature on ceremony and ritual. It is also suggested that a scientific approach to conceptualizing youth development inputs should include not only institutions, programs and services (the more formal or organized face of inputs), but also the informal, natural and nonprogrammatic capacity of community (Benson, 1997). The encouragement here is to think expansively—within a well-reasoned theoretical model of inputs.
Core Issue #2.
Conceptualize the arena of developmental strengths and assets (S). We know there are many lists floating through the youth development field, but we have done little critical reflection on them. They need to be examined in light of developmental theory and differences in age- and gender-related developmental processes. Consensus on the model is less important than are good scientific rationales for proposed elements. However, how the strengths are conceptualized and communicated may have significant, practical import when community mobilization is a youth development strategy.

Core Issue #3.
Establish the links between I and S. This is represented in Table 1 as path 2. The field assumes that inputs (I) generate developmental strengths (S). The research on path 2 is quite weak. We know far too little about which inputs promote which strengths or how much developmental energy emanating from I establishes a particular developmental strength (S). Some scholars (e.g., Bronfenbrenner and Lerner) who advance the theoretical underpinnings of ecological approaches to human development open the door to the intriguing notion that adolescents—in their search for and attainment of belonging, identity and connection—shape people and places included in I (path 3). Establishing the links between I and S should be an area of work in which we more directly invite the participation of basic research scholars in the field of human development.

Core Issue #4.
Investigate the “pile-up” effect of I. In the risk-reduction and deficit-reduction paradigms, important work has been done in examining the additive nature of risks (in essence, risks are cumulative in influence and there is evidence of their interaction). In youth development, our assumptions about the power of developmental inputs (I) are rather unsophisticated. The lack of a research tradition here unintentionally fuels what could be a naive assumption that a program, a relationship, a developmental resource produces the strengths and outcomes we seek. A reasonable hypothesis is that multiple inputs are needed to grow developmental strengths. We need to build a knowledge base about input “pile-up” effects. A driving hypothesis could be “…youth development requires multiple inputs from multiple sources over a sustained period of time” (Pittman and Irby, 1998).

Core Issue #5.
Clarify youth development outcomes. Ultimately, youth development’s case for itself hinges on establishing the link between S and O (see path 4). The field’s work here is in its infancy. Is youth development only about promoting positive developmental outcomes? Or is it equally interested in the connection of I and S to the reduction of health-compromising behavior? We suggest that the field would gain from a deliberate search for effect in these four outcome domains.
Note that the connection of I and S to O1 (reduction of health-compromising behavior) lies in the territory now commonly referred to as protective factors. And note that I and S connected to O1 and O2 lies in the territory of resiliency research, particularly when the focus is on youth known to experience risk factors. A science of youth development, then, claims both of these (i.e., resiliency and protective factors) as allied fields of inquiry.

We also make the distinction between short- and long-term outcomes. There is a theoretical rationale, grounded in lifespan developmental psychology, to suggest that developmental strengths (S) during the second decade of life are predictive of adult outcomes. Parenting competence, work competence, and morbidity and mortality rates could well be so informed. If such connections could be documented, via longitudinal and retrospective research, the case for youth development as an approach gains additional credibility. Extant longitudinal data sets (e.g., Werner and Smith, 1992) should be examined to determine what can currently be claimed about these connections.

Core Issue #6.
Establish baseline data for I and S. National studies of children and adolescents tend to be designed to name and count deficits, risks and obstacles. We need good baseline descriptive documentation of access to I and attainment of S for three reasons: (1) to guide our investment in change making; (2) to have clearer benchmarks against which to judge progress; and (3) to make visible and known an alternative set of social indicators so that a language of youth development can more readily emerge among policymakers, scholars, practitioners and the general public.
Core Issue #7.
Understand the contexts that shape the accessibility to inputs (path 1). Among these contexts are family and community-level economics; the strength and challenges of culture, including race-ethnicity; the norms, resources, volunteer base and leadership within community; and public policy—local, state and federal.

Core Issue #8.
All of the core issues named to this point have to do with the interconnections among inputs, strengths and outcomes. These are all issues of human development. More precisely, they tend to be applied developmental science issues. Below the cell marked (I) are two remaining cells that together begin to frame a different set of issues. These are about the strategies of change making, of effectively mobilizing inputs. In the case of programs (and to a lesser extent, organizations), the issues include fidelity to curriculum, the duration of exposure (e.g., 6 sessions, 12 sessions), and qualities of the youth-youth worker relationship. These issues are well known and much discussed in the evaluation literature on prevention programs.

When we move to mobilizing inputs at the system and community levels, however, we are faced with complex and perhaps enigmatic change, reform and transformation issues. To understand these, we need to move into such areas as theories of change, the evolution of social norms, the mobilization of public will and social movements. New theoretical frameworks (e.g., systems theory and chaos theory) need to be explored. And new evaluation methods must be developed and refined (Connell et al., 1995; Fulbright-Anderson et al., 1998).

Pittman and Irby, in an important reflection on the status of the youth development paradigm, suggest that effectiveness, scale and sustainability are three useful lenses for “strategic decision-making about the youth development framework” (1998, p.13). These three are, of course, particularly crucial for directing practice and action. Our view here is that the critical questions are:

- What features of each input increase its capacity to build developmental strengths?
- What resources (people energy, policy, financial resources, system change, leadership, etc.) are needed to expand accessibility to inputs within a geographic space and across many communities?
- What sustains professional, citizen, volunteer, system, and program attention and commitment to maximizing and growing access to I?
Youth development shares with adolescent psychology an interest in inputs (I) and strengths (S). Unlike adolescent psychology, it seeks practical knowledge in service of advancing the links between I and S. Hence, youth development easily expands to include outcomes, “what works,” best practices and policy. We suggest here that a science of youth development must expand beyond these applied issues to include the rigorous exploration of change making.

In our view, these eight core issues should become central to laying the scientific foundations of the field. We offer these three hypotheses:

- The state of the science on these eight issues is in its infancy.
- The resources needed to build scientific foundations (dedicated researchers, funding, professional encouragement) are fragile.
- Building the scientific foundations of youth development is necessary to advance its practice.

**Naming the Scientific Agenda**

In this section, we try our hand at articulating a knowledge-generating agenda in more common social science categories. We restate concerns named in the eight core issues and extend beyond them to several additional issues.

**The conceptual agenda**

- Theoretically define the territory of youth development inputs (I).
- Theoretically define the territory of developmental strengths (S) and how these might vary by social-demographic variables.
- Conceptualize the territory of outcomes.
- Build theoretical models to posit how inputs (I) inform the development of strengths (S).
- Create theories of change to inform change making at the system and community levels.

**The measurement agenda**

- Develop psychometrically sound measures of developmental strengths (S).
- Develop measurement tools for short-term thriving indicators (O2).
- Develop instrumentation to explore the quality and effectiveness of inputs (I).
The predictive agenda

- Explore linkages of inputs (I) to strengths (S).
- Explore linkages of strengths (S) to outcomes (O).
- Explore variability in I to S and S to O linkages, by gender, race-ethnicity, socioeconomic status and related social-demographic categories.
- Explore the additive nature of inputs (I) in predicting strengths (S).
- Explore the additive nature of strengths (S) in predicting outcomes.
- Launch retrospective and longitudinal inquiries to discern long-term consequences of youth development strengths.

The baseline agenda

- Develop indicators and measures to establish community-level and national benchmarks for inputs and strengths.
- Conduct baseline studies.

The evaluation agenda

- Conceive and conduct additional experimental studies in the tradition of P/PV's pioneering mentoring study (Tierney et al., 1995), expanded to look at the impact of multiple inputs.
- Develop indicators of change for organizations, systems and community.
- Develop comprehensive evaluation strategies for system and community initiatives.

The contextual agenda

- Study the role of context (economics, culture, etc.) in access to and utilization of inputs and the attainment of strengths.

The system agenda

- Conceptualize the input potential of schools, congregations, youth organizations, family and neighborhood.
- Design and evaluate interventions to mobilize and transform systems.
The community change agenda

- Create models to define and describe the dynamics of a community that broadly promotes developmental strengths.
- Conceptualize how communities can be mobilized to maximize input accessibility.
- Design and evaluate initiatives to mobilize communities.
- Define the indicators and manifestations of sustainable, strength-building community.

The Bigger Picture

We recognize that this paper offers an expansive and comprehensive view of youth development and the science needed to undergird it. The science is necessarily multidisciplinary, basic and applied, theoretical and empirical, and multimethod. It overlaps with other ongoing fields of inquiry in such areas as prevention, resiliency and protective factors. We suggest that this comprehensive view is necessary both to position youth development as a dominant paradigm of thinking, action and policy and to guide the formation of effective change making at the local level.

There are also a number of high-level questions that require greater discernment. These questions tend to be philosophical or strategic in nature. Though no one study can answer them directly, we propose that building a more comprehensive body of knowledge and a deeper research community is necessary to inform them. The following are examples of some higher-order questions:

- Would we gain by expanding our thinking to include how developmental strengths are built across ages 0-20 or 0-24? If so, to what extent could we influence development in years 0-10 to better inform development in the second decade of life?
- Are there indigenous or cross-cultural sources of wisdom about building developmental strengths that should be incorporated into our work?
- Can community be altered?
- Do we gain more by focusing on adults (e.g., teaching, training) or by focusing on youth (e.g., empowering, engaging, mobilizing)?
- Do we gain more by focusing on some youth (e.g., high-risk, urban) or on all youth?
• How does the paradigm of youth development intersect with other paradigms (e.g., risk reduction, economic development)? Is there a “pile-up” effect here (that is, do developmental strengths advance when all these paradigms coexist in a community)?

• What is the ideal ratio of energy and resource allocation for changing programs, organizations, systems and communities?
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Abstract
This paper provides a framework for discussing the ways in which we currently study the development of our young people and the purposes to which we put the information we gather about them. We argue that the data we now collect give us at best inadequate and often misleading information about young people; that, in fact, our dominant approach to data collection—learning what is wrong with young people—is fundamentally flawed. This approach fails to investigate the factors in a young person’s life that we know lead to healthy development. We conclude with a proposed redefinition of how we should measure youth development from the perspective of young people, adults, organizations and the community at large.

How We Measure Youth Development Now
The United States is perhaps the most data-driven society on the planet. Virtually everything Americans think and do is affected by data in some way: the way we live, the purchases we make, the attitudes we hold and the decisions we make about how we are educated, how and in what we invest, who does or does not benefit from resources—indeed the values we share.

It is not hyperbole, therefore, to say that data rule in our society. One subject on which data particularly rule is that of our young people. Perhaps no other population is more thoroughly poked, prodded and scrutinized than citizens who are between birth and the age of 21. Adults have an apparently fathomless need to know everything they can about young people: how they behave, what they like and do not like, what they buy and why, how they spend time, how they perform (or do not) in school, how they get into trouble, what they think about adults and each other, and so on and so on.

Over the past 20 years, literally thousands of studies have been conducted about young people (so many, in fact, that parents in many school jurisdictions nationwide have rebelled by refusing to allow their children to be surveyed). Many of these studies are one-time-only, small in scale or focused on very specific issues. On the other hand, some studies—the studies that this paper discusses—are national in scope and regularly administered, thus representative of the youth populations they target and useful for purposes of comparison. These are the studies whose findings are routinely reported in national and local media; routinely provide background for significant policy, legal and resource-allocation decisions affecting young people; and routinely form the basis for what might be called our “national dialogue” on young people. In a very real sense, these studies have defined many of the ways we perceive young people, particularly adolescents, today.
The influential studies or reports on studies that form the basis of our discussion include:

- **Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance**, administered by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (1998) (hereafter *YRBS*)
- **Kids Count Data Book** (1998), compiled from several sources and published annually by The Annie E. Casey Foundation (hereafter *Kids Count*)
- **America’s Children: Key National Indicators of Well-Being**, compiled from several federal data sources by the Federal Interagency Forum on Child and Family Statistics (1998) (hereafter *KNIWB*)
- **Trends in the Well-Being of America’s Children and Youth**, compiled from federal and other data sources by Child Trends, Inc., a national research organization, for the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (1997) (hereafter *Trends*)
- **Juvenile Offenders and Victims: A National Report**, compiled from several federal data sources and published by the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (hereafter *JOV*) (Snyder and Sickmund, 1995)

Among them, these studies or reports on studies contain data on many aspects of a young person’s life. They are by no means the only data we could have considered, but, in our judgment, the data we discuss have the advantage of being perceived by policymakers and media alike as being authoritative in their particular fields. We discuss each of the studies or reports on studies individually in the following pages.

Before we do so, however, it is important to note what we are looking for and why in each source. Our working assumption is that most national data about young people currently measure deficit outcomes, by which we mean negative or undesirable outcomes, such as substance use and abuse, violence, criminal activity, failure to complete school, and so on, or negative or undesirable conditions in the lives of young people, such as poverty. As we work our way through each of our data sources, our intention is to investigate whether this working assumption is accurate. We also focus where possible on the criteria used to select the outcomes or conditions being measured. In addition, we are concerned about the impact on perceptions of the data contained in each of our sources. What kind of picture of young people does each source, and the sources collectively, create? We attempt to characterize these pictures in each case for subsequent discussion.
Youth Development: Issues, Challenges and Directions

Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance

The YRBS national survey has been administered five times since 1990 by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC); surveys in selected states (never more than 40), territories (never more than four) and large cities (never more than 17) have also been administered four times since 1990. Survey samples are limited to ninth- to twelfth-graders in all locations and are considered representative in most but not all locations in which the survey is administered. The data reported in our source are from the period of February through May 1997.

The YRBS is the most comprehensive, ongoing survey of health-risk behaviors among young people in the United States (as distinguished from the occasional national poll that may ask similar types of questions of young people). Because of its federal imprimatur, YRBS findings are closely watched by policymakers at all levels. Survey-to-survey fluctuations in such key indicators as sexual behavior and substance use draw pointed attention in the media, the Congress and state and local governments. Indeed, this is CDC’s intent:

These YRBS data are already being used by health and education officials to improve national, state and local policies and programs to reduce risks associated with the leading causes of morbidity and mortality. YRBS data also are being used to measure progress toward achieving 21 national health objectives and 1 of the 8 National Education Goals. (YRBS, 1998, p.2)

YRBS monitors six categories of priority health-risk behaviors in its sample population: behaviors that contribute to unintentional and intentional injuries; tobacco use; alcohol and other drug use; sexual behaviors that contribute to unintended pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STDs, including HIV infection); unhealthy dietary behaviors; and physical inactivity.

The report on the 1997 YRBS summarizes its findings as follows:

In the United States, 73% of all deaths among youth and young adults 10-24 years of age result from only four causes: motor vehicle crashes, other unintentional injuries, homicide, and suicide. Results from the national 1997 YRBS demonstrate that many high school students engage in behaviors that increase their likelihood of death from these four cases—19.3% had rarely or never worn a seat belt; during the 30 days preceding the survey, 36% had ridden with a driver who had been drinking alcohol; 18.3% had carried a weapon during the 30 days preceding the survey; 50.8% had drunk alcohol during the 30 days preceding the survey; 26.2% had used marijuana during the 30 days preceding the survey; and 7.7% had attempted suicide during the 12 months preceding the survey. Substantial
morbidity among school-age youth, young adults and their children also result from unintended pregnancies and STDs, including HIV infection. YRBS results indicate that in 1997, 48.4% of high school students had ever had sexual intercourse; 43.2% of sexually active students had not used a condom at last intercourse; and 2.1% had ever injected an illegal drug. Of all deaths and substantial morbidity among adults ≥25 years of age, 67% result from two causes—cardiovascular disease and cancer. Most of the risk behaviors associated with these causes of death are initiated during adolescence. In 1997, 36.4% of high school students had smoked cigarettes during the 30 days preceding the survey; 70.7% had not eaten five or more servings of fruits and vegetables during the day preceding the survey; and 72.6% had not attended physical education class daily. (YRBS, 1998, p.1-2)

The YRBS is, of course, unabashedly focused on negative behaviors and minces no words in describing their incidence among young people. Aggregating so many negative facts about youth health behaviors in one place, however, gives the simplistic impression that young people are mildly to seriously out of control. This is particularly true when studies like the YRBS fail to report or discuss the reverse of their negative findings. What about the often substantial percentages of young people who do not report negative behaviors? In the 1997 YRBS, for example, 96 percent of young people did not miss one or more days of school during the 30 days preceding the survey because “they had felt unsafe at school or when traveling to or from school” (YRBS, p.8)—and this at a time of increased national anxiety about school safety. Another unhighlighted bright spot is the nearly 98 percent of young people who do not inject illegal drugs.

**Kids Count Data Book**

*Kids Count* is a data collection and dissemination project of The Annie E. Casey Foundation, which annually updates national and state-specific data on 10 indicators of child well-being: percentage of low birth-weight babies; infant mortality rate; child death rate; rate of teen deaths by accident, homicide and suicide; teen birth rate; juvenile violent crime arrest rate; percentage of teens not attending school and not working; percentage of children in poverty; and percentage of families with children headed by a single parent. Data on each of these indicators are collected and reported at both the national and state levels. The annual *Kids Count Data Book* reports data collected in previous years (the *Kids Count Data Book* we discuss here reports 1995 data) and compares it to a baseline year (in this case, 1985).

Although it is not billed as such, *Kids Count* functions as a kind of report card for the nation as well as for specific states on how well or poorly each of the indicators is faring. Indeed, *Kids Count* annually
ranks states as to how well or poorly they are doing. Thus we learn, for example, that in 1995 New Hampshire led states in the 10 reported indicators and the District of Columbia took up the rear. Because *Kids Count* is the only national report of its kind that actually ranks states in order of accomplishment, policymakers at all levels and the media pay close attention to it.

One could ask why *Kids Count* selected the 10 indicators that it analyzes. The selection criteria are interesting:

1. **Data must be from a reliable source.** All the indicator data used in this book come from U.S. government agencies. Most of the data have been published or released to the public in some other form before *Kids Count* uses it.

2. **The statistical indicator must be available and consistent over time.** Changes in methodologies, practices or policies may affect year-to-year comparability. Program and administrative data are particularly vulnerable to changes in policies or program administration, resulting in data that are not comparable across states or over time.

3. **The statistical indicator must be available and consistent across states.** In practical terms this means data collected by the federal government or some other national organization. Much of the data collected by states may be accurate and reliable, but unless all the states follow the same data collection procedures, the statistics are not likely to be comparable.

4. **The data item should reflect a salient outcome or measure of well-being.** *Kids Count* focuses on outcome measures rather than programmatic or service data (such as dollars spent on education or welfare costs), which are not always related to the actual well-being of children.

5. **The data item must be easily understandable to the public.** *Kids Count* is trying to reach an educated lay public, not academic scholars or researchers. Measures that are too complex will not be effective.

6. **The data item must have a relatively unambiguous interpretation.** If the value of an indicator changes, *Kids Count* wants to be sure there is widespread agreement that this is a good thing (or a bad thing) for kids.

7. **There should be a high probability that the measure will continue to be produced in the near future.** *Kids Count* wants to establish a series of indicators that can be produced year after year in order to track changes in the well-being of children. (*Kids Count*, 1998, p.175)

What is interesting about these criteria are the types of indicators that satisfied them. Apparently only data on the negative outcomes *Kids Count* watches can currently be considered reliable, consistent over time and across states, salient, easily understood, unambiguous and likely to continue being produced in the near future. We will return to the *Kids Count* criteria later in this paper.
What does the 1998 *Kids Count Data Book* tell us? The following list consists of national data compiled between 1985 and 1995:

- Percent low birth-weight babies: 7% worse.
- Infant mortality rate: 28% better.
- Child death rate: 18% better.
- Rate of teen deaths by accident, homicide and suicide: 3% worse.
- Teen birth rate: 16% worse.
- Juvenile violent crime arrest rate: 66% worse.
- Percent of teens who are high school dropouts: 9% better.
- Percent of teens not attending school and not working: 18% better.
- Percent of children in poverty: steady at 21%.
- Percent of families with children headed by a single parent: 18% worse. (*Kids Count*, 1998, p.27)

A mixed national picture of young people emerges from the *Kids Count* data, and it is not altogether a bad one. Percentages of infant mortality, child death, high school dropouts, and teens not in school and not working are all decreasing. On the “hot button” indicators that tend to preoccupy the attention of policymakers, however, things are not getting better: more teens are dying by accident, homicide or suicide; more teens are giving birth; juvenile violent crime arrest rates are way up; the same percentage of children remain in poverty; and families with children headed by a single parent are increasing significantly. The impression that lingers is that young people are still in trouble, in some cases badly so, despite some modest improvements in their lives.

**America’s Children: Key National Indicators of Well-Being**

The *KNIWB*, like the entity that created it, represents a promising evolution in the packaging and dissemination of U.S. government data. In 1997, an executive order created the Federal Interagency Forum on Child and Family Statistics. The forum includes representatives of eight U.S. government departments (Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development, Justice and Labor), the National Science Foundation and the Office of Management and Budget. The forum’s job is to produce the *KNIWB* on an annual basis; two have so far been published, the latest edition in 1998.

*KNIWB* brings together in a single document federal data on 23 key indicators of important aspects of children’s lives, including their economic security, health, behavior, social environment and education. Several of these indicators are identical or similar to those used by *Kids Count*, which, in our view, corroborates the salience of such indicators in the current policymaking environment (low birth-weight babies, child mortality, teen mortality, teen birth rate, serious violent
crime offending rate, high school completion, teens not attending school and not working, children in poverty). In addition, KNIWB analyzes the following data:

- Percentage of children under 18 living with parents with at least one parent employed full-time.
- Percentage of households with children under age 18 that report any of three housing problems.
- Percentage of children under age 18 in households experiencing food insecurity with moderate hunger.
- Percentage of children under age 18 in households experiencing food insecurity with severe hunger.
- Percentage of children under age 18 covered by health insurance.
- Percentage of children under age 18 with no usual source of health care.
- Percentage of children under age 18 in very good or excellent health.
- Percentage of children ages 5 to 17 with any limitation in activity resulting from chronic conditions.
- Percentage of children ages 19 to 35 months who received combined series immunization coverage.
- Percentage of 8th-, 10th- and 12th-grade students who reported smoking daily in the previous 30 days.
- Percentage of 8th-, 10th- and 12th-grade students who reported having five or more alcoholic beverages in a row in the last two weeks.
- Percentage of 8th-, 10th- and 12th-grade students who have used illicit drugs in the previous 30 days.
- Rate of serious violent crime victimizations per 1,000 youths ages 12 to 17.
- Percentage of children ages 3 to 5 who are read to every day by a family member.
- Percentage of children ages 3 to 4 who are enrolled in preschool.
- Average mathematics scale scores of 9-, 13- and 17-year-olds.
- Average reading scale scores of 9-, 13- and 17-year-olds.
- Percentage of high school graduates ages 25 to 29 who have completed a bachelor’s degree or higher.

“Special Features”:

- Percentage of children ages 1 to 5 with 10 or more micrograms of lead per deciliter of blood.
There are four points of interest to highlight about KNIWB’s indicators. First, the forum’s criteria for selecting these particular indicators are quite similar to the criteria Kids Count uses. KNIWB’s indicators were chosen because they are:

- **Easy to understand** by broad audiences.
- **Objectively** based on substantial research connecting them to child well-being and based on reliable data.
- **Balanced** so that no single area of children’s lives dominates the report.
- **Measured regularly** so that they can be updated and show trends over time.
- **Representative** of large segments of the population, rather than one particular group (KNIWB, 1998, p.viii).

We will question later just how connected to child well-being, how balanced and how representative most of these indicators really are, but for the moment it is interesting to note that the concurrence between Kids Count and KNIWB criteria for selection of indicators may reflect a kind of consensus, at least within the research community, about what is worth reporting to Americans about their children.

The second item of interest about KNIWB’s indicators is that they have not remained static from year to year. The 1998 KNIWB contains data on most but not all indicators reported in the 1997 KNIWB. The specific changes in indicators are less important here than the reasons these changes were implemented:

Some of the changes reflect improvements in the availability of data for certain key indicators. Some changes better clarify the concept being measured or reflect the expanded nature of the indicator. Many of the changes are the result of an evaluation done by the National Center for Health Statistics Questionnaire Design Research Laboratory to help make the report clear and user-friendly to a non-technical audience. All the changes reflect the many helpful comments and suggestions for improvements that were received from readers and users of the 1997 report. (KNIWB, 1998, p.viii)

The willingness of so influential a source of national data to make changes in response to evaluations and user input gives us hope that the kinds of changes in national data collection that we recommend in the section titled, “How We Should Measure Youth Development,” have at least a chance of becoming reality.

The third item of interest about KNIWB’s indicators is that they are not all about negative outcomes. In fact, some of the indicators are directly pertinent to the positive youth development components of a child’s life that we would like to see much more widely measured. These
indicators include percentage of children under age 18 in very good or excellent health (81%); percentage of children under age 18 covered by health insurance (85%); percentage of children ages 3 to 5 who are read to every day by a family member (57%); percentage of children ages 3 and 4 who are enrolled in preschool (45%); percentage of children under age 6 participating in child care and early childhood education programs on a regular basis (60%); and percentage of high school graduates ages 25 to 29 who have completed a bachelor’s degree or higher (32%, up from 26% in 1980).

Fourth, the KNIWB provides encouraging evidence of what we hope will become a trend: at the conclusion of each of its sections on indicators, the report highlights other types of data that are not being collected or reported now but should be. For example, in the section on behavior and social environment, the report recommends new research on indicators of positive behavior:

> Indicators of positive behaviors with proven relationships to enhancing child well-being need to be developed. Examples might include participation in extra-curricular activities such as school clubs and sports, scouting, attendance in churches and synagogues, or volunteering at community organizations. (KNIWB, 1998, p.40)

We could not agree more. This is the kernel of our recommendations later in the paper. It is gratifying to observe that the idea appears to be gaining currency in some quarters.

Having said all that, what did the KNIWB data show? Unfortunately, too much to be discussed in any detail here. However, a short summary is possible. Like the findings of Kids Count, KNIWB’s data are mixed. On the one hand, most kids are healthy; most kids are immunized properly; most kids (but not yet enough) are being read to daily by a family member; math scale scores are rising; the high school completion rate is increasing, as is the college completion rate.

On the other hand, more kids are smoking, drinking and using drugs; reading scale scores have not improved among 13- and 17-year-olds and are declining among 9-year-olds; children under 18 continue to represent a very large segment of the poor population (40%) even though they are only about one-fourth of the total population; and children living in poverty consistently rank lower in all categories of indicators.

Here we must stop on the horns of a common dilemma: many of the KNIWB findings appear to be directly contradicted by the Kids Count findings discussed earlier. For example, KNIWB reports that birth rates among adolescent females declined between 1991 and 1996, whereas Kids Count says the teen birth rate has grown 16 percent worse between 1985 and 1995. Similarly, KNIWB reports that “in recent years, there has been a decline in the rates for which youth ages 12 to 17...were
the perpetrators of serious violent crime” (*KNIWB*, 1998, p.iv), whereas *Kids Count* says that the juvenile violent crime arrest rate grew 66 percent worse between 1985 and 1995. There are other disparities between the two reports. Who is telling the “truth”? A researcher might explain that such apparent contradictions are related to differences in what or who is being counted; the periods of time being measured; the way in which survey questions are worded; and other, more technical aspects of manipulating data. But the vagaries of research are lost on the nontechnical public and, too often, the media. While Americans depend on data, they are also skeptical of data, and this is why. In the minds of many people, whatever impression is left today by the findings of a particular study is likely if not certainly to be contradicted, and thereby confused, by the findings of another study tomorrow. This is a problem not so much of what we measure but of how we report what we measure. Both require much more care.

**Trends in the Well-Being of America’s Children and Youth**

It would not be an overstatement to call *Trends* the mother of all data compendia about America’s young people. It is to the *KNIWB* what the Titanic is to a rowboat. Published in 1997 for the second time by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, *Trends* contains comprehensive analysis of multiyear data on 90 indicators of child well-being divided into five sections and 17 subsections. To give the reader a flavor of *Trends*’ contents, the 17 subsections include child population characteristics; family structure; neighborhoods; poverty and income; financial support; parental and youth employment; housing; mortality; health conditions; health care; social development; behavioral health: physical health and safety; behavioral health: smoking, alcohol and substance abuse; behavioral health: sexual activity and fertility; education: enrollment and attendance; education: achievement and proficiency; and education-related behaviors and characteristics. If nothing else, *Trends* makes clear that “the data available for tracking the well-being of children and youth at the national level are fairly extensive” (*Trends*, 1997, p.7).

*Trends* begins with a clarion call for better data on children and youth:

*There remain major gaps in the federal statistical system that must be filled if we are to have a complete picture of the quality of our children’s lives.*

*We have few measures of social development and health-related behaviors for very young and pre-teenage children which are measured on a regular basis. For example, we lack good indicators of school readiness for young children. Measures of mental health for any age child are rare, though one such measure was recently added to the National Health Interview Survey. Positive measures of social*
development and related behaviors are also sparse, with the result that the current set of indicators may present a gloomier picture of our children’s overall well-being than in fact the case. New indicators which reflect the positive developments we desire for our children and youth clearly need to be developed and incorporated into the federal statistical system. [Emphasis added.]

We have very few indicators available that reflect important social processes affecting child well-being that go on inside the family and within the neighborhood. Measures of parent-child interactions, critical to the social and intellectual development of children, are only now beginning to work their way into regularly repeated national surveys...

Finally, data which can be used to track the well-being of children at the state and local levels are much less plentiful than at the national level. As state and local governments take on increasing levels of responsibility for the design and implementation of government programs of all sorts affecting children, youth and their families, the need for such information is increasing. The federal statistical system is positioned to play a significant role in increasing the availability of such data for use at the state and local level. [Emphasis added.] (Trends, 1997, pp.7-8)

These remarks are heartening not only because of their source but also because they suggest that managers of influential national data resources have come to see the importance of positive developmental outcome indicators in forming a more accurate and complete understanding of our children’s lives.

The overwhelming amount of data in Trends make them impossible to summarize in this brief discussion. However, a random sampling of Trends data is not particularly encouraging. One reason that this may be true is because the report goes far back in time (as far as 1960 in many cases) to compare data to 1995. This sometimes produces startling visual contrasts, as in the graph (Trends, 1997, p.29) that shows a 60 percent increase between 1960 and 1995 in births to unmarried mothers aged 15 to 19. Or an equally disturbing chart (Trends, p.115) that shows the skyrocketing rate of homicides since 1970 among black males aged 15 to 19.

All of the data reported by the YRBS, Kids Count and KNIWB are repeated or expanded in Trends and tell the same story. It does, however, introduce an innovation by reporting data on various “social development” factors in children’s lives. These indicators include:
• Percentage of high school seniors who rate selected personal goals as being “extremely important.”

• Percentage of 12th-grade students reporting that good grades have great or very great importance to peers.

• Percentage of 12th-grade students reporting peer disapproval of intentionally angering a teacher in school.

• Percentage attendance and religiosity among high school seniors.

• Percentage of persons aged 18-20 who registered to vote and percentage who voted.

• Percentage of students who watch six or more hours of television per day, by age (Trends, 1997, pp.176-195).

In this section of the report we learn, for example, that between 1976 and 1995, high school students have most often rated as extremely important the following goals, in order of priority: being successful in my line of work (78%); having a good marriage and family life (62%); having lots of money (20%); making a contribution to society (20%); being a leader in my community (12%); and working to correct social and economic inequalities (10%). Only about 50 percent of twelfth graders report that good grades have great or very great importance to their peers. About one-third of twelfth graders (32%) report regular weekly religious attendance, and slightly fewer (30%) report that religion plays a “very important” role in their lives. From 1972 to 1992, more young people aged 18 to 20 registered to vote than voted in each of six presidential elections (48% vs. 39%, respectively, in 1992). And 9-year-olds are twice as likely as 17-year-olds to watch six or more hours of television per day (19% vs. 8%, respectively, in 1994) (Trends, 1997, pp.176-195).

Trends also reports data in two other areas that are developmental in nature. One has to do with the participation of 3- to 5-year-olds in “literacy activities,” such as being told a story three or more times a week (58% non-poor vs. 49% poor), or visiting a library in the past month (41% non-poor vs. 28% poor). In addition, Trends tracks the percentage of students in fourth, eighth and twelfth grade who read for fun (in 1994, 45%, 22% and 24%, respectively) (Trends, 1997, pp.308-313). The significance of these developmental indicators is not that those selected by Trends are the only or even the “right” indicators, but rather that information about them opens a different and refreshing perspective on young people that we rarely get in the other data to which we have become accustomed. It turns out that data really can tell us more about young people than, so to speak, sex, drugs and rock and roll.
Juvenile Offenders and Victims: A National Report

Of all our data sources, this one is the house of horrors. JOV is filled with so much disturbing information that it induces a kind of protective numbness in the reader and even, perhaps, in the authors, who let the data speak for themselves rather than trying to summarize “highlights” across sections. Still, JOV fulfills a vital purpose because, for the first time, it brings together in one document the answers to questions about juvenile crime and the juvenile justice system that our crime-sensitive society wants to know. The 1995 report was so popular that it was reprinted in 1996, though much of the crime data it contains are no more recent than 1991 or 1992. The authors address this issue by noting that “although some newer data are now available, the patterns displayed in this report remain accurate” (JOV, 1995, p.iii).

Some of the random facts that emerge from JOV include:

- Any juvenile between ages 12 and 17 is more likely to be the victim of violent crime than are persons past their mid-20s (JOV, pp. 20-21).
- Recent large increases in the homicide rates of black and older juveniles are the result of increases in firearm homicides (JOV, pp. 24-25).
- Suicide rates increased between 1979 and 1991 for both white and non-white youth ages 15-19 (JOV, p.27).
- Young children are at most risk of violent victimization at dinner time—older juveniles, at the end of the school day (JOV, p.30).
- Victims attributed about 1 in 4 personal crimes to juvenile offenders in 1991 (JOV, p.47).
- Juveniles were responsible for about 1 in 5 violent crimes in 1991 (JOV, p.47).
- Five percent of juveniles were arrested in 1992; of those, less than one-half of 1% were arrested a violent offense (JOV, p.51).
- Growth in homicides involving juvenile offenders has suppressed that among adults (JOV, p.56).
- Nearly half (47%) of juvenile homicide offenders are white. However, when population differences are taken into account, black juveniles kill at a rate 6 times that of white juveniles (JOV, p.57).
- In 1992, juveniles were responsible for 9% of murders, 12% of aggravated assaults, 14% of forcible rapes, 16% of robberies, 20% of burglaries, 23% of larceny-thefts, 24% of vehicle thefts and 42% of arsons (JOV, p.101).
- If trends continue as they have over the past 10 years, juvenile arrests for violent crime will double by the year 2010 (JOV, p.111).
And so on. In the midst of so much damning evidence, evidence that has convinced most Americans that adolescents are hooligans, it is easy to forget a defining fact about this information: only a handful of adolescents ever get into trouble with the law. Ninety-five percent of our teenagers do not. This fact might be more prominent, indeed comforting, if we spent as much time and money investigating what the vast majority of teenagers are doing who do not commit crimes as we do tracking the few who do.

Some of JOV’s data do, however, debunk some widely held beliefs about adolescent behavior. For example:

> The initiation of delinquency and the initiation of substance abuse appear to be independent events. [A review of the] findings of the National Youth Survey to investigate the links between delinquency and substance abuse [revealed]...that the onset of minor delinquency in a child’s life generally occurs prior to the onset of alcohol use. Thus alcohol use cannot be a cause for the onset of delinquency. Similarly, since serious offending generally begins prior to the use of marijuana and hard drugs, their use cannot be viewed as a cause for the initiation of more serious delinquency. The sequencing of minor delinquency to alcohol use, to more serious offending, to marijuana and hard drug use most likely reflects overlapping, independent and developmentally determined delinquency and substance abuse patterns. Drug use does not cause the initiation of delinquent behavior, nor delinquent behavior the initiation of drug use. However, they may have the same root causes, such as family background, family structure, peer associations, peer influences, school history, psychosocial attributes, interpersonal traits, unemployment and social class. (JOV, 1995, p.63)

Many of these “root causes” are the same developmental components of a child’s life that we believe need much more scrutiny from research.


This report provides the major results of the 1996 NAEP science, mathematics, reading and writing long-term trend assessments. These results chart trends going back to the first year in which each NAEP assessment was given: 1969/1970 in science, 1973 in mathematics, 1971 in reading and 1984 in writing. Trends in average performance over these periods are discussed for students at ages 9, 13 and 17 for the science, mathematics and reading assessments, and for students in grades 4, 8 and 11 for the writing assessment.

NAEP makes clear that, from the early 1970s through 1996, the performance of America’s schoolchildren has been relatively consistent:
Science. The overall pattern of performance in science for 9-, 13- and 17-year-olds is one of early declines followed by a period of improvements. Among 17-year-old students, declines in performance that were observed from 1969 to 1982 were reversed, and the trend has been toward higher average science scores since that time. Despite these recent gains, the overall trend was negative, and the 1996 average score remained lower than the 1969 average. After a period of declining performance from 1970 to 1977, the trend for 13-year-olds has been one of increasing scores. Although the overall linear trend was positive, there was no significant difference between the 1996 and 1970 average scores for these students. Except for the decline from 1970 to 1973 in average science scores for 9-year-olds, the overall trend shows improved performance, and the 1996 average score for these students was higher than that in 1970.

Mathematics. At all three ages, trend results indicate overall improvement in mathematics across the assessment years. Among 17-year-olds, declining performance during the 1970s and early 1980s was followed by a period of moderate gains. Although the overall pattern is one of increased performance, the average score in 1996 was not significantly different from that in 1973. The performance of 13-year-olds across the trend assessments shows overall improvement, resulting in a 1996 average score that was higher than the 1973 average. After a period of relative stability during the 1970s and early 1980s, the average score for 9-year-olds increased. The overall trend for this age group was one of improved performance, and the average score in 1996 was higher than in 1973.

Reading. At age 17, the pattern of increases in average reading scores from 1971 to 1988 was not sustained into the 1990s. Although the overall pattern is one of improved performance across the assessment years, the average score of 17-year-olds in 1996 was not significantly different from that of their counterparts in 1971. Thirteen-year-olds have shown moderate gains across the trend assessments, and in 1996 attained an average score that was higher than that in 1971. The performance of 9-year-olds improved from 1971 to 1980, but declined slightly since that time. However, in 1996 the average score for these students remained higher than that of their counterparts in 1971.
Writing. Among eleventh graders, an overall pattern of declining performance is evident in the average writing scores across the assessment years. In 1996, the average score attained by these students was lower than that in 1984. The average writing score of eighth graders has fluctuated, reaching a low point in 1990 and rebounding in 1992. However, no consistent pattern of increases or decreases across the assessments was evident, and the 1996 average score for these students did not differ significantly from that of their counterparts in 1984. At grade 4, no significant changes were observed in students’ average writing scores from 1984 to 1996. (NAEP, 1998, p.4)

In short, children’s overall learning gains have been modest at best over the past 25 years and in some areas—writing in particular—performance is declining. What are we to conclude from this information? That American public school students are slackers incapable of learning more? That the schools and educators themselves are underachievers who fail to provide our children a first-rate education? That we expect too much and demand too little of our kids in the classroom? All of these conclusions and many more, mostly negative, have been reached by others when confronted with such data as NAEP’s. The plain fact is that our children are not performing as well academically as we want them to.

****

We believe that these six sources of data tell us a great deal, not only about America’s kids but also, and more important for our purposes, about the ways we study young people today and the things we want to know about them. It is clear that we are fixated on negative outcomes; most of the information just discussed was obtained because someone somewhere wanted to know what is not working or what has gone wrong in the lives of children. Undoubtedly, the data on negative outcomes will continue to be collected because, like the mountain to be climbed, they are there for the taking. And whole industries have grown up to collect, manage, package and use negative data. But there is also evidence that, at the federal level anyway, managers of data are beginning to rethink the developmental indicators that are commonly monitored and conclude correctly that negative indicators alone do not tell the full, or even the right, story about America’s kids. We want to encourage that trend.

And what about the power of so much negative data to shape our views of young people, particularly adolescents? Even in our small sample of studies, the big picture the data project about the status of children in America is pretty grim. Untrained to make the fine (and defining) distinctions that researchers can, and bombarded daily with an unceasing flow of negative (and often conflicting) factoids, the public aggregates
what it should not and concludes from the evidence received that America’s kids—usually, everyone else’s kids—are in big-time trouble. Most data simply make kids look bad in one way or another.

No one set out deliberately to make kids look bad, and making them look that way did not happen overnight. There is a history behind our fixation on negative outcome indicators.

**How We Became Enamored of the Negative**

The research indicators we are discussing were, like most social indicators, developed to be used for at least one of the two following purposes: (1) for measuring, analyzing and understanding, as well as monitoring and reporting on, social changes not necessarily tied to specific governmental policies or programs; and (2) for decision-making and evaluating and assessing governmental social programs and policies (Zill, 1995).

The idea of using government statistics to monitor social changes is an old one; it goes back to antiquity in some cases. The earliest statistics were simply outputs of government record-keeping. Indeed, the term statistics refers to “matters of state” in modern history. Most statistics used in this tradition have been demographic or based on the characteristics of populations. The U.S. population census was required by the Constitution to provide the basis for determining congressional districts, although the gathering of social statistics did not begin in earnest until the 1850 census (De Neufville, 1975).

Indicators developed for decision-making purposes, which include a good number of the indicators discussed so far, are tied to such specific social problems as unmarried young women giving birth or students dropping out of high school. The same indicators are also used to measure the success of specific policies and programs designed to address these problems.

Using a limited set of indicators to make decisions about and assess government social policies and programs dates back to the 1960s, particularly to the advent of the program innovations of Lyndon Johnson’s “Great Society.” Initially, indicators were used by social analysts to assist policymakers who wanted to shape new program initiatives (e.g., eradication of poverty and racial integration) during a period when resources were abundant and underused and when there was far more confidence in the efficacy of government action than exists today (Schick, 1971).

Also during the 1960s, people who in earlier decades would have been considered social deviants in need of punishment and control came to be seen as people who needed help, program intervention and treatment. As a result, all sorts of rehabilitation programs were developed for abusers of drugs and alcohol, youth who had committed delinquen-
cies, members of gangs, students who were truants and dropouts from school, unemployed youth and young adults, and so on. The continuation of such programs depended, of course, on data to monitor their effectiveness.

By the early 1970s, however, government resources, confidence and the will to innovate began to decline. Thus was ushered in a new era of policy research, program evaluation and accountability to the public that has lasted to this day. What have also lasted are the social research indicators developed to support a now discredited past.

How those indicators have come to be used over the past 30 years has evolved considerably. Beginning in the 1970s, prevention of social problems became more important to policymakers than treatment. As the cost of rehabilitation programs mounted and the public grew more skeptical of their value, the notion of “nipping problems in the bud” gained currency. Doing so would, of course, save money later on. By the end of the decade, government was firmly in the prevention business—primarily at the secondary school-age level—and has remained so ever since.

Prevention raises a tricky question, however: Who should be in these programs? For the most part, policymakers have concluded that young people deemed to be “at risk” of developing social problems are the most likely candidates for prevention efforts. But who is at risk? At first, the term at risk was applied to young people who lived in proximity to older youth and adults who had already demonstrated social problems. The logic here was that if you were in the presence of trouble, you were more likely to create it. Actually causing trouble also qualified you as at risk. Eventually, however, at risk also came to encompass a broader set of indicators—indicators that are not based on your behavior or relationship to others but rather on your membership in a demographic category with which trouble has been associated.

For example, if you are a poor youth, then you are more likely to be a criminal because criminals are more likely to come from the ranks of the poor. Or if you are a poor, unmarried, African American, adolescent female, then you are more likely to become pregnant because of the higher prevalence of pregnancy in this group. Or all males up to the age of 25 pay higher car insurance rates because as a group they have a higher incidence of accidents. When considering these proxy indicators of at-risk status, it has not mattered historically to policymakers that the indicators make up false deductive reasoning, i.e., that one’s mere membership in a particular group does not automatically denote a particular condition or behavior. But it does matter to groups negatively tarred by these broad brushes, who, by the 1980s, made their voices heard and caused policymakers to back off. By the 1990s, more analysts and researchers were using indicators of at-risk behavior based on direct measures of specific precursor behaviors in individuals. For example, if in the past a student has been retained or held back in a
grade, then that student would be more likely to drop out at a later grade based on research among other students who have been retained (Bradby et al., 1992).

But even these more direct indicators of at-risk status have not inspired universal confidence. With regard to school dropouts, for example, Gleason and Dynarski (1998) studied a large national sample and concluded that:

> The key finding...is that commonly used risk factors are weak predictors of dropping out. The analysis showed that many students with numerous risk factors stayed in school and many with no evident risk factors dropped out. The risk factor that was best able to predict whether middle school students were dropouts—high absenteeism—correctly identified dropouts only 16 percent of the time. Using risk factors was better than using no information at all, but it was not as good as their widespread use might indicate. (p.9)

It would be interesting to replicate this study in other “at-risk” areas to determine whether risk factors do, in fact, predict anything worthy of policy and resource attention.

**Prevention vs. Development?**

The evolution in thinking just discussed has produced what amounts to a self-justifying and very powerful incentive for activities that seek to prevent bad things from happening to our young people. Data are obviously a key component of this incentive. We tell ourselves that we must find an effective way to prevent a given problem from happening to or among young people; then we use research to chart how effective our efforts have been by tracking the presence or absence of the problems we target. The assumption underlying this approach is that the absence of problems means that young people are developing appropriately.

From a developmental perspective, there are at least three flaws in this rationale. First, while there is plenty of evidence that negative behaviors or conditions impede the positive development of young people, there is no evidence of which we are aware that the absence of such behaviors or conditions in and of itself equates with positive development. That is, the absence of measurable problems in a child’s life does not necessarily mean that the child is developing in positive ways—or, as leading youth development advocate Karen Pittman has often said, “Problem-free is not fully prepared.” In addition, it is difficult if not impossible to measure behaviors that could have happened but did not as the result of a prevention input.
Second is the thorny issue of causality: can we draw credibly causal lines between a prevention “input,” say, programs to prevent unwanted teenage pregnancies, and a desired outcome, in this case decreases in such pregnancies? Not really. For many years now, trends in births to teenaged mothers have risen and fallen without apparent connection to widespread and increasing prevention efforts. The same holds true for trends in adolescent drug use and smoking behaviors. Third, and most important, our focus on prevention efforts and the negative outcomes they seek to avoid is a focus on only a fraction of our young people, not all of them, and only a fraction of each young person we target, not the whole kid.

The development perspective offers a different approach that begins with three common-sense questions: What kind of human beings do we want all of our children to be? What skills do we want them to possess? What do we want them to be able to do to succeed in adolescence as well as adulthood? The answers to these questions are the same as what any responsible parent would give and go well beyond those that narrowly focused prevention programs seek to provide. We will discuss the development perspective in more detail in the next section. Suffice it to say here that what we want our children to acquire is a rich array of social and intellectual knowledge, attitudes and competencies that will enable them to be caring people and productive citizens.

Are the prevention and development approaches related? Compatible? Partners? Adversaries? Just what is the relationship between the two? This is a reasonable question at a time when youth development is a fast-growing new field, and prevention, a longtime toiler in the vineyards of youth work, is increasingly being scrutinized for effectiveness.

In our view, prevention and youth development are two faces of the same coin. There are considerable data to prove that prevention of negative behaviors is more likely to be achieved when young people benefit from developmental supports and opportunities on a consistent, day-to-day basis over the course of childhood and adolescence (Zeldin et al., 1995). Youth development inputs may thus be said to be, in effect, naturally preventative. By the same token, the most effective prevention inputs are almost always developmental in nature. That is, prevention that works is fundamentally based on the principles and best practices of youth development. Indeed, the literature of youth development—drawn from over 30 years of rigorous social science research—is significantly based on studies of effective prevention programs. As we noted previously, the principal way in which prevention and youth development diverge is that development is comprehensive while prevention is specific. In addition, prevention inputs usually target a particular period of time in a young person’s life, while youth development inputs must occur every day throughout childhood and adolescence.
In some sense, the distinctions between prevention and development that some attempt to draw are distinctions of language. We do not yet possess a shared vocabulary of youth development—a vocabulary that would, for example, permit prevention practitioners to recognize that some if not most of what they do well is actually developmental in nature.

There is also fear among many in the prevention field that the ascendancy of youth development will somehow supplant prevention. This is particularly true among those who work with at-risk populations of young people who are more likely to be poorer, inner-city persons of color. The fear here is that to abandon prevention efforts among these populations is to abandon them altogether. But we do not advocate the supplanting or abandonment of prevention programs. On the contrary, we advocate that prevention efforts be reorganized and redefined in ways that would render them fully and explicitly developmental in principle as well as practice.

Defining Youth Development
In order to determine what we should be measuring in the development of young people, we must first have an understanding of what we define as youth development. There are a number of theoretical constructs in the fast-growing field of youth development that seek to provide this definition. For purposes of simplicity, and because we believe it to be the most comprehensive definition, we have selected the Center for Youth Development and Policy Research’s Opportunities and Supports model as the basis for our discussion in this section of the paper.

The center’s model identifies a number of outcomes that denote healthy development in young people as well as the opportunities and supports that are essential to the achievement of these outcomes. The following paragraphs provide detail.

Desirable Youth Outcomes

Aspects of Identity: Young people have a positive identity when they express perceptions of self-confidence and well-being, and when they feel connection and commitment to others. Programs often try to enhance the following aspects of identity:

- Safety and Structure: a perception that one is safe in this world on a day-to-day basis and that some events are predictable.
- Self-Worth: a perception that one is a good person who can and does make meaningful contributions.
- Mastery and Future: a perception that one can and does “make it” and has hope for success in the future.
• **Belonging and Membership:** a perception that one values, and is valued, by others in the family and surrounding community.

• **Responsibility:** a perception that one has control over one’s own actions, and is accountable for those actions and for their consequences on others.

• **Spirituality and Self-Awareness:** a perception that one is unique and is ultimately attached to families, cultural groups, communities, higher deities or principles.

**Areas of Ability:** Young people demonstrate ability when they gain knowledge, skills and attitudes that result in the following kinds of competencies:

• **Physical Health:** the ability and motivation to act in ways that best protect and ensure current and future health for oneself and others.

• **Mental Health:** the ability and motivation to respond affirmatively and to cope with positive and adverse situations, to reflect on one’s emotions and surroundings, and to engage in leisure and fun.

• **Intellectual:** the ability and motivation to learn in school and in other settings; to gain the basic knowledge needed to graduate high school; to use critical thinking and creative problem-solving and expressive skills; and to conduct independent study.

• **Employment:** the ability and motivation to gain the functional and organizational skills necessary for employment, including an understanding of careers and options and the steps necessary to reach goals.

• **Civic and Social:** the ability and motivation to work collaboratively with others for the common good and to build and sustain caring relationships with others.

• **Cultural:** the ability and motivation to respect and respond affirmatively to differences among groups and individuals of diverse backgrounds, interests and traditions.

**Developmental Opportunities**

**Opportunities:** An opportunity exists when young people have ongoing, challenging and relevant chances for:

**Formal and Informal Instruction and Training:**

• **Exploration:** the chance to learn and build skills through guided exploration and instruction, and to test, explore and discuss ideas and choices critically.

• **Expression and Creativity:** the chance to express oneself through different mediums and in different settings, and to engage in both learning and play.
“Adult” Roles and Responsibilities:
- **Group Membership:** the chance to be an integral group member (e.g., groups include families, schools, clubs and youth organizations) by fully taking on the responsibilities of membership.
- **Contribution and Service:** the chance to have positive influences on others through active participation in formal or informal community- and family-based activities.
- **Part-Time Paid Employment:** the chance to earn income and to be a part of the workforce, when such work is done within a safe and reasonably comfortable setting.

Developmental Supports

**Supports:** Support exists when young people are involved in ongoing relationships with others that are characterized by:

**Emotional Support:**
- **Nurturance and Friendship:** to receive love, friendship and affirmation from others, and to be involved in caring relationships.

**Motivational Support:**
- **High Expectations:** to know that one is the object of high expectations from others, and to be given the opportunities, encouragement and rewards necessary to meet high expectations.
- **Standards and Boundaries:** to receive clear messages regarding rules, norms and discipline, and to be involved in discussing and modifying the boundaries as appropriate.

**Strategic Support:**
- **Options Assessment and Planning:** to receive assistance in assessing and planning one’s life options, and to be involved in relationships characterized by coaching, feedback and discussion.
- **Access to Resources:** to receive assistance in gaining access to current and future resources through involvement with and connections to people and information.

The outcomes, opportunities and supports listed above were not selected arbitrarily or at random. They derive from an exhaustive secondary review of more than two decades of social science research. This review showed clearly that young people are more likely to develop in positive ways (and to avoid problem behaviors) if they possess the aspects of identity and areas of ability the model defines, and if they benefit on an ongoing, consistent, day-to-day basis from the model’s developmental opportunities and supports.
Taken together, the various components of the center’s model paint a comprehensive and rich picture of an individual child’s life—a much more comprehensive picture than any we currently paint with the data we collect. It is instructive, in fact, to note how few of the youth development model’s components are being measured in any consistent or meaningful way today. As a consequence, we know far less about our young people and the true state of their development than we may think we do or than we need to know to make the decisions that would truly serve developmental goals.

**How We Should Measure Youth Development**

Several basic conditions need to change before widespread changes in the content of data collection can reasonably be implemented. First, government and the media must understand that what we need to know about the development of our young people goes well beyond the narrow information requirements of the prevention industry. As a society interested in its own perpetuation, what would we really rather know about our kids: that more and more of them (yet still a small number) smoke, or that more and more of them (a really significant number) volunteer for community service? That kids get pregnant, or that kids have mastered the Internet? That kids are arrested for violent crimes, or that kids feel loved and protected at home?

Second, there needs to be much wider acknowledgment among adults that young people are the experts in their own development. That is, young people intuitively know that they need to develop in positive ways and will do so if helped along the way. The focus we want to highlight here is one of action: of young people acting upon themselves and their environment rather than being acted upon; of young people being agents of change in their own lives rather than passive bystanders in the developmental process. Young people do not have all the answers, and they may not always know what to do, but they are rarely given credit for the many competencies they do possess and the contributions they are willing and able to make.

Third, we need to get over our collective skepticism about measuring the “warm and fuzzy” side of youth development. It is not only possible but also essential to learn how young people feel about themselves, their families, their peers and their lives. Similarly, adult perceptions of young people are important to understand. Attitudes and beliefs are powerful motivators for or against positive development. Yet, as a society, we have somehow decided that, for example, learning a child’s views about the quality of her or his home life is “soft” (i.e., unimportant) data, while counting the number of employed adults in that household is “hard” data. Data about feelings and perceptions are routinely considered soft because they are self-reported. However, if we were more systematic in our collection of soft data and more intentional in our use of it to drive policies and programs, we might develop greater respect for this underused resource.
Fourth, and perhaps most important, research methods need to be made more practical and user-friendly at the community, neighborhood and organizational levels. Currently, the data that galvanize our attention are collected or compiled mainly by national agencies in costly, large-scale studies. But there is nothing inherently expensive or complicated about research if individuals and organizations understand how to do it correctly and then make effective use of the data they collect. Our ideal would be an environment in which, in addition to national studies, communities throughout the country are routinely defining and tracking the indicators of youth development most meaningful to them. If that were to happen, the result would be a community-based pool of data that tells a much richer story about the ways in which our young people are (or are not) developing than any we can write today.

What, then, besides negative outcomes, should we be measuring consistently in the development of our young people? In some sense, the answer to this question is a matter of practicalities. For example, what would it be reasonable for national agencies to track in annual or periodic surveys? What would it be reasonable for communities or organizations within communities to track in \textit{ad hoc} local studies? And because we will never have sufficient resources to measure every developmental aspect of every child's life nationwide, or even locally, what “basket” of selected developmental indicators would open a meaningful window into the developmental lives of our kids? Our purpose in this paper is not to provide definitive answers to these questions but rather to pose the questions and suggest options and examples that can serve as a basis for discussion.

At the national level, we would like to return for a moment to the criteria that Kids Count uses to select the 10 indicators that it analyzes (see page 154). We believe that the same criteria could and should be applied to the collection of youth development data by national agencies. This would entail the addition of developmental indicators in certain national surveys. Rather than do this piecemeal, we recommend that some entity, such as the Federal Interagency Forum on Child and Family Statistics, convene a panel of national experts in youth development who could define the developmental indicators that need to be tracked. The forum could then work with its member departments to add the specified indicators to appropriate survey instruments. Because some or all of the developmental indicators may not “fit” easily into surveys that have been designed for other purposes, there may be some incentive at the federal level to create a new survey process that focuses solely on developmental factors. That eventuality would, of course, be dependent on the importance attached by policymakers to developmental data.
Data Collection in Four Domains

We believe that there are four domains in which it is important to gather data about youth development: among young people themselves; among adults (both parents and nonparents); among organizations that serve or interact in some way with young people; and at the community level in terms of the policy, resource and service environment. The domains of young people and adults lend themselves easily to national data collection; the domains of organizations and communities are probably better addressed at the community level.

Young People

In the domain of young people, some of the indicators that we believe would be interesting to track nationally include percentages of adolescents who:

- Report daily intergenerational contacts with caring adults within and outside the home.
- Volunteer in community service projects three or more hours per week.
- Believe that they are the object of high expectations at home and in school.
- Believe that their environment is safe.
- Believe that they have the ability to “make it” in life.
- Report participating in a school or community decision-making process on issues that have a direct impact on their lives.
- Report respecting differences among groups and individuals of diverse backgrounds, interests and traditions.
- Report working with computers five or more hours per week.
- Report reading for pleasure at least once per week.
- Report visiting a library twice or more per month.
- Report mentoring or tutoring younger children at least once per week.

The list could go on, but we believe that these indicators illustrate the direction we would like national surveys to take when asking questions of young people.

One heartening aspect of changing national data-collection efforts to include developmental indicators is that these indicators do not need to be created from scratch. There are an increasing number of surveys that can serve as examples and provide guidance to national researchers. One such example of a survey currently in use, albeit at the community level only, asks a variety of development-based questions of young people. The survey was developed by the Search Institute (1995), which is interested in determining how many external and internal developmental “assets” are possessed or experienced by the middle and high school students it surveys for private clients in cities throughout
the United States. These assets fall into general developmental categories, including family and community support, empowerment, boundaries and expectations, constructive use of time, commitment to learning, positive values, social competencies and positive identity. The more assets a young person possesses or experiences, the more likely it is that he or she will thrive and succeed and the less likely it is that he or she will engage in problem behaviors. Among survey instruments in widespread use, the Search Institute instrument is somewhat unusual in that it combines questions about indicators related to development with questions about risk-taking and problem behaviors.

Another survey of young people that contains a number of development-based questions is one designed for use by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation’s Kellogg Youth Initiative Partnerships (KYIP Youth Survey, 1998). The survey was administered for the first time in 1998 among all eighth and eleventh graders in the three Michigan sites in which KYIP operates: Calhoun County; a portion of north Detroit; and Marquette and Alger Counties in the Upper Peninsula. It will be repeated periodically in future years. The indicators the survey investigates are tied directly to a set of long-term developmental outcomes for youth that KYIP is working to promote in the three sites. These outcomes include the following:

1. Young people intentionally participate in their own development.
   “Intentionally participate in their own development” is defined as young people thoughtfully and deliberately seeking opportunities to learn, grow and serve; setting goals for themselves; and participating in decision-making about issues that affect their lives.

2. Young people have multiple opportunities in their daily lives to learn, grow and develop. “Learning” is defined as the acquisition and application of knowledge and skills; “growth” is defined as emotional maturation; “development” is defined as the achievement of positive developmental outcomes.

3. Young people have consistent, ongoing relationships with caring adults. A “caring adult” is defined as someone 21 years of age or older who has frequent contact with, or is consistently available to, a young person; and who offers a young person attention, respect, high expectations, discipline (when necessary) and affection over time.

4. Young people develop measurable areas of ability and skills and higher levels of thriving behaviors. These include high academic motivation and attainment, and the development of civic and social competencies.

5. Young people lower their participation levels in negative risk-taking behaviors. This includes less or no use of alcohol, tobacco and other drugs, and less involvement in delinquent behavior.

6. Young people experience key aspects of a positive identity, such as a sense of belonging, responsibility, self-efficacy, self-worth and a positive view of the future. (KYIP revised evaluation plan, 1998, pp.24-25).
We have quoted at some length from these outcomes because KYIP is that still-rare project in which community-based outcome objectives are all based in principles of youth development and in which research to measure progress is substantially linked to developmental outcomes.

Another interesting dataset was developed in the 1996 Public Agenda survey—released as *Kids These Days: What Americans Really Think about the Next Generation* (KTD) (Farkas et al., 1997)—a survey of 2,000 adults and 600 young people nationwide that deserves to be repeated on a regular basis. Among the developmental indicators this survey investigated was the percentage of young people 12 to 17 years old who said they would feel “very comfortable”:

- Running an errand for a neighbor who needed help (67%);
- Watching a younger child for a neighbor as a favor, without getting paid (59%);
- Doing volunteer work once a week at a place like a hospital or church (55%);
- Helping to feed poor or homeless people at a place like a soup kitchen (51%);
- Volunteering to tutor kids at school (47%);
- Spending time once a week with very old people who need company (44%) (p.47).

In addition, Public Agenda studied the percentage of young people ages 12 to 17 who said the following statements came “very close” to their point of view:

- I can always trust my parents to be there for me when I need them (81%);
- If I ever need to talk to an adult, there is someone other than my parents I can go to (70%);
- Faith in God is an important part of my life (66%);
- I can always trust my friends to be there for me when I need them (62%);
- I am usually happy (61%);
- I am good at helping other kids with their problems (48%);
- Many of the adults in my neighborhood know me by name (46%) (p.45).
Adults.
Because they are so important in the development of young people, adults are a natural target for study. Again, the 1996 Public Agenda survey provides illustrative guidance. It is a treasure trove of data on adult attitudes and beliefs about teenagers, children, parents, problems facing today’s kids, ways to help young people, general views of helping and helping behaviors, and volunteerism.

The Kellogg project, KYIP, has also developed a survey of adults (KYIP Adult Survey, 1997) in its three sites that was first administered in 1997 and will be repeated in future years. As with KYIP’s youth survey discussed earlier, the adult survey is tied directly to the early and intermediate outcome objectives that KYIP works with its communities to promote among adults. These outcomes, and their associated measurement indicators, include the following:

- **Adults commit their resources to foster strong systems that promote positive youth development opportunities and supports.** Indicators: Adults volunteer in youth-related activities; give money and materials to youth-related activities; believe that youth are a top priority in the community; believe they are making a contribution to young people in the community; and have contact with young people.

- **Adults have consistent, ongoing caring relationships with young people.** Indicators: Adults can identify young people with whom they have consistent, ongoing caring relationships; can specify extent of contacts with young people (i.e., frequency, length); and express interest in, and respect and concern for young people.

- **Adults enable young people to be active participants in decision-making about issues that affect their lives.** Indicators: Young people can name examples of adults seeking and incorporating their views in decision-making processes; and, adults create and sustain decision-making opportunities for young people (KYIP Revised Evaluation Plan, p.26).

Organizations.
There are fewer precedents for studying the domain of organizations in youth development, although there is increasing conviction among service providers that this needs to be done. A pioneering advocate for “best practices” in organizations and programs that serve youth is Networks for Youth Development, an entity based in the Fund for the City of New York’s Youth Development Institute. Networks published *A Guided Tour of Youth Development* (Networks for Youth Development, n.d.) in the mid-1990s that has been influential in the field of youth work in identifying specific things that youth-serving organizations can do to promote youth development. The chapter headings include Organizational Structure That Is Supportive of Youth Development; Environmental Factors on Which Special Attention Has Been Focused; A Holistic Approach to Young People; Opportunities for Contributions; Caring and Trusting Relationships; High Expectations; Engaging
Activities; and Factors That Promote Continuity for Youth in the Program. Each chapter lists specific objectives that could also be used as indicators. Under Engaging Activities, for example, the *Guided Tour* recommends that organizations:

1. **Balance individual and group activities.**
   - Workshop training or group sessions are supplemented with individual counseling sessions on participant needs or opportunities for individual study, activity, etc.
   - Large group, small group and one-to-one activities are available.

2. **Instill curiosity to learn from broad range of experiences.**
   - Activities involve questioning, experimentation and exploration (e.g., field trips, guest speakers, etc.).
   - Activities are interactive and “hands-on” and based upon experiential learning.

3. **Incorporate fun.**
   - Nontargeted laughter occurring during activities.
   - Active participation including team-building activities, opening up meetings with some type of game, the use of games and role plays in presentation, etc.
   - New activities are constantly added to programs.
   - Staff exhibits sense of humor.

4. **Provide developmentally appropriate activities.**
   - Similar activities and topics are structured differently for different developmental/age groups.
   - Staff/participant ratios and group sizes vary with age of group.

5. **Foster creativity/flexibility.**
   - Activities/workshops/classes involving arts, music, theater, dance, etc.
   - “Choice” activities where youth can make decisions on parts of programs that they would enjoy within the larger youth program.
   - Assessment of creative outlets upon entry to agency (Networks for Youth Development, pp.28-29).

Networks has pilot-tested and is now refining a peer assessment process based on the *Guided Tour* that involves Network member agencies assessing best practices in youth development among themselves and in other youth-serving agencies.

The Center for Youth Development and Policy Research has also reviewed various approaches to organizational best practice in youth development, including the Network’s approaches, which were summarized in the Center’s *Best Practice in Youth Development: People,*
Programs, Organizations and Communities (April 1996). It contains not only specific practices that promote youth development but also illustrative measurement indicators for each practice designed to help organizations understand how they can track progress.

The first practical survey application of the work of the Network for Youth Development and the Center occurred coincidentally in KYIP. The Center for Youth Development and Policy Research is a member of KYIP’s external evaluation team, which assisted the Kellogg Foundation in developing two organizational surveys for KYIP: one for community organizations that do not serve young people directly but have some interaction with them (KYIP: A Survey of Community Organizations, 1998) and one for organizations that serve young people directly (KYIP: A Survey of Youth-Serving Organizations, 1998). The two surveys were fielded for the first time in late 1998 among a convenience sample of organizations in each of KYIP’s three sites and will be repeated in future years.

Like the other KYIP surveys discussed in this paper, the organizational surveys are tied to its outcome objectives for organizations. These outcomes, and their associated measurement indicators, include the following:

1. **Youth-serving organizations are structured and function in ways that promote positive youth development.** “Structure” is defined as an organization’s mission and internal organization and capacity. “Function” is defined as operations—for example, programs and activities.

   **Structure Indicators:**
   - Boards of directors understand and support positive youth development.
   - Staff are trained in positive youth development principles and practices.
   - Organizational mission statement is supportive of positive youth development.

   **Function Indicators:**
   - Programs are intentionally planned, implemented and evaluated to achieve specific developmental goals.
   - Young people participate in decision-making about programs.
   - Young people play a pivotal role in implementing programs.
   - Young people evaluate programs regularly, and their evaluations are used in planning.
2. Organizations collaborate and coordinate with other organizations to promote positive youth development. “Collaboration” is defined as formal and informal, ongoing working relationships. Within or outside collaborations, “coordination” is defined as consistent consultation with relevant parties regarding specific issues and activities.

Indicators:
- Organizations are collaborating to promote positive youth development (e.g., organizations have agreements to work together).
- Organizations assume specific responsibilities within comprehensive collaborative actions.
- Organizations can name examples of coordination to achieve various aspects of positive youth development.

3. Organizations create and sustain strong systems of developmental opportunities and supports for young people. [Please refer to the center’s Opportunities and Supports model at the beginning of this section for definitions.]

Indicators:
- Organizations can name multiple opportunities and supports they provide for young people.
- Organizations regularly create new opportunities and supports.
- Organizations sustain opportunities and supports over time.

(KYIP Revised Evaluation Plan p.27).

Communities

Finally, we come to communities and how we might better understand whether a particular community is supportive of youth development as this paper defines it. We believe that assessments of conditions within communities that indicate positive youth development is happening would flow cumulatively from the types of data we recommend be collected among young people, adults and organizations. But we would like to posit an illustrative selection of indicators about which data could tell communities how well they are doing:

- Young people from appropriate age groups are regularly and meaningfully involved—at both the public and private levels—in making decisions about the issues and events that affect them.
- Young people’s ideas are regularly solicited, accepted and acted upon by community institutions of all kinds (e.g., government, schools, police, churches, service providers, media, businesses).
- Public policies address the developmental needs of young people and explicitly support the ability of community institutions in general and parents and other caretakers in particular to meet those needs.
• Employers acknowledge the developmental needs of young people and enable as well as encourage all employees—not just caretakers—to help meet those needs.

• An adequate mix of public and private funding is available to address the developmental needs of young people; or, if not, the public is willing to make up the difference through increased taxation or charitable contributions.

• Community-wide resources available to young people—services, safe places to go, positive things to do, and caring adults—are regularly assessed for adequacy and effectiveness, preferably by young people themselves; effective mechanisms exist to fill gaps and make changes as necessary.

• Every community institution offers young people opportunities to volunteer and contribute.

• Every community institution and business employs young people or offers them opportunities for employment mentoring and job shadowing.

• A majority of adults—whether or not they are caretakers—have positive daily contact with young people and perceive them positively as citizens with valuable contributions to make to the community.

• A majority of stories about youth are positive in all media.

***

In conclusion, we have attempted in this paper to present a persuasive case for a new approach to the kinds of information we need in order to understand more fully and in much greater depth the real developmental lives of young people. We have also tried to provide practical examples of the types of data we could collect as well as examples in current use that are available to readers for further investigation.

Our kids deserve a better deal when it comes to the data we collect about them. For decades now, young people have been portrayed inadequately, incompletely and much too harshly by our most authoritative data resources. Worse, the data we now collect tell us little or nothing about what we really need to know to help our young people grow up more positively. That fact has increasingly serious consequences for American society. Redefining how we know youth development is happening will not solve every problem, nor will it be easy. But it is the right thing to do.
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During the second decade of their lives, adolescents may spend as much time in organized settings as they do at home or in other informal settings with friends or family members (Medrich et al., 1992). However, organizations that serve youth are seldom structured to promote youth development. In fact, some of these organizations have mandates, goals or organizational structures that exist in direct conflict with adolescent needs. Compromises made to accommodate historical and current contexts and missions profoundly affect the way adolescents are viewed and treated.

Young people's lives are touched by multiple organizations, including schools, after-school clubs, sports leagues, cultural programs, church youth groups, courts, child welfare or mental health centers, and places of work. The ubiquity of youth-serving organizations and the amount of time young people spend in them suggest that these organizations have great potential to influence the development of youth, especially those who grow up without supportive families or neighborhoods and who are therefore especially vulnerable.

In this country, government and private funders with an interest in the welfare of youth have focused their funding on preventive or ameliorative programs to reduce such negative behaviors as drug use, unwanted pregnancy and delinquency, or to alter behavior in young people who have already fallen into these negative patterns. But even if programs like these fulfilled their missions completely, their success could only be measured by the absence of negative characteristics. A nonpregnant, nondropout, nongang-affiliated, nondrug-abusing youth is not necessarily one who is prepared to live a satisfying, healthy, productive adult life.

For policymakers and practitioners, understanding how the embedded attitudes and mandates of organizations help or hinder youth development has important practical implications.

Focusing questions on structural constraints helps to identify those aspects of organizational practice that have the greatest implications for youth development. This is not to suggest that external influences on organizations are unimportant. Youth-serving organizations persevere under harsh conditions and overcome many obstacles just to maintain organizational coherence and effectively provide services of high quality. But it is clear that money and other resources, which are often quite limited, are not sufficient to generate the changes needed for organizations to promote youth development. Sometimes the organizations themselves are part of the problem.

Although the mission and annual goals of any organization can claim to promote youth development, many factors may limit an organization’s ability to achieve that goal. History, administrative structures, funding
sources and accountability requirements may alter the organization’s ability to create an environment conducive to the full development of youth. Historical conceptions of adolescence and histories of human service sector organizations have influenced their missions and practices in ways that affect youth development; and social trends have prolonged the period between physical maturity and economic independence, thereby increasing adolescent dependence on formal organizations.

The three human service sectors this paper considers are education (public schools, in which most children fulfill their legal mandate to attend school), primary supports (activities in which young people participate on a voluntary basis) and problem-focused specialized services (to correct or ameliorate problems). There are, of course, many examples of organizations in each of these sectors that are very good at promoting youth development. We focus here on general factors that potentially promote or inhibit this development, especially in organizations whose services are targeted toward adolescents in urban settings.

For several years, a number of innovative organizations, whose contributions are included in this book, have articulated philosophical and strategic approaches to help organizations—sometimes whole towns—foster youth development. These have distinctive but mutually compatible vocabularies to characterize youth needs and assets, developmental goals, and organizational practices that meet needs and promote development. Most observers tend to agree that organizations are eager to improve the range and quality of their services to youth. There is much greater hesitancy, however, to go all the way—to involve youth in decisions that affect them and to include their voices (if not their votes) in organizational matters.3

In this paper, we focus on practices that engage adolescent needs and capacities to exercise control over their lives, including participation in decisions that affect them (Pittman and Wright, 1991; Connell et al., 1998; Heath and Roach, 1998). From this perspective, one measure of an organization’s orientation toward youth development is its ability or willingness to allow adolescents some degree of autonomy—to take active roles in the organization; to influence matters that are important to them; and to interact in an atmosphere where relationships with adults are characterized by mutual respect, responsiveness and responsibility. Though organizations can and should attend to providing services that address the other needs of young people, we believe that involving youth in a joint effort to promote their development is fundamental to the adoption of a youth development approach that is youth involving as well as youth serving.

We conclude that youth development may need not only a focus but a locus that links a community development perspective to a youth development perspective. Youth working in collaboration with organizational staff could potentially renew the social fabric of neighborhoods and wider communities and, in so doing, contribute to building their social capital.
Historical Context: Youth as a Concept and a Reality

Although the concept of adolescence is largely an invention of the twentieth century, evidence of ambiguity about how adolescents are different from children appeared even in the literature of the eighteenth century (Aries, 1962). The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries witnessed the development of a new conception of adolescence that profoundly influenced the ways in which institutions viewed and treated young people. Generational distinctions, propelled by social changes associated with industrialization and modernization, implied not the smooth passage of land, skills and other traditions to the next generation, but a separation of life courses, a break with traditions (Berger et al., 1973; Levy, 1966). Young adults who went to work in factories and moved into cities were likely to know as much if not more than their elders about the changes in economic, social and civic life. The young posed a threat to the established social order, but they also offered the promise of re-creation and renewal. They did then, and they do now. Ambivalence about youth underlies much of what organizations say and do about them and for them.

In this atmosphere of ambivalence—if not outright fear—G. Stanley Hall’s theory of adolescence became popular. He defined adolescence as a biologically driven, stormy period and diminished it by concluding that young people could not be taken seriously, however much they might be amazing, endearing or annoying in turn. Life for the adolescent was marked by “storm and stress,” and this period of turmoil was seen as universal to all cultures (Hall, 1904). It is not. Hall’s view of youth did not so much reflect reality for adolescents as it created it, laying the groundwork for solutions to the “problems” of youth that treated them as unstable, incapacitated by biological condition, and unable to be rational or responsible. If they were unstable and incompetent, it made sense that organizations and institutions would not take adolescents’ opinions seriously or allow adolescents to contribute to decisions. This view of adolescence as an unfortunate condition has held public and professional attention throughout the twentieth century (Csikszentmihalyi and Larson, 1984), in part, we believe, because it has served a purpose for adult society.

David Proefrock (1981) argues that the psychopathology attributed to adolescence legitimated the suspension of rights imposed on adolescents in the juvenile justice system in the United States. It took the passage of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 to decriminalize behaviors that would not be criminal acts if committed by adults. The ages at which one can drive a car, take a drink, seek medical treatment, leave school or vote in elections bear little resemblance to each other or to what is known about adolescence (Melton, 1991; Rodham, 1973).
In this paper, we view adolescence as both a developmental process and a critical period of preparation that precedes the transition to adulthood (Pittman and Cahill, 1992). It begins with the early stages of puberty and ends with integration into the institutional structures of society (Keniston, 1968). Broadly speaking, adolescence spans the second decade of life. Clearly, there are many subphases within the span of adolescence, but we are not addressing these important distinctions here.

The Biosocial Gap
In the United States and other industrialized countries, the onset of puberty has been occurring earlier and earlier. Because of improvements in public health—preventive health care, medicine and possibly nutrition—the mean age of menarche for girls in industrialized countries decreased by three to four months each decade between 1850 and 1950 before leveling off. Thus, menarche occurs two and a half to three and a half years earlier than it did 150 years ago when, as we discuss later, changes in society’s organized responses to youth began to take shape (Brunstetter and Silver, 1985; Petersen et al., 1993; Sprinthall and Collins, 1984). Young people’s cognitive capacities to use formal logic, to think hypothetically and to use abstract reasoning reach adult levels by middle adolescence and facilitate processing complex information to which they currently have unprecedented access (Keating and Clark, 1980; Weithorn and Campbell, 1982). A widening gap between the age at which muscles, reproductive capacity and cognitive powers mature (biological maturity) and the age at which adolescents are prepared to take on adult economic roles and social responsibilities (social and economic maturity) is a new phenomenon in human history that has been described as the biosocial gap (Senderowitz, 1992).

One consequence of the biosocial gap is that young people spend greater amounts of time financially dependent on families or their surrogates because they cannot support themselves and prepare for rewarding employment at the same time, something they could have done a generation or two ago. They are also dependent on teachers and preparatory institutions organized in most respects to teach physically immature children. The physically mature adolescent often feels humiliated in gyms or classrooms with desks, equipment and curricula designed for physically immature children.

Confronted by this disparity between what they are able to do physically and mentally and what they are allowed to do socially and economically, adolescents must find their own ways to make meaningful choices. Because another characteristic of contemporary adolescent life is age segregation and lack of adult presence, often they proceed without adult support and guidance. Csikszentmihalyi and Larson (1984) found that adolescents spend most of their time with peers and relatively little time in formal or informal socialization or interaction with adults. Until recent decades, workplaces supplemented adult family and church contacts by providing opportunities for adolescents to work alongside
adults and to infer—if not to hear directly—how adults approached life situations. But those opportunities are fewer in increasingly age-segregated workplaces.

Many of the contacts youth have or could have with adults occur in the settings of youth-serving organizations, especially in schools, after-school programs, athletic and cultural clubs close to home, and for some, in the child welfare, mental health or juvenile justice systems. If relationships with adults are as important for adolescent development as most writers believe, and if adolescents interact with adults largely in settings organized to serve youth, then the ways in which organizations engage, limit or promote those relationships are crucial.

The Youth Development Movement
Over the last 30 years, increasing attention has been paid in the human development and practice literatures to adolescent capabilities and the conditions that must be satisfied for adolescents to grow into successful, responsible adults. Although many common themes surface in this literature, it offers neither a common language nor a perspective on how the findings might guide a practice framework. In the late 1980s, Karen Pittman and others (Marlene Wright, Michele Cahill and James Connell) began to shape a youth development perspective that focused on the needs and competencies of adolescents—a coherent, holistic framework that would help orient thinking about youth and inform policies to address youth needs. One of the goals of the youth development perspective was to shift policy away from a programmatic focus on youth problems to a more comprehensive approach that views youth as assets, as individuals with resources and capabilities that deserve full support and development.

Among the critical components of the youth development perspective is the development of youth voice, initiative and decision-making as key aspects of growth toward maturity. Pittman and Wright (1991) distilled from their literature reviews six basic adolescent needs, three of which apply to younger as well as older adolescents—safety and structure, belonging and group membership, closeness and relationships—and three of which become, in our opinion, increasingly critical by middle adolescence—self-worth and social contribution, independence and control over one’s life, competence and mastery. If adult life functions require self-worth, independence and competence, it makes sense that the development of initiative and sound decision-making ability is vital during adolescence. According to Connell et al. (1998):

[Adolescents] need ample opportunities to try on the adult roles they are preparing for. This means they need to participate in making age-appropriate decisions for themselves and others, ranging from deciding what activities to participate in to choosing responsible alternatives to negative behaviors and taking part in setting group
rules for classrooms, teams, organizations, and the like. They also need to practice taking on leadership roles, such as peer leader, team captain, council member or organizational representative…Specifically, they need to participate in groups of interconnected members, families, clubs, teams, churches, theater groups and other organizations that afford opportunities for youth to take on responsibilities. They also need to experience themselves as individuals who have something of value to contribute to their different communities, p.8.

Young people need to make their mark one way or another. This idea was first articulated in a 1959 paper that reviewed the then-expanding literature on motivation and concluded that achieving personal efficacy and a sense of competence were central elements in human motivation (White, 1959). The need for experience in positions of autonomy, action and responsibility is so acute in adolescents that “when healthy opportunities to belong are not found in their environments, young people will create less healthy versions, such as cliques or gangs” (Connell et al., 1998). A recent review of the literature on family influences (Galambos and Ehrenberg, 1997) confirms the conclusions of an earlier review of parental influences (Baumrind, 1987), namely that optimal development occurs when families promote age-appropriate autonomy while maintaining strong family relationships. Organizations with a serious commitment to youth development must recognize that care and service to youth are not enough. Attention must also be given to fostering the development of self-worth, independence and competence through their involvement in organizational life.

A growing body of research on human development emphasizes the importance of the social context of learning and has given rise to renewed interest in Vygotsky’s theory that children’s development progresses when they undertake tasks beyond their current independent problem-solving ability under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers. He called the range within which their development can be fostered the “zone of proximal development” (Vygotsky, 1978). The adult or more capable peer assists performance through interactions that begin with the learner’s current level of understanding and allows the learner a meaningful role in setting the pace and sequence of the instructional task. Relationships between adults and youth that engender learning are characterized by goals shared by the teacher and learner (Rogoff, 1990) and tend to have the characteristics of relationships that young people find satisfying. Such relationships respect the voices of youth. If initiative and good decision-making are important capabilities for adolescents to acquire, youth need to be heard, to take on “adult” responsibilities and to make important choices, scaffolded by relationships with adults and more capable peers who share the same goals.
These ideas hold several implications for organizations that serve youth. If the goal in promoting youth development is to prepare youth for the future, to provide for their growth into responsible, contributing adults, then at least three conditions must be met. First, young people’s ideas must be heard and respected. Second, youth must be able to take on near-adult roles, that is, to have the opportunity to take responsibility within the organization and to make decisions that have consequences for themselves and for others. Adolescents need to begin to make decisions that determine the course of their own lives—decisions about the paths they take within the organization or about the course of the organization itself. Third, these near-adult roles must be woven into a context of supportive relationships with adults and more capable peers to allow for adolescent choice in an environment that promotes relationships with adults that go well beyond the roles of participant and supervisor.

Staff are unlikely to engage youth in their zone of proximal development unless the organization itself provides opportunities for staff to contribute to the decisions of the organization. As hard as it may be to enable youth to share decision-making, it is often just as difficult to allow staff a role in developing the organization and its services (Tharp, 1993).

**Do Organizational Structures Support Youth Development Goals?**

The foundations of youth-serving organizations in the human services sectors of interest to us—schools, primary supports and problem-focused services—date to the last decades of the nineteenth century. They were part of a period of massive social reorganization and institution building in the United States and Europe that responded to social dislocations following industrialization and urban population growth. From the mid-1960s to the 1980s, many social reformers, including government and private funders, judged the historic features of older youth-serving organizations to be so cumbersome and resistant to change that they advocated the creation of alternative schools and youth agencies. Now, in the late 1990s, most of those organizations are plagued by the same problems found in the old organizations to which they were the alternative.

In assessing how organizations contribute to youth development, it is important to consider the relationship the organization establishes with the adolescent. This relationship is crucial to the delivery of effective services. In fact, in all human service organizations, the content and quality of the relations between organizations and their clients influence the effectiveness of the service (Hasenfeld and English, 1974): the greater the degree of equality in organization-client relations, the more motivated and committed the clients are likely to be, and the more they will benefit from the services offered (Parsons, 1970). Even the most responsive organizations struggle to balance competing goals—treating
participants with respect and allowing for their autonomy while at the same time trying to enhance or change the participants’ competencies or behaviors.

In dealing with adult clients, human service organizations must balance their own responsibilities and mandates against the degree to which their services are shaped by client voice and direction. Youth-serving organizations face two additional challenges. They must strike a balance between the perception and treatment of the adolescent as a child or as an adult; an organizational belief in the capacity of youth for responsible initiative and decision-making helps determine the autonomy and respect that are afforded youth. Organizations must also consider the mandates under which they work, such as government regulations, board policies and liability considerations, in the context of federal and state legislative environments that have no coherent view of what age has to do with attaining adult status.

**Vulnerable or Responsible: Child Care Subsidies**

Child care regulations struggle to define the age at which a young person is mature enough to take care of him or herself. Federal and most state policies do not provide subsidies for child care or other supervised arrangements for children of working parents once they reach 12 years of age, although most parents and youth workers believe that 13-, 14- and 15-year-olds need some supervision and direction. The case for denying child care subsidies asserts that by the age of 12 young people of working parents can regularly protect and supervise themselves and engage in constructive activities. This policy is not rooted in a sound theoretical framework about young adolescents’ needs and capabilities but responds instead to a host of competing and often conflicting pressures on the public welfare system and the agendas of agents inside and outside of the systems of public welfare and child care.

**Organizations that Serve Youth**

In the sections that follow, we examine selected characteristics of organizations within the three human service sectors that interact with youth: public schools—the universal organization for youth because it compels attendance; primary support organizations that offer activities on a voluntary basis during out-of-school time; and problem-focused organizations that become involved when young people need protection or rehabilitation. Although individual organizations within these sectors vary widely with respect to practices and effectiveness, the three sectors share significant history, public support, mandates and organizational structures that contribute to the ways adolescents are viewed and treated. In each sector, exemplary programs exist in which adolescents flourish; but to endure and multiply over time, exemplary programs must also take root in the organizations themselves. Core beliefs about the way adolescents should be treated often interact with organizational mandates, responsibilities and histories to create envi-
environments that help or hinder these programs in taking a comprehensive approach to adolescent development. In what follows, we attempt to take some common lineages and characteristics of organizations in order to pose questions about the prospects of each to help prepare adolescents for rich and productive lives.

In our examination of the three human service sectors, we consider a variety of factors, including their evolution and history, their mission, the nature of participation, organizational size, autonomy, practice strategies, capacity for relationship building and opportunities for youth involvement. In this way, we try to identify the organizational constraints that may undermine the capacity of organizations within these sectors to promote youth development. We focus primarily on those aspects of a youth development perspective that allow youth participation—voice, initiative and decision-making—and specifically on those that offer opportunities for young people to make choices about their activities; assume adult or near-adult roles and responsibilities that they share with adults; engage in critical feedback; contribute ideas to institutional decisions; and develop strong, supportive relationships with adults and more capable peers.

In considering some of the influences that compete with a youth development perspective in organizations, it should be noted that, like individuals and families, organizations are creatures with a social inheritance.

**Schools**

Schools touch the lives of more adolescents than any other institution. The school system is the primary normative institution for children and youth in the United States and holds vast potential for supporting young people in becoming productive, healthy adults. Despite the publicity given to dropout rates, each decennial census reports a greater percentage of this country’s young people becoming high school graduates. Although schools have an ostensible mandate to prepare young people for successful adult lives, there are inherent conflicts between what youth need and what schools are able to provide, a circumstance that has been shaped largely by the history of American education. We address only public schools in this paper; however, many of the influences on public schooling also apply to private schools. The mission and form of schooling express a society’s hopes and a defense against its fears. These currents often narrow an individual school’s leeway to be responsive to its students.

**History**

In the early 1900s, in response to the industrial revolution and massive migration to cities, urban elites, “largely business and professional men, university presidents and professors, and some ‘progressive’ superintendents” joined forces and brought about the consolidation of rural community schools into larger, more centralized, urban institutions (Tyack, 1974). As schools enlarged their catchment areas; added
staff, rooms and rows of desks; and increased the number of grades within each school, schooling became a much larger presence in the lives of young people. Decisions that shaped modern schooling were not made solely for the welfare of children. Changes in the economy created pressure for more children to attend school and to stay in school for more years. As work in factories became more specialized, employers began to demand certificates and credentials for employment, and education became the mandatory route to certification.

Pressure to attend school also came from legislation designed both to protect youth and to ensure that they did not disrupt economic and civic order. Child labor laws were passed to keep children safe from harsh conditions in factories, but also to limit competition with adult workers for jobs. Mandatory school attendance for all children developed, in part, as a response from lawmakers to quell what were feared to be the riotous excesses of what was viewed as a rowdy, unrestrained immigrant population. The logic followed that, if children were in school, they were not out on the streets causing mischief and social disorder. By 1903, compulsory schooling was enforced in 31 states (Tyack, 1974). Soon the schools were flooded with a great number and diversity of students.

Large public schools evolved with a dual mandate: to prevent social disorder and to prepare children to become efficient, productive employees in a manufacturing economy dominated by large factories where labor was organized into assembly lines. Discipline, conformity and obedience became the operative social goals of schooling, superseding curriculum. According to William T. Harris, superintendent of schools in St. Louis and later U.S. Commissioner of Education, “The first requisite of the school is Order: each pupil must be taught first and foremost to conform his behavior to a general standard” (Tyack, 1974).

With this purpose in mind, superintendents like Harris advocated for public schools that were to be governed bureaucratically and dominated by rules, regulations and clear hierarchies of control. The school replicated the organization of the factory. The model of rational administration found in most factories dictated that workers perform actions but make as few decisions as possible and that rigid hierarchies exist for decision-making at the higher levels of the organization. Students, divided into discrete grades, worked through standardized lessons, ruled by a precise series of bells and periods. Teachers, who themselves operated within carefully prescribed roles, guided their practices with standard texts provided by the administration. Principals presided over schools but made all decisions in accordance with district mandates, and superintendents oversaw all operations and made decisions for the entire district. This centralized control of schools stood in stark contrast to the small, community-controlled rural schools that often comprised a handful of students, a single teacher and no administrators and were marked by nongraded primary education, flexible scheduling and instruction of younger children by older peers (Tyack, 1974).
As schools have increased in size and curricula have increased in specialization, the hierarchical factory model of school structure has persisted. High schools, in particular, have developed rigid and pyramidal authority structures, having been divided into departments each with its own rules and regulations. Schools themselves are accountable to various interests, including local and state school boards, parents, national government standards and professional accreditation organizations. They are least accountable to the students. These structural characteristics create an environment that has many implications for adolescent development.

If the development of adolescents is fostered in environments in which their voices are respected, where they can take initiative, and where they can participate in decisions that affect their own fate, then public high schools, in particular, tend not to promote the full development of adolescents. Although the ostensible mandate of most high schools is “to instill democratic values, to contribute to students’ physical and emotional health...and to facilitate student placement into jobs and further schooling,” schools still exist as normative social institutions. The history of schools as institutions that instill order within the young and prepare them for specialized manual labor has left a structural legacy that presents obstacles to the development of adolescents as near-adults preparing for a different world than the one in which compulsory education began (Newmann and Wehlage, 1995).

**Organizational Structures and Dynamics**

**School size.** One characteristic of public high schools that affects their capacity to promote adolescent development is size. The consolidation of public schools into large central campuses occurred at a time when economies of scale were being promoted in business and industry. It was assumed that large schools would be economically efficient because they would require fewer administrative and support staff and could obtain materials and supplies in greater quantity at lower costs. It was also assumed that larger schools would provide a greater variety of resources than would smaller ones (Lee et al., 1993). These premises have not been borne out in practice, and larger school size seems to have other, more damaging effects. Research has shown that larger schools actually require more support and administrative staff than do smaller schools (Chambers, 1981). Other studies suggest that the availability of resources for schools is determined less by school size than by the socioeconomic status of the community served by the school (Friedkin and Necochea, 1988).

School size has had an impact on the way schools function as communities. According to some researchers, increasing the size of the school results in a more formal division of labor and a static set of rules, often fostering organizational alienation (Lee et al., 1993). The rigid bureaucratic structures that emerge produce an environment in which there is little room for adolescents to make decisions that actually affect the
course of their lives in school or the course of the school itself. Large school size also tends to foster alienation, isolation and a lack of engagement of both teachers and students—conditions that do not encourage the strong relationships between adolescents and adults that are so necessary to support and guide adolescent decision-making at an adult level.

Community Ethos on a Large Scale: John F. Kennedy High School

Sara Lawrence Lightfoot (1983), in her portrait of six good high schools, wrote about the John F. Kennedy High School, a public school in an affluent neighborhood in the Bronx. Attended by 5,300 students, many of them from lower-income families of diverse cultural backgrounds, Kennedy is a school confronted by many of the conditions that challenge public high schools across the country. But approximately 2,000 students make an hour-long commute every day by choice and attendance rates are high.

The principal, Bob Mastruzzi, expended a tremendous amount of effort to build and maintain the school as a place where adolescent needs are met; and students and teachers are treated as assets and contributors rather than subjects. He spends considerable time negotiating the bureaucratic system of the New York public schools and serves as a buffer against the persistent intrusions of the wider system—protecting the instructional core of the school. Mastruzzi gives the faculty the freedom to make decisions, take risks, make mistakes in teaching. He also encourages and expects them to take on broader and more diffuse roles by participating in school activities outside the classroom and engaging the students on many levels.

Despite the size of the school, Lightfoot observed a sense of community and belonging among many of the students and faculty. She attributes this quality to the nature of interpersonal relationships inside the classroom and to the administration’s acceptance and solicitation of student input and feedback about broader school issues. The students, confident that their views are held in high regard, engage the principal himself and suggest changes in school policy to solve school-wide problems. It is clear from this example that, even in a large public school, it is possible to build a culture of student involvement.
Even in small schools, however, there are few roles in which adolescents can take initiative or assume responsibility and authority. The number of positions in which students can make important plans or choices that have consequences for themselves as students or the school as a whole are few. Students who take these positions of responsibility are largely self-selected, and often the same small group of students can be seen participating in multiple activities. Students are often chosen to participate because they already have confidence and experience in making realistic choices. Faculty often choose participants and are responsible for extracurricular activities rather than serving as advisers to them. In many schools, extracurricular activities become entries on college applications rather than opportunities to explore and organize common interests with a group of peers or to influence school climate. Previous generations may have had access to fewer extracurricular opportunities, but they had more autonomy and were more likely to complain that faculty and administration were uninterested rather than too involved or too controlling.

**Autonomy.** Public school administrators balance an array of conflicting interests from outside the school—parents; local school boards; municipal, county, state and federal governments; and professional organizations—all of which claim a legitimate role in shaping schools. The degree to which school administrators are prompted to respond to outside influences and are rewarded for avoiding controversy and conflict affects their inclination to allow for administrator and teacher discretion. An administration that aims to be free of mistakes is not likely to generate development in students, faculty or the organization. School autonomy not only affects the ability of the school to prepare its students cognitively, but also to allow for adolescent responsibility, creativity and initiative. Private schools have greater autonomy than do public schools, but they are not without their constraints.

One of the major approaches to restructuring schools is school-based management, which features a change in the governance system of a school district by decentralizing decision-making from the district’s central administration to local schools. School-based governance aims to give school constituents—administrators, teachers, parents and sometimes students—a greater say in school decisions that affect them. In a study of a group of schools undergoing this type of change in Chicago, researchers found that organizing schools more democratically had strong connections to real, systemic restructuring, which often included greater teacher involvement in an emerging professional community and stronger school-community ties (Bryk et al., 1997). It can be argued that these changes not only promote a better environment for students academically but also developmentally, and that inclusion of students in the process is beneficial for all involved. According to one researcher, “Schools that were most successful were those where staff, parents and even sometimes students were involved in making decisions” (Wohlstetter et al., 1997).
Sharing the Power: Brookline High School

Brookline High School, just outside Boston, underwent an administrative and organizational transformation with the arrival of Bob McCarthy. Believing that “the more power you give people, the more responsibility they take,” McCarthy dismantled the top-down, hierarchical arrangement of roles and relationships in the school. His commitment to increasing the sense of community and including more constituencies extended to inclusion of students in school decision-making processes. One of his first acts as principal was to establish a “Fairness Committee” composed of students and teachers to deal with disciplinary problems and, he hoped, to expand its scope to create policy.

McCarthy also instituted a “town meeting” in which teachers and students were asked to take responsible roles in the school. Some of the first issues handled by the group regarded absentee policies, hiring decisions, litter and vandalism, and a discipline policy for drugs and alcohol. According to one observer, “Adolescents are offered a piece of the power in exchange for responsible action. It is an uphill battle. Many students prefer a more passive, reactive role, while others are suspicious of bargaining with any adult and do not trust McCarthy’s rhetoric.” Though the school’s efforts are conscious and deliberate, they are set in opposition to the cultural and ideological sweeps of contemporary society and demand a shift for both staff and students out of the deep grooves of habit, hierarchy and convention. The transition requires a great deal of security and leadership on the part of the principal and a lot of work from all the stakeholders.

Teachers whose actions are determined more by rules and regulations than by their own creativity and judgment as professionals have limited latitude in allowing adolescents to make judgments about the course of their studies or the ways in which they will participate in or contribute to the school and the community. Even when school rules accommodate student needs, teachers’ judgments about what is in the interest of youth may conflict with the social norms that govern professional identity. Fostering the autonomy of youth may jeopardize continued acceptance by professional colleagues.

Researchers concerned with isolating characteristics of effective schools have often looked at parochial schools, which seem to engender favorable outcomes for the students and families who choose them. Catholic schools are generally more communally organized than are public schools, and students in those schools achieve well academically across the board; in fact, in Catholic schools, differences in social class and ability level do not create the same academic disparities they do in other schools. Among the factors used to explain the success of Catholic schools include a communal school organization, decentralized
governance and a unifying ideology (Lee, 1997). Organized communally, Catholic schools offer frequent opportunities for adults and adolescents to have face-to-face interactions and shared experiences outside the classroom. Teachers in Catholic schools have more diffuse roles and see their duties as extending to all encounters with students inside and outside the school. Teachers see themselves as shapers of character as well as developers of skills, and they experience a strong sense of collegiality. Most Catholic schools operate with remarkable autonomy, linked only loosely to other schools or the diocese. They are able to operate freely and without the rigid bureaucracy of public schools unless they become financially dependent on the diocese. Finally, these schools are organized around an inspirational ideology that insists that both students and teachers be considered from the standpoint of human dignity and asks that people act beyond their own individual interests for the common good. Catholic schools seem to be able to provide for the academic and intellectual growth of their charges and tend to their emotional, social and moral growth, and are organized and informed by ideas that promote the full development of youth as human beings (Lee, 1997).

Segregation by age level and ability. According to the Vygotskian perspective, children master new skills while in the presence of more advanced peers as well as adults. High schools—most schools in fact—divide students by grade and by ability level, grouping them homogeneously and thereby limiting their opportunity to develop skills in the company of peers who are already proficient. Peer tutoring or mentoring programs have been developed to mitigate the situation, but such peripheral efforts do not alter the effect of separating students from their older and more advanced peers, whether they are more advanced chronologically or in terms of ability level.

Professionalism. In rural schools before the Industrial Revolution, teaching was perceived as an employment alternative for unmarried women and required no special training or experience. Driven by the centralization of schools in the early 1900s and the increasing emphasis on certification as a requirement for employment, teaching emerged as a profession. The burgeoning hierarchy and bureaucracy in education brought with them new regulations and standards for teaching and the beginning of teacher training programs designed originally to standardize teaching practices and reduce variation from classroom to classroom. Now teachers must undergo more training than ever, and workshops and professional development opportunities abound. The increasing professionalization of teaching—reinforced by unionization—has several implications for adolescent development that turn on competing notions of what it means to be a professional.

Freidson (1970), in his studies of the health care system, argues that professionalism contributes to alienation and disenfranchisement of clients as well as to bureaucracy. He contends that embedded in historical
notions of professionalism (embodied in documents like the Hippocratic Corpus, which laid out professional standards for physicians) is the notion that professionals attain status through access to specialized knowledge and that clients, lacking professional training, are too ignorant to understand information related to their situations. It follows that the client “should not be treated like an adult, but rather like a child, given reassurance but not information.” Historically, the relationship between the client and the professional relies on the client’s faith in the professional’s superior knowledge and judgment; if patients do ask questions, they threaten the status of the professional. “Insistence on faith constitutes insistence that the client must give up his role as an independent adult, and, by so neutralizing him, protects the esoteric foundation of the profession’s institutionalized authority” (Freidson, 1970).

Applying this line of reasoning to secondary schools, it can be seen that to the degree that the notion of the teacher as professional is based on historical notions of professionalism, and teaching is seen as the process by which an expert (the teacher) imparts technical knowledge, the clients—students—will be treated as children, that is to say, treated as if their judgment is not adequate. In some schools and among some teachers, this reinforces the view that the teacher possesses special knowledge, that adolescents are ignorant, and that their questions are impertinent and threatening to the status of the teacher as a professional. This perspective not only inhibits adolescent questioning, and therefore adolescent cognitive growth, but it also increases alienation, causing a rift between adults and students. To the extent that this viewpoint permeates teacher interactions with adolescents, adolescents will be treated as if they are children, and such healthy signs of adolescent growth as spontaneity, questioning and initiative will be seen as threats to institutional and professional authority and as symptoms of adolescent insubordination and disorder.

In some schools—and in some classrooms in many schools—teacher professionalism defines teachers as both learners and experts. Another perspective on professionalism comes from research on professional communities within effective schools. From this perspective, a professional community is one that is distinguished by a mission strong enough to guide instruction but flexible enough to encourage reflection, debate, discussion and experimentation. In the most effective schools, students and staff cooperate, collaborate and work for the mission—in what Vygotskians would call the “zone of proximal development.” In their review of research, Newmann and Wehlage (1995) found that in the presence of a professional community students had higher cognitive gains and were surrounded by greater social support for learning. This notion of professionalism nourishes relationships between students and adults and provides a place for student voice and initiative in collaboration with adults. It fosters the vision of adolescents working alongside adults to build something of importance to both of them—the enterprise of successful schooling.
There are certain structural characteristics that promote a professional learning community: small school size; an interdependent work structure in which staff have time and responsibility to collaborate on school operations; authority to act, unconstrained by outside regulations (Newmann and Wehlage, 1995). These conditions are rarely found in modern public high schools where student populations often swell into the thousands; teachers, segregated into departments, are pressed for time to collaborate; and administrators, bound by their mandate to serve the public, must negotiate and often capitulate to the demands of varied constituents—school boards, parents, government agencies, unions and professional organizations. These characteristics, endemic to most large public schools, present serious obstacles to the formation of an atmosphere of professional community in which adolescents can be seen as valuable contributors to a larger effort and in which they can develop relationships with adults that prepare them for maturity.

**Critical Feedback and Debate: Milton Academy**

Some schools not only encourage feedback and criticism from students but also foster debate and discussion about the organization itself and the shape it should take. Sara Lawrence Lightfoot (1983), in her book *The Good High School*, noted the importance of criticism at Milton Academy, a New England preparatory school. Everyone is aware and accepting of Milton’s institutional imperfections. The school's philosophical grounding in humanism and the administration’s acceptance of criticism and conflict encourage students and staff to air their opinions about how the school functions. “Criticism was legitimized, even encouraged,” Lightfoot writes. “The stark visibility of the institutional vulnerabilities was related, I think, to a deeply rooted tolerance for conflict, idealism, and to feelings of security.” While some students and staff welcomed the atmosphere, others “grew impatient with the conflicts and confusion.” Affording opportunities to exercise power, autonomy and initiative is not without its drawbacks and challenges. However, it is clear that despite structural or historical tendencies of schools to have limited tolerance for student criticism, some schools are able to cultivate and integrate greater participation and criticism from young people.

It is of interest that alternative schools for young people who are ejected from or who drop out of large public schools often embody many of the characteristics of effective schools. Many draw upon experiential education models (Conrad and Hedin, 1981). Although we do not know how common it is, we are aware that many alternative schools involve youth in making decisions, solving problems in the school community and giving critical feedback to the school about its operations.
**Capacity for relationship building.** Although size often interferes with relationship building, time is an asset. Students spend a great deal of time in schools over several years and have repeated opportunities to interact with adults and peers and to hear other students’ views of those people. Regular doses of contact and the extended duration of the social context allow for the development of close relationships with age peers, older peers, faculty, coaches and administrative personnel. However, school size and the fragmentation of class schedules and activities can limit opportunities as well as the inclination to invest in nurturing relationships.

Schools offer the most extensive opportunities for youth development because of the time and resources invested both by society and by young people themselves. The best organized, brightest and most motivated students typically develop their competencies very well by taking advantage of existing opportunities to lead, to excel, to negotiate, to organize and perhaps to challenge some aspect of the organization’s life. For many students, one good, affirming, caring teacher can make an enormous difference. Despite popular cynicism about teachers, many if not all make connections with young people but cannot devote personal attention to the hundreds of students they meet every day. Even in small schools, specialization has led to the fragmentation of relationships. For the average student, school size is an overwhelming obstacle, but for some students who embrace low-incidence lifestyles, big schools may be their only hope of finding friends and soul mates. It is difficult for schools to step back and consider how they promote all aspects of youth development because the administrative structures represent an effort to balance competing and often conflicting “masters.” This delicate balance is often allergic to changes that might set chaos in motion.

**Primary Supports**
A second human service sector includes organizations that provide a primary source of support by extending what schools and families offer. Primary supports offer a wide variety of cultural, athletic, social and recreational opportunities. Attendance is voluntary. When they are well organized, primary support activities offer young people, and sometimes parents, opportunities to engage in constructive activities, to explore new interests, to master skills in safe surroundings, and to enjoy the company of respectful and caring peers and adults. Primary supports include a remarkably broad range of organizations from large, national nonprofit organizations with long histories to small, community-based programs operated by part-time staff and volunteers. Park districts and libraries represent widely available government-funded primary supports.

The primary supports enjoyed by most young people are in or near their neighborhoods, although older children and youth may participate in primary support activities located near their schools or in the wider community. Despite the scope and reach of primary supports
and differences in their funding levels, origins and degree of formality, these organizations generally encounter fewer constraints than those encountered by more formal organizations, such as schools or problem-focused services. It is not surprising that the movement to promote a youth development perspective was incubated in the voluntary primary supports sector, where it has been widely embraced.

**History**

Although the history and life span of primary support organizations vary greatly, some of the oldest of these organizations—the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA), the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA), Boy Scouts and 4-H Clubs—were founded during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, at approximately the same time as the public school system. In the social climate of that time, adolescents were beginning to be viewed as potential problems. From their very beginnings, primary support organizations considered it their mission to nurture youth participants and to provide opportunities for young people to be heard and supported in a changing social world. A brief look at the origins of three organizations—the YMCA/YWCA, the Boy Scouts, and 4-H Clubs—will help to explain why youth development needs and competencies were so central to these as well as many other youth-serving organizations in the voluntary sector.

The YMCA, the oldest of the three, was founded in 1844 in England. It came to North America in 1851 and grew to prominence in the second half of the nineteenth century. The intent of its founder, George Williams, was to create a club for young working men (Young Men’s Christian Association, 1998). Currently, YMCA programs serve millions each year. Their organizational structures are flexible; each organization has a national framework and membership, but each individual branch is completely autonomous. The YWCA, a completely independent organization, was formed in 1877 to provide for young working women (Young Women’s Christian Association, 1998). Both the YMCA and the YWCA came into being to help youth who were already supporting themselves and handling adult responsibilities.

The Boy Scouts was founded in 1908 by Robert S. Baden Powell, a cavalry officer who found that boys in England were avidly reading the book he had written in South Africa to train cavalry scouts in stalking and survival. He rewrote the book in a nonmilitary form and named it *Scouting for Boys*. Powell organized scouts into “patrols”—groups of six or seven boys under a boy leader and with adult guidance. The scouts would learn tracking and reconnaissance, mapping, signaling, knotting, first aid and all the skills used in camping and similar outdoor activities. They also adopted and learned a simple code of chivalry and service that revolved around the completion of at least one good deed per day. Training of Boy Scouts was intended to produce self-sufficient youth who could provide for themselves and survive on their own and who would be able to be contributing members of society.
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(Boy Scouts of America, 1998). The underlying assumption is that youth, assisted by adults, are ready to take on adult responsibility, not that they are dependents with no personal resources or stamina.

The 4-H movement began at the turn of the century when “progressive educators started to emphasize the needs of young people and introduced nature study as a basis for a better agricultural education” (National 4-H Council, 1998). Boys’ and girls’ 4-H clubs were formed in schools and churches. Schools and farmers’ institutes cooperated to promote production contests, soil tests and plant identification. Farmers soon saw the practical benefits—a cadre of youth better equipped to pursue agriculture—and national support grew. By 1904, several clubs had exhibited projects, and, by 1914, 4-H clubs had congressional support and federal funding.

4-H clubs pursue a variety of activities and projects. They have an average of 24 members of varying ages who elect their own officers. Each club plans and carries out its projects with the guidance of one or more adult leaders assisted by junior leaders. The structure provides for a great deal of autonomy and member decision-making, consistent with the overall objective of 4-H: “the development of youth as individuals and as responsible and productive citizens” (National 4-H Council, 1998). Guided by adults and by older members, young people initiate and carry out independent projects that afford them great opportunities for control and judgment.

Organizational Structure and Dynamics

Primary support organizations have structures that offer flexibility for empowering youth. However, the education, training and experience of many staff in this sector are limited; they often lack the skills to create opportunities that fully involve youth. A frequent criticism of the primary support sector is that it is underorganized or too “loose” in structure (Halpern, 1991; Halpern et al., 1998). The good news is that it may be easier to build the necessary structure in these organizations than to restructure schools or specialized service organizations to be more responsive. It may be important to preserve some of the looseness and creative chaos that weave through primary support organizations because creating the same structures in primary supports that one finds in the other sectors could duplicate their least helpful features, which would not serve young people very well (Sarason, 1971).

Primary support organizations share a commitment to meeting the normal developmental needs of young people rather than focusing on their problems. A review of the mission statements of 83 programs in the voluntary sector that were nominated as among the best of their kind revealed that over 80 percent include clear, positive, youth-focused developmental language about helping young people to explore their own talents and possibilities, such language as to involve, motivate, engage, empower, challenge, enhance, nurture, inspire (Merry, 1998).
Many primary support programs are organized around broad goals that encompass not only academic or vocational aspects of young people’s lives, but physical, social and emotional aspects as well. Pittman and Wright (1991) found that the mission statements of major national youth-serving organizations address four of the following five competencies that define a youth development perspective: health and physical competence, personal and social competence, cognitive creative competence, vocational competence and citizenship competence. According to Pittman and Wright, smaller, community-based programs also strive to build personal and social skills, leadership skills and an orientation to service. A comprehensive approach, if not contained in the language of a mission statement, can sometimes be seen in the actions of primary support staff and their willingness to provide diverse supports for young people in response to their needs.

**The Youth Initiative Project**

The Youth Initiative Project (YIP) was established by five black men who grew up in housing projects in Brunswick, Georgia. They were concerned about the lack of positive opportunities for African-American youth in their community, as well as the need for a support system for many young people to “overcome the adversity of living in the projects.” YIP provides opportunities for African-American youth to be in charge and to see themselves as competent people capable of changing the world around them. The project has three primary activities. First, YIP offers a weekly youth club, organized and run by the youth themselves, at which they plan activities, speakers and service projects. The project also offers a teen college scholarship program in the form of a pageant where contestants are judged on poise, talent and creativity. And, finally, each summer the project offers the “Business Adventure” program in which participants are taught basic business and entrepreneurial skills by peer tutors using computer simulations and competency tests.

**Voluntary participation.** One of the defining characteristics of primary supports is voluntary participation. Even when youth attend programs in order to comply with court orders or parole conditions, the primary support organizations give young people a choice to participate or not. Wynn (1997) suggests that voluntary participation is a distinguishing trait of primary support programs:

The voluntary nature of participation in primary supports is a defining characteristic both of the sector overall and of participation in individual programs. Primary supports depend to an extraordinary degree on the energy, commitment, and self direction of the partici-
pants, both adults and youth. Because neither initial nor continued
participation is mandated, participants have to repeatedly choose to
affiliate with the group, its standards, and practices, p.6.

Because of the voluntary nature of membership, the activities and sup-
ports that these organizations provide must be of interest and value to
the youth they serve. This selection pressure ensures that organizations
will continue to offer programs that attract and engage adolescents.
Activities that seem to do this best are those that offer opportunities for
the exercise of choice and increase the participant’s sense of efficacy
and control (Whalen and Wynn, 1995).

**Autonomy and flexibility.** Organizations in the primary support sector
act with considerable autonomy. Because funding comes in so many
pieces from so many sources, controls and accountability are often
limited. The Boy Scouts, for example, are funded by a wide range of
sources: membership fees, sales of *Boy's Life* and *Scouting Life* maga-
azines, local fundraising efforts, local United Ways, sustaining members,
foundations, special events, project sales, investment income, trust
funds, bequests, and gifts of real and personal property (Boy Scouts of
America, 1998). In fact, the participants themselves can be seen to be
funders and fundraisers. These large national organizations, and the
small ones as well, are accountable above all to the young people who
are their members and to the vast group of volunteer scout leaders who
are on a mission to pass a tradition from one generation to the next.

Even the largest of primary support organizations often stress the
autonomy of local units. YMCA literature asserts the subservience of
the national system to the mission and the local branches, stating, “The
national service system exists only to help empower YMCAs to achieve
that vision [of building strong kids, strong families, and strong commu-
nities]” and “to serve its member associations” (Young Men’s Christian
Association, 1998). Individual branches are governed by volunteer boards
that make all decisions about programming and services and elect rep-
resentatives to national boards. Park districts and local nonprofit primary
support organizations are often community based and are similarly able
to govern themselves without interference from other sources.

At a local level, primary supports offer differing degrees of autonomy
for youth to make decisions about their own activities and to influence
decisions that help to determine the course of the organization itself.
Some of the youth-serving organizations in the voluntary sector depend
upon youth leaders. Boy Scout troops are led by boy leaders; 4-H clubs
have student officers that facilitate meetings and officiate at club
events. Other primary supports organized around youth production
and performance depend upon youth to make editorial decisions for
youth-oriented newspapers, to make casting and directorial calls for
theatrical productions, or to lead food drives and voter registration
drives (Wynn, 1997).
A characteristic related to the autonomy of most primary support organizations is their flexibility. They are generally smaller and more loosely structured than schools. They also often operate with limited resources. Pittman and Wright (1991) report on an independent sector analysis that revealed that 79 percent of the over 17,000 nonprofit organizations that classify themselves as youth development organizations have operating budgets of less than $25,000. In part because of their relatively small budgets, many primary supports depend on volunteers to carry out much of their work. Dependence on volunteer efforts means that these organizations must be flexible in their practices. In the absence of material compensation, volunteer staff need to feel that their work is enjoyable and worthwhile. If organizations want to keep volunteer staff, they must be responsive to them and willing to adapt programs and policies. As a consequence, small organizations often meet the Vygotskian conditions for challenging staff, volunteers and young people within their “zone of proximal development.”

**Community Responsibility: El Puente**

El Puente is a multiservice, community-based youth program in one of New York City’s poorest neighborhoods. Key to the philosophy of El Puente is the notion that young people must be responsible to themselves and their communities. Therefore, young people are actively involved in all aspects of the operations of El Puente—from program planning to implementation. Young people serve on all committees and are expected be active advocates in their communities. They are trained as peer counselors and group discussion leaders. Youth also teach classes in music, aerobics and dance and are employed in all areas of the center.

Primary support organizations often remain flexible in order to provide services when and where youth can access them (Sherraden, 1992). Some adopt strategies found in adult education—flexibility in scheduling, dress, location, staffing and instructional approach. The implication is that these organizations adapt to the schedules, locations and needs of the youth they serve. Put another way, primary supports are more responsive to the demands of their voluntary young consumers than are organizations that mandate youth presence.

**Involving Youth Fully: Youth Communications**

At Youth Communications in Chicago, young people are charged with all aspects of the task of publishing a monthly newspaper, New Expressions. Participants decide what stories to cover and how to cover them; they write the copy, edit each others’ work, and manage layout, photography, design and production. They even sell the ads that help to make the paper possible. While adult staff are available to answer questions and provide some support and direction,
the organization operates under the assumption that young people are capable and competent to meet the substantial challenge that producing a newspaper involves. As one New Expressions’ reporter commented, “They take us seriously, very seriously, around here.”

This flexibility does not imply an absence of structure. In many primary support organizations, large and small, youth participation is guided by fairly rigid rules, rituals and codes of conduct. However, the structures developed in these cases are presented as means to an end rather than ends in themselves. Structural components, including symbolic rituals of membership (e.g., uniforms, t-shirts, handshakes and oaths) create a sense of belonging and safety for youth. The clear structures present in many primary supports create a manageable world and a safe environment in which youth can take responsibility, develop judgment, govern themselves and, ultimately, contribute to a society beyond the boundaries of the club or group itself.

Professionalism. In primary support programs, unlike in schools, professional status is not the primary requisite for working with youth. Though paid staff and volunteers may have professional certification or affiliation in fields related to their work with youth, adults in these programs often have no identified professional roles. This lack of an acknowledged professional youth work identity, according to Heath and Roach (1998), may have disadvantages as well as advantages. No alliance of interest groups currently represents youth organizations whose staff have no professional recognition beyond the doors of their organization.

Although the absence of professional affiliation may weaken youth workers’ effectiveness in political advocacy, it may have a beneficial effect for the youth with whom they work. If Freidson’s 1970 analysis of the impact of professionalism on client-staff relationships is correct, then youth workers in primary supports who lack professional status would be more likely to treat youth as equals and be less threatened by their ideas, initiative and the desire to influence organizational decisions. On the other hand, knowledge of human development and the practice skills that promote youth development represent such important tools that their absence can weaken the potential impact of programs (Costello and Ogletree, 1993; Costello et al., 1995; Brown et al., 1995).

Although the programs offered by different primary support organizations vary widely, the organizations all use similar strategies that can be thought of as a professional foundation for youth work. Pittman and Wright’s 1991 review of organizations in the voluntary sector showed “the almost universal use of small groups, flexible grouping practices, symbols of membership (e.g., uniforms, t-shirts), and clear structures (e.g., regular meetings, codes of conduct).” Other strategies used by primary support programs include an emphasis on group endeavors and group problem solving; a focus on activities and issues of importance;
high expectations; tangible products and performances; prospects for advancement and expanded opportunities; and adults who act as caregivers, catalysts and coaches and provide continuity, sustained support and flexible responses to youth needs (Wynn, 1997).

**Relationships with adults.** Another common attribute of primary support organizations is that they offer opportunities for adolescents to develop strong relationships with adults and with peers who may vary in age. Adults often have multiple roles, acting as caregivers, mentors, coaches, counselors and teachers. At times, they just “hang out” with participants, offering comfortable opportunities for talking and for what one writer refers to as “social integration” (Larson, 1994). Adult relationships with youth in the best of these organizations are characterized by availability, continuity, respect and reciprocity. Adults who “go the extra mile” in support of youth are also important. At the very least, primary supports offer proximity and time for adolescents to interact with and work alongside adults.

**Building Competence Together: Outward Bound**

At Voyageur Outward Bound in Minnesota, students and instructors undertake long, often arduous expeditions by foot or canoe into the Boundary Waters Wilderness area, traveling in groups of nine or fewer across the region of lakes between the United States and Canada. Outward Bound uses physical and mental challenges to build self-reliance, craftsmanship and compassion in young people. Courses prepare each student “brigade” to function independently and to assume more and more responsibility. During the final days of the course, students choose their own route through the hundreds of lakes and portages, navigate independently, travel with minimal supervision and sometimes camp separately from instructors. Student leaders evaluate the day’s travel during student-cooked suppers and are given feedback about their own leadership by members of the group. Participants address problems during nightly meetings or call for “problem circles” in order to bring the combined wisdom and thought of the whole group to bear on a particular challenge or conflict. The degree to which feedback is structured or informal varies from course to course, but all courses encourage participant feedback as a tool to refine and improve the group effort and to prepare the brigade to function successfully without instructor input. The course’s goal is independence in the context of wilderness travel, including ability to weigh alternatives, consider risks, solve problems and achieve collective aims in cooperation with peers.
Youth leadership and decision-making are sometimes built into the structures of primary supports. Youth may be expected to exercise leadership in planning activities, facilitating discussions and assisting younger peers formally or informally. Youth may help to chart the course in wilderness and other camping programs, plan activities in scouting and in community service, mentor and coach younger children in athletic programs, and lead tours in museums, to cite a few examples.

These practices are not as commonplace as one might expect, given the relative lack of structural constraints in primary supports. A great deal of knowledge and skill are involved in effective facilitation of youth participation in significant roles. Furthermore, potential threats to adult status may keep organizations from realizing the potential of these practices for promoting youth development.

Expecting staff and administrators in any organization to accept critical feedback from youth is expecting a lot. In a 10-year study of developmental programs for youth, Heath and Roach (1998) found particularly striking benefits to young people who participated in arts programs. Critical feedback, a characteristic of arts education programs and the art world itself, seemed to be a key ingredient. Mutual criticism improved skills and products and signified being taken seriously. Students’ cognitive and linguistic development were stimulated because others cared enough to listen to their thoughts and opinions. Organizations that lead camping programs and wilderness trips often encourage debriefing sessions to help the participants not only to reflect on and reinforce what they have learned about themselves, but to hear their own words and others’ words “code” the experience in common language.

The primary support sector offers many opportunities to build youth development goals and practices into everyday activities. It is not difficult to foster high expectations and sustain supportive relationships in these programs, particularly if staff are given appropriate opportunities to learn. It is somewhat more difficult to institutionalize higher-level youth development strategies, such as fostering youth initiative, decision-making, critical feedback and shared responsibility. Involved in these critical youth development strategies are public and private values that come together in a particular organization’s history as interpreted by its current leaders and staff.

**Problem-Focused Services**

The third human service sector of interest is the problem-focused services sector. We discuss the child welfare and juvenile justice systems here because these systems have extensive contacts with children and families and much power over them.
History

Child welfare. During the last half of the nineteenth century, charitable organizations were developed to take responsibility for children when the care and protection provided by families or religious congregations were inadequate in quality or quantity. The dislocation of families in a changed economic and social order and the sheer size of the population overwhelmed informal arrangements and prompted the creation of organizations to supplement or substitute for parental care. Residential facilities for children were the largest of these organizations and were intended in part as correctives to the exploitation of child labor in boarding homes and to the exposure of children to the problems of adults in institutions for the destitute (Cmiel, 1995).

Founded around the same time, settlement houses were intended to protect and promote the development of children and the well-being of families. They were hybrid organizations that offered a range of what we would now call primary supports as well as problem-focused services. Settlement houses also offered practical information, skill development, a sense of empowerment for immigrant families, and opportunities for socialization with neighbors in safe, free surroundings (Brown, 1995).

By the turn of the century, government was pressed to take a more active role in the lives of troubled children. Proposals to establish a national Children’s Bureau circulated for a decade before it was established to examine and to quantify the state of children’s needs, particularly those of the most vulnerable, who were a focus of the first White House Conference on Children in 1909. Since the signing of the Social Security Act in 1935, there has been a gradual shift from private charity to public responsibility for child welfare. For the next four decades, the physical protection and education of neglected children were the primary responsibility of the child welfare system.

In the 1970s, when attention to the rights of children was growing, the prevention of physical abuse of children became a priority expressed in mandated reporting requirements and investigative procedures. Emphases on the interests of children and their entitlement to social inclusiveness were patterned on civil rights legislation of the 1960s. These laws expanded children’s rights in education, child welfare and juvenile justice; and along with their amendments, they have had a continuing influence. The great hope, however—that child welfare caseloads would be reduced—has not been realized (Schuerman et al., 1994).

Juvenile justice. The first juvenile court was established at the end of the nineteenth century, and the idea of the court as a just but kind parent spread across the country. Because of their age, young people could become subject to court supervision and incarceration for such behaviors as truancy and running away that would not be crimes if committed by adults. In 1974, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act ended incarceration of juveniles for these “status offenses” and removed a powerful means of social control from the courts. Since that time, the paths of the child welfare and juvenile justice systems have intersected frequently.

**Peer courts.** Many juvenile courts throughout the nation are exploring the potential role of peer courts in influencing juvenile delinquency among first-time offenders. Through these courts, young people who are willing to plead guilty to a charge in juvenile court agree to be sentenced and abide by the decision of a peer jury. This jury, or young people trained to act as prosecutor and defense attorney, asks the family and youth directly about the offense and surrounding circumstances. They decide together on an appropriate sentence commensurate with the crime committed. All sentences rendered by the peer court include a requirement that the offender serve on at least one peer jury sentencing another young person.

In the area of juvenile justice, the current emphasis seems to be moving decisively away from promoting positive youth development and rehabilitation toward an emphasis on punishment and promoting public safety. According to a recent report by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (Sickmund et al., 1997), juvenile court dispositions in the past tended to be based on the offending youth’s individual characteristics and situation, with the primary goal being rehabilitation. Today, they see a renewed interest in punishment. Similarly, a study of trends in the Juvenile Court of Cook County, Illinois, indicates that it is increasingly common for juvenile cases to be transferred to the adult court system. In the early 1980s, a new system of “automatic transfers” was established by Illinois and other states that identified four specific offenses that qualified for this type of transfer. Over the years, the number of offenses deemed serious enough for such a transfer has grown to more than twenty (Reed et al., 1997).

**Common threads.** Although there is a good deal of overlap among problem-focused services and their clients, they also tend to be viewed as quite different from each other and from educational and primary services. For example, at least half of all runaways in the United States have fled from state-supported foster homes or correctional institutions (Courter, 1995). As a society, we view children involved in the child welfare system as innocent victims and those in the juvenile justice system as perpetrators. Yet, despite these quite different perspectives and sympathies, the net result for young people in problem-focused services is often remarkably similar. That is, an unknown adult takes control of their lives. For perpetrators, control is justified to protect society; for victims, control is justified to protect them from further victimization.
Although the missions of child welfare and juvenile justice services are narrower than those of schools or primary supports, they are not as narrow as one might think. The child welfare codes of many states claim a concern for the well-being of all children in addition to an intention to obey the mandate to protect children from harm and to become their guardian, protector and provider of basic care when their parents cannot. In addition to the mandate to investigate, prosecute and rehabilitate young people who are accused of delinquencies, juvenile justice statutes often include language permitting or encouraging development of programs to decrease the chances that young people will enter the justice system. Although the missions of both systems may include developmental language, the financial resources to translate language into action are usually insufficient.

Children who are placed in substitute care are rarely consulted about their views. Interviews with adolescents living in foster care in Cook County, Illinois, indicated that they had little information about the circumstances involved in changes in their care, and many had little warning of a change (Johnson et al., 1988).

Most young people are not voluntary participants in child welfare or juvenile justice organizations. Entry comes on the heels of a crisis, and the response often generates eddies of additional crises. Most young people and their families experience interventions from either system as highly disruptive.

The likelihood that a child removed from the family home will also be removed from neighborhood friendships and organizational connections to adults and peers in schools, primary supports and workplaces is of particular interest from a youth development perspective. In instances when young people eventually return to the neighborhood, they do so after quite modest efforts to help them reconnect socially. Their return is often as disruptive and isolating as was their departure.

Neither the congressional “independent living” initiatives that began in the mid-1980s nor other efforts to keep older foster children in school have assured adequate preparation for independence or adequate connections to essential services (Barth; 1997, Cook, 1997; Courtney et al., 1995; Courtney et al., 1998). The services considered “essential” seldom attend to the role of community connections—friends, neighbors, school personnel or primary supports—in sustaining young people whose families have not met their needs. The stability of these connections is even more important to children in the care of the child welfare system.

By the 1990s, the number of young people in government-supervised and -funded substitute care or in correctional facilities had increased to record levels (Goerge et al., 1994). In 1993, Congress authorized new funds for family support and family preservation programs, although the level of funding was below what was spent on prevention and rehabilitation programs five years earlier (Wulczyn, 1998). Children
and youth nine years or older made up nearly half the caseloads; more than a fourth were 13 years old or older (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Children’s Bureau, 1994). Older children are often the most troubled children in the child welfare system, and their difficulties are often exacerbated by multiple placements and disruption of connections to families, peers, schools or community activities (Courter, 1995; Festinger, 1986).

However, public sentiment about young delinquents (as well as adult criminals) has turned harsh, and rehabilitation efforts that are not dramatically successful are often judged failures. An interesting example is an Illinois program—Unified Delinquency Intervention Services (UDIS)—an alternative sentencing program that worked with young offenders in community settings in group homes, foster homes or their own homes. A well-conceived evaluation found that the rates of recidivism were no greater for UDIS youth than for incarcerated offenders (Murray et al., 1978). Rather than seeing this result as positive, it was concluded that UDIS was a failure despite the fact that the UDIS participants had many more opportunities than incarcerated youth to commit offenses.

A particularly interesting example of a youth service program, Youth as Resources (YAR), is a primary support program that operates in many U.S. communities and has been incorporated effectively into youth correctional facilities. YAR establishes boards composed of youth and adult members who critically evaluate service proposals and fund selected projects. In designing, proposing, funding and implementing service projects, youth are given opportunities to make decisions, give and receive critical feedback, and take responsibility for meeting community needs. Although projects are funded for particular periods, many continue long after funding has ended.

The Adolescent Mother’s Resource Home Program

The Adolescent Mother’s Resource Home Program of the Children’s Home and Aid Society of Illinois involves adolescent mothers as equal participants in the development of their own service contract. A contract is developed in which the teen mother outlines what steps she agrees to take toward achieving her goals. Each member of her support system—her family, her social worker, her foster parents, the baby’s father or even a supportive neighbor—similarly outlines how he or she will help. The contract also includes a 30-day notice clause for any principal party, including the teen mother, to terminate the contract. According to Sheila Merry, the program’s founder, allowing the young mothers to have legitimate control over their lives made it possible for them not to have to take it in illegitimate ways. When young mothers are given a meaningful role in planning for their own lives, while they still may not make all the ideal choices, they are able to stop fighting
against the people with the potential to help them and can begin to struggle with the issues that may be getting in the way of creating the life they want for themselves and their children. When young people feel respected, they are far more likely to live up to that respect.

Organizational Structure and Dynamics

Organizational size. Public entities like schools, child welfare services and juvenile justice programs are mandated to provide services to all children who are sent to them. Where populations are dense, these systems are large, complex bureaucracies that serve very large numbers of children. Although some services have been privatized, the magnitude of the caseloads and the expense of creating management systems to support the range of tasks required of either child welfare or juvenile justice programming means that most of the private organizations providing these services are driven by economies of scale to be fairly large. As with schools, the magnitude alone challenges the capacity of these systems to be responsive to individual circumstances, interests and needs.

Autonomy. Problem-focused service systems are guided by a variety of factors well beyond the control of the social worker or probation officer who actually works with individual children. These factors often constrain opportunities that might be available to promote youth development. First, legislation establishes mandated services and limits their powers. In some cases, the legislation guiding these systems is highly prescriptive—from ordering how long young people should receive services to determining what issues need to be discussed at certain kinds of meetings or hearings. This legislation is then interpreted by individual judges who often have quite different perspectives on how legal mandates should be implemented. Service providers are required to follow regulations controlling everything from how large a bedroom must be to what procedures must be followed if a young person is truant from school. Although individual case managers are charged with identifying and providing appropriate services to young people and their families, their decisions are subject to review at many stages and must be consistent with the full range of laws and regulations. The decisions of private agency case managers, for example, may be reviewed by their own supervisors, higher officials within their organization, the public agency’s review process, perhaps a variety of attorneys or laypeople ranging from prosecutors, public defenders, guardians ad litem and judges, and, ultimately, the press. Thus, caseworkers often feel very little sense of personal authority over the children for whom they have responsibility. In these circumstances, allowing young people any meaningful control over their own lives would introduce an element of risk that staff or their supervisors may consider intolerable.
These constraints are further exacerbated by the introduction of managed care into the domains of child welfare and juvenile justice. In attempting to shift incentive structures, managed care introduces the notion that higher costs of services to one youth must be offset by more limited costs of services to another. The result is the need for much closer control and monitoring of institutional resources, often creating more “hoops” through which access is gained to more expensive services. Again, these efforts move decision-making away from the individual who is in direct contact with the youth or family to be served.

**The National Association of Young People in Care**

In England, the National Association of Young People in Care (NAYPIC) has numerous local chapters within many of the local authorities’ social service departments. These chapters are open to any young person currently or formerly in public care. Through regular meetings, young people come together to share concerns, enjoy activities and explore avenues to affect the system of services that affects their lives. The local chapters also contribute to setting the national agenda for NAYPIC, an agenda that is articulated at an annual nationwide conference. The group works in a variety of ways to bring the voice of young people to the debate regarding child welfare services—through meetings, theater presentations and advocacy. NAYPIC collaborated with the National Children’s Bureau to publish a book titled Who Cares? Young People in Care Speak Out, which describes the experience of being in care.

Even if case managers recognize the developmental importance of such involvement, their lack of autonomy can undermine the capacity to engage young people in plans that could significantly influence their lives. The high level of bureaucratization further limits the flexibility of individual case managers to alter services to meet the unique needs of the individual youth they are charged to serve.

**Professionalism.** Since the 1960s, there has been a deprofessionalization of public child welfare and juvenile justice services. This shift has been triggered by financial constraints and by deliberate design. There has been a growing belief that families and youth can identify with case managers who share backgrounds and life experiences. More recently, the demand for case managers has grown substantially, and the supply of professionally trained workers willing to work in public service systems has not kept up with demand.
Although professional training and standards sometimes place barriers between staff and young people, the extraordinarily complex nature of the challenges faced by case managers in child welfare and juvenile justice may make such training essential to navigating these complex systems successfully and to addressing the varied problems of the families served.

**Relationship building.** Although many young people develop close, lasting relationships with case managers, institutional staff or foster parents, the child welfare and juvenile justice systems often undermine the capacity of young people to form and maintain relationships. First, both systems predicate many of their services on removing young people from their homes and communities, often with little commitment to maintaining ties with their existing support systems. Young people are forced to leave family, friends, school and any involvement in primary supports. Too often, they then move among placements or facilities and experience repeated disruptions in relationships with both adults and peers.

Most relationships developed with adults are directly related to specific interventions. Whether it is a relationship with a foster parent, a counselor or a child care worker, these relationships are tied to a specific placement or intervention strategy, and they are not generally expected to continue beyond the period of intervention. Similarly, movement among placements undermines a young person’s willingness to risk relationship building with either adults or peers.

The specialized child welfare and juvenile justice services we have considered are probably the least responsive of the three sectors to the active involvement of adolescents in planning for and about their lives. Although casework planning generally operates with the expectation that adolescents will be involved in the development of their case plans, substantial barriers undermine the ability of young people to influence decision-making. A 1988 study found that children who are involved in the child welfare system rarely have an opportunity to express their views regarding their own placements. Children reported that they were informed about changes in placements anywhere from less than a day to more than a week prior to a move. In most cases, they reported being told little about the reason for the changes and did not participate in the decision to move (Johnson et al., 1988).

Few child welfare or juvenile justice organizations involve young people in program development, planning or implementation. Young people in these sectors are much more likely to be viewed as individuals whose behavior needs to be controlled than as individuals whose input could be valuable in developing intervention strategies.
Discussion
We have drawn attention to the three human service sectors that interact with young people on a regular basis through organizations that have responsibility to educate them; to provide social, cultural and recreational opportunities during their leisure time; and to protect or rehabilitate them when they encounter problems. We have categorized these organizations as schools, primary support organizations and problem-focused services. In this section, we review our analysis and its implications for promoting youth development in organizations that serve youth, concluding with a discussion of the potential role of neighborhoods as the relevant social context. We suggest that a youth development perspective may benefit from having not only a focus but a locus.

Ambivalence About Youth
Ambivalence about youth’s status in relation to adult status represents a central tension in organizations that attempt to be responsive to young people. That tension is important because it influences how competing external expectations are balanced in decisions about programs and services that aim to be responsive to young people. Youth was defined as a developmental stage in the course of the social transformations that followed industrialization (Keniston, 1974). The current era brings another transformation: the more easily young people can access information electronically without adult gatekeepers, the more the relative status of youth and adults will need renegotiation in each of the contexts in which they interact. The biosocial gap is a new challenge to provide opportunities that fully engage young people’s physical and cognitive powers while they prepare for full adult responsibilities.

In this paper, we chose to focus on the most challenging aspects of youth development practice—the involvement of youth in significant roles within the organizations that serve them—because those aspects go to the heart of adult ambivalence about youth and are a major source of organizational resistance to fully embracing a youth development perspective. Involving youth in ways that respect their ideas, foster their initiative and include them in decisions of organizational significance can promote self-worth, a sense of control over their lives and a sense of competence. Youth-involving strategies hold more promise to promote broad youth development than does a service approach alone. We suspect that this is because involving youth means the organization has confronted its ambivalence about youth’s status.

Learning from History
Discussions about youth programs in any of the human services sector organizations seldom credit historic influences with shaping present organizational policies and practices. Nor is there much awareness of the historic parallels among organizations within and across the three human services sectors. Rather, each sector tends to operate as if the others are irrelevant to its own missions and practices.
Rooted in late nineteenth-century concerns about population growth, urbanization, immigration, erosion of the core culture and dangers posed by youth, each of the three human services sectors developed in response to a particular circumstance without significant interaction or integration. This is of current interest as several government and foundation initiatives have fostered service integration and coordination of separate service systems. Persistent efforts to end fragmentation in children’s services suggest that the time may be ripe for reawakening a sense of common history on the assumption that ignoring history will assure its repetition (Sarason, 1971). Some efforts to integrate services for young children are based on a broadened concept of primary health care. The integrative theme for adolescents may be exploring what it means to promote youth development across the human services sectors and within the context of neighborhoods.

Organizational Structures and Dynamics

We considered a limited number of organizational characteristics that have relevance for the responsiveness of schools, primary supports and problem-focused services to the development of youth. We would like to draw several parallels and distinctions among them and then ask if there is enough common ground on which to build a youth development agenda.

The histories, missions and legal mandates of problem-focused services are the most specific and narrow because of the legal responsibilities entailed in protecting children from harm and protecting society from their antisocial behavior. Schools also have legally binding mandates to provide free and appropriate public education to all children. In most states, families are mandated to school their children between the ages of 7 and 16. Although not all organizations that provide educational or problem-focused services are government funded, all are regulated by government, often at several levels, as well as by boards that respond to local concerns. By contrast, primary support organizations tend to have few legally binding mandates.

Although their missions vary significantly, organizations in all three sectors are engaged in protection, education and socialization of young people. All seem to have greater potential than they fulfill to contribute to the development of the children, youth and families they serve. It is important to note that parents almost never have raised children in isolation from adults affiliated with extended family, faith communities, neighborhoods, guilds, and so forth. Formal organizations have replaced these informal mechanisms now that most women as well as men are in the labor force, and families have become smaller, less stable and more scattered. It has taken a century to establish many of the organizations and institutions that stand between individual families and the mass anonymous society. It is time for them to update their missions.
Organizational size is featured in all studies of effective schools and in most discussions of problem-focused service systems. Schools within schools and advisory or homeroom groups within large high schools are among the accommodations made in recognition of the need for more intimate groupings of young people. Problem-focused service bureaucracies often contract with smaller organizations, and those organizations operate in units of varying sizes. Although these arrangements in schools and problem-focused organizations may reduce the sense of alienation young people feel, there is often less satisfaction with these arrangements than might be expected. Being in a small group at the bottom of a hierarchical pyramid is still being invisible and disenfranchised in an immense bureaucracy.

Government-sponsored organizations, such as schools, child welfare services and juvenile justice services, must respond to all the young people who present themselves. They are often forced to accommodate to changing numbers of young people well in advance of adjusting their staff size. Primary supports have greater opportunity to decide what their capacity is and to turn away additional participants. The downside for primary supports is that they are often unaware of whom they are serving in a particular community, who is left out, and what reasonable capacity and variety might be.

Autonomy and flexibility are determined by external constraints. Schools must meet standards and must do so within budgets decided outside the schools themselves. Problem-focused services often have relatively little autonomy or flexibility, and workers tend to react as if “little” means “none.” There are direct and indirect threats to autonomy in both systems. The media are perhaps the greatest threat, and avoidance of negative publicity can vastly extend the constraints placed by law, tradition, board policy or school administrators.

Primary supports vary with respect to autonomy and flexibility, but most have considerably more leeway than do schools or problem-focused services. Learning how much leeway one has comes from experience within an organization, but many primary supports have high staff turnover and limited resources. Flexibility and creativity depend upon having relevant skills, but the staff in many primary supports are poorly educated and trained, with limited opportunities to work alongside competent, skilled youth workers.

Professionalism is a mixed blessing. Organizations that are heavily influenced by credentials, hierarchies, professional organizations and unions often take their cues from professional standards that protect jobs and reinforce the control of professions as craft guilds once did, rather than adapting their knowledge to particular circumstances. However, lack of professional knowledge, skills and status have weakened the creativity and development-promoting potential of many servic-
es. Lack of professional training is typically associated with low status, low compensation and high turnover. Youth workers are among the lowest-paid members of the entire work force.

**Relationship building** can be defeated by organizational factors and time constraints over time. The size of an organization, the continuity of relationships over time, the number of young people staff can get to know, and the level of training and mentoring that is provided to help staff all can make a difference. To engage in developmentally appropriate relationships within flexible boundaries, staff need the skills to set consistent and reasonable limits and to resolve conflicts peacefully. They also need some awareness of their own tendencies to be ambivalent about youth.

**Opportunities for active youth involvement** in organizations is an aspect of a youth development perspective that is difficult for many organizations to embrace or to achieve. However, we think it is a useful lens through which to view the possibilities and the perils of fostering such a perspective in organizations that serve youth. There are many examples and models within schools, primary supports and problem-focused service organizations to demonstrate that most types of organizations benefit from giving youth active roles (Merry, 1998). Whether youth have seats on policy boards or advise on overall operations, there are many ways in which they can be actively involved—as contributors to decisions that affect them and their interests; as contributors to an atmosphere of mutual respect, responsiveness and responsibility; and as sources of critical, constructive feedback on programs and operations.

**Neighborhood Context**

Young people have always grown up observing and interacting with a wider array of social influences than those provided by their immediate families. Except for relatives who may live at some distance from them, most adolescents’ informal social interactions, as well as those within organized settings, occur in or near their own neighborhoods. The character of their neighborhood and the other neighborhoods they frequent inform young people’s views of the world and their place within it. Neighborhoods may offer an important *locus* for the promotion of youth development.

There are many reasons to promote neighborhood development in the course of promoting youth development. First, there is a convergence of evidence that the impact of educational, social and even nutritional programs may depend on the qualities of relationships, the level of social organization and a variety of neighborhood factors. Although these are not well understood, they are drawing increasing attention (Brooks-Gunn et al., 1997; Sampson, 1992).
Second, the human and social resources of neighborhoods have eroded as the majority of able-bodied adults have taken jobs that are physically and psychologically distant from where they live and raise their families. Adult opportunities to explore a broader range of social and economic options have come at a certain cost to the implicit neighborhood structures of social support and social control on which child rearing has always depended, whether parents or politicians acknowledge it or not. There has been an erosion of the invisible “labor force” of women who formerly tended and mended the social fabric of neighborhoods in each generation. Their exodus to workplaces and the resulting need to balance marketplace and household work have reduced their time for community work. There is both the opportunity and the challenge to youth-serving organizations to step up and tend to the fraying social fabric of neighborhoods.

Third, the location of problem-focused services some distance from young people’s neighborhoods has clear deleterious effects. Short visits to distant offices for counseling or other special services are not very different from occasional visits to medical centers; they are relatively infrequent, and they do not undermine the connections that are part of daily life. But major interventions in the daily lives of young people caused by foster care, incarceration and intensive mental health treatment are so disruptive to development that it is reasonable to ask what evidence exists to support removal from the neighborhood context. Deliberate efforts can and should be made to serve young people close to home and to the organizations where they have ties. Their full reentry to the community and their investment in meeting the social norms there or anywhere may depend at least in part on respecting the constructive social connections they created.

**Building a Youth Development Agenda**

**Organizational self-assessment.** Each of the organizations described in this paper could examine its operations jointly with its youth participants in order to assess how it is doing with respect to any of the several lists of youth development goals and practices that have been put forth by various advocates. The process of conducting the assessment could be a first step in reporting it to the relevant governing group and proposing policies to promote youth development more systematically. Although assessment is a relatively benign process, turning the results into policy proposals is potentially controversial. Most adult boards resist giving young people a voice or a vote in proceedings. Mostly they claim some version of “adults know best,” but such claims tend to overstate the reality. As Andrea Schlessinger, the first student representative on the New York City School Board put it, “If we are competent to analyze Shakespeare, we can understand any policy that comes before this Board.”

Neighborhood niche. Organizations within neighborhoods could be encouraged to come together (and to include youth participants from each organization) to assess how they already promote youth development and how they might view their efforts in relation to sources of support and stress in the neighborhood. Although it may be easier to understand how schools and primary supports fit into the neighborhood context, if the young people of the neighborhood are the focus of discussion, the provision of problem-focused services to neighborhood youth would need to be examined as well. Current practice tends to remove young people from neighborhoods not because that is what they need (or what is needed to protect the neighborhood from them), but because the organization of problem-focused services ignores neighborhood organizations, connections young people have to them, and the potential of those connections to complement problem-focused services. A consideration of how neighborhood organizations promote youth development as a whole could reorient some of the disruptive interventions in young people’s lives when they most need to maintain and to strengthen their connections to constructive activities and relationships.

Public education to address adult ambivalence about youth status. If we are correct that adult ambivalence about youth status undermines youth development efforts, promoting youth development within organizations that serve youth might be accomplished more effectively with some investment in public education about this issue. Following the model of success in the public health field in changing public awareness of preventable health problems and many behaviors related to smoking, fat intake, motor vehicle hazards and unprotected sexual activities, the youth development movement could mount an effort to reeducate the public about the changing nature of adolescence, the biosocial gap and the important human resource adolescents represent for community revitalization.

Additional questions for research. What would it take for exemplary practices to migrate across organizations? What parallels exist across the human services sectors that could demonstrate the “how to” for those who already accept the “why” of youth development practice? What are the relative values of funding incentives, legal mandates and social contacts among organizational actors? What might be learned from a demonstration patterned on a public health model? What do we know about generalization and institutionalization of new practices?
Conclusion
This paper has examined the ways in which organizational factors help or hinder the promotion of youth development in organizations in the three human services sectors that interact with youth on a regular basis. We considered historical perspectives on youth and the role of the youth development movement in calling attention to the undeveloped opportunities that exist within human services organizations. We suggested that attention might best be paid to how organizations can examine the level of youth involvement they permit and consider ways to enhance their involvement to the mutual benefit of youth and the organization. Finally, we recommended that the promotion of youth development within organizations would benefit from a neighborhood locus, a public awareness campaign following the model used in public health initiatives, and research on the migration of good practices.
Endnotes

1 Adolescents are the focus of this paper. Adolescence refers to both a biological and a social transition, the period from the onset of puberty to the completion of physical maturation and assumption of adult social status, roughly the second decade of life.

2 By organizations, we mean formal organizations—social structures in which people and resources are coordinated for a definite purpose—as opposed to more informal organizations like families, neighbors and friendship networks. Institutions are generally well-established organizations created for the promotion of a particular objective. Examples include faith communities, schools, colleges and hospitals.

3 There are interesting parallels between the hesitancy to involve youth in organizations and the hesitancy in the United States to engage in discussions or to adopt the language of the International Convention on the Rights of the Child, which has been ratified by most of the world’s nations, ours being one of the exceptions.

4 Menarche, a girl’s first menstruation, is easier to date than any biological indicator for boys’ maturation and is generally used in examining secular trends in maturation.

5 Chapin Hall Center for Children at the University of Chicago includes facilities and seasonal events in its definition of primary supports. However, only primary support programs are considered in this discussion.

6 Faith communities, local nonprofit and for-profit organizations, and government-sponsored services of park districts and libraries also have long histories with probably similar themes. These histories were not easily accessible.

7 Personal communication.
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Juvenile Justice and Positive Youth Development

Robert G. Schwartz
Juvenile Law Center
The American system of juvenile justice has existed for 100 years because of two beliefs that have remained relatively constant: (1) that youth are not as culpable for their conduct as adults; and (2) that youth are more capable of change and need room to grow (Zimring, 1998).

Though those two beliefs have been the bedrock of the juvenile justice system, their application goes through cyclical changes (Bernard, 1992). Sometimes the system is perceived as being too harsh, sometimes too lenient. During the last century it has often been shaped by new ideas of the day, by theories that infused the culture at large. These have been doctrines of rehabilitation, or of due process, or, most recently, of accountability. Now, as we approach the millennium, “positive youth development” has found a receptive audience in the fields of youth employment, community-based services and early adolescent initiatives. But how will it be received in the insular world of juvenile justice?

Consider Gabriel, a 14-year-old boy who lives in a drug-infested neighborhood in Steve Lopez’s first novel, Third and Indiana. The fictional Gabriel is a brilliant artist with a photographic memory. His father has abandoned the family. To raise money, Gabriel begins serving as a lookout for a gang of drug dealers. Unlike his schoolmates, the gang recognizes Gabriel’s strength:

Gabriel, who’d always had a good memory, was an especially good lookout because he never forgot a face or a vehicle. If plainclothes cops jumped out of a car at the next intersection and threw a drug crew against a wall... Gabriel would wander in close enough to study the faces of the officers... Sometimes he drew sketches for the crew supervisor. He drew sketches of the unmarked cars, too, detailing a small dent, a missing hubcap... That’s why he was being promoted. Gabriel was looked upon in his drug gang as something of a rising star (Lopez, 1994).

A boy like Gabriel is a challenge to the juvenile justice system. He represents everything that the newest version of juvenile justice is designed to punish: a drug-dealing gang member who later, for protection, carries a gun. In today’s climate, he will be a candidate for transfer to the criminal court, where he will face a mandatory sentence for his use of a gun. At a minimum, he would be removed from his mother’s home and placed in a residential treatment facility. Whether anyone recognizes his talent will be a matter of luck, not design.

Thus, the two questions that are the focus of this chapter apply to every Gabriel who comes in contact with the law: (1) Is there a place for positive youth development in juvenile justice, a system that exists
to respond to negative behavior and is not uniformly adept at discovering talent? (2) If so, is there any chance that positive youth development will become central to the juvenile justice culture—as opposed to a characteristic of an exemplary program here or there—so that every Gabriel will be its beneficiary?

In the end, the paper concludes that the tenets of positive youth development are more applicable in work with children who are at risk of entering the juvenile justice system than with those who are already inside the formal system itself. Diversion programs for all children are more promising than a formal juvenile justice system that is organized, staffed, funded and regulated by law in ways that, for the most part, work in opposition to positive youth development.

However, the formal system is not hopeless. There are a few chinks in the system’s seemingly sheer wall, and it is there that advocates of positive youth development must apply piton and hammer if they are to have any chance of scaling the barrier that juvenile justice represents to the field.

**Definition**

For the purposes of this chapter, positive youth development is a medley of attitudes and activities that refer to:

- The dynamic, developmental pathway through which youth pass as they move through adolescence;

- Indicators of success *during* youth’s flow along that pathway, which include “academic competence, personal contentment, interpersonal skills, social involvement and staying out of trouble” (Furstenberg, 1999);

- Adults’ attitudes about youth—that they are capable of moving along that pathway successfully, even if they stumble along the way;

- The dimensions of the activities that make the transition to adulthood most likely to succeed (described by one Public/Private Ventures [P/PV] abstract as “adult support, youth involvement, peer interaction, the developmental challenge of the activities, leadership opportunities for youth, community service opportunities and the work-learning nexus, as well as the activities’ educational and cultural content” [Extended Service Schools Initiative, 1999]);

- Suppression of, or coping with, those individual or environmental traits that will impede the transition; and

- A common vision of success *at the end* of adolescence, in particular, the ability of youth “to find rewarding and remunerative employment, form a lasting and gratifying partnership, or become contributors to their community” (Furstenberg, 1999).
Thus, positive youth development (PYD) refers to attitudes about youth, to what youth do and achieve during and at the end of their route to adulthood, and to the informal and formal systems of support that help youth reach adulthood successfully.

Those overlapping operational definitions suggest why the juvenile justice system is not a fertile area for PYD. The areas of opportunity that do exist cluster around primary or secondary prevention, i.e., they will focus either on all youth or on youth who have been identified as being “at risk” of entering the juvenile or criminal justice systems. The formal system—the system that is supposed to prevent youth from re-offending after arrest—does not in the late 1990s routinely think about children developmentally, rarely recognizes youth’s strengths, does not routinely believe in youth’s ability to succeed, and only spottily offers the kind of supports necessary for success. In juvenile justice, obstacles outnumber opportunities.

This chapter begins with a discussion of some assumptions about what is required for PYD to succeed in the formal juvenile justice system. It then gives an overview of the juvenile justice system, suggesting possible opportunities for the injection of some aspect of PYD into the system; discusses constraints that are inherent in the formal system; and concludes with suggestions for changes that will be necessary if PYD is to have a chance to take root and grow.

Assumptions

Most discussions of PYD assume that it is what most parents want for their children. Indeed, for PYD to operate in the juvenile justice system—and as a gatekeeper to it—there must be someone who operates as an ordinary devoted parent on behalf of the child. Such a person would have the instincts to know the child’s needs and strengths, know how to protect the child from harm, suppress the child’s weaknesses, and organize the child’s world to permit a transition to employment, partnership and citizenship (Furstenberg, 1999). The notion of the ordinary devoted parent was conceived in the child welfare (foster care) context (Goldstein et al., 1986), but it is equally relevant to juvenile justice and its effort to absorb positive youth development into its culture.

Parents raise their children as a labor of love and not as a professional assignment. Unlike child development experts and other professional persons concerned with child care, parents are not specialists. Their responsibility is the whole child—his every need at all times. Ordinary devoted parents [citation omitted] “accept his love, tolerate his demands and failings, share his pain and pleasure—and get satisfaction from doing so. They may be sorely tried at times, but more than anyone else they are able to tolerate his growing pains. The child knows he is special to them, whether he is pleasing or
not, well or ill, succeeding or failing. He unhesitatingly turns to them with his pleasure and miseries, confident that they will be there. He knows they are likely to see his point of view and give him the benefit of doubt before voicing critical comment. They become the brick wall he can safely kick against. Impatient or angry though they sometimes be, he recognizes that these are often signs of their concern for him. His feelings about himself reflect his parents' feeling about him. The child whose parents value him values himself" (Robertson and Robertson, 1982).

The law also recognizes that there are situations when…the state is justified in breaching family privacy and supervening parental autonomy. Then the…all-encompassing parental task is broken up and temporarily divided among specialists from law, medicine, child development…social work, education and other professions concerned with children…It is in the best interests of the child that these professionals always keep in mind that they are not the child's parents. Even though each of them may assume one or more aspects of the parental task, neither alone nor together can they replace parents (Goldstein et al., 1986).

When the juvenile justice system replaces parents by asserting the doctrine of *parens patriae*—i.e., the state is the ultimate parent of all of its children—it pretends that it can serve as an ordinary devoted parent. Because it cannot, to the extent that PYD is what ordinary devoted parents ensure for their children, the juvenile justice system will inevitably fall short.

**The Juvenile Justice System**

The modern juvenile justice system is one of diversion, rehabilitation, punishment and incapacitation. It has had a complex history, which must be understood to appreciate the difficulties and potential pathways for PYD. The summary that follows provides a context for the modern system. It also serves as an introduction to the next section, which describes the parts of the modern system, some of which offer opportunities for PYD.

**The History of Juvenile Justice in America**

During much of the 20th century, public rhetoric about how to respond to juvenile crime incorrectly posited clear, either-or positions from which policy choices should be made: child or adult, punishment or rehabilitation, judicial discretion or rigorous guidelines. The reality has always been more ambiguous. Even though it is heuristically useful to divide this century’s juvenile court experience into opposing epochs—
the benign paternalism of the first part of the century versus the get-tough policies of recent decades—the lines between these orientations are less clear.

It is also a mistake to think of the juvenile justice system as a single, self-contained unit operated by one entity. (Guarino-Ghezzi and Loughran, 1991). Every state has a different mix of decision-makers and services, and each divides power over juveniles in different ways. It is rare that a coherent philosophy governs the component parts (Ayers, 1997).

These caveats notwithstanding, we can nevertheless divide the juvenile justice “system” between court and corrections: on the one hand is the judicial side that determines whether a juvenile is delinquent and enters orders of detention and disposition; on the other hand is that part of the system that rehabilitates, treats, supervises or punishes young offenders.

This chapter addresses both the formal activities of the juvenile court and the corrections component of the juvenile justice system. The judicial part of the system came second, well after decades of 19th-century experimentation with juvenile corrections. I begin, therefore, with the development of juvenile corrections policy during the 19th century. Indeed, many of the ideas that originated as a result of experimentations in corrections practices would influence the philosophy and organization of the juvenile court during the next century. As Jerome Miller has noted:

The [focus on the] establishment of the juvenile court in 1899 obscured the fact that another revolution in juvenile justice had occurred in the early 1800s. The earlier movement had resulted in increased institutionalization of juveniles, albeit in facilities different from adult jails and prisons (Miller, 1991).

**The Origins of the American Juvenile Justice System**

Economic recessions in the early 19th century and the first wave of Irish immigrants pushed children out of work in America’s new factory system during the Industrial Revolution. Concerns about poor children on the street led to the creation of institutional care for children. In New York City, in 1824, the Society for Prevention of Pauperism became the Society for the Reformation of Juvenile Delinquents and in 1825 opened the nation’s first House of Refuge. Boston followed a year later, and Philadelphia in 1828. These Houses of Refuge were designed to maintain class status and prevent unrest (Krisberg and Austin, 1993; Platt, 1977).

The concept of *parens patriae* provided the legal underpinning for the Houses of Refuge many years before it also provided a legal framework for the juvenile court. In 1838, in *Ex Parte Crouse*, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court affirmed the state’s accepting Mary Ann Crouse from
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her mother and putting her into Philadelphia’s House of Refuge. Mary Ann’s father brought a writ of habeas corpus, which was rejected by the State Supreme Court. In now-famous language, the court declared:

The object of the charity is reformation, by training its inmates to industry; by imbuing them with means to earn a living; and, above all, by separating them from the corrupting influence of improper associates. To this end, may not the natural parents, when unequal to the task of education, or unworthy of it, be superseded by the parens patriae, or common guardian of the community?…The infant has been snatched from a course which must have ended in confirmed depravity; and not only is the restraint of her person lawful, but it would have been an act of extreme cruelty to release her from it.

For the first time, parens patriae—a 15th-century concept for orphans—was applied to a poor child whose parents were still alive. By 1890, almost every state had some version of a reform school (Bernard, 1992).

In 1899, Jane Addams and her Hull House colleagues established what is generally accepted as the nation’s first juvenile court. Juvenile court judges in the early part of the 20th century “were authorized to investigate the character and social background of both ‘pre-delinquent’ and ‘delinquent’ children. They examined personal motivation as well as criminal intent, seeking to identify the moral reputation of problematic children” (Platt, 1977).

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court, in 1905, upheld Pennsylvania’s version of the new juvenile court when a juvenile challenged the 1903 law’s failure to provide procedural safeguards. The court asserted parens patriae as the rationale for its decision: the juvenile court is merely stepping into the shoes of the natural parent:

To save a child from becoming a criminal, or from continuing in a career of crime, to end in maturer years in public punishment and disgrace, the legislature surely may provide for the salvation of such a child, if its parents or guardian be unable or unwilling to do so…The natural parent needs no process to temporarily deprive his child of its liberty by confining it in his own home, to save it and to shield it from the consequences of persistence in a career of waywardness, nor is the state, when compelled, as parens patriae, to take the place of the father for the same purpose, required to adopt any process as a means of placing its hands upon the child to lead it into one of its courts (Commonwealth vs. Fisher, 1905).
Ben Lindsey of Denver was the juvenile court judge whose practice most closely matched the rhetoric of the emerging juvenile court:

We should make it our business to study and know each particular case, because it will generally demand treatment in some little respect different from any other case... (a) Is the child simply mischievous or criminal in its tendencies? (b) Is the case simply an exceptional or isolated instance in which a really good boy or girl has gone wrong for the first time because too weak to resist a strong temptation? (c) Is the child a victim of incompetent parents? Does the home or parent need correction or assistance? (d) What of environment and association, which, of course, may embrace substantively all of the points of study? How can the environment be improved? Certainly by keeping the child out of the saloon and away from evil examples; (e) Is the child afflicted with what we call “the moving about fever” — that is, is he given to playing “hookey” from school, or “bumming” and running away, showing an entire lack of ambition or desire to work and settle down to regular habits? (Ben B. Lindsey, “The Boy and the Court,” Charities 13 [January 1905]: 352.) (Platt, 1977).

Lindsey was the first to popularize “a highly personal approach to the children who came before him.” The judge was like an idealized probation officer: visiting children’s homes and schools, maintaining contact with employers, and becoming a confidant to the family. Lindsey saw himself as a therapeutic agent. He was the first to make the “highly personal and individualistic inquiry” that was the rhetorical hallmark of the juvenile court in the first half of the 20th century (Fox, 1997).

Judge Julian Mack, Chicago’s second juvenile court judge, spoke glowingly of Lindsey in describing the idealized juvenile court:

The problem for determination by the judge is not has this boy or girl committed a specific wrong but what is he, how has he become what he is, and what had best be done in his interest and in the interest of the state to save him from a downward career. It is apparent at once that the ordinary legal evidence in a criminal court is not the sort of evidence to be heard in such a proceeding (Mack, 1909).
The Impact of the Gault Decision

At its most idealistic, the juvenile court of the first half of the century tried to act as an ordinary devoted parent would on behalf of a child. In 1967, because the system’s operation was less than ideal, the “rehabilitative” world of juvenile justice was altered forever. It was then that the United States Supreme Court injected due process into the system. (*In re Gault*).

The Gault case involved a 15-year-old boy who was arrested for making calls to his next door neighbor that the Supreme Court described as “of the irritatingly offensive, adolescent, sex variety.” Gerald Gault was brought before a juvenile court judge, but he did not have notice of the charges against him, nor did he have a lawyer. The neighbor never appeared in court, but testimony was given by the arresting officer, who described what the neighbor had told him.

For an offense for which an adult could have received a fine of not more than $50 or more than two months in jail, the juvenile court committed Gerald Gault to the Arizona State Industrial School for up to six years. Gerald challenged his adjudication of delinquency, and the U.S. Supreme Court held that the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process clause applied to children. The court held that in the context of adjudications of delinquency, children were persons within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment, and that no state could deprive them of liberty without due process of law. This meant that at trial juveniles had a right to notice of the charges, to counsel, to confront witnesses against them, and to confront witnesses.

The court observed that “the highest motives and most enlightened impulses led to a peculiar system for juveniles, unknown to our law in any comparable context.” The court recalled the observation it made the year before in *Kent vs. United States*, when it rejected the arbitrary transfer of a juvenile to criminal court: “There is evidence...that there may be grounds for concern that the child receives the worst of both worlds: that he gets neither the protections accorded to adults nor the solicitous care and regenerative treatment postulated for children.” In words that rang for years in courthouses across America, the court declared, “Under our Constitution, the condition of being a boy does not justify a kangaroo court.”

There was very little developmental philosophy behind the Arizona juvenile court’s decision to send Gault to a training school for six years. In what sense was Gault to be rehabilitated? One can imagine a counselor giving him a stack of dimes, directing him to a pay phone, and asking him to make telephone calls until Gault got it right. Except insofar as the training school would teach him a lesson and cause Gault to reflect on his life, there was certainly little if any sense in which the Arizona system conceived that the state training school would promote
PYD. To the contrary, the training school looked remarkably like the early Quaker penitentiaries that sought to reform prisoners by using thick-walled cells, isolation and a bible (Meranze, 1996).

The Gault decision ended benign neglect of the juvenile justice system and introduced a period in which juveniles were increasingly thought to be entitled to constitutional procedural protections similar to those of adults. This was one kind of “adultification” of juvenile court. During the mid-1990s, and motivated by very different concerns, a different sort of adultification occurred, one that ironically moved the juvenile court away from its rehabilitative ideal and toward a retributive model that had much in common with the philosophy of the adult criminal court. The increase in violent juvenile crime between 1989 and 1993 led almost every state to change its juvenile laws. States devised a variety of approaches to removing more juveniles from juvenile court jurisdiction, while placing them in criminal court; increasing the severity of juvenile court dispositions; and reducing the confidentiality of juvenile proceedings and records (Torbet et al, 1996).

New punitive legislative policies have led some scholars to seek a middle ground between the “old” rehabilitative model of the idealized juvenile court and the “new” model of retributive justice. In the late 1980s, Dennis Maloney called for a “balanced approach” to juvenile probation, in which it would address public safety, accountability and youth competency development (Maloney et al., 1988). Maloney’s work became part of the “restorative justice” movement of the 1990s, during which Gordon Bazemore, Mark Umbreit and others called for a juvenile justice system in which attention would be paid to making the victim whole, involving communities in fashioning of dispositions, and teaching juveniles the skills—i.e., competency development—necessary to make the transition to responsible adulthood (Bazemore and Umbreit, 1994). The balanced approach is discussed in detail in the section titled, Opportunities.

Through the 20th century, the juvenile justice system has sought to save children, nurture them, rehabilitate them, cure them, isolate them and punish them. The latest synthesis of these various philosophies includes teaching youth competencies. In this regard, the modern system might serve as a platform for PYD.
Moving through the Contemporary Juvenile Justice “System”

If PYD is to mean anything, it must be an inherent part of all of the decision points of the juvenile justice system—otherwise decision-makers throughout the system would be implementing different philosophies, rendering the system incoherent. PYD should also affect the way the juvenile justice system makes judgments about who is no longer eligible for its benefits.

The Juvenile Justice Pipeline

It is useful to imagine the juvenile justice system as a pipeline through which water flows. Along the pipeline are diversion valves—the points of decision at which children are either diverted from the pipeline or continue through its various gates and locks. These are the points of arrest, detention, adjudication, disposition and disposition review. One of the signal characteristics of the juvenile justice system is its diversion options across the pipeline's continuum; that is, at every point, the system uses valves to send some children home, some to other systems and others to noninstitutional care. Another characteristic that distinguishes the juvenile justice system from the adult system is the theoretical importance the juvenile system places on a swift flow through the pipeline. Both diversion and speed are important to PYD.

For most of this century, juvenile court proceedings were held in courtrooms that were closed to the public. Closed proceedings were thought to be beneficial to the child: indeed, privacy was an element of giving adolescents room to develop into productive adults. For similar reasons, juvenile records were sealed and unavailable to the public. In recent years, more states have opened juvenile court proceedings and made records available to law enforcement agencies, schools and the criminal justice system when the juvenile is charged as an adult.

Each state has organized its justice system in slightly different ways, setting policies that determine which children are eligible for the juvenile justice system; which will be sent to the adult criminal justice system; and which will go where, for how long, within either system. State differences will affect the way PYD programs are implemented. States may set different ages for a child’s entry into the juvenile system (as young as seven, as old as 10) or exit from the system (as young as 16, as old as 25). Every state differs in the kinds of programs or services it offers at each stage of the process.

Critical Decision Points Along the Pipeline

Despite whatever differences exist across jurisdictions in policies and practices, the points of decision are essentially similar: diversion, referral, intake, detention, adjudication, transfer, disposition and release. Each stage offers an opportunity for implementing one or more of the attributes of PYD described in the introduction to this chapter.
Diversion. As in basketball, where every contact is not a foul, on the street not every deed that can trigger a police whistle is a crime. Indeed, the period of adolescence, in particular for boys, is a time of experimentation, risk taking and recklessness that would lead to the arrest of almost everyone if the law was applied strictly. Parents, teachers and communities have historically taught adolescents how to behave without invoking the law. Refusing to refer a youth to the juvenile justice system is one form of diversion. (Another, available after a referral has been made, is discussed in the next section.)

Diversion is less common today than it used to be, as parents and schools develop “zero tolerance” for misdeeds committed by other people’s children. For example, schools across the country have adopted “zero-tolerance” policies for misbehavior, and are today routinely expelling children and referring them to the juvenile justice system for offenses that just a few years ago would have been handled in-house. Such expulsions are inconsistent with PYD.

If parents have the resources, knowledge and contacts, they have a chance of keeping their children from being expelled or labeled a “delinquent child.” A few years ago I was called by a middle-class couple who had a 16-year-old son who had serious emotional problems. He fought with other kids, smoked dope and extorted small amounts of money from younger children. But, the parents were concerned and active. Thus, during the boy’s troubled high school years the school district kept him in school and provided an assessment for a special education referral. When the boy’s conduct got out of hand, the parents arranged for private psychiatric care. All of his conduct violated the criminal code. Many children—especially today—who behave as he did would routinely end up in the juvenile justice system, even if they only reached the front door. This boy, with the help of ordinary devoted parents, did not get to the front steps.

There are many ways to conceive of diversion. One is to tie diversion to policies and practices that support neighborhood building. To the extent that PYD occurs most easily in strong neighborhoods, it is crucial to have neighborhood groups who serve as an extended family for at-risk youth and who can provide the supervision that would be offered by the ordinary devoted parent. There are many successful examples of such neighborhood-based interventions. Robert Woodson has described the family like support and encouragement that the House of Umoja gave gang-affected youth in West Philadelphia in the early 1970s (Woodson, 1981). Pennsylvania’s State Advisory Group, which dispenses federal juvenile justice funds, has invested in community-based programs in high crime areas as part of its attack on disproportionate minority confinement (Welsh et al, 1999). While one does not want to transform indigenous groups into formal components of the justice system, juvenile probation, police and other agents of community control can certainly develop close working ties with community-based organizations to
divert youth from the formal juvenile justice system. Indeed, one way in which the current juvenile justice system is inadequate is that it has failed to build routine links to such organizations.

For many youth, diversion is a low-risk enterprise. Marvin Wolfgang’s landmark longitudinal studies in Philadelphia showed that half of the children who committed delinquent acts were never heard from again (Wolfgang et al., 1972). Positive youth development is easier for an adolescent who avoids the stigma of arrest and referral.

**Referral.** Formal entrance into the pipeline begins with a referral to the juvenile justice system or a police arrest. Depending upon the state, a child may be too young or too old for the juvenile justice system. Children who are too young are most often diverted or sent to the branch of juvenile court that has jurisdiction over neglected and abused children. Children who are too old are tried as adults. The juvenile may also be charged with an offense that results automatically in adult prosecution. If the juvenile is charged as an adult, most states allow for judges, after a hearing, to decide that the case should be transferred to juvenile court if the public interest requires it or if the juvenile can prove that he or she is amenable to treatment in the juvenile justice system.

**Intake.** If the child enters the juvenile justice system after being arrested, referred by a private petitioner (such as a school or next door neighbor), or transferred from criminal court, there will be an intake decision. Should the case proceed or be diverted? If the latter, should it be an informal diversion, without further involvement by the juvenile court, or should the child be sent to a program, such as a community panel or teen court (and returned to juvenile court if he or she fails to obey a community ordered disposition)? Some cases are diverted to other systems, such as the mental health system. Some cases are dropped entirely, as intake officers decide that this particular combination of youth and offense does not belong in the juvenile justice system. Many factors enter into the decision to divert a case: the youth’s age, prior history, seriousness of offense, explanation or attitude will affect the intake decision.

**Detention.** If the intake officer (usually a juvenile probation officer) decides that the case should proceed to a hearing, the officer must decide whether the child should be sent home (with or without supervision) or should be detained, either in a maximum-security detention center, or in a detention alternative. Pretrial detention has two valid purposes: reducing the risk of flight and reducing the risk of reoffending prior to trial (Institute of Judicial Administration–American Bar Association, 1996).

Secure detention should be a last resort (Institute of Judicial Administration–American Bar Association, 1996). And no youth can be compelled to receive treatment while in such detention because it generally occurs pretrial. That would be imposing a disposition (sentence) before the trial. However, youth can voluntarily
accept services, and the best juvenile detention centers make a range of services available. (One must be careful to avoid creating a better detention system that will lead probation officers and judges to increase its use. Any improvement of services inside detention centers must also be tied to screening and risk assessment instruments that ensure that only high-risk youth enter secure detention at all [Lubow, 1997].)

In the early 1990s, with support from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Pennsylvania’s detention centers developed a model of detention service delivery. The Juvenile Detention Center Association of Pennsylvania (JDCAP) Standards go beyond a typical state regulatory framework (i.e., one that sets minimum health and safety standards) by establishing optimal standards for screening, assessment, education, health care, recreation and other activities that can occur when youth are locked up, even for short periods of time (Juvenile Detention Centers’ Association of Pennsylvania, 1993). The JDCAP Standards are an example of how proponents of PYD might approach the hundreds of thousands of juveniles who are detained each year. Juvenile detention is an opportunity for staff to learn about youth’s strengths and to make recommendations to court and probation about disposition and the focus of the next intervention.

**Transfer.** Most persons under the age of 18 who are tried as adults are done so because of statutory exclusion of their case from the juvenile justice system. As noted earlier, state law may exclude them because of their age. In New York, for example, a 16-year-old is tried as an adult for any offense. Every state excludes some offenses from juvenile court jurisdiction if a child is of a certain age (for example, a state can decide that 15-year-olds who are charged with armed robbery will have their cases begin in adult criminal court). Some states permit prosecutors to file the juvenile’s case directly in the adult system, where the juvenile may or may not have an opportunity to have the case transferred (remanded or decertified) to juvenile court. Every state allows judges to transfer children of a certain age, usually 14, but in some instances, even younger, to criminal court if they are charged with an offense as serious as a felony. In judicial transfer hearings, the state must usually prove that an offense occurred and that there is a *prima facie* case against the juvenile. States usually must prove that the juvenile is “not amenable to treatment” in the juvenile justice system in the time available to that system. Recently, state legislatures have made it easier for judges to transfer (or “waive” or “certify”) juveniles to criminal court if it is “in the public interest,” or if “public safety” requires it (Torbet et al, 1996).

Through lowering of the age limit, exclusion of offenses, and prosecutorial or judicial transfer, it is estimated that about 200,000 American youth under the age of 18 are processed as adults each
year (Snyder and Sicmund, 1995). While for many this involves no more than being charged as adults before they are remanded to juvenile court, most are tried and sentenced in the adult system.

While it is beyond the scope of this chapter, it is worth noting that PYD is out of reach for this large number of adolescents who have been transferred to adult criminal court. They often lose their right to vote. They are often denied education when they are incarcerated, are unable to return to school if they are released, and receive inadequate physical and behavioral health care. In short, they receive little in the adult system that comports with any component of PYD.

**Adjudication.** If the child continues to be detained, an adjudicatory hearing (comparable to the trial in criminal court) must be held within 10 to 30 days. (While this is the general rule, in some states, juveniles charged with high-profile crimes, like murder, will have a longer time to wait until their trials.) Juveniles have no constitutional right to bail, although some states provide for bail by statute. If they are charged as adults, however, juveniles have the same right to bail as adults. Most states do not have speedy trial requirements for conducting adjudicatory hearings if the juvenile is released before trial (Butts, 1997). Slowness is inimical to PYD.

At the adjudicatory hearing, the juvenile has a constitutional right to counsel. Many states provide a statutory right to counsel at all stages of the juvenile justice system, although the actual availability of counsel at the adjudicatory hearing or at other stages varies widely within and across states (Puritz et al, 1995).

**Disposition.** If the juvenile admits to the offense, or if the juvenile court finds by proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the child is found to have committed the offense, the court will proceed to disposition (comparable to the sentencing decision in adult court). Disposition must be done within a few weeks if the child is in detention.

Juvenile dispositions historically have been aimed at providing “treatment, rehabilitation or supervision” in a way that best serves the needs of the juvenile. Such interventions have been thought to offer the best opportunity for public protection. As mentioned earlier, in recent years, some legislatures have included incapacitation for public safety as a valid rationale for disposition. Others have required the juvenile court to balance public safety, accountability and some version of treatment (sometimes called competency development, which is discussed at length below). Under any of the models, the juvenile court will have a range of discretion. In some states, like Wisconsin or Pennsylvania, the juvenile court retains power over the child and has wide latitude, from ordering that a child return home under supervision—probation—to placing a child in maximum-security institutions, known as training schools, reform
schools or youth development centers. In other states, like California or Massachusetts, which use a “youth authority” model, the court will either order probation or, if placement is warranted, transfer custody of the child to the youth authority, which will then determine the level of care.

**Release.** Most juvenile court dispositions are for indeterminate periods of time. However, they cannot be for a longer period of time than an adult would serve for a similar crime in the criminal justice system. In states in which the juvenile court controls all aspects of the juvenile’s treatment, the court will usually “review” the juvenile’s case every six to nine months. Sometimes the reviews are formal hearings, whereas in other instances the reviews are informal reviews of reports provided by probation officers or institutional staff. In states that have youth authorities, there will be administrative procedures to review the need for continued confinement. In almost every instance, the review of placement focuses on whether the child is behaving or showing an improved attitude. Reviewing authorities almost never compare the youth’s progress with a clear treatment plan, whether that plan is based on a medical model or on PYD.

Many juveniles in placement, particularly those with mental health needs or who have been placed inappropriately, end up being returned to juvenile court for a new disposition. Most often, those juveniles are placed in detention pending a new placement plan. These youth are like pinballs. They bounce around until someone yells “tilt.” The system rarely imagines that these children, with multiple needs, are candidates for PYD.

When juveniles are released from institutions, they are placed on “aftercare probation,” which is analogous to parole. A juvenile who is on probation or aftercare probation status can have that status revoked, or “violated,” for new offenses or for violating the terms of probation, such as associating with gang members, missing school, or missing curfew. Despite a decade-long effort to revamp aftercare into a role that is more like that of the ordinary devoted parent, it is too often nothing more than monitoring. Aftercare is discussed more thoroughly below, in the section titled, Opportunities.

Except for transfer to criminal court, each of the points of the pipeline provides occasions for PYD. Those who seek to take advantage of these openings, however, must first circumvent an abundance of obstacles which obstruct PYD.
Obstacles
The obstacles to introducing PYD to juvenile justice are many. While superb programs and visionary leaders exist, they are not the norm, and they operate in bureaucratic settings that make it difficult for them to succeed or be replicated (Schorr, 1997). The constraints described below make it hard for excellence to take root and thrive. Even so, in every obstacle, readers will find implied opportunities for PYD.

Constraints on PYD are exacerbated by the vexing problem of race. In the early 1990s, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act required states to assess whether their juvenile justice systems disproportionately confined members of minority groups. Only one state, Vermont, found no problem. In other states, minority youth were less likely than white youth to be diverted from the juvenile justice system and more likely to be detained or placed in training schools. The general public and juvenile justice decision-makers tend to ascribe negative characteristics to minority youth—in particular those who misbehave—more often than to white youth. Thus, for children of color, the following hurdles loom even higher.

Confused Mission
The formal juvenile justice system is not fertile territory for PYD because the system’s goals and components are often incompatible. It is trying to control, punish, treat, supervise, incapacitate and train youth who are entrusted to its care. Its staff are supposed to serve all of those goals, which too often work at cross-purposes to each other and to PYD.

While ordinary devoted parents are able to fill a variety of roles with their children, systems have a difficult time fulfilling missions that appear to be contradictory. Considerations of policy, practice, funding and governance make it easier to fill one role or another, but not multiple roles at the same time.

There is a pull, much written about by Barry Feld, between competing purposes of the juvenile justice system. One purpose is social welfare. The other is social control. As Feld has written:

> When social services and social control are combined in one setting, as in juvenile court, custodial considerations quickly subordinate social welfare concerns. Historically, juvenile courts purported to resolve the tension between social welfare and social control by asserting that dispositions in a child’s best interests achieved individual and public welfare simultaneously. In reality, some youth who commit crimes do not need social services, whereas others cannot be meaningfully rehabilitated. And, many more children with social service needs do not commit crimes.
Juvenile courts' subordination of individual welfare to custody and control stems from its fundamentally penal focus. Delinquency jurisdiction is not based on characteristics of children for which they are not responsible and for whom intervention could mean an improvement in their lives—their lack of decent education, their lack of adequate housing, their unmet medical needs, or their family or social circumstances...Rather, delinquency jurisdiction is based on criminal law violations...As long as juvenile courts emphasize criminal characteristics of children least likely to elicit sympathy and ignore social conditions most likely to engender a desire to nurture and help, they reinforce punitive rather than rehabilitative impulses. Operating in a societal context that does not provide adequately for children in general, intervention in the lives of those who commit crimes inevitably serves purposes of penal social control, regardless of the court's ability to deliver social welfare (Feld, 1993).

While an ordinary devoted parent can resolve the contradictions in the day-to-day (indeed, hour-to-hour) course of raising a child, in the juvenile justice system, there is no person who serves in that role. And all the actors in the system—probation or community control officer, guard, sheriff, psychologist, caseworker, counselor, mentor—taken together cannot replace what ordinary devoted parents inherently know and implement. Under such circumstances, when the juvenile justice system is invoked, social control (and its sidekick, accountability) will trump social welfare (even if it is disguised as PYD).

Take this example from The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin:

I was generally a Leader among the Boys, and sometimes led them into Scrapes, of which I will mention one Instance, as it shows an early projecting public Spirit, tho’ not then justly conducted. There was a Salt Marsh that bounded part of the Mill Pond, on the Edge of which at highwater, we us’d to stand to fish for Minews. By much Trampling, we had made it a mere Quagmire. My Proposal was to build a Wharf there fit for us to stand upon, and I show’d my Comrades a large Heap of Stones which were intended for a new House near the Marsh, and which would very well suit our Purpose. Accordingly in the Evening when the Workmen were gone, I assembled a Number of my Playfellows, and working with them diligently like so many Emmets...we brought them all away and built our little Wharff—The next Morning the Workmen were surpriz’d at Missing the Stones; which were found in our Wharff; Enquiry was made after the Removers; we were discovered & complain’d of; several of us were corrected by our Fathers; and tho’ I pleaded the Usefulness of the Work, mine convince’d me that nothing was useful which was not honest (Franklin, 1987).
Josiah Franklin was an ordinary devoted parent who knew his son. There was no need for involving the formal justice system. Everything that Josiah knew about 10-year-old Ben informed him that lecturing this boy at this time would be adequate to reinforce his honest instincts. How would young Franklin be handled today? Until the mid-1980s, most juvenile justice systems would have had the option of giving Franklin a lecture or finding some way to avoid a juvenile record. Today that is less likely. Prosecutors are more interested in having the theft on record (to enhance future sanctions in either the juvenile or criminal justice system). At its best, a system of “restorative justice” would require Franklin to do something to pay back the workmen, but most such restitution or community-service programs would be no better than random at figuring out how to ensure that such service improved Franklin’s talents or life chances. If Franklin got bored and declined to finish the community service (as later in adolescence he ran away from his Boston apprenticeship), the formal system would surely bring him to court for an adjudication of delinquency, not necessarily because of the original offense, but because of his obstinate (delinquent) refusal to complete his community service agreement.

Jaded Staff

Many of those who work in juvenile justice, in particular those in public systems, where the job can become a sinecure, have lost their enthusiasm for their work, and for the children they supervise. In many ways, these juvenile justice professionals are like teachers: some still have passion and talent; some have always been unqualified; and some once had quality and passion, but those flames have dimmed over time. Like teachers, who in order to succeed must believe that every child can learn, juvenile justice professionals must believe that every youth can succeed. That must be true whatever the juvenile justice philosophy du jour happens to be. For PYD to take a toe hold, juvenile justice professionals must believe that every child has assets and that every child can become a productive citizen.

Unclear Measures of Success

Despite its competing goals, the juvenile justice system tends to use one measure of success, recidivism; but even that measure is not uniformly applied across jurisdictions. Some places will measure re-arrest within a particular time frame. Others will measure frequency or severity of new offenses. There is no common understanding of what this negative measure—recidivism—is measuring.

Public juvenile justice programs—training schools, detention centers and youth-authority programs—do not measure positive outcomes. Private, usually nonprofit, agencies with whom public agencies have contracts almost never have payment tied to performance measures (unless they are negative measures, like keeping the number of escapes below a certain percentage).
There is an exception. In the early 1990s, Philadelphia Deputy Commissioner Jesse E. Williams, Jr., who was then in charge of the Department of Human Services’ (DHS) Juvenile Justice Services, wanted to see whether he was getting value from the four dozen private agencies with which the city had contracts. Williams arranged with the Crime and Justice Research Institute (CJRI) at Temple University to develop ways of measuring whether children were better off when they left the programs than they were when they entered. CJRI created a data collection and evaluation system called the Program Development and Evaluation System (ProDES), which began collecting data in 1994. ProDES measured client and program trends, looking at changes in youth’s life skills, self-esteem, behavior and other assets that were of interest to DHS. ProDES used a pre- and post-program assessment, a follow-up assessment, and reviews of official records to see what programs were doing. This is a rare example of an evaluation system that measures positive outcomes. Unfortunately, even in Philadelphia it has its limitations. Several private agencies that serve Philadelphia youth, but that are paid by the state, refuse to participate in ProDES evaluations. The system was also not applied at the outset to youth who were on probation or in state training schools.

**Historical Reliance on the Medical Model**

The juvenile justice system, in its effort to save children (Platt, 1977), has tried to answer the question, “What’s wrong with this child?” When cures can be found for “what is wrong,” the healed boy or girl will re-enter the mainstream of society. While PYD recognizes that obstacles must be suppressed or removed (e.g., a youth must learn to control anger), it places less emphasis on cure than on building upon strengths. Medical model skills—often personified in degreed professionals—that are used to cure are different than the “Yoda-like” skills of empowerment. When a youth needs a mentor, the juvenile justice system too often provides a doctor.

Thus, most of the juvenile justice system works at teaching children to avoid misbehaving. The system is less adept at teaching children to behave well. Consider the 1998 film, *The Mask of Zorro*, in which the wise, erstwhile Zorro must teach a young thief and rogue (who will become the new Zorro) the charm of a gentleman and the skills of a swordsman *in addition to* demanding that the youth control his anger and impulsiveness. If the younger Zorro “wannabe” was in the juvenile justice system, he would be ready for discharge as soon as he learned to control his impulsiveness. PYD requires that he also learn charm.
Assessment for Risk

It is easier to use an assessment that will identify a specific problem and attach a descriptive label to that problem than it is to describe the ways in which a child is healthy. Negative labeling pervades the child-serving field, in particular, juvenile justice. In Florida, for example, youth assessment centers have sprung up across the state as professionals screen every child after arrest. They inevitably find pathology.

In Pennsylvania, juvenile probation officers evaluate children who enter the system with an instrument called the Problem Severity Index (PSI). The PSI will find that children are skipping classes or that they have trouble relating to their parents, but they will never uncover children’s talents as artists or artisans. Most modern assessments find problems, and they guarantee that children stay in coercive systems that are not congenial to PYD.

At best, negative assessment tools have a crude chance of sending a child to the kind of program that claims to be able to address the diagnosed problem, but many juvenile justice systems do not even use their negative assessment instruments that well. In too many systems, the empty bed remains the most used diagnostic arrow. Tell me where there is a vacancy, and I will tell you what the diagnosis is.

While assessments are an obstacle to PYD after adolescents have been referred to the juvenile justice system, there is promise in the primary and secondary prevention context. Pursuant to Title V of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, since the early 1990s, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) has sponsored the Communities That Care (CTC) initiative. Developed by David Hawkins and Richard Catalano, the CTC grant program to states calls for self-assessments by individuals, families, schools and communities, as part of an effort to reduce “risk factors” in each that lead to anti-social behavior. This risk-focused approach targets adolescent behaviors like drug abuse, delinquency, violence, school dropout and teen pregnancy. It is an endeavor that requires coordinated, local efforts that will lead to targeted neighborhood activities (Hawkins and Catalano, 1992).

Communities That Care has potential, especially to the extent that PYD requires suppression of risk factors. It is certainly true that risks work together exponentially and that elimination of any risks will be helpful to children and families (Schorr, 1987). Indeed, early studies show that in many communities CTC has been effective in organizing adults and youth around the common task of building strong neighborhoods (General Accounting Office, 1996).

What is less well known than CTC’s emphasis on risk factors is its asset-based social development strategy, which is supposed to promote healthy behaviors. Unfortunately, this strategy is not nearly as well-developed conceptually as CTC’s emphasis on risk factors, and
little evidence exists that CTC communities are focusing as much on healthy behaviors as they are on the easier-to-identify CTC checklist of risk factors.

**Punishment, Retribution and Incapacitation**

Increasingly, legislators are infusing juvenile justice statutes with the language of the adult system. In contrast to the juvenile justice system’s traditional goal of “rehabilitation,” the adult criminal justice system has focused on deterrence (both of the individual and of society in general), retribution and incapacitation (Packer, 1968). Over the last decade, almost every state that changed its juvenile justice system has added some version of those criminal justice goals to the purposes of its juvenile code (Torbet et al., 1996).

The trend was foreshadowed in the mid-1980s, when the first wave of punitive juvenile justice “reforms” was advanced by the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), which published a model juvenile code based on the principle of “just deserts.” The ALEC code treated juveniles as though they were adults, promoting accountability and personal responsibility as the only goals worth pursuing (Treanor and Volenik, 1987).

Some reformers proposed that a punishment model should replace the traditional rehabilitation model: they viewed children as being no different than adults. Others had more success in adding punishment to the existing juvenile justice framework. They argued again that the juvenile justice system was merely a substitute parent; since parents are motivated by love when they punish their children, punishment is, in the end, no different than rehabilitation. Such sophistry had surface appeal because the major premise was true: when parents punish their child, love is indeed a motivator. The sanction is swift, directly related in time and proportion to the offense, expected by the child, and part of a context that includes love and nurturing. In those circumstances, punishment is indeed an important part of raising a child. Unfortunately, that is not the way punishment is used by the juvenile justice system.

In the juvenile justice system, punishment can mean placement in harsh, locked institutions; shackling and handcuffing; and isolation. More benign versions, tied to treatment plans or the behavior modification program *du jour*, are erratically implemented, and the juvenile knows that the punishment is a sanction that will always appear on his record.

In addition, in order to promote the goals of punishment, both conservatives and liberals have proposed that juvenile justice systems be required to use “graduated sanctions.” As envisioned by Representative Bill McCollum, the author of the 105th Congress’s HR.3 (which was passed by the House in 1997, but which died in the Senate), there
would be a justice system response for every alleged delinquent act, and the response would be a sanction that would increase in severity for every subsequent offense. In anticipation of HR.3’s passage, at the end of 1997, Congress appropriated $250 million for the Juvenile Accountability Incentive Block Grant (JAIBG). Few of the 12 authorized spending purposes of JAIBG contain elements of PYD and the amount appropriated for JAIBG was far more than Congress had ever appropriated for juvenile justice prevention programs.

**Language**

One reason that punishment and graduated sanctions have found hospitable hosts in the juvenile justice system, is that the language of the system has changed to reflect attitudes about children. Most state juvenile codes until recent years dealt with a range of children’s issues, focusing on child abuse, neglect, status offenses and delinquency. Everyone who was the subject of those codes was described as a “child.” During the 1990s, many states changed the language. For example, in addressing delinquency, the Virginia legislature, with one push of the “search and replace” button, changed every reference to “child” in its juvenile code, replacing that benign word with “juvenile,” which is more amorphous, which leads more easily to punishment or transfer to the adult system.

Positive youth development does not come to mind very quickly if one is responding to offenses committed by “superpredators.” But that was the language introduced to the field by respected scholars (Bennett et al., 1996), and its impact was profound. Rhetoric about “superpredators” fueled many of the changes in state law that occurred in the mid-1990s. When Representative McCollum first introduced the bill that became HR.3, it was called the “Violent Youth Predator Act of 1996.”

**Reliance on Quarantine**

The Annie E. Casey Foundation President, Doug Nelson, once criticized the typical American foster care system for relying too heavily on three methods to save children: distance, difference and time. Most systems have an operating philosophy that relies on moving a neglected child as far as possible from his or her parent, placing the child in a different environment, and doing it for as long as possible. In this way, it is incorrectly thought that foster children will be imbued with all the good qualities that the system has to offer. Such an approach does little to improve parental skills. It does little to change and augment neighborhood resources. It does little to enable the foster child to cope with parent and neighborhood upon his or her return from placement.

The same negative qualities characterize much of the juvenile justice system. This was described by David Altschuler who was then developing a theory of aftercare:
The community reintegration process [which I propose] is based on a set of assumptions which fly in the face of the practice of many decades where child care institutions of various sorts were separated from mainstream socialization influences and the local community. It was their intention first to insulate the child from these influences and then to strengthen or inculcate values conducive to law abidance and other legitimate roles. The assumptions were that (1) the youth would leave the programs appropriately immunized to survive the outside world, and (2) adjustment and progress within the programs offered some reasonably sound basis for thinking successful community reintegration would follow (Altschuler, 1984).

Even if the juvenile justice system reconceptualizes the quarantine rationale—rejecting the notion that youth will be able to learn skills for surviving outside the institution when they are inside it—the powerful rise of incapacitation as a goal makes it unlikely that states will reduce the use of removing youth from their communities as a major component of the juvenile justice system. It will be even harder for states to accomplish this goal when huge amounts of federal JAIBG funds make construction of new institutions increasingly affordable.

**Poor Institutional Conditions**

While there are many exemplary programs for delinquent youth, they do not predominate. On any day, tens of thousands of American youth are held in state training schools and detention centers. Conditions in these facilities do not inspire confidence. If PYD has a core value, it must prevent adults from harming children, especially under the guise of saving them.

Human Rights Watch has described abominable conditions in juvenile facilities in Georgia, Colorado and Louisiana (Human Rights Watch, 1997, 1996, 1995). Take this description of a Louisiana facility:

> Here in the middle of the impoverished Mississippi Delta is a juvenile prison so rife with brutality, cronyism and neglect that many legal experts say it is the worst in the nation. The prison, the Tallulah Correctional Center for Youth, opened just four years ago where a sawmill and cotton fields once stood. Behind rows of razor wire, it houses 620 boys and young men, age 11 to 20, in stifling corrugated-iron barracks jammed with bunks.

> From the run-down homes and bars on the road that runs by it, Tallulah appears unexceptional, one new cookie-cutter prison among scores built in the United States this decade. But inside, inmates of the privately run prison regularly appear at the infirmary with black eyes, broken noses or jaws or perforated eardrums from beatings by the poorly paid, poorly trained guards or from fights with other boys.
Meals are so meager that many boys lose weight. Clothing is so scarce that boys fight over shirts and shoes. Almost all the teachers are uncertified, instruction amounts to as little as an hour a day, and until recently there were no books. Up to a fourth of the inmates are mentally ill or retarded, but a psychiatrist visits only one day a week. There is no therapy. Emotionally disturbed boys who cannot follow guards’ orders are locked in isolation cells for weeks at a time or have their sentences arbitrarily extended.

These conditions, which are described in public documents and were recounted by inmates and prison officials during a reporter’s visit to Tallulah, are extreme, a testament to Louisiana’s well-documented violent history and notoriously brutal prison system.

But what has happened at Tallulah is more than just the story of one bad prison. Corrections officials say the forces that converged to create Tallulah—the incarceration of more and more mentally ill adolescents, a rush by politicians to build new prisons while neglecting education and psychiatric services, and states’ handing responsibility for juvenile offenders to private companies—have caused the deterioration of juvenile prisons across the country (Butterfield, 1998).

Thirty years ago, Jerry Miller warned us about the dangers of institutions. Institutional staff have the same problems as probation officers described in the next section (Miller, 1991). It is much easier to hire staff to be guards than to hire staff who function like ordinary devoted parents. Most institutional staff believe they have succeeded if they get through a day without incident. Family involvement or team meetings are rare. When the Juvenile Law Center sued a Pennsylvania training school in the early 1990s, we learned that the school staff, which taught youth from about 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., never talked with “custodial” staff, which had youth the rest of the time. The 3-to-11 and 11-to-7 custodial shifts rarely talked with each other, and never with the school to discuss issues that might have arisen during the evening or night. Communication—of the sort that parents might have at the end of the day about issues that arose when one was at work while the other cared for the child—is too often considered an unnatural act in institutional settings.

Institutions are also confused about their roles. Take the example of one Virginia institution, which in the mid-1990s experimented briefly—until public outcry put an end to the practice—with intense isolation for misbehaving youth. The Segregation Unit at Beaumont Juvenile Correctional Center was designed, according to its program statement, “to make the quality of life uncomfortable enough that juveniles will be motivated to work toward their objectives and return to an open cottage.”
The program is astonishing. It emphasizes isolation and restrictions on mail, recreation, visitation and education. The idea is to make youth’s circumstances so wretched that they will behave in accordance with the minimum we expect of youth: do what they are told and create no problems.

Institutions across the country are mired in bad practice. While Virginia’s venture into isolation-as-treatment was short-lived, and the Tallulah facility described above is an extreme version, poor conditions are commonplace. In the early 1990s, an OJJDP-commissioned study by Abt Associates found over half of the country’s training schools and detention centers fell below nationally accepted standards (Parent et al., 1994). This is hardly a climate in which PYD will thrive.

Congress made a bad situation worse in 1995 when it passed the Prisoner Litigation Reform Act (PLRA). The new law was ostensibly enacted to reduce frivolous litigation by jailhouse lawyers. It did much more. PLRA made it extremely difficult for adults or juveniles to bring suits that complain of conditions of confinement. The new law ended many current consent decrees in which federal courts oversaw local efforts to improve conditions. The law prevents federal judges from entering consent decrees in institutional litigation unless there is a specific finding of constitutional violations or violation of federal law (the admission of which is the very thing consent decrees are supposed to avoid). In short, at a time when more children spend more time in overcrowded facilities, PLRA prevents juveniles, who are least able to obtain help, from complaining in federal court about institutional conditions.

**Professional Roles are Confused**

To the extent that there is a single professional at the top of the pyramid of services providers and custodians of youth in the juvenile justice system, it is the juvenile probation officer. In some states juvenile probation is called “community control,” suggesting the limits of the role. In those states, juvenile probation functions to supervise a juvenile until the youth is place in the custody of a state youth authority, such as that operated in Massachusetts or California. In most communities, juvenile probation is the eyes, ears and arm of the juvenile court. (The exceptions are few. One is New York City, in which juvenile probation is part of the executive branch.)

The juvenile probation officer has many roles, several of which are incompatible with PYD. To the extent that PYD has a chance of succeeding inside the borders of juvenile justice systems, the roles that are incompatible must be reconsidered and redefined, and those that are consistent must be nurtured.

Probation officers are both monitors and helpers. As monitors, they note infractions, have authority to take youth into custody for those infrac-
tions, report to the court on the youth’s progress or lack thereof, and make recommendations for sanctions. As helpers, juvenile probation officers are supposed to counsel youth and connect them with appropriate services, education and employment opportunities. Some communities think of juvenile probation officers as case managers, one who convenes meetings of all of the adults who are helping the youth, ensures that there are integrated service plans and arranges for provision of services. As a case manager, the probation officer has a vision of where the youth is heading and plans for the future as well as the present.

The best juvenile probation officers indeed serve as case managers while juggling their monitor-helper roles. The problem is that it is difficult to design state-of-the-art interventions based on PYD when they must rely on the skills of the best juvenile probation officer. To succeed, PYD must be acceptable to, and capable of implementation by, the average probation officer. He or she comes with defenses.

First, although PYD envisions the probation officer as helper, it is much easier for probation officers to be monitors who note infractions than to be guides. This is not surprising. The heavy caseloads of most probation officers make helping difficult and monitoring relatively easy.

Second, there is a developing trend to arm juvenile probation officers. More than a dozen Pennsylvania counties permit juvenile probation officers to carry guns; several require them to be armed. When probation officers look like police, PYD faces an added challenge.

Third, juvenile probation officers consider the client to be the youth (or perhaps the juvenile court itself), rarely the family. Many consider parents to be part of the problem. They do not know how to learn what parents know about their children. (Indeed, given probation officers’ monitoring role, many parents are reluctant to treat them as trusted confidants who embrace a common goal of PYD.) Once, in the early 1980s, I was addressing a meeting of juvenile probation officers about the importance of working with parents. This was a time when many human service systems were developing a family centered, ecological approach to service delivery. When I finished my exhortation, one probation officer raised his hand, stood up and said, “I’ll tell you how I work with parents. I say, ‘Mom, I’m sending your kid away!’” Then, to the laughter and applause of his colleagues, he bowed and took his seat.

Fourth, many probation officers also find it difficult to work with community-based organizations that might support a culture of PYD. The system does not allow probation much time to learn about (visit, observe, build relationships with) community-based organizations. Caseloads make such activities difficult and supervisors expect line staff to be working with individual youth. In addition, while the best probation departments assign officers to geographic districts, many are organized in different ways (such as assigning probation officers to program or institutions, no matter where the youth come from).
Children with Disabilities
Recent studies in Illinois and Massachusetts show high percentages of delinquent youth with mental health problems (Teplin et al., 1998; Grisso and Barnum, 1998), yet children with such problems have a particularly difficult time in the juvenile justice system. There are examples of successful programs for children with serious mental health problems (e.g., Multi-Systemic Therapy in South Carolina, the Willie M. program in North Carolina and Alternative Rehabilitative Communities in Pennsylvania), but no state system routinely screens and diagnoses children with mental health problems or has well-trained staff systemwide. The absence of attention to mental health issues, which could worsen if Medicaid managed care controls the payment of services for these children, makes it difficult for proponents of PYD. For in addition to developing strengths, PYD entails addressing those conditions that prevent youth from maximizing their assets.

Not only do juvenile justice systems fail to act as ordinary devoted parents for children with disabilities, they impede birth parents from participating in the treatment of their children.

Some years ago, I was at a conference of parents of children with mental health problems. One angry parent rose and said, “Until my child was arrested, I was the ‘majority shareholder’ in his life. I held 51 percent of the stock, which meant that I had the final say, whether we were with school officials preparing an individualized education program or with mental health providers developing an individualized treatment plan. Then my son was arrested, and I became not only a minority shareholder, I was seen as part of the problem. Juvenile probation treated me as though I knew nothing about my son. Probation felt that I had no solutions to offer, that my son would be better off without me. And worse, they didn’t come close to recognizing his problems or working energetically to help him overcome them.”

Re-tooling and the Cost of Transition
The juvenile justice system exists to protect the public. Thus, there will always be aspects of it that remove children from the community, or transfer them to the adult criminal justice system, or serve to control and monitor youth’s behavior. Positive youth development, to the extent that it enters the juvenile justice conceptual frame, will at the beginning arrive as an add-on to current practice rather than as a replacement for it. The system will not willingly yield the goals of control and negative labeling. For PYD to endure, however, it must be part of an overall system transformation.

To the extent that we can imagine a multi-year effort, built on the wedge opportunities described in the next section, we must be willing to pay for that effort. Changing a system requires a change in values at all levels of service delivery and decision-making. It requires training. It involves adding staff with new skills even as we phase out old ways of doing business.
Most public systems do not handle multi-year transitions very well. Single-year budgeting, resistance from line staff, political turnover and lack of leadership all contribute to doing business as usual.

There are examples of system conversions based on new values, however. These are clearest in the transformation of mental health and mental retardation systems, which were institution-based and which rested on negative stereotypes of the mentally ill and mentally retarded, much as today’s juvenile justice system views delinquent youth (Rothman and Rothman, 1984). There are also some examples of successful conversions of juvenile justice systems (Miller, 1991). If those examples are to be replicated, however, systems must be willing and able to pay for the costs of a multi-year, strategic transition (Conservation Company and Juvenile Law Center, 1994).

Opportunities

Bazemore and Terry note the difficulty of injecting PYD into the modern juvenile justice system. They are right in cautioning reforms to “start small,” suggesting that “the complexity of juvenile justice requires that reform efforts be carefully planned and deliberate, and that they include input form the staff as well as all other stakeholders in the system and the community” (Bazemore and Terry, 1997). I will not repeat their excellent suggestions for organizing stakeholders in order to take those small first steps. Rather, I suggest the substantive areas in which those steps might be taken.

There are, of course, examples of juvenile justice programs that implement a sound PYD philosophy. The Oregon Social Learning Center, in Eugene, has developed a successful foster care program for delinquent youth. Kaleidoscope, in Chicago, has used “wraparound” services to great effect. It is beyond the scope of this chapter, however, to describe individual programs. Instead, the following section discusses structural opportunities.

Education and Health Care

One cluster of opportunities can be implemented without regard to the incoherence of juvenile justice policy and practice. At a minimum, no matter what the philosophy or goals of the system, juvenile justice can address basic needs that any youth will need in any system. These are education and health care (the latter includes physical and behavioral health).

There are vast bodies of literature—much directed to juvenile justice—on correctional health care and correctional education (Center on Crime, Communities and Culture, 1997). Unfortunately, those responsible for serving delinquent youth often fail to meet even minimum standards. Juvenile Law Center staff see institutions that do not provide delinquent youth with basic or special education for the same number
of hours as children in public schools. We see children who do not receive routine health screens and treatment. There is no excuse for these shortcomings. Education and health care are basic rights, and they ought to be viewed as prerequisites for any PYD activity.

Delivery of health care to delinquent youth—in particular, those in private residential treatment programs which are eligible for funding through the federal Medicaid program—will be affected by states converting Medicaid fee-for-service programs to managed care. Some states will include delinquent youth in their managed care coverage, and they might learn from Pennsylvania’s experience. A Juvenile Law Center report on the first year of Pennsylvania’s managed care program found that, for children living in substitute care, the system failed to ensure continuous Medicaid coverage during the entire period of placement, to ensure prompt enrollment of eligible children, to ensure prompt selection or change of a primary care physician (PCP) when children move far from the original PCP, or to clarify who could communicate with managed care providers about the children’s health care (Bush, 1998). There were other problems as well, but the cautionary note, for those who see health care as a bedrock for PYD, is that health care has been unevenly provided to delinquent youth under fee-for-service arrangements. And it can get even worse if managed care programs are not managed carefully themselves.

Education is also unevenly delivered. At least, 40 percent of institutionalized children have special education needs (Gemignani, 1994). If they were identified before entering the institution, their individualized education programs—developed with their parents and teachers who knew them well—rarely follow them to the institutional school. Parents are not encouraged to participate in the education of their children, and the distance from home to institution is usually too great, even if the parents are invited to be helpful.

Discipline inside institutional schools can border on the bizarre. Many facilities for delinquent youth will actually “suspend” juveniles for misbehavior in the institution’s school, sending the child to his or her room. Some juveniles become the Bre’er Rabbits of their facilities (“Please, please don’t throw me into the briar patch”), daring their custodians to suspend them for in-school behavior. Keeping kids in schools in institutions should not be very difficult.

Around the country are examples, too, of delinquent youth who have difficulty returning to school after discharge from delinquency programs. While ensuring prompt re-entry will be the task of aftercare probation, discussed below, re-enrollment is usually a systemwide problem that can only be addressed by juvenile court and department of juvenile justice leadership negotiating with local education agencies. Protocols for prompt re-entry to local schools should be mandatory.
Aftercare

Beginning in the late 1980s, the federal government invested in promoting aftercare probation services. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention promoted a model for an intensive aftercare program (IAP) developed by David Altschuler and Troy Armstrong.

This program relies upon the probation officer—i.e., the aftercare worker—as case manager. IAP relies on five principles: preparing youth for progressively increased responsibility and freedom in the community; facilitating youth-community interaction and involvement; working with the offender and community support systems; developing new resources to support youth in the community; and monitoring (Altschuler and Armstrong, 1992).

For some reason—most like routine system inertia—the Altschuler-Armstrong model of aftercare did not gain sufficient purchase to dominate the field. It should have. At its best, IAP is a model of reintegration that is consistent with PYD.

The reason that IAP is such a valuable wedge for PYD is that, at its best, it forces the system to imagine the youth’s future at the time the juvenile court or state youth authority fashions its first order of disposition. It is impossible to plan for a youth’s disposition, for example, unless you know where he or she is going. To which school will he or she return? Where will he or she live? With which adults will he or she need to be connected? How will the order of disposition make the answers to those questions possible?

Aftercare that begins with those questions in mind will follow the youth along a developmental pathway: through institutional care, planning with institutional staff for the future, involving family and other concerned adults, and preparing the child for school or work. Aftercare is an aggressive course of reintegrative services and supervision that should build upon a youth’s strengths in a ceaseless re-imagining and re-creation of the youth’s future.

Aftercare should be available to all children who are placed outside their homes. In a sense, aftercare should operate as an ordinary devoted parent would for a child who is in a mental health facility, or special education program or boarding school. The ordinary devoted parent, of course, has a caseload of one, and knows how to connect the child with friends, relatives and community institutions. Indeed, aftercare is crucial to connecting children coming out of institutions to community-based organizations that will provide the youth’s next scaffold of support. Combined with independent living and the balanced approach, described below, Aftercare should be a promising investment for proponents of PYD.
**Title IV-E(IL): Independent Living**

The federal government has for years contributed to states’ expenditures on foster care, including such care for delinquent youth. The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 was designed to end foster care drift and promote permanent homes for children in the child welfare system. Because many dependent children moved in and out of the delinquency system, and because many states were quickly alert to the possibilities of re-financing their delinquency systems, federal foster care maintenance payments were soon being used for delinquent children.

The federal government pays a proportionate share of foster care (related to a state’s poverty rate) pursuant to Title IV-E of the Social Security Act. In order for a child to be eligible, his or her parents must meet income guidelines for public assistance, there must be a case plan and a judicial finding that the state made “reasonable efforts” to prevent out-of-home placement. Until 1996, Title IV-E reimbursement was only available to children placed with private, nonprofit agencies. Congress amended the law in 1996 to permit federal financial participation when the child is placed in for-profit programs.

Many states have been claiming IV-E reimbursement for delinquent youth. However, because case planning and “reasonable effort” requirements are unevenly implemented, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is considering eliminating such reimbursements for delinquency placements. Until that time, the case planning requirements of Title IV-E offer an opportunity to infuse PYD into the plans and services provided for youth eligible for IV-E. This is particularly true of those who are 16 or older, for whom the IV-E independent living requirements are applicable.

Title IV-E(IL) requires states to have a plan for every eligible youth, a plan that envisions how the youth will make the transition from foster care to adulthood. This requires case plans that address such issues as life skills, vocational training or education in a way that prepares older adolescents for adulthood. The independent living initiative is an underused vehicle for PYD, but it offers promise for creative administrators.  

**Balanced Approach**

There is probably no greater wedge for PYD than that provided by the “competency development” component of the late-1990s notion of restorative justice. Restorative justice is an effort by juvenile justice proponents to preserve the system from attack by finding a philosophical middle ground between retributive justice, which gained in favor as states sought to “get tough” on juvenile crime, and rehabilitation, which was seen as being too “soft” on crime. By the 1990s, rehabilitation was used as pejoratively by critics of the juvenile justice system as liberal was in the political context.
In the 1980s, a form of restorative justice had been introduced by the probation staff of Dennis Maloney, in Bend, Oregon. Maloney called his intervention the “Balanced Approach” (Maloney et al., 1988). While he originally applied it to the purposes and uses of juvenile probation, the balanced approach soon became an organizing principle for the entire juvenile justice system. It proposes that at every stage of the juvenile justice pipeline three principles should operate: accountability, public safety and competency development. The system must hold the individual youth accountable (satisfying the needs of retribution). Public safety is the reason that the system exists (here recognizing the potential for rehabilitation, incapacitation and deterrence). Competency development, which is the link to PYD, ensures that every intervention provides more than make-work or incapacitation. For example, restitution or community service that requires participation in, for example, Habitats for Humanity, in which a juvenile learns a skill and increases empathy, makes more sense than having the juvenile rake leaves along the freeway.

Many state legislatures have been attracted to the balanced approach. Beginning in the mid-1990s, several states—e.g., Idaho, Illinois, Maryland, Montana, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin—changed the purposes and languages of their juvenile codes to incorporate balanced-approach principles.

While some states have made tentative steps toward PYD in their codes,13 few have given sufficient content in legislation to change the culture of the state system. Illinois, whose new code went into effect in January 1999, is an exception.

Illinois’ new purpose clause explicitly adopts the balanced approach. After invoking public protection and accountability, it declares equipping “juvenile offenders with competencies to live responsibly and productively” as a goal. Competency is then defined as “the development of educational, vocational, social, emotional and basic life skills which enable a minor to mature into a productive member of society” (705 IL. C.S. §405/5-105).

Idaho, in addition to changing the purpose of its juvenile code, added competency development to the goals of its secure facilities (training schools). Idaho’s facilities now require “training in the development of competency and life skills designed to assist the juvenile in operating effectively within and becoming a contributing member of the community...Prevocational education shall be provided to acquaint juvenile offenders with vocations, their requirements and opportunities” (Idaho Code § 20-531).
Some states are now referring interchangeably to their restorative justice and balanced-approach programs. Pennsylvania, for example, has developed a Balanced and Restorative Justice (BARJ) task force to implement the “competency development” requirements of its new juvenile code.

Gordon Bazemore, Mark Umbreit and others have written extensively about the potential for restorative justice affecting every aspect of the juvenile justice system. At best, restorative justice is not an addition to the system, but a reformation of it:

> Restorative justice is a way of thinking, a way of behaving, and a way of measuring. Until we change the way we think about why probation [for example] exists, we can’t change our behavior. We can’t measure the changes until our behavior changes (Umbreit and Carey, 1995).

Bazemore, too, recognizes the need for a paradigm shift if restorative justice is to become central to the juvenile justice system. He cautions:

> For a new paradigm to emerge, however, professionals must not only reject the old paradigm but also understand the new and embrace its implications for a distinct change in practice. In the absence of a shared understanding of core principles, and of their implications for systemic and organizational change, the competency development model can be quickly equated with one or more treatment programs or intervention techniques transformed to fit bureaucratic agendas (Bazemore and Terry, 1997).

This warning is important. Beginning in 1997, friends working in juvenile justice residential programs reported that their agencies were re-packaging existing treatment programs to call them “competency development.” Such re-packaging would meet contractual obligations but would do little to effect the kind of paradigm shift called for by Bazemore and Terry.

Unfortunately, most of the early state efforts to re-align their juvenile justice systems with a BARJ philosophy have fallen short. It was easiest for states to begin by focusing on public safety and accountability rather than by figuring out the meaning of competency development. Thus, we have seen states building new institutions, the federal government introduce a Juvenile Accountability Incentive Block Grant program, and local investment in programs like restitution and community service, as though the latter were identical to competency development.
Bazemore and Umbreit’s early writings were elliptical where competency development was concerned. In the last couple of years, however, Bazemore has given increased attention to competency development. His recent article with W. Clinton Terry in *Child Welfare* (Bazemore and Terry, 1997) is the best piece of writing to date on how the competency development leg of the balanced-approach triangle can be integrated into the juvenile justice system. (For purposes of this chapter, *competency development* and *positive youth development* are interchangeable.) The Bazemore-Terry approach is illustrated by the following table from their article, which shows how competency development differs from the erstwhile medical model, which rested in individual treatment:

### Intermediate Outcomes of Intervention: Individual Treatment and Competency Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Treatment</th>
<th>Competency Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avoid negative influence of designated people, places and activities</td>
<td>Begin new, positive relationships and positive behavior in conventional roles;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>avoid placement of youth in stigmatizing treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow rules of supervision (e.g., curfew, school attendance)</td>
<td>Practice competent, conventional behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attend and participate in treatment activities (e.g., counseling)</td>
<td>Active demonstration of competency through completion of productive activity (service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and/or work with community benefit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete all required treatment and terminate supervision</td>
<td>Significant increase in measurable competencies (academic, social, occupational, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements in attitude and self-concept; improved family interaction; psychological</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integration</td>
<td>Improvements in self-image and public image (community acceptance) and increased bonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and community integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The table illustrates how competency development represents a different approach, one that can be applied at any stage of the juvenile justice pipeline. In addition, as the table also points out, a well-designed competency development program can be measured and assessments of success can go well beyond traditional measures of recidivism.
Changing the Measure of Success

With tracking and evaluation tools like ProDES, described earlier, juvenile justice systems have the capacity to measure aspects of PYD. Programs will be able to learn whether they are succeeding in promoting discrete aspects of PYD, and juvenile justice administrators will be in a position to reward success.

For example, at the end of 1998, ProDES looked at system trends for the four years the system tracked youth who entered the Philadelphia juvenile justice system. With solid data, the evaluators could make a statement like the following:

When ProDES was being developed programs were almost unanimous in stating that improved self-esteem, more pro-social values and improved school and family bonding were intermediate goals of theirs (in the sense that positive change on these was expected to have a longer-term impact on delinquent behavior). There is no evidence yet that any of these goals are being met [emphasis in original]. Some juveniles do improve on one or more of these dimensions while in the programs; others however do not change or even get worse. The balance among these three outcomes has fluctuated but not changed significantly during the more than four years of study. If these remain important goals, programs need to try alternative modes of intervention in the hope that they will have a more marked positive impact (Jones and Harris, 1998).

To my knowledge, Philadelphia is the only city in the country that has the capacity to generate data that would enable evaluators to track youth’s progress over time and measure aspects of PYD. This is a fruitful area to pursue. For many communities, changing what is measured will inevitably change practice.

Role of Defense Counsel

Youth in the juvenile justice system have often been ill served by their lawyers. While there are excellent examples of quality lawyering around the country, for the most part the juvenile defense bar has been beset by high caseloads and low expectations (Puritz et al., 1995).

Yet defense counsel can play a significant role in promoting PYD. To do so, however, requires that lawyers do more than show up for the adjudicatory hearing (trial of “guilt” or “innocence”). They must get to know their clients and the adults who care about them. They must be active participants in planning their clients’ dispositions, push probation staff
to think in terms of PYD and, if their clients are committed to institutions, work with institutional aftercare probation staff to ensure a transitional plan that is developmentally sound. Investment in training, and in augmenting defender offices with social workers, would create for the juvenile justice system an internal advocacy component that would promote PYD in individual cases at every stage of the juvenile justice pipeline.

In 1999, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention will provide start-up funding for the first national center designed to provide training, resources and technical assistance exclusively to the juvenile defense bar. The OJJDP sees this project as a natural evolution of the Due Process Advocacy Project it has supported since 1993. That project, led by the Juvenile Justice Center of the American Bar Association, with support from the Youth Law Center and Juvenile Law Center, produced the first national assessment of the quality and availability of counsel for delinquent youth (Puritz et al., 1995). In 1997 and 1998, the project also hosted the first two national Juvenile Defender Leadership Summits. Those gatherings, attended by defender representatives from all 50 states, focused on building the capacity of the juvenile defense bar. They examined structural issues (e.g., caseloads) and substantive issues, such as how to improve the quality of representation at disposition, with particular emphasis on developmentally appropriate juvenile court responses.

Supporting the defense bar will be fertile territory for national and local foundations. There is an opportunity to expand upon what the OJJDP has begun and to provide regional support for juvenile defender affinity groups. Positive youth development will not become part of the juvenile justice culture unless there is an internal advocate for it in every case. The best hope for such advocacy is defense counsel.

**Faith-Based Interventions**

Much has been written lately about faith-based approaches to reducing delinquency (Klein, 1997), but it is unclear how those approaches will mesh with the formal juvenile justice system, let alone with PYD. It appears that ministries work best at primary and secondary prevention of delinquency (Woodson, 1998; Klein, 1997). Part of the problem is that the formal juvenile justice system is quintessentially a government function. While religious charities have provided services to delinquent youth from the dawn of the juvenile justice system, in modern times they do such work through government contracts, subject to state regulation.
It does not seem that religious charities today have any greater affinity for PYD than do lay nonprofit organizations. Indeed, Robert Woodson’s early study of Philadelphia’s House of Umoja demonstrated that when government intervened to fund and regulate Umoja, much of the value of its grassroots ministry was diluted (Woodson, 1981). As Yale Law School Professor, Stephen Carter, has observed, government funding has an impact on programs: “You run the risk of becoming a very different sort of program when you start competing for the state money. And the strings the government attaches to the money may force you to compromise your faith” (Klein, 1997).

Nevertheless, it is worth looking at the impact of religious charities that provide services to delinquent youth through government contract. Particular attention should be paid to the six attributes of PYD described early in this chapter. One should tread carefully here under any circumstances: there is always the danger that faith-based programs will impose their particular religious views on youth who are committed by juvenile courts to their care.
Conclusion

Each of the opportunities described in the prior section has promise. Approached strategically, even the obstacles might be sufficiently weeded out to allow PYD to grow. However, proponents of PYD should not be overly optimistic. The history of juvenile justice (Bernard, 1992) makes clear that most reforms are short-lived. A normal cycle is likely to embrace PYD, absorb some of it and swing back to more punitive measures.

The juvenile justice system can learn from the recent history of Family Preservation programs in the child welfare system. Beginning in the mid-1980s, propelled by funding from The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation and then The Annie E. Casey Foundation and other national foundations, Family Preservation was introduced to child welfare. The idea was that a particular brand of risk management—delivered through intensive, short-term interventions by social workers with low caseloads who had access to resources—could provide supports to parents that would make removal of the child into foster care unnecessary.

As originally conceived, Family Preservation was based upon a particular model—Homebuilders—developed by the Behavioral Sciences Institute in Washington State. But over time, as public and private child welfare agencies tried to change their culture and preserve families, they diluted the Homebuilders model (increasing caseloads, reducing services), thereby increasing risk to children. Many caseworkers misunderstood their mandate, and left children in high-risk situations because the workers thought leaving children in the home was all that family preservation meant. Over time, children were hurt. Some died. The backlash was not merely against bad practice or misapplication of a particular model; it was against the very concept of protecting children in their own homes.

Soon foster care returned to high levels. Some intensive family preservation programs remained, but by 1997, when Congress passed the Adoption and Safe Families Act, the cycle of backlash was complete.

Positive youth development will face a similar fate unless its proponents are careful at the outset. If PYD is to be anything more than an occasional nugget in a prospector’s pan, its advocates must avoid promising too much. They must not fail to address negative behavior. They must acknowledge that incapacitation, even transfer to adult court, is appropriate for some children. Risk management must be a central element of any PYD program promoted by the formal juvenile justice system. Ignoring risks will enable opponents of PYD to exploit inevitable failures, thereby turning them into celebrated cases that could lead to a backlash against PYD itself.
At the same time, advocates of PYD are fully justified in challenging the proponents of incapacitation and transfer to justify those parts of the system. Family Preservation, for example, was held to far higher standards of success than foster care or residential treatment facilities. In the justice system, no one has ever evaluated prisons with the scrutiny that awaits PYD.

Positive youth development remains our best hope for creating a future that embraces the majority of our children. When I think of PYD, I reflect on one of my very first cases in the mid-1970s. It was at the height of the Philadelphia gang wars. I represented a 15-year-old boy who was charged with shooting a member of an opposing gang. The victim survived, but the district attorney sought to transfer my client to adult court.

These are the facts:

My client, John, was “drafted” into his gang, which controlled the neighborhood in which John lived. He was threatened with serious harm as the alternative. He was handed a gun and told to retaliate for a perceived offense committed by the victim against one of John’s fellow gang members. John went out, shot the victim, immediately turned himself into the police and led them to the weapon. He was badly beaten by his own gang for that infraction.

John was an “A” student who had never missed a day of school in his life. The juvenile probation and the district attorney’s offices soon recognized that public safety did not require transfer to adult court after all. We moved John out of the neighborhood to his grandmother’s house, enrolled him in a new school, arranged with the Catholic Church to provide after-school and evening supervision. Thus, we connected John with caring adults in a new neighborhood, built a new community of support, and permitted his academic talent to flourish.

John was adjudicated delinquent, but neither the juvenile court nor the district attorney felt the need to use John as an example by transferring him to adult court. They saw that they could hold John accountable and enable him to turn his life around.
The point is not that John was typical, because he was not. Rather, the point is that John would not have a chance today. He would be a symbol, rather than a person, and he would do adult time under almost any of the state legislative changes of the last decade. Twenty-five years ago, though, the juvenile justice system saw his potential and enabled it to be realized. John went on to college, and the justice system never heard from him again. In today’s climate, that would not happen.

If PYD is to have a legitimate chance, we will have to rewind and edit much of the film of juvenile justice’s recent past. If we are to have the benefit of the talent that youth like Gabriel or young Ben Franklin or John can offer society, we must toss talk of sanctions to the cutting-room floor. The field will have to return to a rhetoric of childhood, editing out X-rated language like superpredator and eliminating glib slogans like “adult time for adult crime.” If a youth is already an adult in the public mind, then there is nowhere to develop. If PYD means anything, it is that our children who pass through adolescence are not yet adults (Grisso and Schwartz, 1999), and all of the slogans in the world will not make them so.
Endnotes

1 Much of the material in this section is adapted from Steinberg and Schwartz (1999).

2 In the parlance of criminal justice, incapacitation refers to the use of physical restraint—usually confinement—that reduces the offender’s capacity to commit a new offense (Packer, 1968). In the juvenile justice context, incapacitation usually refers to the removal of the juvenile from his or her home.

3 In the years after Gault, the Supreme Court stopped short of making juveniles’ rights identical to those of adults. While juveniles could avoid double jeopardy (Breed vs. Jones) and could only be adjudicated delinquent by proof beyond a reasonable doubt (In re Winship), the court held that they were not entitled to jury trials (McKeiver vs. Pennsylvania) or to have strict Fourth Amendment procedures apply in schools (T.L.O. vs. New Jersey). In addition, because children are always in some form of custody, the Supreme Court approved pretrial preventive detention for the child’s own good (Schall vs. Martin). Juveniles also have no constitutional right to bail or speedy trial.

4 While juvenile courts still operate more quickly than criminal courts, “delays in the juvenile justice system should be viewed from the perspective of an adolescent offender. Professional standards suggest that even the longest case should be processed within 90 days. Yet, a 90-day process means that a 14-year-old offender will wait the equivalent of a summer vacation for services or sanctions. In many of the nation’s juvenile courts, young offenders wait even longer” (Butts, 1997).

5 One of the provisions of S.10, which failed to pass at the end of the 1998 congressional session, would have required states to make available records of juvenile arrests to youth’s prospective colleges and employers.

6 The IJA-ABA Standards would permit only judicial transfer for juveniles who are 15 years old or older and who are charged with serious offenses (Institute of Judicial Administration–American Bar Association, 1996).

7 The Search Institute’s checklist of assets is generally not used in juvenile justice systems.

8 Public Law 105-119.

9 In order to qualify for JAIBG funds, states must certify that they have adopted or are considering (a) increased transfer of juveniles to criminal court, (b) a system of graduated sanctions, (c) a system of juvenile delinquency records for serious offenders that would treat their records similar to adult records, and (d) court-ordered parental involvement and sanctions against parents for failing to supervise their children. JAIBG funds may only be used for one of the following purposes:
   • Construction of juvenile detention or correctional facilities, including training of personnel.
   • Accountability-based sanctions programs.
   • Hiring of judges, probation officers and defenders, and funding of pretrial services.
   • Hiring of prosecutors.
   • Funding of prosecutor-led drug, gang and violence programs.
   • Provision of technology, equipment and training programs for prosecutors.
   • Probation programs.
   • Gun courts.
   • Drug courts.
   • Information-sharing systems.
   • Accountability-based programs for law enforcement referrals or those that are designed to protect students and school personnel from drug, gang and youth violence.
   • Controlled substance testing (including interventions) for juveniles in the juvenile justice system (Albert, 1998).
“Wraparound” refers to service providers who “do whatever it takes” to acquire or provide services that children need. Instead of trying to match a child to a program (“Does this child qualify for X, Y or Z?”), wraparound is usually offered in communities by service providers who ask, “What will it take for this child to succeed?”

In this chapter, “aftercare” refers to services to youth who are leaving placements to which they were committed after adjudication and disposition. Some communities, such as New York City in the late 1980s, have also developed aftercare services for youth leaving pretrial detention. The New York type of aftercare raises a unique set of issues that are not dealt with in this chapter.

Independent living took on greater promise in mid-December 1999, when President Bill Clinton signed into law the Foster Care Independence Act of 1999. The new law doubles federal funding for independent living. It requires states to serve youth up to 21 years old. It enables states to provide time-limited financial assistance to help those youth with living expenses. The law gives states the option of allowing youth who are 18, 19 or 20 years old to remain eligible for Medicaid.

Maine, for example, speaks of providing juveniles who are in state care with “the necessary treatment, care, guidance and discipline to assist him in becoming a responsible and productive member of society.” (15 M.R.S.A. §3002). Florida’s system is “to provide children committed to the Department of Juvenile Justice with training in life skills, including career education.” (West’s F.S.A. §39.001). New Jersey calls for a “comprehensive program” that “should provide a range of services and sanctions for juveniles sufficient to protect the public through prevention; early intervention; and a range of meaningful sanctions that ensure accountability, provide training, education, treatment and, when necessary, confinement followed by community supervision that is adequate to protect the public and promote successful reintegration into the community.” (N.J. Stat. § 52:17B-169).

It is more than a little ironic that at the same time as states implement “BARJ” initiatives, New York City has begun using a barge as a detention center to handle the overflow from its existing detention facilities. Barges are not fertile places for competency development.

The JAIBG structure is not helpful for restorative justice initiatives. Congress mandated that 75 percent of the new funds go directly to local units of government, thereby bypassing the state-as-funding source. The state was most likely to be the unit of government that insisted on a restorative justice model, and other than establishing 12 permissible uses of JAIBG money, there is nothing about the JAIBG structure that will permit states to regulate local use of funds.
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**Background and Overview**
Youth policy in the United States historically has been characterized by a fragmented set of programs with no center. No single entity addresses youth issues holistically at the national level. The recent outbreak of youth homicides has brought renewed attention to juvenile crime; national reports on increased drug use have led to political finger pointing and new commissions; and ongoing debates about public education in economically disadvantaged communities have generated what most think are simplistic funding and management fixes.

Finding coherent ways to better support the development of youth (and particularly the 10- to 18-year-old population with which we are concerned) is rarely the object of urgent public concern. The 1997 President’s Summit for America’s Future is an exception to the public’s more typical out-of-sight, out-of-mind orientation to youth.

**Youth Development: A Brief History**
Fortunately, the past decade has seen some progress as researchers and practitioners have focused more attention on the concept of “youth development.” At its inception, youth development was neither a field nor an approach. It was a concept and a movement united around two central axioms.

**Axiom 1: Program thinking fails as a basis for policy thinking.**
This point was painfully supported in the late 1980s and early 1990s by substantial research findings that past approaches to specific youth problems have produced weak, transient or no results. These publicly funded approaches centered on “interventions” that assumed the problem lay with a deficit in the young person. The intervention sought to provide youth with skills or knowledge that would correct the deficiency. Such approaches failed to take into account the complexity of young people’s lives or the environment in which they still had to function. The pattern of disappointing results seemed to suggest that policy expectations needed to be rethought (and lowered) and that “social engineering” had its limits.

**Axiom 2: Developmental thinking should organize youth policy in general and youth interventions and settings in particular.**
Converging evidence and findings from the adolescent development field, youth resiliency studies and applied social research provided a credible platform for the movement. The work of the Center for Youth Development and Policy Research in articulating the issues and advocating a new approach to youth issues helped create wider policy awareness. Applied research findings, particularly the work of Public/Private Ventures and the Search Institute, brought new substance and credibility to a set of ideas that were already intuitively appealing.
At the center of this thinking was the idea that young people are assets in the making—their development dependent on a range of supports and opportunities coming from family, community and the other institutions that touch them. When supports and opportunities are plentiful, young people can and do thrive; when their environments are deficient or depleted, youth tend not to grow and progress.

In our view, the potential of these important insights has not been fulfilled as the youth development movement has evolved into a field of practice—where work with youth actually takes place—and into an approach to practice—understanding how youth development occurs and what happens to youth when it does occur.

In this paper, we explore two major issues: first, how do current views of youth development as a field and as an approach inhibit its capacity to serve as a catalyst and practical guide, particularly to comprehensive community-based initiatives for youth; and, second, how can youth development be recast to be more helpful to these emerging initiatives, to existing youth development programs and organizations, and to youth policy at all levels?

Too Narrow a Field, Too Broad an Approach

Our basic premise is that, as a field of practice, youth development is defined so narrowly that it excludes key settings in which youth develop. At the same time, we have allowed youth development as an approach to practice to remain far too broad. We have not agreed on, much less communicated effectively, nonnegotiables or standards that would establish the approach’s parameters and make it useful as a guide to practice. Those of us involved in youth development need to define what the implications of a youth development approach will be for practice and the benefits that should accrue to youth and communities if the youth development approach “takes.” We will lay out each of these two problems in turn.

The youth development field as it is now defined is largely identified with two types of settings:

- Activities offered by community-based organizations serving youth during gap periods (before and after school, evenings, weekends and summers); and
- Add-on or insertion programs in schools and other institutional settings.

Indeed, the youth development field is defined more by what it is not than by what it is. For the most part, we are not talking about internal family interactions or intermittent encounters between youth and adults or their peers in and outside a youth’s home and neighborhood. We are not talking about most of the time youth are involved with such public institutions as schools, juvenile justice, health services and the like.
Considering youth development as an *approach*, we go to the other extreme and have trouble saying what it is not. The inclusionary impulse has produced a mind-boggling melange of principles, outcomes, assets, inputs, supports, opportunities, risks and competencies, much of which is only loosely tied to what actually happens in the daily lives of youth.

**And What Have We Wrought?**

The good news about our movement thus far is twofold:

- We have brought justifiable and needed attention to youth-serving organizations that have long taken a developmental approach, even if they did not call it that. These organizations have exemplified, and continue to exemplify, practices that many agree constitute good things for young people.

- We have helped policymakers and program designers focus on the many positive attributes of young people. The notion that youth have assets, not problems to be fixed, and that their development is what policies and programs should seek to support has penetrated the discourse of some local, state and federal initiatives.

The bad news is that we have created expectations that we can produce a myriad of positive skills and psychological traits in young people outside the influences of families, schools or neighborhoods. As we sought to shift the discourse around youth from fixing problems to supporting development, we also unintentionally created an expectation that youth-serving organizations can provide on their own—without the involvement of families, neighbors, schools and other institutions—experiences that are necessary and sufficient for youth to reach a healthy, productive adulthood.

**Taking the Next Steps**

How do we extract ourselves from this conundrum? We propose three interrelated steps:

- First, articulate a compelling and unifying statement of:
  a. What the basic supports and opportunities are that all youth need to grow up healthy—the nonnegotiables of the youth development approach; and
  b. What these nonnegotiables can realistically be expected to yield when in place within and across settings where youth spend time.

- Second, formulate a set of community strategies that, when implemented, will close the gap from existing levels of these supports and opportunities to what is needed to achieve our goals for youth.

- Third, offer ways to mobilize and build the capacities of all stakeholders who live with and work on behalf of youth to embrace and then implement these community strategies.
The framework presented in Figure 1 is our attempt to take these steps. It builds on three main sources: existing frameworks that are currently influential in shaping the field’s thinking; academic theory and research on adolescent development; and the lessons we have learned either directly or indirectly from the following initiatives:

- Center for Youth Development and Policy Research’s Youth Development Mobilization;
- Community Network for Youth Development’s San Francisco Beacons Initiative and Youth Development Learning Network;
- Development Research and Programs Inc.’s Communities That Care;
- Institute for Research and Reform in Education’s First Things First;
- National Urban League’s Community Youth Development Mobilization Initiative;
- Public/Private Venture’s Community Change for Youth Development; and
- Search Institute’s Developmental Assets for Children.

An initial explication of the evidence—from research, practical experience and common sense—for the framework’s validity is available upon request. As it stands, the framework is meant to be a practical guide for investors, planners, practitioners and evaluators involved in community-based youth development initiatives.

The framework (see Figure 1) seeks to address five questions:

1. What are our basic long-term goals for youth? (Box A)
2. What are the critical developmental milestones or markers that tell us young people are on their way to getting there? (Box B)
3. What do young people need to achieve these developmental milestones? (Box C)
4. What must change in key community settings to provide enough of these supports and opportunities to all youth that need them? (Box D)
5. How do we create the conditions and capacity in communities to make these changes possible and probable? (Box E)

**What Outcomes Should a Community Realistically Expect from Implementing a Youth Development Approach?**

According to the framework, the long-term goals of community-based youth development initiatives are to improve the long-term life chances of young people:

- To become economically self-sufficient,
- To be healthy and have good family and social relationships, and
- To contribute to their community.
Figure 1  Community Action Framework for Youth Development

**Build Community Capacity and Conditions for Change**

Building stakeholders’ awareness, knowledge, engagement and commitment
Conveying urgency, possibility, equity and inevitability of change

**Implement Community Strategies to Enhance Supports and Opportunities for Youth**

Strengthen community adults’ and families’ capacity to support youth
Reform and coordinate public institutions and services to support youth development
Increase number and quantity of developmental activities for youth
Create policies and realign resources in public and private sectors to support community strategies

**Increase Supports and Opportunities for Youth**

Adequate nutrition, health and shelter
Multiple supportive relationships with adults and peers
Meaningful opportunities for involvement and membership
Challenging and engaging activities and learning experiences
Safety

**Improve Youth Development Outcomes**

Learning to be productive
Learning to connect
Learning to navigate

**Improve Long-Term Outcomes in Adulthood**

Economic self-sufficiency
Healthy family and social relationships
Community involvement
Some common-sense indicators of these long-term outcomes:

- For economic self-sufficiency, all youth should expect as adults to be able to support themselves and their families and have some discretionary resources beyond those required to put food on the table and a roof over their heads. They should have a decent job and the education or access to enough education to improve or change jobs.

- For healthy family and social relationships, young people should grow up to be physically and mentally healthy, be good caregivers for their children, and have positive and dependable family and friendship networks.

- Contributions to community could come in many forms, but we hope that our young people will aim to do more than simply be taxpayers and law abiders—to contribute at a threshold level to their community, however they define that community.

By highlighting these “positive” indicators, we do not mean to exclude “negative” markers of outcomes in these three areas. Meaningful decreases in welfare rolls, behavior-based physical and mental health problems, child abuse and neglect, and incidence of violent crimes are important markers of these same three long-term outcomes.

**What Developmental Outcomes Are Most Likely to Lead to Adult Success?**

Our review of the relevant literature suggests that the likelihood of these three goals being achieved increases dramatically if youth accomplish certain things as they move from childhood through adolescence:

- They must learn to be productive—to do well in school, develop positive outside interests and acquire basic life skills.

- They must learn to connect—to adults in their families and community, to their peers in positive and supportive ways and to something larger than themselves, be it religious or civic.

- They must learn to navigate—to chart and follow a safe course. This third task takes multiple forms:
  - They must learn to navigate among changing conditions in their multiple worlds—their peer groups, families, schools, social groups and neighborhoods, each of which may require different ways of behaving and, in some cases, even different languages.
  
  - They must learn to navigate the developmental transitions from being taken care of to taking care of others, and from just learning about their world to assuming responsibility for their role in it.
  
  - They must find ways to navigate around the lures of unhealthy and dangerous behaviors (premature sexual activity, substance use and other high-risk activities) and experiences of unfair treatment, rejection and failure—challenges that all youth face but are much more prevalent for children living in economically disadvantaged circumstances.
Research and common sense tell us that if young people can achieve these outcomes, their prospects as adults improve dramatically; and, if they do not, success as defined by the three long-term outcomes in this framework will be difficult to achieve.

These three outcomes and, more importantly, their respective indicators reflect both a narrowing and expanding of other frameworks’ content in order to better guide community action. For example we do not include personality characteristics and other internal traits, many of which are included in other developmental frameworks. But we do incorporate avoidance of negative behavior and educational outcomes as youth development outcomes.

This approach recognizes the fact that we need to plan for, and monitor, interim steps along the developmental path toward the long-term outcomes we seek for youth. We want to prioritize outcomes shown to predict success in adulthood. We have tried to keep the list short, focused on behavioral accomplishments rather than internal traits and abilities, and feasible for all youth, but still sufficient to give them a strong foundation for a successful adulthood. Some of the ways we measure developmental progress for younger children meet these criteria. For example, we look at their ability to wash and dress themselves, to play cooperatively with other children, to deal with minor peer conflict or difficulties without adult intervention, and to engage in reading and learning numbers as indicators of their readiness to move on to more complex social roles and cognitive activities. We need to do the same for older youth.

Measured this way, learning to be productive, connect and navigate lend themselves to observable, understandable and defensible thresholds that all youth can and should achieve. For example, setting the goal that all youth in this community will finish school and know enough to get a decent job or go to college sets a clear threshold. Trying to make sure that all youth will have high enough self-esteem does not. Similarly, tracking whether youth have a set of friends that they and their parents trust is more informative and accessible than assessing whether they have enough empathy and compassion. Finding out whether youth treat diverse peers and adults respectfully, manage to avoid serious involvement with drugs and alcohol and do not overreact to minor rejections by their peers seems clearer and more compelling than whether they are good enough problem solvers.

Having diverse stakeholders know what youth development outcomes actually look like and agree on what constitutes “good enough” are important early tasks for any community-based youth initiative or program.
What Supports and Opportunities Must Communities Provide for Youth?

The framework asserts that, for youth to learn to be productive, connected and able to navigate, they have to experience a set of supports and opportunities that are the critical building blocks of development across all of the settings in which they spend their time. Research points to a short list of five key requirements associated with the capacities we expect young people to have in order to achieve our goals for them.

1. Adequate nutrition, health and shelter.
   This first developmental need stands alone among the supports and opportunities as a necessary precondition for youth to benefit from the others. When a young person is hungry, ill or inadequately sheltered, it is very difficult to experience gains from even the most enriched social or intellectual environment. While every setting or organization may not be relevant to, or capable of, providing for these needs, they must be addressed if we expect young people to grow.

2. Multiple supportive relationships with adults and peers.
   Perhaps the most consistent and robust finding on human development is that experience of support from the people in one’s environment, from infancy on, has broad impacts on later functioning across multiple domains. Relationships with both adults and peers are the source of the emotional support, guidance and instrumental help that are critical to young people’s capacity to feel connected to others, navigate day-to-day life and engage in productive activities. In supportive relationships with adults and peers, youth experience high, clear and fair expectations, a sense of boundaries, respect and the sense of another person giving of themselves.

3. Challenging and engaging activities and learning experiences.
   Youth, especially adolescents, need to experience a sense of growth and progress in developing skills and abilities. Whether in school, sports, arts or a job, young people are engaged by—and benefit from—activities in which they experience an increasing sense of competence and productivity. Conversely, they are bored by activities that do not challenge them in some way. Often in adolescence, this “boredom” can lead to participation in high-risk activities because healthier life options do not offer the appropriate blend of challenge and sense of accomplishment.

4. Meaningful opportunities for involvement and membership.
   As young people move into adolescence, they need ample opportunity to try on the adult roles for which they are preparing. They need to make age-appropriate decisions for themselves and others: deciding what activities to participate in, choosing responsible alternatives, and taking part in setting classroom, team and organization policies. They also need to have others depend on them through formal and informal roles, including peer leader, team captain, council member or organizational
representative. In order to develop a sense of connectedness and productivity, and to begin making decisions from a perspective that is less egocentric, young people also need to participate in groups of interconnected members, such as their families, clubs, teams, churches, theater groups and other organizations that afford opportunities for youth to take on responsibilities. They also need to experience themselves as individuals who have something of value to contribute to their different communities. When healthy opportunities to belong are not found in their environments, young people will create less healthy versions, such as cliques and gangs.

5. Physical and emotional safety.
Finally, young people need to experience physical and emotional safety in their daily lives. With these supports, young people are able to confidently explore their full range of options for becoming productive and connected; and, when they experience challenges to navigate, they can focus their full attention on meeting these challenges. The absence of these supports has profound effects on youth’s options and decisions: they become distracted from opportunities to be productive in school and other settings; some will choose to belong to gangs or carry weapons as a means of providing for their own safety if it is not provided for them; and, if youth feel consistently rejected, discriminated against or under physical threat, adults’ arguments for avoiding the highest-risk behaviors become much less compelling.

In sum, this framework suggests that the presence of these five supports and opportunities across key community settings will result in dramatic and sustainable improvements in young people’s productivity, connectedness and ability to navigate and, in the longer term, their success as adults.

Conversely, if these investments in youth are not made, we will continue to see a growing proportion of our young people move into adulthood, at best, ill-equipped to achieve the goals we have for them and, at worst, dangerous to themselves and others.

The presence of these supports and opportunities then become the non-negotiables of the youth development approach. They are the lens through which a community should first examine its ecology to identify the resources available in the lives of its young people. They are the guideposts that communities can use to plan and assess these supports and their efforts to enrich and realign resources; then communities can be confident that when these supports and opportunities are available for all youth, across settings, from ages 10 to 18, their developmental outcomes will improve dramatically. These are also the standards of practice to which individual organizations and programs working with youth should commit themselves, and against which they should document their accomplishments.
What Strategies Can Communities Pursue?
We suggest three strategies that communities can implement to increase supports and opportunities for youth across the major settings in which they spend time: family and neighborhood, schools and other public institutions, and gap period settings. A fourth community strategy calls for policy and resource realignments to support the first three strategies. As can be seen in Figure 1 (Box D), these strategies include and go beyond the current identification of the youth development field with “gap” activities. Applying a youth development approach to this wider range of settings is essential if we are to achieve meaningful change in a broad and diverse population of youth at the community level.

We will briefly describe and present a rationale for including these strategies in a youth development framework and then grapple with some of the challenges to doing so.

What must a community do to deliver the goods?

1. Strengthen the capacities of community adults (parents, families, primary caregivers, neighbors and employers) to provide these supports and opportunities.
History, research and common sense tell us we cannot “program” or “service” young people into healthy development. Providing specific programs and high-quality youth services are key strategies for optimizing youth development outcomes; but without caregivers, neighbors and employers of young people providing the supports and opportunities at home, in their neighborhoods and where they work, our impact on the lives of a community’s youth will be minimal.

Any honest community effort to increase supports and opportunities in the everyday lives of youth will and should inevitably bump against the sensitive question of how to deal with families and family issues. In one sense, the case for including families in youth development approaches is clear: the family is the single most critical source of support, encouragement, moral development, love and sustenance for a young person.

However, governments have limited their interventions in the families of youth on the principle that, since children are under the jurisdiction of their parents, the “state” should not interfere but rather should play a protective or supportive role. Until recently, the state would intervene in family life only in instances of demonstrable and egregious failure to meet the basic needs of youth, resulting in foster care, child protection and juvenile justice activities, or in the case of certifiable need, through the welfare system. However, in recent years, there has been increasing recognition that public policy and institutions have a role to play in supporting parents as they work to raise their children. This is evidenced in the creation of community-based family support centers; a growing investment in developmental child care programs like Early Start and Head Start; and an increase in child-rearing programs and interventions for parents in high-risk categories (such as teen parents).
Nevertheless, most supportive interventions and policies have, to date, focused on the parents of young children in the hope that early intervention would prevent problems and make it unnecessary to “interfere” later. However, parents of adolescents are in as much need of support as are the parents of young children, especially in disadvantaged communities where networks and resources for children from 10 to 18 are particularly thin. The youth development field has not directly involved families of youth and has not yet found a rationale or mode to do so comfortably and coherently. The reluctance to address the issue head-on is understandable. But that reluctance also circumscribes the impact our field and our approach can have and the issues to which we can give voice.

To be effective, community efforts to improve youth outcomes will need to address some of the key needs of parents and families that have been shown to be directly related to how their children fair in the short and long term. These strategies will need to address the quality of parenting, other sources of child care and the connections among parents and others who care for their children. This framework includes the following indicators that community action strategies have succeeded in strengthening the capacity of adults to “raise their youth.”

Parents and families:

- Have access to strong support networks among other families with youth;
- Know about and have affordable and reliable access to, alternative care and positive activities for their youth;
- Have effective communication networks with other adults who care for, or who can provide needed service for, their youth, e.g., child care workers, counselors and teachers; and
- Are knowledgeable about effective parenting practices.

Optimizing adult support of youth will also have to involve neighbors (many of whom are themselves parents) as well as employers of youth. Communities will need to understand and then build on youth’s often casual but sometimes crucial contacts with neighbors and on their early work experiences to increase the supports and opportunities available to youth. Therefore, the following are critical features in this framework for neighbors and employers:

Neighbors:

- Know and initiate constructive interactions with youth living in their community; and
- Communicate openly and constructively with each other, with parents of youth and with other adults responsible for youth.
Employers of youth:

- Structure work for youth as closely as possible to youth development principles.

Community-based youth development initiatives will not achieve thresholds of supports and opportunities adequate to produce meaningful change in young people’s lives unless specific programs and broad, community-wide strategies help caregivers, neighbors and employers support youth.

2. Reform and integrate the large institutions and systems that affect young people.

Reforming and coordinating public institutions have proved formidable challenges, which the field has usually sidestepped. The most glaring example is public education. Outside the home, schools are the main environment for young people. Long before youth development became a widely accepted concept, schools were widely urged to change, to become more responsive and effective. “School reform” is still a central topic in most large cities. Yet public education is an immense and densely packed sector—at times defensive and at times quite justified in being so. It also has a thicket of peripheral organizations working to serve, improve and reform it, and its core activities have remained outside the scope of youth development efforts. Because public education has seemed too tough a nut to crack, youth development has avoided taking it on.

Some major educational reform efforts are using the supports and opportunities included in this framework—or conditions closely related to them—as guideposts to rethink and redo how schools work.³

Based on research, practice and common sense, the following indicators of strong schools supportive of youth development included in the framework:

- Students interact with a shared group of adults in low ratios (<15) during core instruction, over extended periods of time, during the school day and across multiple years;
- Teaching methods reflect established best practices for maximum student engagement and learning;
- School policies and practices ensure collective responsibility for education professionals and provide opportunities for parents and other community adults to monitor and contribute to student success; and
- Schools and other institutions are linked in ways that maximize (1) continuity and consistency across settings, and (2) ease and quality of communication with youth and their caregivers.
Reluctance to take on institutional issues extends beyond schools. Juvenile justice as a system, and as it is practiced in communities, bears directly on the lives of many young people—young people whose development is most seriously devoid of support and opportunities, and who are least likely to gain access to traditional, youth-serving organizations that currently define our field of practice. Other public institutions and policies touch youth through separated funding streams that originate at federal and state levels—welfare, housing, drug and alcohol treatment, child care—and end up in many communities being unorganized, unstrategic and underfunded. Seldom do these institutions build from a coherent recognition of what needs to be done to support youth. They respond most of all to the dictates of funders and must constantly order their work and priorities to keep their funding, even when inadequate. Past efforts to achieve “service integration,” whether at national, state or local levels, have generally had discouraging results. The few incentives to work together that might be tried are heavily outweighed by funding dependency, inflexible rules, and institutional habits and culture long in the making.

Based on experience and research on effective community-based services, the following are indicators of public institutions (parks and recreation, juvenile justice, law enforcement, housing, welfare, social services, transportation) supportive of youth development:

- Such institutions locate services for youth and their families in the community;
- They have cooperative relationships with each other and with families of youth;
- They are accessible, affordable and reliable; and
- They employ individuals who are equipped, empowered and expected to (1) respond to community needs, and be accessible and respectful to community youth and families; and (2) establish the practices necessary to provide supports and opportunities to youth in direct contact with their systems.

The supports and opportunities described in the framework extend the idea of appropriate standards to all these institutions that serve youth. Once these nonnegotiables for youth are embraced, these institutions can take on the next challenge: working together to provide supports and opportunities for their “shared” clients.
3. Increase the number and quality of developmental activities available for young people before and after school, on weekends and holidays, and over the summer.

Here is where our traditional definition of the youth development field fits into this unifying framework. Stronger and more widespread supports for youth outside their homes, schools, social service and work experiences are essential to optimize youth development outcomes.

Key to this third strategy will be a full assessment of the supports and opportunities available in gap periods to all youth and particularly to youth who are hard to reach. Also key will be the capacity of the organizations currently providing these activities to absorb expanded responsibilities for youth different from those currently served.

Given what we know from research on these gap periods, areas of programming and community-based activities need to be strengthened and made more accessible. We also must realize that adding new programming and activities is not enough. As with the strategies for strengthening community adults’ and public institutions’ capacities to support youth, standards for the quality of these activities are needed to provide designers, operators and consumers of the programs and activities with ways of knowing that what is going on there, at minimum, does no harm and, at best, maximizes the supports and opportunities young people get.

Wherever free-time activities and programs are located—in schools, youth organizations, recreations centers, churches or parks—research is converging on a set of organizational features that translate into high levels of developmental support and opportunities for youth participants. The following are characteristics of quality gap period activities (before and after school, weekends, holidays, and summer).

Organizations are structured to provide:
- Effective adult/youth ratios;
- Safe, reliable and accessible activities and spaces;
- Continuity of care within and between activities.

Organizational policies include:
- Ongoing, results-based staff and organizational improvement process;
- Flexibility in allocating available resources;
- Engagement of staff in local community.

Organizational activities include:
- Range of diverse, interesting, skill-building activities;
- High, clear, fair standards;
- Youth involvement in organizational decision-making.
4. Realign policies and resources in the public and private sectors in ways that support the implementation of the strategies described above.

The youth development field, even as it is currently defined, has recognized that without policy supports from the municipal, state and federal governments, it will remain marginalized in its efforts to affect youth development outcomes. Our framework broadens the field’s purview to incorporate family supports, neighborhood revitalization and institutional reform as well as expanded youth development programming and activities. Common sense, if not scientific research, makes it clear that public policies will have to be realigned if this expanded set of strategies is to have any chance of being implemented. Policy should support thoughtful, innovative and rigorous proposals by community stakeholders for providing supports and opportunities to youth in all settings in which they grow up. These proposals can include recommendations for policy realignments at the state and federal levels to support the proposed community strategies.

Results-free resource allocations of the past haunt current efforts to martial resources for new initiatives. Therefore, policymakers will need evidence early on that existing resources are being realigned to begin implementing these three sets of community strategies.

It seems clear that implementing all three strategies—and doing each better—is crucial. The price for our communities and our country will be high if we continue to promise meaningful change in the life chances of young people—particularly for youth living in economically disadvantaged areas—and fail to tackle this full range of strategies. First, if we continue to tinker around the edges of these young people’s lives, community-level outcomes for youth will not meaningfully improve. This failure will only deepen the cynicism of investors in youth development, including among the participants themselves, and make future investments more difficult to obtain. Second, if our experience from repeated efforts to reform urban schools through programmatic (versus core and systemic) interventions and compensatory (versus preventive) activities is a reliable predictor, the final fall-out of this “big goals, little intervention” approach will be further entrenchment of “blame the victim” scenarios in some professional, community and policy quarters.

While calling for all of the above, we have to continue doing each of the above, but doing these things better. The framework provides even the smallest, most targeted program with the same expectation experienced by its larger, more heavily funded brethren—the supports and opportunities they all seek to provide their youth. These ideas can be a useful lens through which all practitioners can critically view and then improve their own practices. At the same time, the framework encourages small and focused players in our field to look outside their immediate purview and find ways to connect their work to other community settings and stakeholders that touch their youth’s lives.
Bringing the Community Together

By definition, realignment of political, economic and human resources toward new and better youth development practices means some old practices and policies will have to go. For adults living and working with youth, for public institutions and for community-based organizations that serve youth and their families, making these choices and living with their personal and political consequences will not be an easy task. Therefore, these choices and their associated risks cannot be delegated or assigned to any single community stakeholder group.

Communities will need mobilization efforts to create conditions that encourage all stakeholders to put their oars in the water and pull together. In this framework (Figure 1, Box E), we have identified four conditions that mobilization efforts should seek to achieve to launch and sustain implementation of the community strategies (Figure 1, Box D).

First, there must be a sense of urgency among all stakeholders, a feeling that something you care about is very wrong and must be made right.

Second, stakeholders must believe that these changes are achievable. Success stories have to be told and believed, and credible evidence of the efficacy of these strategies must be made available in compelling ways.

Third, people asked to risk their comfort with the status quo have to see others doing the same; they have to sense equity in the pain and gain of change. When school reform means teachers change what they do but no one else does, it does not work.

Finally, before individual and institutional stakeholders put themselves on the line, they will have to believe that business as usual can, in fact, be changed. The decline in supports and opportunities available to youth in many economically threatened communities over the past 50 years has been clear and dramatic. At times it appears inexorable. Conversely, intentional programmatic investments to enrich these supports and opportunities over this same period have been intermittent, erratic in approach and ephemeral in impact. With this backdrop, the new generation of community initiatives needs a collective sense by all stakeholders that “this is the big one,” that this too will not pass, or the energy necessary to implement these bold and high-stakes strategies will not be there.

Creating these conditions is a tall order, but we believe that activities focused on building stakeholders’ awareness, knowledge, engagement and commitment to the story this framework tells can work. For example, stakeholders who see the gap between where youth are and where they need to be can create a sense of urgency. Stakeholders who interact with youth and adults in other communities like theirs, where their concerted efforts are closing this gap, gain a sense of possibility that this can also happen in their community. Achieving a sense of equity requires stakeholders across existing power relationships to engage in
honest discussions about what they can do individually and collectively to implement these community strategies, the risks involved in doing so and the supports that will be needed from each other to pull it off. Finally, change of this kind only becomes inevitable when key stakeholders—those who control political and financial resources in the community and those who have immediate and persistent impact on the lives of youth—jointly agree that the risk/reward ratio makes business as usual the more painful option.

**Supporting Community Action**

We believe the framework outlined above provides a structure within which both broad and highly focused community-based, youth development initiatives can be located or created, and then critically examined. From our initial discussions of this framework with other national and local youth development organizations, and from our ongoing work with this framework in several community initiatives, some pressing needs have emerged.

The following are suggestions for how funders, technical assistance providers and evaluators of community-based initiatives could help support effective community action on behalf of youth.

**Funders could:**

- Adopt a community approach that recognizes young people’s need to receive supports and opportunities across all of the settings where they spend time, not just in programs or gap activities;
- Assist communities by investing in activities (and technical assistance) that equip and empower community stakeholders to use this community approach effectively;
- Provide funding for technical assistance to help communities develop local intermediaries or strengthening existing ones that can act as managers or conveners, and monitor these initiatives; and
- Invest in communities’ assessments of their readiness for change, and whether and how well the community strategies are currently being implemented.

**Technical assistance providers could:**

- Assess and strengthen their capacity to assist community stakeholders in using this approach, specifically to support the stakeholders in mobilizing around this framework and in planning and implementing the community strategies; and
• Create strategic and cooperative partnerships with complementary intermediaries in order to offer the full range of assistance that communities will need to take this approach to supporting their youth.

Evaluators could:

• Provide communities with a range of assessment strategies for tracking progress across the framework elements. This requires both organizing existing tools and developing new ones.

These suggestions are meant to strengthen the field’s capacity to support community-based efforts to implement the community action strategies included in this framework. They assume our field is ready to adopt such a framework as a guide for its collective work on behalf of youth. This is a risky assumption. Within this project, participants debated and did not resolve whether it was a good idea to adopt such a framework for our work as investors, technical assistance providers and researchers/evaluators.

In this paper, we are calling for the field to move beyond the current state of “dueling frameworks.” We think we need an overarching structure within which all of us can find our place—within which we can each articulate what we can contribute to making meaningful change and learning from it, on the ground, in diverse communities. We believe this reflective process will help us identify gaps in our network of support for community-based youth development initiatives. It will also permit and pressure us, as a field and as individual entities, to become more collectively responsible for the outcomes that we, and our community partners, seek for young people.

Endnotes

1 There are a number of proponents of youth development who have been trying for some time to have the field more broadly conceived of and supported. However, for the most part, resource allocation to “youth development activities” has been primarily channeled through youth organizations.

2 For other publications related to this framework contact Community Action for Youth Project, 308 Glendale Drive, Toms River, NJ 08753, or e-mail jnirre@aol.com.

3 *First Things First*, the school reform framework of the Institute for Research and Reform in Education, makes explicit links between changes in school structures and classroom practices, youth experience of supports and opportunities, and ultimately improved youth development outcomes.
The More Things Change, The More They Stay The Same: The Evolution and Devolution of Youth Employment Programs

Alan Zuckerman
National Youth Employment Coalition
Federal, state, local and community-based job training programs have been evolving and devolving for more than 30 years. The Manpower Development and Training Act, passed in 1962, marked the beginning of a continuously evolving national employment and training policy labeled successively Manpower and Manpower Development in 1962, Employment and Training in 1973, Job Training in 1983 and Workforce Investment in 1998. The changes in labels reflect changes in both the awareness of their connotations (Manpower was sexist; it excluded women) and the focus of national policy.

Since 1964, these policies have been charged with preparing at-risk or disconnected young people and poor adults for work. The results have been disappointing and the level of funding has been reduced. With the passage of a new Workforce Investment Act, the federal government promises to fund states and localities to give young people the opportunity to prepare themselves for the workforce. We had better get it right this time.

The unemployment rate for youth has been more than double the adult unemployment rate for the past 35 years, and minority youth unemployment has been more than double that figure again. Today, when unemployment is at its lowest in decades, the unemployment rate for young black males is more than 30 percent nationally and more than 50 percent in urban ghettos. Yet, what are we doing about it? Instead of launching a targeted initiative to mobilize resources, Congress in 1995 slashed funding for out-of-school youth (Title II-C of JTPA) from $610 million to $127 million. In 1998, the House of Representatives’ Appropriations Committee proposed the elimination of all funding ($871 million) for the Summer Youth Employment Program. They did agree to $250 million for a targeted Youth Opportunity Grant focused on very poor communities.

Youth, especially out-of-school, unemployed minority youth, are not a high national priority. There has been little sustained training and job finding effort of a magnitude anywhere equal to the need. Yet it is obvious to those who have been struggling to make policies and programs effective that we need a larger investment in youth employment policies. These policies need to support comprehensive and sustained programs that provide quality services, and they need practitioners who are competent and effective. We need to build a system that does the right things for young people and does them well.

A growing body of evidence and experience strongly suggests that the incorporation of youth development principles and practices into workforce development programs causes greater positive effects on young people: they develop basic and workforce competencies, get jobs, remain in the workforce and often continue their education and training. But, until recently, youth development principles were applied most often to 8- to 14-year-olds.
In the last five years, practitioners, researchers and policymakers have become increasingly aware that a developmental approach to the preparation of 16- to 24-year-olds for work is critical to success. Those practitioners who incorporate youth development into workforce development programs are more effective because they:

1. Employ activities that are age and stage appropriate,
2. Create an environment that engages the interest of youth,
3. Individualize services to youth,
4. Assure that youth benefit from ongoing support and relationships with caring adults,
5. Incorporate opportunities for youth to interact with peers,
6. Include active and self-directed learning, and
7. Provide access to long-term support and developmental activities.

Such a paradigm is in sharp contrast to the employment and training programs of the past 30 years, in which youth have been an afterthought. Youth employment programs were seen as necessary only to stop riots, civil unrest or crime. At the same time, the development of youth employment programs and policies has been responsive to evidence, perceptions and feelings about whether policy and programs have worked. For more than 30 years, the federal government has proposed varying job preparation and job creation policies and programs as a part of efforts to eliminate poverty, reduce the school dropout rate, minimize the human cost of job loss and build a competitive workforce. Only portions of these efforts have focused on youth. Unfortunately, there is a general perception that youth employment efforts do not work.

Only in the late 1970s, when the Youth Employment Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) amended the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, was there an attempt to develop a national youth employment policy. For most of that 36 years, preparation of youth for work has been part of the larger, adult-focused system. Job Corps and Summer Youth Employment Programs have been sustained since 1964, but only during the YEDPA era and the period when Vice President Mondale’s Task Force on Youth Employment was active, have policymakers tried to fashion a national policy and build a national youth employment system.

To understand the evolution of current policy and the significance of youth-focused programs in national employment and training policy and practice, this paper examines the recent history of employment and training. After 36 years of experiment, the public and many elected officials believe that these programs have failed and that practitioners are frustrated by the diminishing support for their valiant efforts. As a result, investments in youth have been sporadic, not long-term. Few
communities have invested the resources to build and sustain institutional and staff capacity, and in periods of increased funding, we must start by building competent organizations and programs.

The Formative Years
The first post-World War II manpower training program was the Area Redevelopment Act of 1961, which focused on the problems of depressed areas—urban and rural, Appalachia, Mississippi and Harlem. The main thrust was to attract new businesses that would bring more jobs. A short-term (16-week limit) skills training program for residents of depressed areas “prepared” them for entry-level jobs in the new businesses.

In 1962, Congress passed the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) in response to predictions that automation was going to replace many workers who would need to be retrained. MDTA was primarily an adult training program, but it did authorize a youth training allowance of $20 per week—less than the adult training allowance that was equal to the unemployment insurance benefit in the state. MDTA also required that youth be out of school for six months before they could be enrolled in the program to prevent young people from dropping out of school to enroll.

The mainstream MDTA programs were very basic. The State Employment Service recruited and certified that applicants were unemployed. Applicants were referred to local vocational schools or to approved MDTA courses, which took place mostly in the afternoons and evenings. Youth and adults had to meet admission requirements, which often included a high school diploma. Upon completion, the State Employment Service placed the trainees in jobs. There was no distinction between youth and adults. All training was occupation-specific and generally offered the same course of study as did vocational schools.

In the early 1960s, the Division of Experimental and Demonstration projects had a few million dollars and a mandate to find and fund new and different approaches to preparing people to work, especially people from poor neighborhoods or with special barriers to employment. The focus was influenced by the times. The civil rights movement pushed the Department of Labor to fund programs that addressed equity, and training was seen as compensation for discrimination. The Ford Foundation had been funding “gray area” projects, and President Kennedy’s Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime was funding comprehensive social planning and programs to combat the “social dynamite” (juvenile delinquency) in our major urban areas.
The view of The Ford Foundation and the President's committee was that young people were products of their environment and that the community had to change to create opportunities for its young people. Kenneth Clark in *Youth in the Ghetto*, which evolved from a report he had produced for Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited (HARYOU), one of the early prototype poverty programs, described the pathologies that confronted the community, which included lack of economic opportunity. Its thesis was that these pathologies had to be cured to build a healthy community in which young people could develop. The plan for the revitalization of central Harlem included a major jobs program predicated on teaching young people skills so that they could get a job.

On Manhattan’s Lower East Side, Richard Cloward put his “opportunity theory” into practice at Mobilization for Youth, another community-based effort funded by The Ford Foundation and the President’s committee. The opportunity theory assumed that young people’s behavior was rational and, if they were offered real opportunities to make a living and live productive lives, they would be motivated to prepare themselves to move into the economic and social mainstream.

Both Mobilization for Youth and HARYOU received MDTA funding as experimental and demonstration (E&D) projects. Other E&D youth projects also included CPI in New Haven and the JOBS project run by the YMCA in Chicago. These early experiments resulted in the development of more comprehensive approaches to preparing young people for work. They included:

1. **Adaptation of the diagnostic and vocational rehabilitation model that was used to train physically and mentally disabled persons.**

   E&D projects adapted the diagnostic techniques of vocational rehabilitation to the needs of “disadvantaged young people” in manpower programs. For example, an early E&D project run by the Jewish Vocational Service in Philadelphia adapted the diagnostic techniques of sheltered workshops to the needs of high school dropouts with low levels of literacy. The early comprehensive models began with extensive testing to identify deficiencies of “clients” and then prescribed a broad range of needed services to correct those deficiencies, including basic education, GED preparation, health services and legal services. The job developer was invented during this period, and group counseling became the norm for many E&D projects.

2. **Paid work experience.** CPI in New Haven created “work crews” to give young people a real work experience in the program. Crew chiefs supervised groups of young people who were working on community projects. The crews learned basic work skills—taking direction, punching time clocks, working in teams while they were building playgrounds, cleaning vacant lots and painting public facilities. The work crew assignments also served as temporary jobs while young people waited for placement in jobs in the private sector. The work
crews later were the model for the Neighborhood Youth Corps and its Summer Youth Employment Program—part of the later “poverty program.”

3. **On-the-job training and increased employer involvement administered by intermediaries.** The National Urban League and Mobilization for Youth ran the first experiments with on-the-job training (OJT) for young people. Many job-related skills were not offered in vocational schools and it was difficult to simulate work skill training in a school setting. OJT enabled intermediaries to work with employers to design training at the workplace. Employers’ wages were offset by payments to compensate them for lower productivity. Upon completion of training, young people were hired at the prevailing wage. In addition to placing young people in jobs, OJT proved itself a valuable mechanism for involving employers in the design and delivery of training for young people.

4. **Focus on the special needs of poor urban youth.** The E&D programs working with the President’s Committee on Juvenile Delinquency programs and civil rights organizations focused on the special needs of poor and urban young people in ways that evolved into the poverty program. MDTA had not focused on the needs of these young people because they often did not meet the education or experience requirements of vocational schools. The JOBS program in Chicago recruited young people from the street gangs and used its resources—including a YMCA-operated community college, funds provided by the E&D program and its extensive network of employers—which prescribed a comprehensive set of services to prepare its clients for jobs. JOBS and other urban programs exposed the broad range of deficits of many urban youth. Many young people had serious health problems. Legal problems made them difficult to employ. Transportation was a major problem. It was becoming clear that a special long-term comprehensive effort was needed to have an impact on these youth.

5. **Community-based services.** Evidence was growing that it was vital that services be offered in the neighborhoods where young people lived; the early Ford Foundation projects were among the first community-based organizations (CBOs). They mobilized community leaders and employers to correct the social and economic injustices that were a part of life in urban ghettos. The growth and visibility of the civil rights movement was also a force for the development of neighborhood and community-based services. E&D projects were funded in public housing agencies, youth-serving agencies, civil rights organizations and neighborhood organizations. One of the more controversial agencies was The Woodlawn Organization (TWO), a neighborhood agency organized around the confrontational style of Saul Alinsky. TWO picketed the suburban homes of slum landlords to inform their neighbors of housing violations. Stores that discriminated in hiring were boycotted.
6. Confronting discrimination in the workplace. Organizations like the Opportunities Industrialization Centers (OICs) in Philadelphia (a response to a successful consumer boycott of employers that discriminated against African Americans) were created to attack discrimination in the workplace and to prepare minority youth and adults for jobs when employers changed their hiring practices. OICs were committed to serving the “whole person” and developed a comprehensive model of service. Community-based organizations, like OIC, were established in many localities, replicated by community leadership in other cities and funded by the federal government to combat discrimination by employers and agencies that too often excluded people on the basis of their race or ethnicity.

7. Comprehensive programs to prepare youth with diverse needs for jobs. The design of the JOBS program of the Chicago YMCA was unique. It recruited more than 1,000 youth through gang workers, who worked with youth in the streets. They made a commitment to help each young person get a job or return to school. JOBS’ definition of a comprehensive program was one that helped youth surmount all barriers. They assigned each young person a “coach” (a combination group counselor and case manager) to oversee each individual’s development. The system worked well because JOBS had access to a very broad range of services, including legal, health, housing and a community college. This was unusual at the time, and its success demonstrated the need for a broad range of education, social services, and guidance and support services if youth were to become prepared for work and life.

Youth development was not part of the practice or the rhetoric of these programs, and youth were not thought of as resources. However, these early E&D programs, based mostly on overcoming barriers and reducing deficits, did show that long-term treatment was needed and that preparation for employment had to involve the community and address the educational, health, housing, family and other needs of young people. The connection of work and basic education was evident, and GED preparation was introduced as a part of the youth employment program.

There was already some evidence that developmental approaches produced better results. One developmental approach was OIC’s commitment to developing the whole person. OIC created a feeder concept that prepared youth and adults for vocational training and jobs. Reverend Leon H. Sullivan, OIC’s founder, said, “We screen people into programs.” OIC tested trainees once they were enrolled and used test results to help trainees focus on what they needed to learn in order to get a job. Motivation of trainees was key at OIC, which taught minority history to all trainees in order to instill pride and raise awareness of the significant accomplishments of minorities, especially African Americans. What is commonplace today was a new approach then, especially for manpower programs.
Although these were major changes in manpower development practice, they were based on a diagnostic treatment model. Change was beginning, but young people were enrolled in adult programs and treated as recipients of services: the professionals “knew” what was best for young people and other clients. Counseling, especially group counseling, was another innovation in manpower programs that focused on youth, like JOBS in Chicago. Groups of young people shared experiences with an adult and each other. Peer support and guidance was intentional. Counselors focused on helping youth to overcome barriers and develop skills and attitudes that would lead to jobs.

The decade of the 1960s was a time of rapid and profound change. In 1964, President Lyndon Johnson launched the “War on Poverty,” and the Congress passed the Economic Opportunity Act (EOA). The concept of the Community Action Agency was based on the experience of The Ford Foundation and the President’s Committee on Juvenile Delinquency. An equally important, though less controversial part of the legislation was the authorization and funding of major Manpower programs focused on the special needs of youth. The Job Corps was created by the EOA as was the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the first Summer Youth Employment Program which created summer jobs for poor teenagers. In addition, manpower became a significant part of the plans that community action agencies developed to combat poverty, especially in urban areas.

The first Job Corps Center was opened at a closed military base (Camp Kilmer) in New Jersey. The design of Job Corps was based on a number of critical assumptions. The first was that there were some young people who would benefit from education and training programs offered in a residential setting outside their community. It was felt that some communities were so destructive that these young people should be moved away from home, trained in a military setting and then placed in jobs. The second major assumption was that big business could and would be the best resource for administering this training. Job Corps has been offering residential, and some nonresidential, job training for more than 30 years. With an average stay of more than seven months, Job Corps offers comprehensive services that include basic education and vocational training. The residential setting enables Job Corps to provide developmental opportunities that include leadership through youth government, advisory committees, alumni and clubs. The initial Job Corps model was deficit-based, but in recent years, youth development has been added to Job Corps. Evaluations have consistently shown that Job Corps works. It has a significant positive impact on graduates, and the return on the investment pays off for young people and taxpayers.

In response to urban unrest and civil disturbance, a major summer jobs program was created in the summer of 1965. While it was characterized by the media as “anti-riot insurance,” it was promoted in communities as work experience. It was a chance for poor young people, both in and out of school, to get a job (often their first job), do useful work in the
community and learn how to work. In addition, it increased the income of low-income youth and their families. Initially, work experience was community-based and included elements that would be called community service today. Young people were the muscle to build vest-pocket parks and mini-playgrounds. They assisted teachers in Head Start programs and were the arms and legs in poverty program offices. They learned good work habits and crew chiefs-supervisors helped them respond to the expectations of the workplace.

**The Coordination and Control Period**

The community action agencies were responsible for planning and community involvement under the Economic Opportunity Act. The federal government funded local communities to bypass state governments that were perceived to discriminate against cities or rural areas with large minority populations. They received formula grants, set priorities for services and selected service providers, which were most often community-based organizations. Jobs were always high on the list of priority services, but effective Manpower programs required sophisticated designs; coordination among many, often competing, agencies; and time, in order to increase the education and vocational skills of youth (and adults). Too often, community-based Manpower programs developed sophisticated plans, but lacked the resources and competence to implement those plans. The result was frustration for service providers, employers and trainees. This was compounded by the inability of community-based organizations to coordinate services with better-funded state and local public agencies, especially the employment service and vocational education.

The inevitable conflicts and competition of the mid-1960s led to the age of coordination that preoccupied Manpower policies from the late 1960s through the 1970s. Debate and conflict about who should develop plans, which agencies should provide services, and accountability for outcomes continued to characterize the national policy debate of the 1980s and 1990s.

In 1966, the President’s Commission on Manpower (PCOM) created tripartite teams representing the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), Department of Labor (DOL) and Office of Education (OE) to conduct a field study of Manpower programs in 19 cities. Its mission was to study and catalog all the programs and plans in each city, with a special focus on identifying instances of overlap and duplication. The commission was also charged with recommending ways to improve coordination of Manpower services.

The thesis was that coordination would lead to efficiency and better programs. Commission teams engaged in a systematic analysis of federal programs in major urban areas. It was illuminating and frustrating. In examining intergovernmental relationships and planning, we found very little communication, programs that were run by one agency with
no regard for cooperation or joint planning and operations, competition among agencies, some suspicion and even hostility. In short, there were no systems. In some cases, the PCOM study brought local agencies together for the first time.

The work of the tripartite teams of the commission evolved into the “Concentrated Employment Program” (CEP), an attempt to coordinate and plan a focused approach to local Manpower planning in the 19 cities that had been studied. Soon after CEP was initiated, two rural CEPs were created in eastern Kentucky and northern Minnesota, recognizing the needs of rural areas and the power of Carl Perkins (D-Kentucky), Chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee, and Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey.

The assumption of CEP was that prescribing services would respond to the needs of individuals. Coordination and joint planning were the goals. The objective was to prepare youth and adults for jobs, and programs were measured by the number of jobs they got for unemployed people. Coordination was accomplished by negotiating treaties among competing agencies; but comprehensive services were rare and there was no focus on developing youth as resources. Elimination of duplication of services was minimized, but that did not mean that individuals received all the services they needed or that they received them when or where they were needed.

The competition among agencies at the national level—OEO, DOL and vocational education—increased. There was considerable debate about which federal agency should take the lead. At the local level, there was competition between the public agencies and community-based organizations. Funding mechanisms and state and local plans received more attention than did the types of services offered, the quality of those services, and the competence of the agencies and people that provided services. There was always concern about the problems of “disadvantaged” youth, but contracts with youth-serving agencies that focused on the special needs of youth with multiple barriers to employment were the exception, not the rule. There were only a few exceptional youth-serving agencies that were strong advocates for youth and had the capacity to provide the comprehensive services needed to prepare young people for employment.

The first phase of the consolidation era ended with the passage of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) of 1973. At the time, CETA was enacted as the first “block grant” that gave states and local “prime sponsors” funds by formula that they could decide, within federal guidelines, how to allocate. Decisions about whom to serve, how to serve them and who should deliver the services were made at the state and local level. State and local planning bodies were established with broad representation to oversee the planning process. Governors and local elected officials appointed the planning bodies and staffed the prime sponsors. The U.S. Department of
Labor approved all plans and was responsible for oversight. CETA also marked the end of the usage “Manpower Programs,” which was replaced by “Employment and Training Programs.”

With few exceptions, programs for youth remained the same. The status quo was preserved by institutional inertia, resistance to change. Youth services were mostly work experience for in-school youth in the summer, and more comprehensive out-of-school youth programs that included employability development, individual referral to vocational training, OJT and public service employment (PSE). The recession of the early 1970s and high levels of unemployment prompted a major new initiative to create jobs providing public services, and some young people were hired for these jobs.

CETA focused on getting youth and adults prepared to work. Both in-school and out-of-school youth were encouraged to stay in school or to go back to school, but these initiatives were fairly short term and focused on work experience and development of entry-level skills. There were three premises for work experience: (1) work is a valuable learning opportunity; (2) economically disadvantaged youth need to earn wages; and (3) work keeps young people busy and out of trouble. Some exceptional programs developed jobs as places to learn, and some training programs were coupled with basic education, English as a second language and GED preparation. But most of the services were short term. Developmental opportunities were limited to work-related skills.

In work experience programs, follow-up, supportive services or developmental opportunities were rare. For most youth, the opportunity to earn some money, buy clothes and help their families were the most important benefits. For poor families, this income was very important. The Neighborhood Youth Corps’ first priority was the same: the regulations required that 70 percent of all funds be expended on wages and 15 percent on administration, leaving only 15 percent for education, counseling, transportation and supportive services. No extensive evaluations of work experience were conducted, and there were many news stories about “make work” or other poor practices.

Work experience programs have always been faced with the difficult choice between improving the quality of services and increasing the number of people served. Do you hire fewer people and provide more extensive services or serve more people and give less service? Nowhere is this choice more evident than in out-of-school programs. Dropouts are always less educated, often from poorer families and in need of more intensive services for a longer period of time. Work experience, or a job without education and other services, is not enough for a dropout who reads below the eighth-grade level, has an unstable home and is confronted with choices between a job and drugs, violence or other self-destructive behaviors. It is no surprise that the gains were modest.
CETA also made a significant investment in training for young people using institutional skills training, OJT and the Job Corps. Skills training and OJT trained both youth and adults, while the Job Corps was and still is a youth-focused training program. Skills training has a positive impact on youth: those who complete the training get jobs with modest earnings gains. Entrance requirements vary with the occupation, so, unless training is coupled with remediation, disadvantaged youth with multiple barriers are often excluded. From 1964 to 1974, fewer than 40 percent of skills training participants in MDTA and CETA were under age 22, and approximately one-third of the OJT participants were under age 22. OJT has good post-program placement numbers.

CET, a community-based comprehensive job training program located in San Jose, California, has shown extraordinary placement and earnings gains for disadvantaged youth and adults. The focus is on skills training in classrooms that resemble work sites. All learning is focused on job- and work-related skills and competencies. CET also offers extensive remediation and English as a second language, which are related to the occupation and combined with counseling, job placement and long-term follow-up. CET created a comprehensive developmental model with a counselor, a job developer and an educational instructor qualified to teach bilingual education assigned to each skill area. Vocational instructors are recruited from industry. The impact on youth and adults in San Jose is remarkable: wages are much higher than the norm. Employers have supported CET for more than 25 years by donating equipment and hiring its graduates.

Job Corps has also been offering comprehensive training, basic education and a range of supportive services. It is run by the Office of Job Corps, U.S. Department of Labor, and continues to contract mostly with for-profit training corporations to run Job Corps Centers. Job Corps serves young people exclusively, most of whom have not completed high school. Job Corps evaluations have documented its ability to place young people in jobs and to significantly increase earnings. The cost of Job Corps is high, more than $15,000 per trainee, which reflects the comprehensive nature of its services and the higher cost of residential training. Residential programs like Job Corps are able to take poor youth out of their communities and help them learn the vocational and people skills needed to succeed on the job.

Youth development was not an intentional part of the program design in the CETA days. Training and work experience were the predominant forms of preparation for work. Some examples of informal youth development practices are found in comprehensive training programs like Job Corps, CET and OIC. A relationship with an adult is one part of long-term skills training, either institutional or on-the-job training. Supervisors, counselors and instructors often become guides (caring adults) who help young people learn about work and life. Many of the more comprehensive programs develop long-term relationships with graduates. Job developers and counselors maintain contacts after place-
ment and often respond to phone calls and visits when young people lose jobs and need to talk about next steps. These developmental approaches are informal, based on personal relationships. They are not planned services available to all trainees; they simply happen and are responsible for the success of effective training programs.

**The Youth Demonstration Era**

In 1977, Congress enacted an amendment to CETA, the Youth Employment Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA), that made youth employment a major focus of the act. It created federal youth employment initiatives that were designed and controlled by the U.S. Department of Labor and were more categorical. It also added three new acronyms to the alphabet soup of job training, YACC (Young Adult Conservation Corps), YCCIP (Youth Community Conservation Improvement Program) and YIEPP (Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects). These three programs underscored the belief of policymakers that job creation was the answer: each demonstration experimented with creating jobs in different sectors. YIEPP was the most expensive; it tested the hypothesis that guaranteeing a job to disadvantaged high school students would be an incentive to keep them in school. YACC provided up to 12 months of employment in useful conservation work for 16- to 23-year-olds, administered by the Departments of Agriculture and Interior. YCCIP provided out-of-school youth with supervised jobs on community projects.

CETA continued to provide training through formula grants to the prime sponsors, but most of the job-creation efforts were relatively short term and not tied to education, training or other developmental activities. With the exception of Job Corps, none of the major youth employment policies promoted comprehensive practices. Training was generally short term, and although it led to a job, it was one-dimensional and only developed job skills. Work experience provided young people with work and some “employability” skills.

In 1979, the federal government invested almost $6 billion in work experience and training of youth. (For comparison, in 1997, the federal appropriation for youth employment programs under JTPA was $2 billion, including Job Corps.) Significant amounts of money were spent on research to find out what worked. Robert Taggart, the former administrator of the Department of Labor’s Youth Office, summed up the experience in *A Fisherman’s Guide*. To paraphrase his conclusions:

1. Work and work experience do not alone improve labor market success.
2. Training must be long enough in duration so that participants can achieve measurable and certifiable competencies.
3. An employability plan must provide opportunities for individuals to develop at their own pace depending on their motivation, interests and abilities.

4. There must be an opportunity for all youth to participate, but resources will never be adequate and should be invested in those who put forth the effort to benefit.

5. The impact of programs must be measured for long-term gains rather than immediate job placement or minimal increases in earnings.

6. There must be an increase in long-term training outcomes.

7. The economy must create more jobs and the “leftovers” must be trained to compete for those jobs.

In spite of the significant investment in training young people under CETA and YEDPA, the effects were marginal. Most of the programs were based on a diagnostic and treatment model, but the large financial investment created pressures for short-term outcomes and pushed CETA and YEDPA into large-scale interventions that batch-fed youth into systems.

The primary focus of CETA, including YEDPA, was to create jobs and provide work experience. Training was a smaller part of the investment, and youth development was not planned or intentional in either the policies or programs, though some providers incorporated youth development principles in their practice. Counselors helped young people identify their strengths and build on them; instructors developed personal relationships with a few of their trainees and sometimes maintained long-term contact, functioning as the “caring adults” now recognized as important; supervisors and older coworkers filled this role in OJT and work experience, and at Job Corps Centers, some resident advisers, teachers and counselors developed personal relationships with youth that were sustained when young people needed advice; vocational exploration was a part of some summer and year-round youth programs; open entry-open exit training programs enabled youth to proceed at their own pace and tailor their skill development to their personal interests; and self-paced instructional programs like the Comprehensive Competencies Program offered individualized basic skill development that empowered young people to guide their own development.

Unfortunately, most of the evidence concerning effective practices is based on the writings and memories of practitioners, funders and researchers. There was a considerable investment in intermediaries like Public/Private Ventures (P/PV), the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation and YouthWork. They conducted and researched major demonstrations. But the formal long-term evaluations focused on outcomes and did not examine methods, techniques, materials or youth employment practices. The impact of programs was measured as a whole and did not attempt to determine if some methods had a greater
effect on young people with certain characteristics. The quality of programs was not examined in enough detail to determine if the impact or lack thereof was the result of the program design or the quality of the staff, facilities or materials. The distinction is very important if the goal is to improve the quality of training and other initiatives.

The 1980s: Less Money, Less Time, Less Impact

The election of President Reagan and a Republican-controlled Senate in 1980 resulted in severe cuts for federal job training programs. CETA was labeled “a four-letter word” and targeted for extinction. In 1981, funding for public service employment was terminated. The expiration of CETA in 1982 led to its replacement by the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). The total federal job training budget was slashed from almost $10 billion in 1980 to $3.6 billion in 1982—the first JTPA appropriation.

A more astonishing fact was that these cuts were made at a time when unemployment hovered around 9 percent. For 20 years, job training funding had increased during periods of high unemployment. Clearly, there was dissatisfaction with the job training system.

Job creation was the main target of the budget cutters and its funding was eliminated in 1981. The Department of Labor’s new leadership, Secretary of Labor Raymond Donovan and Assistant Secretary Albert Angrisani, had little use for the job training programs of CETA and were determined to change them radically. Budget cuts were politically popular and social programs were in disrepute. CETA was a major target for budget cutters.

JTPA emerged as a bipartisan bill that incorporated many compromises. It was a second-generation block grant scheme and states were given much of the authority that had been vested in the federal government under CETA. Businesses were given greatly increased authority at the local level, with a requirement that the majority of members of the local JTPA planning and oversight councils, the Private Industry Council (PIC), be business representatives. The other major change was the incorporation of performance standards with national targets. These standards for placement rates, participant earnings and training costs were written into law and would drive JTPA services.

JTPA prohibited funds for public service employment, but continued training programs for adults and youth, including training for older persons. It also continued federal responsibilities for Job Corps, migrants, Native Americans and veterans. Job Corps and the Summer Youth Employment Program were both targeted for elimination or major budget reductions, but were saved by a massive campaign that generated letters and phone calls from state and local elected officials, employers and business representatives,
former participants and current trainees. Both the Summer Youth Employment Program and Job Corps were continued as a result of this demonstration of public support.

JTPA administrators acted as though the previous 20-year experience had been a failure. They did not look to the experience of CETA and its preceding legislation for guidance. JTPA was based on the belief that state and local decision-making were better than federal decision-making and that business knew best what priorities and programs would be most effective.

In retrospect, the results were not surprising. There was a great deal of evidence that local authorities were “creaming,” that is, selecting trainees who were most likely to succeed. Creaming was rationalized by sound management principles: limited funds should be expended in the most efficient manner; more people can be served if training is shorter, less comprehensive and cheaper. The consequences of creaming are that JTPA did not serve “those most in need” in spite of a legislative requirement. JTPA applicants tended to have high school diplomas and some work experience.

Service providers were offered performance contracts that paid them based on outcomes rather than on the cost of services. Again there was evidence that service providers also creamed. They recruited and accepted trainees they could train within budget and place in jobs at the required wage rate. If they exceeded standards they made money and, if they fell short, they could put their organization into bankruptcy. Creaming was good business for some service providers, and they learned that they could generate more income by recruiting people who were easily trained and placed in jobs.

A symptom of the emphasis on quick and inexpensive training was the rapid expansion of “job search assistance.” One-third of JTPA services were for job search, an inexpensive way of getting placements that required participants to have skills that meet employer requirements. According to Sar Levitan’s calculations in his book *A Second Chance*, JTPA relied less on community-based organizations like OIC and SER-Jobs for Progress than did CETA. There was also an increase in the use of for-profit training schools. JTPA was less appealing to CBOs that were committed to serving “hard-to-serve youth and adults” since performance contracting forced them to enroll more job-ready people for less money with fewer services.

A 1994 long-term study of JTPA done by Abt Associates found discouraging results. There were no significant positive effects for out-of-school youth from classroom training, OJT, job search or other services. This evaluation did not describe services in detail and had no data to assess the design of programs or the quality of services. Its documentation of poor performance was disputed by service provid-
ers and the JTPA system. Responding to this study, Congress cut the federal appropriation for Out-of-School Youth Programs (Title II-C) of JTPA by 80 percent.

Another significant study is Public/Private Ventures’ research on its Summer Training and Education Program (STEP), *Anatomy of a Demonstration*, which had shown significant short-term academic gains from a summer employment program with intensive academic components. But these gains did not lead to improved school performance, higher grades or higher graduation rates. The conclusion is that enriched summer programs alone do not have a significant long-range impact. To state the obvious, short-term programs cannot undo a lifetime of underachievement and discouragement, but they can be important tools in a long-term development plan for young people.

However, youth development outcomes are not being tracked by the JTPA system because they are not valued, understood or included in the program mix of youth-serving agencies. As evidence, the U.S. Department of Labor’s JTPA statistics from program year 1996 show that services were provided to 76,700 JTPA Title III-C youth in five categories of service: basic skills training, occupational skills training (non-OJT), OJT, work experience internships and other skills training. The data does not report any services that might be called youth development; indeed, it is impossible to tell from any reported data what the nature of the services was.

**The Confluence of Youth Development and Youth Employment Policies and Programs**

It is not surprising that youth development is missing from out-of-school youth programs. The employment and training system has only included youth development in exceptional experiments or programs operated by organizations that were primarily youth-serving agencies for whom youth development was included in all services to young people. It is not surprising that youth development is not a priority because employment and training is generally a short-term intervention and has focused almost exclusively on basic education and vocational training, with jobs and returning to school considered acceptable outcomes.

The roots of manpower programs were in the employment service and vocational education, not in youth development. Given this narrow view of the needs of youth, it is understandable that the focus of “objective” assessment is on education, skills and welfare dependence. In contrast, effective youth programs develop the resources of youth and understand the principles of youth development. The challenge is to make these long-term services and relationships intentional planned components of youth employment programs.
In January 1995, the chief economist of the U.S. Department of Labor published “What’s Working (and What’s Not): A Summary of Research on the Economic Impacts of Employment and Training Programs.” The report summarized existing research and reiterated the findings of the Abt study that the JTPA youth program outcomes were discouraging. The unfortunate outcome of this was an 80 percent cut in appropriations for the JTPA Out-of-School Youth Program. Young people, especially those most in need, were being punished because they were getting inadequate services.

The National Youth Employment Coalition (NYEC), in response to the report, convened a working group of its members and other experts in youth employment and youth development and prepared a set of recommendations. One of the report’s conclusions characterized youth employment programs as “islands of excellence in a sea of mediocrity.”

Not satisfied with a set of recommendations, NYEC set out to develop criteria for effective youth employment-development programs by establishing a working group of youth employment and youth development practitioners, researchers, policymakers, advocates and employer representatives. It is called PEPNet, the Promising and Effective Practices Network. From that initial meeting and subsequent conference calls and small meetings, criteria emerged in four broad areas: workforce development, youth development, quality management and evidence of success. Effective programs are those that meet each of these criteria. They can do it in different ways, but they must show how what they do meets those criteria.

PEPNet demands outcomes and requires that initiatives document the impact they have on young people. Workforce development outcomes must include the development of skills, knowledge and competencies that lead to jobs and careers. Youth development competencies are based on a well-conceived and well-implemented approach to youth development, including high expectations, caring relationships with adults, holistic service strategies that build responsibility and identity and view youth as resources. Quality management is exemplified by engaged, qualified leadership and staff who collect and use information and data to continuously improve the program. Evidence of success requires that credible information be collected, documented and presented.

These criteria have been incorporated into a self-assessment instrument designed to assist youth employment initiatives in looking at their services to youth objectively. Initiatives that believe they meet the criteria of PEPNet are encouraged to fill out an application and apply for recognition. Applications are reviewed by peer panels to select those that meet the criteria.

In four years, there have been 170 applications, 51 of which have been selected as PEPNet award recipients. These initiatives form a network of effective programs. In Lessons Learned, published by the National
Youth Employment Coalition, these effective programs have been indexed so that interested programs can learn about the more than 1,000 practices, methods and techniques employed by effective programs to make a difference in the lives of young people. PEPNet goes beyond the development of models, by identifying specific practices that can be adapted by other programs to improve their services to young people. Each of the 51 initiatives has met a set of rigorous criteria and has documented the impact of their methods. We intend to expand the examples and build on the experience of youth development programs that work with youngsters under 14 and have not considered employment as a developmental activity.

Where Are We Headed?
Congress has just passed the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) to replace JTPA. WIA gives more authority to the states and continues the role of business in planning workforce programs at the local level. One WIA title gives localities the authority for planning and separates the youth employment plan from the adult plan. Summer youth employment no longer has a separate authorization and localities will decide whether to invest in summer or year-round programs. There is also authorization for youth opportunity grants (YOGs), which will mean a new national investment of $250 million in a youth program focused on small urban neighborhoods and rural areas.

The new workforce investment system seems an excellent opportunity to bring new ideas and new approaches to policy and practice. The fact that most of our old approaches have had minimal benefit for young people, especially out-of-school youth, is reason enough to try a new approach. The legislation is an opportunity to make youth employment a higher priority. This may also be the last chance for a major federal investment in youth employment.

Incorporating youth development principles into youth employment policy, programs and practice will not be simple. There is limited experience and expertise and little collaboration among agencies and professionals working in youth development, education and employment. Most youth development agencies work with younger children (14 and below) and begin to lose contact with young people over the age of 14. Youth development does not have much experience with preparation of youth for jobs. The education community, with the exception of vocational education, cooperative education and school-to-work, views work with suspicion. Both educators and youth development professionals point to studies that conclude that work interferes with education and can lead to destructive behavior, including drug and alcohol abuse. The youth employment field has its own provincialism. Only a relatively small number of exceptional programs recognize that a young person’s stage of development is critical and that young people must be engaged in preparing for their future with the support of caring competent adults.
The youth development principles explicit in NYEC’s PEPNet criteria are consistent with the principles that Gary Walker described in the Sar Levitan Institute’s *A Generation of Challenge*:

1. Each young person needs to feel that at least one adult has a strong stake in their labor market success.

2. Programs must be connected to employers; placement with one of these employers is possible and initial placement is one step in a continuing long-term relationship with a program that will advance the young person’s employment and earnings.

3. Each young person must feel at each step the need to improve education and credentials.

4. Program support will be there for a long time.

5. Effective connections are maintained between the programs and providers of support services.

6. The program emphasizes civic involvement and service.

7. Motivational techniques—including financial incentives, peer support and leadership opportunities—are used.

Such approaches to connecting workforce development and youth development vary, but support for the concepts is growing. However, most workforce professionals are not aware of their value. Most are unexposed, and those who have heard of youth development are not prepared to incorporate the concepts or principles in either policy or practice. Including youth development in workforce investment programs will require a massive national technical assistance and training effort.

The challenge for those who understand the importance of youth development principles for workforce development is to mount a major education and awareness campaign for an audience that does not know the value of this information. The scope of the education campaign is vast because the devolution in the new Workforce Investment Act requires that we reach out to the 50 states, the territories and 500 to 600 localities. Awareness, training and technical assistance must reach beyond state and local policymakers and planners. Success requires that we build new and improved deliverers of service that will need competent staff, skilled managers and knowledgeable governing boards.

Service providers, especially traditional providers like vocational schools and community colleges must learn that young people need more than education. They need environments where young people plan for their own development and believe that adults—teachers, counselors, supervisors and employers—are there to support them, help them solve problems and prepare them for jobs that can lead to rewarding lives. That means continuing support as young people develop, make mistakes, try again and again.
If we are serious about development of our young people, we must invest in the institutions that serve them by assuring that the facilities and equipment meet the standards of employers, that teachers and staff are trained to do their difficult jobs and know that if they do well they will have a career. Outreach workers, counselors, coaches, teachers, job developers and youth workers are skilled and very important to the effectiveness of programs. They need to be valued and rewarded and encouraged to make a career of youth employment development.

At the same time, we must demonstrate the value of youth development principles to skeptical policymakers and practitioners. Policymakers must be shown that youth development prepares all young people, especially out-of-school youth, more effectively for the workforce, and they must understand that long-term programs that cost more are more cost-effective because they produce better outcomes for young people and employers. Policies must support, encourage and reward effective practice. Do we really want to entrust the education of our young people to the lowest bidder?

In conclusion, I want to make a plea for the importance of improving the methods, materials and practices used in youth employment programs. NYEC members and supporters have been working for almost four years to identify, select, recognize and catalog the practices of effective youth employment-development initiatives. The exemplary programs are all over the country and take many different approaches to prepare youth for the workforce. We know that these programs are effective because they can document their impact on the lives of young people. Do they have studies to document their impact? Some do. Others have management reports, counselor reports and other evidence that are the products of quality management.

They have something more valuable to practitioners and policymakers than does the most rigorous study. They have experience. They have developed methods and materials in the real world, working with youth every day. This is the information that service providers need to improve the way they serve youth, that planners need when they make decisions about funding a service provider, and that policymakers must pay attention to when they write policies or create the rules and regulations that will govern the workforce investment system. If those policies do not encourage the best practices, they are inadequate.

For 35 years, young people have been trying to change their lives with inadequate resources, little support and no respect. Quick fixes do not work. Now is the time to test new approaches that show promise. Youth employment must take a long-term (multi-year) developmental approach to the preparation of young people for employment and for life. Youth employment policy and practice must support sound positive youth development principles. All youth must be viewed as resources that have potential to contribute to our society, not as a set of problems that need to be fixed. Education, training and other services
should recognize and build on each individual’s age and stage of development. Young people should be engaged in their own development and the development of programs and policies that are designed to help them. Services and support must continue after youth are placed on a job.

Finally, young people must have access to programs of the highest possible quality. If basic education is part of the program, young people should learn to read, write and compute better. If workplace skills are being taught, they must achieve high levels of competence. If the object of the program is to place young people in jobs, they should get a job, and if they lose that job, they should receive help finding the next job.

The new Workforce Investment Act (WIA) includes language that encourages a more long-term approach to developing young people as a resource. The success of WIA requires a commitment to develop service providers of the highest quality; to do this will require the development of well-trained staff and well-run organizations.

An action-research agenda is needed to improve the capacity of youth employment policies and programs. This agenda should include:

1. Development of systems and capacity to recognize and use work as a developmental tool. There must be an intentional link between work and education and other developmental activities. These approaches assist young people as they gain work-related competencies, basic and advanced education, problem-solving skills, skills working in groups and other skills that will prepare them for life.

2. Development of youth employment-development approaches that recognize and respond to the needs of youth who are at different stages of development.

3. Experimentation with sound asset-based approaches that build on the experience of working with youth under 16 to older youth (16 to 24) who are preparing for work and family.

4. Adaptation of leadership skills learned in youth clubs to help older youth lead in the workplace, a labor union or in their community.

5. Incorporation by education of developmental approaches, by linking school and work, engaging youth as active learners and demonstrating the practical implications of knowledge.

The primary lesson of the past 30 years is that young people benefit most from programs that integrate the principles of youth development into a workforce development framework. Jobs and work should be viewed as developmental and should be integrated with education.
Youth development techniques must be adapted to meet the needs of older adolescents. Work and community service must be organized as developmental activities.

Youth development agencies and workforce development agencies are separated by institutional, philosophical and methodological differences. Young people benefit when these differences are bridged and services are integrated and focused on the needs of each youth. Getting a job is a stage of development, and young people must be taught to use work to develop their skills and competencies. Youth development agencies must view work in positive developmental terms. The goal is a broad range of integrated age- and stage-appropriate activities.

Clearly, we need an educational campaign that underscores the importance of youth development and demonstrates the impact that derives from the incorporation of youth development principles. The principal purpose of this campaign is to raise the awareness of workforce investment boards, governors and elected officials so that they will set realistic developmental outcomes for youth development/youth employment programs.

Note
This paper is drawn from my personal experience working with the federal, state, local and community-based employment and training programs since 1962. The observations are based on my experience with youth employment policies and practices for more than 37 years. I also read a number of valuable source materials by researchers, policy analysts and social scientists.
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